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A bstract

The theme of this thesis is the  advancement of IP mobility management mechanisms to 

support robustly the delay requirements of interactive IP applications services. Current 

IPv6 mobility management standards are heavily dependent on reactive manipulations 

of the IP  handoff process. Such modus operandi appears to be insufficient to address 

delay transparency during interactive IP  communications. By means of proactive sig

nalling deliberations w ith candidate points of attachm ent, the IP handoff management 

function can sustain delay transparency and, thus, enhance the perceived quality of 

communication during the mobile node’s (MN’s) next IP  transition.

To th is end, we assess to w hat extent recently proposed IPv6 macro-mobility man

agement standards or alternative macro-/micro-mobility proposals meet such expecta

tions. We extend our assessment by identifying experimentally factors th a t impede the 

performance of interactive applications over IPv6 Mobility standards, w ith particular 

focus on the  process of IP  handoffs. Such factors establish the control hypothesis of IP  

mobility m anagement performance investigations.

T hrough experimental measurements we show tha t both the wireless network and 

term inal trea t reactive IPv6 mobility as disconcerting disruption in interactive com

munications: IPv6 address configuration as a form of state establishment appears to 

impose unacceptable delays in packet flows communicated to the MN.

In this light, we investigate a novel IP  mobility protocol architecture in support of 

delay seamlessness, irrespective of the MN’s mobility pattern. Driven by experimental 

evidence, we reconsider the design of core parts of the IP  mobility management function 

by: (i) giving special emphasis to  delay transparency in the MN’s communicated flows; 

(ii) scheduling core IP mobility component functions proactively, in advance of the 

MN’s next IPv6 handoff. These functions are: (a) IP handoff management (b) IP flow 

forwarding. By means of efficient IP  handoff management, the delay components in 

control of the IP layer can be eliminated. By means of efficient IP  flow forwarding the 

mobility management function can circumvent delays incurred beyond the control of
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the network layer.

To effect such a form of mobility management, an efficient routing neighbourhood 

discovery algorithm is investigated. In this manner, the wireless network and the MN 

is aided with efficient forms of mobility-hop routing to  aid the management of the MN’s 

next IP  handoff.

Neighbourhood discovery of mobility-hop routers is devised to  facilitate proactive 

state establishment. Such a mechanism sets the basis for an open mobility manage

m ent architecture in support of any ontological context of capabilities em anating from 

the network layer. Such an open design enables the evolution of IP handoff manage

ment from conventional signal-strength to  abstract forms of context-aware, utility-based 

metrics, whereby diversity in selection of the MN’s next point of IP  attachm ent can be 

supported.

Ultimately, a comparative performance analysis of Proactive IPv6 mobility m an

agement versus the  fast handoffs extension for M IPv6 (FMIPv6 ) is presented. This 

study identifies strengths as well as fundamental limitations for the two proposals.

By taking a structured approach in the design of the aforementioned proactive IPv6 

mobility m anagem ent architecture, this thesis advocates th a t delay seamlessness can be 

addressed efficiently in support of interactive IP  application services. At the same time, 

it enhances the  handoff management process by allowing advanced forms of handoff 

diversity to  maximise the MN’s service utility during its next IP  transition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 D ata  Com m unications Revolution: The Internet

Over the last two decades, rapid advances in computer technology brought a new per

spective in the dynamics of data  processing as well as access to data  resources. It is 

interesting to  see in what ways multi-user computing paradigms carried over onto the 

realm of communication networks. This brings significant perspective on the shift be

tween communication practices and its long term evolution towards ubiquitous wireless 

IP communications.

It all started through forms of data  manipulation practices, whereby monolithic 

batch processing transformed into asynchronous multi-user computing systems. Users 

can (time-) share a single processing resource independently of their individual access 

pattern. The pioneering efforts of the Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS) and 

MAC project [1] of MIT gave rise to mainframe timesharing operating systems such 

as Multics [2] and its subsequent UNIX descendants. At the same time, the increasing 

momentum of user-centred computing emerging from these research efforts brought in 

the need for access to  data  resources. The computing resource was thus, required to 

take the form of a communication device [3].

For individual organisations, the underlying data networks supporting the comput

ing systems, were often private ones, built with a technology optimised to  the specific 

application [4]. At the same time, each of these computing systems was set up over 

experimental networks of different technologies. D ata access was limited not only by 

application-specific computing systems but also to  proprietary hardware and communi

cation interfaces.

The growth in computing resources and automated data  processing as a result 

of reductions in both size and cost of the underlying hardware transformed the design
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philosophy of user access to  com puting services. It soon became a common user require

ment th a t a single host should be able to  access any computing resource, irrespective 

of its location on the local or remote da ta  network.

Significant contributions to  such reconsideration in computing access practices were 

some early research experiments in the mid ’70s, th a t solidified, under the auspices of 

DARPA1, into the ARPANET project [5, 6].

There, a niche of geographically distant computing ‘islands’ were interconnected 

w ith the goal of providing data communication services to their users, by means of a uni

versal host communication protocol; such communication interface would: (i) mask off 

all legacy hardware and (ii) decouple the application and computer technology from the 

communication mechanism. To this end, the ARPANET research effort introduced the 

first host-to-host protocol, called the Network Control Protocol (NCP) [7]. As a result, 

d istributed computing and remote data  access through computer interconnections were 

introduced [8]. The appeal of the potential from such experiments transformed what 

was originally a small, research computer network into a fast-growing set of network 

domains. A global snapshot of such network infrastructure has come to  be collectively 

known today as the Internet.

Pivotal to  the growth of Internet was the wide adoption of dynamic access allocation 

techniques, commonly known as packet-switching. Borrowing heavily from the paradigm 

of (time-)sharing a processing resource by multiple data-processing requests [9], packet- 

switching techniques established sharing of a transmission resource by multiple data- 

communication requests.

Instead of a continuous analogue signal over a circuit-switched connection, digital 

stream s of binary-data blocks, known as packet stream s2, were created and communi

cated over a single transm ission medium shared by more than one user. This approach 

signified a trem endous increase in utilisation efficiency of link connectivity (through 

statistical multiplexing) between networked computers; furthermore, it allowed greater 

flexibility in bandwidth-efficient communications between large numbers of users.

The superiority of packet-switching together with the importance of layered com

munication protocols in packet-networking [10] has led to the embracing of the IP  pro

tocol stack by the Internet community as the de-facto host communication protocol 

standard. In fact, IP  has been so widely adopted th a t any emerging technological evo

1 Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
2 also referred to as packet flows
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lution is conditioned by the proclivity of considering a de jure IP-over-anything global 

network, through its hardw are/softw are implementations (Ethernet, Wireless, Cellular, 

ATM, xDSL).

Such a tendency is established by the ability - in retrospect, discipline - of IP to 

abstain from limiting assumptions about the underlying link-layer technology; it further 

captures the  lowest bu t widest common denominator of interoperability and flexibility 

requirements in present or future da ta  communication services. This doctrine is fostered 

by extensive standardisation procedures [11] in a manner th a t the Internet Protocol (IP) 

supports [12], throughout its constant evolution, a well-defined protocol suite th a t is 

reliable enough to  be adopted by any technology.

The Internet was thus, developed to  support a universal interface for data com

munications between com puter hosts. Since then, however, the definition of the term  

‘d a ta ’ has become increasingly polymorphic; its semantic expansion in term s of informa

tion content and link capacity, has enabled a variety of high-level applications services; 

amongst them , m ost popular have been electronic mail and the World Wide Web, bulk 

da ta  transfer or remote login access.

Together w ith the evolution of the Internet, the design and philosophy of new 

IP  protocols has realised new forms of communications. For instance, the advent of 

IP-M ulticast has enabled a transition from the classic one-to-one (unicast) remote com

munication to  one- or many-to-many real-time distant interactions between humans (or 

machines) in a network-efficient fashion.

At the application layer, new kinds of application have sprung up, focusing on 

sound and vision ; by m aintaining the temporal relationship between these two media 

types over com puter networks, multi-sense human communication becomes a reality, 

incarnating Licklider’s seminal vision on man-machine symbiosis [13].

The combined effect between multimedia application and multicast network de

liberations provided what is called real-time multi-way communications. Of course, 

such applications could not be afforded w ithout the unprecedented increase in process

ing power and storage capacity in (personal) computing, as well as a corresponding 

increase in bandw idth and network growth in the Internet.

1.2 Internet evolution: W ireless Networks

Subsequent advances in technology fomented exposure to  yet another perspective of the 

multi-facet Internet: th a t of wireless IP  infrastructure networks.
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From the early days of the ARPAnet, with the ALOHA single-hop broadcast sys

tem over Satellite networks [14] and its multi-hop parallel over terrestrial packet radio 

(PRnet) [15], wireless networking was attem pting to support user mobility, while main

taining basic IP services identical to the ones of the wireline infrastructure. Despite 

these efforts, the potential of wireless did not flourish; application visions propagated 

faster than  the reality of technological advancements at the time; the cost, size and 

weight of a single PR  receiver was prohibitive even for military purposes [15].

I t was only during the late ’80s, with the commercial deployment of GSM cellular 

telephony communications [16], th a t wireless communications received more attention, 

as significant reductions in both size and cost of the mobile terminal reached acceptable 

levels for deployment. Since then, PCS communications have been constantly evolving, 

offering primarily mobile telephony services, with some limited capabilities over IP.

Various other wireless technologies emerged commercially during the early ’90s, 

embodying different physical characteristics and air interface protocols; technologies, 

like IEEE 802.11 WLAN [17] and HipperLAN [18], together with new generations of 

satellite networks were able to  provide a much broader spectrum of wireless IP connec

tivity, each with performance characteristics driven by different communication design 

trade-offs.

Along with the advance of wireless technologies, significant advances in power con

trol [19] and battery cell technology [20] have made it possible for mobile terminals to 

stay attached with a network for several hours3 with a single battery charge. Continual 

improvements in chip design, miniaturisation, and integration have made it possible to 

add increasing functionality to small user devices; new short-range wireless technologies 

like Bluetooth [21] and Zigbee [22] address wireless interconnect in an increasingly flex

ible way. Sm art phones and multi function PDAs [23] have emerged in the market to 

provide combined computing and communication capabilities. The dumb, cheap mobile 

term inal is gradually replaced by sophisticated mobile handsets with common features 

such as voice recognition, location tracking and touch screens. Audio is already the 

norm in these devices, while miniature cameras are introduced as integral part of the 

communication interface.

3depending on the pattern of use
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1.3 Task performance and novel IP applications

Application development, on the other hand, tracks advances in hardware features by 

realising multimedia services in the most unassuming ways; novel audio-visual applica

tions appear to take pole position in daily human tasks, such as navigation or mobile 

collaborative group work in fields like medicine. These services make more sense for the 

mobile user if supported on-demand everywhere, instead of resorting to tentative static 

accumulation of data, in view of future potential need.

Traditional multimedia applications are faced, however, with im portant perfor

mance obstacles against the dynamic nature of the wireless medium, since by-design 

they considered wireline network deployment. The real-time requirement for multime

dia applications imposes naturally stringent delay constraints; large delays translate to  

significant packet loss, while large bursts of packet loss disrupt the communication pat

tern between peers, rendering communication interactions unintelligible [24]; variation 

in arrival delay of communicated traffic cannot exceed a few hundreds of milliseconds 

[25].

Wireless communications require some degree of stream survivability on the part of 

the sender, the receiver or the network itself; these need to be considered by the network 

and/or the application layer. Transmission resiliency becomes an essential function in 

counteracting the effects of loss over the wireless interface [26, 27]. This puts even more 

strain on the network/application before the mobile device can utilise the application’s 

full capabilities.

Novel types of data  dissemination also become im portant. Wireless hand-held 

devices and users integrate interactive communications or information retrieval as a in

tegral p art of their main task activity (driving, operating, pursuing, rescue, defending, 

etc). Interactive communications must maintain intelligible levels if task-specific perfor

mance is to  be sustained. Both the network and the application layer must constantly 

assess delay-prone packet deliberations, to preserve adherence to such guarantees in a 

best-effort inter-network.

1.4 W ireless Internet: a m aturing state of affairs

Wireless computing technologies have reached a stage of m aturity th a t begin to  realise 

practical forms of truly open wireless access capabilities; some of them  are: global 

coverage, 1always connected\ uniform performance characteristics, a priori mobility 

patterns, seamlessness, or connection transparency while in communications. Mobile
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users envisage (and expect) a ubiquitous convergence of access onto the wireline network 

infrastructure, through a heterogeneous wireless last-hop.

These requirements engender a paradigm shift in the traditional access practices 

of fixed computer networks, collectively known as mobile networking. Under these new 

access practices, users of portable wireless computing devices require access to some 

shared wireless network infrastructure; this is independent of their physical location, 

typically, while in transit.

Hence, the evolution user-centred network access practices receives now the form of 

ubiquitous continuity in mobile access of the Internet infrastructure. This is particularly 

im portant a t a time when physical mobility is encouraged and supported at a global 

scale, independent of national or international geographic borders.

1.5 W ireless link challenges: An evolving m aturity plan

Despite the advances in wireless technologies (see Annex B .l), there exists no single 

wireless interface th a t provides low latency, high bandwidth and wide area data  services, 

to  a large number of mobile users.

In addition, wireless networking, offers certain advantages at the expense of some 

quite constraining drawbacks. For instance, from the perspective of medium access, 

a wireless station cannot receive and transm it over the same carrier channel simulta

neously, in contrast to  its wireline counterpart; this is because wireless modems are 

predominantly half duplex, allowing only receive or transm it at a single time instant, 

over the same channel.

Due to  different mobility patterns, terrain obstructions, or even weather conditions 

affecting the air interface [28], the mobile terminal is guaranteed to experience different 

signal attenuation during reception or transmission. As such, the behaviour of the 

wireless broadcast channel is different during any two moments where transmission or 

reception may take place; a wireless link cannot, in general, guarantee the same channel 

quality w ithin all locations of coverage area.

In addition, propagation effects such as m ulti-path fading or path  loss [29] can 

impede or err the arriving bit-stream at the receiver. The manifest fragility of a wire

less link within harsh propagation environments transforms into increased bit error 

rate (BER) and associated packet loss. As a result, packet loss over a wireless link is 

associated with wireless fink corruption rather than routing path congestion.

A single IP  subnet, made available over the air interface of two or more wireless
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access points (APs), presents the task of sustaining its availability over any of these APs 

in a transparent manner; th a t is, the wireless host must be able to sustain continuous 

subnet connectivity, through transparent association with each of the APs as it transits 

over its coverage area. To provide such capabilities, the link-layer of wireless technologies 

such as IEEE 802.11 ensure transparent access to  the host over a single IP network, 

irrespective of its underlying AP association.

1.5 .1  W ireless  IP  h o sts  on  th e  m ove

Besides the issues, arising as a result of the host’s physical mobility, significant appli

cation performance challenges emerge from the actual detachment/attachment of the 

wireless host from the associated IP  network, as a result of its IP  network mobility.

In addition to physical or link-layer mobility, the need for IP  network mobility 

arises, when the wireless host pursues roves beyond the coverage boundaries of the 

existing point of IP  attachm ent.

However, IP  networks were not designed with IP mobility in mind. An IP applica

tion associates explicitly4 its connection with the host’s IP  address, when establishing a 

communication path  with an identical application instance residing in the remote host. 

This is because in this connection the IP address identifies each communication party. 

As a result, the identity of both communication parties must be preserved irrespective 

of the user/host physical movement. However, under traditional Internet semantics, an 

IP  address serves a dual role: (i) identification and (ii) location routing.

Physical movement of the host extending beyond the wireless coverage of one IP 

subnet causes the host to  alter its location within the network topology. In such cases, 

the host must a tta in  a new IP  address if it is to  remain globally reachable5 as well as 

locally identifiable by the new IP network segment. However, a change of IP address 

implies a change of the host’s identity; as such, the application layer of the IP-mobile 

host must reset and re-establish any existing connections.

As a result, both  network and application layers of the wireless host, are faced 

with severe dis-connectivity when the host moves between IP networks. IP  Mobility 

M anagement becomes, thus, of importance for hosts tha t need to  move beyond the 

coverage boundaries of a single wireless IP subnet.

This challenge effectively becomes one of path rerouting th a t must be managed 

at the network layer, if applications and their underlying transport are to avoid dis-

4through the opening of a socket the host binds to  the IP address and a relevant port.
Reachability implies that the host can send/receive traffic as long as its peers can identify the host 

and connect to it.
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connectivity; routes in the communication path between the host and its peers must 

change. At the same time mobility management at the network layer must remain inde

pendent of assumptions about the underlying wireless technology, if it is to ensure tha t 

the supporting protocols can be integrated across any wireless platform. To this end, 

a number of IP mobility management mechanisms have been proposed or standardised 

[30, 31, 32, 33]. Amongst them, Mobile IP [31, 32] arises as the de facto standard for 

IP  mobility management, providing identification and routing transparency in the IP 

mobile deliberations of wireless host.

Prom a network provisioning perspective, IP mobility management is expected to 

bring a tighter convergence relationship between networks and their utility, facilitating 

task performance. It enables the Internet to act as an IP-transparent communication 

infrastructure. However, such transparency does not extend to  aspects of delay perfor

mance critical for interactive IP application services.

1.6 Interactive M ultim edia Applications

Currently, the Internet, in its IP-stationary incarnation, serves a large part of the user’s 

daily task activities th a t are generally insensitive to delay: from email correspondence 

and information retrieval, to  streamed audio/visual entertainment or commercial and 

accounting transactions. In addition, access to the Internet and most of its applications 

are provided as best-effort services. These are commodified through flat-rate subscrip

tion models for network access, free application usage, and high user tolerance to lower 

application service quality.

Delay-inelastic application services have only recently started making their tenuous 

appearance as a tariff-based application service, through IP-stationary communication 

networks. Amongst them, IP  telephony is an application with enormous market po

tential, served until very recently by the traditional public telecommunication (PSTN) 

carriers. Video conferencing is also becoming increasingly popular for business meet

ing communications with participants in remote sites, tele-presence in educational or 

medical environments, or even live broadcast news coverage from remote locations.

The above indicate that as the Internet evolves to a commercial network, new 

business models arise and fees may be associated with novel application services or 

communication requirements. From a user perspective, IP-mobile extensions to wire

less IP  connectivity and geographical reach make the use of commercial IP  networks 

even more attractive. Nonetheless, tariff-based application services typically raise user
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expectations with respect to service quality.

Therefore, there is a long-term motivation for creating an efficient IP mobile net

work capable of supporting successfully delay-inelastic application services.

1.6 .1  R equirem ents

Interactive IP applications are such a type of service with higher performance require

ments than  the traditional best-effort data applications. Real-time multimedia applica

tions require low latency [34] and reasonably good quality [35, 36], at a level similar to 

public telephone networks.

For the wireless Internet to constitute an attractive alternative to the traditional 

wireline networks, or to operate in conjunction with them, it is critical th a t it meets 

the above requirements at similar or better quality levels.

IP  Telephony

In the context of IP  networks, telephony services, are known as Voice over IP  (VoIP). A 

VoIP flow depending on the encoding employed, such as G.711, G.723.1 or G.729, can 

generate da ta  rates between 5.33 and 64 Kbps [37, 38, 39, 40]. Packets are generated 

isochronously at the supported packetization rate through the real time protocol (RTP) 

containing a fixed size payload.

To m aintain a conversation at good quality levels, a VoIP flow requires low packet 

loss rates. Loss rates up to  10% may be tolerated depending on the type of packet 

concealment technique employed by the decoder on the side of the receiver [26, 27].

To sustain intelligibility of VoIP communications the total end-to-end delay should 

remain below 150ms or lower, for highly interactive conversations [41]. Delays in the 

range of 150-400ms are considered acceptable, although the annoyance becomes percep

tible; delays greater than  400ms are considered intolerable and thus unacceptable for 

effective communication.

In summary, interactive multimedia applications need: (i) little or no loss for good 

speech and video quality (ii) low delay for interactive communication and (iii) low or 

no delay variability for continuous play-out. I t is questionable, how such requirements 

can be supported in an IP-mobile wireless Internet, since currently the Internet cannot 

provide sufficient guarantees for their performance.

1.7 T he need for Seamless IP M obility M anagem ent
Cellular networks in the past decade have been built primarily to deliver voice services. 

This class of mobile networks has untethered voice telephony while coupling it with
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user mobility. Due to its immense popularity the number of mobile subscribers is set 

to  overtake land-line subscription levels in the next year or two. Perhaps the only 

network th a t has parallelled (and exceeded) the growth of cellular networks and mobile 

subscribers in the ’90s is the Internet.

If the paradigm set by cellular networks is to  apply successfully over a wireless IP- 

mobile network infrastructure, it becomes clear th a t efficient forms of delay-transparent 

IP  mobility management are essential to support successfully interactive IP application 

services. This thesis advocates the importance of future IP  mobility management system 

architectures supporting robustly the performance delay requirements of interactive 

multimedia applications, at the network layer.

Support of interactive IP  applications at the network layer entails the provision 

of service performance consistent with human perception or user expectation. In IP 

wireless access networks, such challenge is amplified by yet another significant factor 

pertaining to  IP  mobility: the management of service disruption as a result of host 

transitions between different networks. These transitions are known as IP  handoffs, 

emerging on the node’s wireless transit path.

Initial research efforts towards the introduction of IP mobility management into 

the network stack of th e  IPv4 protocol family, have shown th a t an IPv4 handoff can 

introduce delays of a multiple seconds in the end-to-end delay of the host’s received 

traffic [42]. Such delays have been unacceptable not only for interactive applications, 

bu t also for delay-elastic applications [43].

W ith the introduction of next generation Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), a 

number of components from standard IP(v4) mobility management have been combined 

into a recent protocol standard, known as Mobile IPv6. Despite such enhancements, 

however, Mobile IPv6 appears to introduce excessive latency during an IPv6 handoff 

for the purposes of interactive IP applications.

The aim of this thesis is to investigate factors th a t can impede delay-transparent 

performance in interactive applications, over the Mobile IPv6 management standard. 

Subsequent parts of th is study, reconsider the architectural framework set by the Mo

bile IPv6 specification and its derivatives. To this end, this thesis looks into efficient 

alternative mechanisms in support of delay-seamlessness in IPv6 mobility management, 

for interactive IP  application services.
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1.8 T hesis Scope

Investigations in this research effort are concerned with:
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•  state-of-art IP  mobility management mechanisms. Identifying their strengths and 

associated design trade-offs or emergent shortcomings would enable further inves

tigations to  be based on a solid set of requirements for robust delay-seamless IPv6 

mobility management.

•  the delay performance shortcomings of Mobile IPv6 during the mobile node’s 

(MN) IPv6 handoff. These are identified and validated through experimental 

m easurements over a  real network implementation.

•  proposing an IPv6 mobility management (MM) architecture tha t addresses the 

deficiency of re-connection delay transparency in the face of multi-context state 

establishm ent th a t sustains the IP  connectivity of the mobile host.

•  evaluating the  aforementioned architecture by means of discrete event simulations. 

This is performed through two core functions tracking the performance of the 

proposed architecture: (i) handoff (ii) flow forwarding management.

Handoff-management performance is pursued by demonstrating delay seamlessness 

over addressing and routing, collectively identified as IP  Roaming state. This is the 

minimum sta te  establishm ent requirement, in the context of MN’s IP connectivity, th a t 

is necessary and sufficient to  establish the case of advanced IPv6 mobility management 

mechanisms for the purposes of delay-seamless performance.

Discrete event simulation is an essential part in system design since it allows effi

cient exploration of the  param eter space. Such investigation encompasses operational 

scenarios th a t are cost-inefficient and time-intensive to achieve through real-world ex

perim ental testbed  configurations. This is the case for wireless IP-mobile networks, 

since a significant num ber of MNs is required to  participate in a single experiment in

vestigating only a limited range of the required parameter space. Despite the appeal of 

a real network configuration of the sort, such investigation effort provides only limited 

insight into the dynamics of the system under investigation.

O ur research investigations are scoped for IP protocol version 6 (IPv6) with par

ticular focus over IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. Reason for such focus is the excessive 

measure of delay impose by the respective link-layer handoff function, in comparison to 

other wireless technologies (e.g. cellular).
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In principle, the proposed IP  mobility management architecture is designed to 

remain independent of assum ptions about the underlying wireless technology. This is 

because IP  handoff performance is assessed through statistical compliance over specific 

delay bounds. The extent to  which such compliance can be achieved is dependent on 

the delay performance of the underlying link-layer handoff. As shown in Chapter 3 link- 

layer handoff delay is an integral component of the to tal IP handoff delay experience 

by the MN.

Despite the above dependence, the handoff management function of the proposed 

architecture focuses on latency incurred a t the network layer. Hence the performance 

evaluation of the proposed handoff management mechanism remains independent of 

the underlying technology. Assuming native IPv6 signalling6, the proposed handoff 

management function can be, thus, generalised over any wireless technology.

Link-layer (L2) handoff performance becomes of importance, however, to the pro

posed function of flow forwarding management. To this end, we focus on the L2-handoff 

delay profile of IEEE 802.11, since G PRS/UM TS L2-handoff delay performance appears 

not to  affect significantly the  performance of MN’s IPv6 handoff.

We evaluate the proposed IPv6 mobility management architecture against Mobile 

IPv6 as the  standard  in IP  mobility management.

We further com pare and analyse the protocol operations of the proposed mobility 

management architecture w ith Fast Handoffs in Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6), as the emerging 

solution for delay-transparent mobility management.

Security issues pertaining to the robustness of the proposed mobility management 

model are evaluated architecturally.

1.9 R esearch C ontributions
This thesis advocates th e need for delay-transparent IPv6 m obility manage

m ent to  support robustly interactive IP application services over wireless 

access networks.

To this end, this research explores the hypothesis th a t reactive registration with 

the new point o f attachment (PoA) in current IPv6 mobility management standards is 

insufficient to address delay transparency; by means of proactive registration to candi

date PoAs, the IP  handoff management task can support realistically transmission delay 

seamlessness. Registration is defined as the process of state establishment of one (or

6 The 3G PP forum working on UMTS technologies is currently aligning towards such mode of IP 
signalling.
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more) contexts pertaining to the continuous IP connectivity of the mobile node.

Furthermore, the proposed thesis argues tha t reliance on the completion of the 

IP  handoff to resume packet transmissions between the M N and its peers, as effected by 

reactive IP  mobility management signalling, is insufficient to support transmission delay 

seamlessness during IP  handoffs; by means of proactive flow forwarding management, 

such reliance can be eliminated and transmission delay seamlessness can be preserved.

It is im portant to emphasise the difference between the issue of handoff and flow 

forwarding management; handoff management deals with the measure of delay incurred 

during an IP  handoff. Flow forwarding management focuses on sustaining packet de

livery towards the MN, during an IP handoff.

To this end, our research investigations will be making the following contributions:

1. an in-depth review of the state-of-art in mobility management with a critical 

perspective on strengths and associated design trade-offs of alternative mobility 

management proposals.

2. a detailed experimental insight on practical performance shortcomings of the Mo

bile IPv6 standard, with respect to interactive real-time IP application services. 

We reveal performance issues related to  the operation of core IPv6 protocols such 

as Neighbour Discovery and how these impact the observed measure of IPv6 hand

off delay.

3. a novel IPv6 Mobility Management (IPMM) architecture establishing and preserv

ing the seamlessness-principle, in terms of transmission delay, during IP handoffs 

realised through multi-context state establishment. Such state is typically part 

of the IP  connectivity state of the MN. This encompasses the design and evalua

tion of a novel IP  handoff management approach tha t practically eliminates: (i) 

network-layer handoff delay (ii) dependence on core IPv6 control signalling.

4. as part of the proposed IPMM architecture, a novel protocol mechanism for the 

discovery of candidate points of attachm ent (PoA) for the purposes of MN’s IPv6 

handoff, tightly coupled to the handoff management function. The importance 

of such contribution pertains to  the extensions of the protocol’s semantics onto: 

(i) context-specific state establishment/relocation, (ii) identification and exchange 

of capabilities of candidate points of attachment. The latter is employed by the 

MN as an indicator of IP  handoff diversity for the purposes of maximising MN’s 

service utility.
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5. an efficient form of flow forwarding management, alleviating service disruption 

of active IP  transmissions between the MN and its peers, during an IP handoff. 

W ith emphasis on delay-prone wireless technologies, the proposed flow forwarding 

mechanism is enhanced by an optimised measure of L2-handoff latency over IEEE

802.11 WLAN networks.

1.10 T hesis Structure

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents an in-depth review of the 

state-of-art in IP  mobility management. It engages in a critical discussion on the issues 

arising as a result of the evolution of the IP mobility management function in the face of 

novel application services and performance of existing mobility management standards. 

Related issues in this chapter have also been presented in [44], [45, 46].

Chapter 3 investigates the performance of the dominant IP  mobility management 

standard, Mobile IPv6, through experimental measurements. We devise a detailed wire

less experimental testbed, MobiRigv6, deploying interactive IP applications over IPv6. 

Experimental investigations focus on IPv6 telephony, as the interactive IP application 

of choice, effected over infrastructure IEEE 802.11 WLANs. To provide an accurate 

account of IPv6 mobility performance, we isolate the handoff performance of the link- 

layer from the performance of the network-layer from experimental traces, and report 

individually on each of the two. Related issues in this chapter have also been presented 

in [45], [47] and [48].

We derive performance measures of quantitative metrics such as handoff delay, 

associated packet loss and jitter. These measures establish the performance of a widely 

accepted IP  mobility management mechanism as the control hypothesis utilised for 

comparative purposes in subsequent investigations.

C hapter 4 presents a novel IP mobility management architecture identified as 

Proactive Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6), th a t promotes the notion of in-advance control de

liberations in view of M N’s next IPv6 handoff, at the network layer.

The chapter first presents a dynamic handoff AR discovery mechanism. Based on 

the notion of access Routing/M obility Neighbourhoods within a wireless access infras

tructure, ARs 1conspire’ to  provide essential information pertaining to MN’s next IP 

handoff, in advance of its next IP  transition. To this end, we identify a proactive state 

establishment protocol to support state identification and generation pertinent to  MN’s 

next IP  handoff. The notion of state expands onto abstractions of metric-based capa
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bilities as  a means of allowing PoA selectivity and intelligent handoff control by the MN 

in an effort to  maximise its measure of service utility.

Subsequent parts of this chapter investigate the performance of Handoff AR Dis

covery (HARD) and its impact on MN’s next IP  handoff delay. We assess key factors 

characterising the non-determinism of M N’s mobility pattern, such as speed and pause 

period by means of simulations. Furthermore, the impact of density in points of attach

ment (PoA) and MN population on the convergence of HARD state is evaluated. Parts 

of this work have also been presented in [49] and [50].

The last part of this chapter evaluates the relative benefit of handoff1 selectivity as 

an approach of enabling the MN to select its PoA over its next IP handoff transition.

C hapter 5 presents HandoffCast, a novel IP  mobility management mechanism th a t 

supports delay-transparent forwarding of MN’s flows towards its new point of attach

ment, during an IP  handoff. HandoffCast is an integral component of the IP mobility 

management architecture proposed in Chapter 4.

To complement the performance of HandoffCast over 802.11 technologies, we devise 

and evaluate a simple optimisation to  reduce the measure of persistent handoff delay 

emerging as a result of long link-layer handoff delays over WLAN networks. Part of the

802.11 link-layer investigation is presented in [51].

Chapter 6 presents a comparative performance analysis between the proposed mo

bility management architecture and Fast Handoffs for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6); we pro

vide qualitative and quantitative evidence demonstrating significantly better perfor

mance in the proposed mobility management system over the FMIPv6 counterpart, in 

the face of erroneous tunnel setup as a result of ping-pong effects. Parts of this work 

appear in [52].

Chapter 7 summarises the contributions of this thesis and reviews possible next 

steps of future research work.

Ultimately, Annexes B-G present auxiliary information and additional experimental 

results supplementing the completeness and validity of our contributions.

In particular, Annex B presents a brief overview of new and emerging wireless 

technologies, as well as popular wireless technology alternatives.

Annex C presents a critical review of mobility management proposal and their 

signalling performance, covering the complete spectrum of macro and micro-mobility 

management protocols elaborated in Chapter 2.

Annex D presents additional results pertaining to MIPv6 handoff performance
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(analysed in Chapter 3), analysed from extended trace measurements.

Annex E presents results pertaining to the performance of Proactive handoff man

agement (analysed in C hapter 4), derived through discrete event simulations.

Annex F presents additional performance results from the simulation analysis of 

the proposed HandoffCast flow forwarding management, detailed in Chapter 5.

Annex G provides the analytic representation of a three-cell overlap model em

ployed in the analysis of C hapter 6.

Annex A provides a glossary of frequently used terms or abbreviations comprising 

part of the IP  mobility management engineering parlance.



C hapter 2

A  survey o f IP M obility  M anagem ent 

m echanism s

Understanding the different classes of IP  mobility management architectures, protocols 

or functions is im portant to consider, assess and evaluate the respective functional 

components and their associated performance trade-offs. This chapter provides a critical 

survey of the state-of-art in IP  mobility management solutions, encompassing both 

protocols and architectures.

The chapter commences with a brief overview of IP Mobility management principles 

originating from pioneering work on host mobility and cellular systems and shaped by 

dom inant mobility management standards. Utilising the former as the focal point, new 

issues and challenges are then introduced, pertaining to the evolution of IP  mobility 

management requirements with specific emphasis to support of interactive real-time 

services.

We then proceed to  review the current state of the art in IP  mobility management 

mechanisms, focusing on micro-mobility and macro-mobility protocols. This review is 

augmented by a critical assessment of the techniques adopted by these mechanisms. The 

la tter serves as a taxonomic substrate of techniques associated with critical functions 

of IP  mobility management, together with their respective strengths and weaknesses. 

To th is end, we focus on design choices and performance trade-offs associated with 

dom inant or emerging IP  mobility management schemes proposed to-date. The latter 

is subsequently feeding into requirements analysis conducted in later parts of this thesis.

2.1 Introduction

The advances of wireless technologies [53, 54, 55, 56, 57] and portable computing te r

minals [58, 59, 60] are reaching a state of maturity, where users envisage (and expect)
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a convergence in the wireless/wired network infrastructure tha t allow new diverse ac

cess capabilities such as: access on the move, global span, alw ays co n n ec ted , uniform 

performance characteristics, seamlessness, IP  transparency, ad hoc connectivity. These 

capabilities engender a paradigm shift in the traditional access practices of fixed com

puter networks, collectively known as mobile networking. Under these new access prac

tices, users in command of portable wireless computing devices require access to some 

packet-switched, a ll-IP , wireless network infrastructure independent of their physical 

location, while in transit.

Furthermore, the notion of ubiquitous computing [61] as enabled over mobile net

working practices has opened up new possibilities for novel kinds of multimedia appli

cations on the move: navigation [62, 63, 64], personal locator services [65] interactive 

audio/video [66, 57], network games [67]. The capabilities of today’s wireless termi

nals [68] have been constantly increasing such tha t processor-intensive services, like 

interactive multimedia, are becoming the expected norm rather than extreme futuristic 

visions.

Real-time dissemination of multimedia information becomes now even more impor

tan t as mobile devices and users integrate information retrieval as a peripheral task of 

their main activity (driving, operating, walking, acting, etc). These activities require 

low latencies if communications are to sustain real-time guarantees in terms of both 

task performance and communicated information.

Ubiquity has introduced further the potential for nomadic communications [69, 

70]. From a role-mobility perspective, mobile users require the appropriate net

w ork/application level support to  assist them  transparently, throughout their various 

role-tasks entailing network applications, multimedia in particular, while moving to 

their ignorance over multiple coverage areas th a t span geographically towards some 

destination.

W ith a ubiquitous wireless Internet in mind, it becomes apparent th a t IP attains a 

second role besides acting as an application layer unifier; it allows a sustainable access 

convergence through an evolving network infrastructure supporting multiple wireless 

technologies, both at fink (L2) or physical (LI) layers. From the arising multiplicity 

of wireless technologies, the emergent duality in the use of IP has a significant im

pact on network efficiency and access performance, if it is to  sustain continuity in the 

communication practices of the mobile user.

At the same time, various industry consortia, such as WiFi [71] and 3G PP/3G PP2
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[72, 73] perceive network access architectures from different, at times conflicting, ser

vice standpoints. In this light, reconciliating access architectures tha t support packet- 

switched best effort access, while providing assured circuit-switched type of service 

quality, presents its own performance challenges.

The aim of the wireless evolution remains, none the less, common: ubiquitous avail

ability of IP-based multimedia application services. For tha t purpose it encompasses 

adoption of an IP-based transport as well as the integration of Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF) protocols for key functions such as wide-area mobility support, signalling, 

access control and billing, or quality of service. I t is thus, becoming increasingly popular 

to call any network th a t encompasses the aforementioned components in its network 

access architecture, an all-IP network.

2 .1 .1  M o b ility  S u p p ort

The departure from the traditional circuit-switched model of personal communication 

systems (PCS), towards all-IP wireless networks places particular emphasis on efficient 

mobility management mechanisms. This is so, because mobility management is a ‘cor

nerstone’ function th a t implements as well as preserves continuity of communications 

between the wireless host on the move and its peers.

The former statem ents purposely avoid the immediate qualification of the ‘mobility 

managem ent’ task  as solely ‘IP-based’. This is because, in any wireless Internet Service 

Provisioning (ISP) domain, the underlying network infrastructure, encompasses two 

core tiers of device connectivity. These tiers are:

•  (Wireless) Access Point (AP): also referred to as Base Stations, depending on the 

underlying wireless technology. Such device implements control functions at the 

link and physical layer, allowing communications of the wireless host at the phys

ical (LI) and link (L2) layers. At LI the wireless interface implements modulation 

schemes [74, 75, 76], th a t prescribe the encoding as well as transmission/reception 

tim ing of a m odulated bit-stream, propagated over the air interface. At L2 the 

wireless interface implements coordinated access control [77, 78, 79] of the wireless 

medium (MAC). The MAC layer (L2) effectively imposes a host ordering on link 

access, to  prevent collisions amongst wireless hosts contending for transmission 

access.

•  Access Routers (AR) : Such device implements a forwarding and a routing func

tion allowing to route packets amongst multiple network interfaces towards their
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destination.

In infrastructure networks an AP extends the domain’s AR last-hop over the air 

interface of the wireless technology at hand. In this manner, one or more wireless hosts 

associate or attach with an AP to access the associated IP network domain. Hence, in 

infrastructure networks, APs are also knows as point to multi-point ‘bridges’.

One or more APs may be connected to the same network interface of an AR; access 

to any of these APs implies access to the same IP subnetwork. The sole difference 

between one and many AP(s) connecting to a single AR interface, is the increase in 

wireless bandwidth and coverage area as shown in figures 2.1 (A).

S in g le  IP subnet
M ultip le L 2 (M A C ) handoffs  
N o  L3 (IP ) hand offs

M ultiple L2 (M A C ) handoffs 
M ultiple L3 (IP) handoffs

A R  N etw ork Interface 
A P  C overage Area

Figure 2.1: Many-to-One and One-to-One network configuration between APs and AR 
interfaces and its implication on L2 and IP handoffs

Alternatively multiple APs may be connected each to different network interfaces of 

an AR. In this manner, an AR implements multiple different IP subnetworks manifested 

as IP  cells serviced by individual APs, as shown in figure 2.1 (B).

Transition of the wireless host between different APs under the same IP subnet, 

incurs multiple link-layer (L2) handoffs, but no IP handoff. On the contrary, transition 

of the host between different APs under different IP subnets incurs multiple L2 handoffs 

and multiple network layer (L3) handoffs. The system of AP-AR is also identified for 

mobility management purposes as point of (IP) attachment (PoA); this is independent 

of the underlying wireless technology, be it 802.11b/a [80, 17], GPRS [81], Bluetooth 

[21] or UMTS [73, 72]. Hence, host mobility may be classified as:

• link-layer or L2 mobility: it effects the physical transition of the host’s network in-

M ultiple IP subnets
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terface between homogeneous links, by employing physical medium characteristics 

and link-layer control.

•  network-layer or IP  mobility : it abstracts the underlying link-layer by effecting 

transition between different IP  networks. IP  Mobility follows after, but remains 

independent of link-layer mobility and hence makes no assumptions about the 

underlying L2 technology.

In the  context of different wireless technologies the semantics of L2 and IP mobility 

attains a different scale of applicability as a function of the coverage area of the AP. 

Chiussi et al [82], abstracts the notion of L2 and IP mobility to access and wide- 

area mobility to  accommodate the semantics of IP  mobility management onto third- 

generation (3G) cellular networks, as a result of the large coverage areas afforded by 

the AP tier of cellular networks. In such networks, IP handoffs are less frequent in 

relation to  the M E1 velocity, since large geographical areas are covered by AP-clusters 

comprising a single IP  subnet.

I t can be seen th a t the form of L2 mobility is dependent on the wireless technology 

a t hand. For instance, the link-layer of cellular networks effects L2 handoffs by means 

of dedicated link-layer functions such as angle of arrival estimation of the pilot signal 

[83, 84] and /o r by coordinated power control [85] among A Ps2 to guarantee statistically 

a certain access probability threshold or L2 handoff delay bound. On the contrary, 

IE E E 802.il networks, commonly referred to as WLANs, effect L2 handoffs by plain 

control of SNR thresholds [86].

From this perspective, different wireless technologies impose different performance 

constraints to  the implementation of mobility support for a given wireless IP  network 

domain. Hence, performance of a wireless link-layer (L2) with respect to  L2 mobility, 

as well as its im pact on IP  mobility performance, is not generalisable across all wireless 

technologies. This im portant to  acknowledge since an exhaustive investigation on the 

effects of wireless technologies onto IP  mobility is out of the scope of this study.

For this reason, we do not engage in a generic presentation of link-layer handoffs 

since the former is strictly technology-dependent; instead, we focus elaboration on the 

main principle of mobility management at the network layer. Any explicit mention 

to  L2 handoff performance is provided where necessary for the purposes of indicating

1 Mobile Equipment
2T o  aid elaboration, the terms Access Point (AP) and Base Station (BS) are considered to be 

equivalent and thus, used interchangeably.
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factors of influence manifested by the wireless medium over IPv6 mobility management.

The following section presents the main principles of IP mobility management.

2.2 Overview of IP  M obility M anagem ent principles

2.2 .1  M o b ility  M a n agem en t P red ecessors: C ellular N etw ork s

The mobile communications paradigm set by circuit-switched cellular networks, such 

as GSM [16], has paved the architectural path  for IP network mobility. This has been 

done by lending - or more accurately porting - in one form or another, its underlying 

architectural configuration onto packet-switched IP networks. For this reason, a brief 

description of their vital management functions is essential to bring subsequent IP 

mobility management techniques or proposals into perspective. We refrain from an in- 

depth description of the GSM protocol or its functions as it expands beyond the scope 

of IP  mobility management.

Core Architectural Paradigm

Cellular networks, comprise of three fundamental management tasks: (i) handoff (ii) 

location of the mobile terminal equipment (MTE) onto the cellular infrastructure (iii) 

routing of voice calls to  the MTE. The process of handoff is typically managed by the 

‘link-layer’ of the cellular network with no intervention by location management or call 

routing. Hence, for location management and call routing purposes, handoff manage

ment is a transparent function the internals of which can be ignored. Suffice it to say 

th a t the results of handoff management trigger the appropriate location management 

functions; the la tter subsequently enables call routing to the MTE, irrespective of its 

w hereabouts w ithin the cellular network domain. W hat follows is an extremely simpli

fied view of the  mobility management operations within a cellular network th a t aid in 

understanding subsequent IP  mobility management proposals and their origins.

Cellular location management involves the cooperation of a number of registers 

w ithin w hat is identified as home and visited network. Such networks comprise the 

greater cellular domain infrastructure, aiming to  provide ubiquitous cellular telephony 

services to  mobile subscribers. A home location register (HLR) residing at the re

spective cellular network, maintains a user profile for each MTE subscriber. W ithin a 

visited network the respective visited location register (VLR) maintains the current cell 

attachm ent of the MTE.

As the  M TE roves within the cellular infrastructure, comprising of multiple visited 

networks, the VLR tracks M TE’s location, with infrequent location updates to  the
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M T E ’s HLR. In this manner, the HLR maintains an accurate pointer of the M TE’s 

location within the visited network. It is im portant to note, tha t updates within one 

(or more) location area(s) (LA) managed by the VLR, are processed at the local VLR 

and do not require signalling with the HLR. Hence, the HLR refers always to a VLR 

before reaching the MTE.

To further limit signalling within the visited network, location updates are not 

necessarily sent for each cellular handoff; this is because the MTE may be idle while 

moving3. Instead, paging is used to  pinpoint M TE’s actual cell location within the LA, 

a t call-setup time; this allows M TE’s to  conserve power.

While appealing, paging incurs certain signalling trade-offs over maintaining M TE’s 

current location. While frequent updates consume precious bandwidth and energy, 

paging over large areas (one or more LAs) results in bandwidth wastage4 for all base- 

stations other than  the one accommodating the MTE. From a signalling perspective, 

while optimisations for such design trade-offs have been proposed [87, 88], it becomes 

apparent th a t for a decreasing cell size, paging and subsequently location management 

becomes more expensive. Such trade-offs have similar performance repercussions when 

similar architectures are adopted over packet switched networks as seen in subsequent 

sections.

W ith the above architectural paradigm in mind, we embark on an in-depth in

vestigation of IP  mobility management techniques, their evolutions as well as issues 

and challenges emerging from their application. This would aid understanding of our 

investigations in subsequent chapters.

2 .2 .2  H o st m o b ility  and lim ita tion s o f  trad ition a l netw orking

An IP  address acts both  as a location/routing as well as host identifier th a t tracks its

associated host over a particular network link. Under conventional networking practices,

when the (wireless) host migrates to a different IP subnet, namely, perform an IP

handoff\ its IP  address must change to one th a t is topologically correct over the new

link. The immediate limitation arising from such movement is tha t the host cannot be

located anymore by means of its original, commonly known as home, address [89]. For

peers th a t a ttem pt to contact the mobile host by means of its IP address or DNS name,

the host appears to  be unreachable; the mobile host appears unable to inform its peers

of its new IP  address since it bears no knowledge tha t it has been contacted by some

3which is the typical case, otherwise subscriber billing and congestion would grow prohibitively
4In GSM networks bandwidth is very small and hence, from a revenue-oriented pespective scarce 

and precious to  be wasted in signalling.
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communicating peer.

Beyond disruption of reachability, the mobile host experiences a much more sig

nificant effect tha t acts to  the detrim ent of any active communications with peers. 

Typically every active network connection of a host, in the form of sockets, binds ex

plicitly to  its existing IP  address and port. The traditional form of network connection 

establishment imposes the limitation th a t acquisition of a new IP address, causes all 

connections maintained by a host through sockets, to be dropped and re-established. 

Thus, even if the host can a ttain  a new IP  address instantly, it will have to  drop all of 

its existing connections and, upon reconfiguration, re-establish them.

As a result of the aforementioned limitations, physical mobility for the IP host 

remains limited over a single wireless IP  link, if it is to  afford reachability or sustain 

active communications with peer hosts.

2 .2 .3  T h e  b irth  o f  IP  m acro-m ob ility

To remove such limitation, mobility extensions over IP were first proposed by Ioannidis 

et al in [89], known as Mobile IP  Control Protocol (MICP). Under this proposal, Mobile 

Support Station (MSS) gateways support the mobility of a host acting both as points 

of IP  attachm ent (PoAs) associated with the mobile host (MH), as well as location 

directories each for the MSS’s own set of associated MHs. Communication between a 

peer and the MH is effected by means of tunnels between MSSs. For this purpose, a 

simple paging function is supported through multicast, to identify the MSS providing 

reachability to  the required MH, in cases where the location of the MH was not known.

It is im portant to  note th a t in MICP the MH retained only its home IP address; 

the MSS handles special ARP caching for forwarding purposes; for this purpose traf

fic arrives encapsulated at the MSS, where it was decapsulated and subsequently for

warded. Subsequent work in [90] extended MICP with minor optimisations to support 

an intra/inter-cam pus mobile inter-networking architecture.

Subsequent IP  mobility protocols proposals, such as Loose Source Routing [91], 

IM HP [92], its derivative, Mobile IP  [31], forwarding-pointer caching at ARs [93] and 

VIP [94], simplified routing and location management overheads, each by means of 

different signalling techniques supporting variant performance and trade-offs. For in

stance, in [91] the loose source routing option was included on packets sent by the MN 

to  CN, to  include MN’s Foreign Agent5 (FA) address; in this manner on its response

5A foreign agent is essentially a mobility management function that may be hosted onto an access 
router (AR) device. In this context an FA is equivalent to  a mobility-aware AR
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the CN can access the MN through its associated FA.

A common element in all the above proposals, is the usage of two IP addresses by 

the mobile node (MN). However, with the exception of Mobile IP, in all the above sys

tems, source routes and location updates were not authenticated, providing an opening 

for arbitrary redirect attacks, due to  unauthenticated location updates.

Routing optimisations with respect to  IP  mobility were further proposed by [95], 

whereby a secure non-triangular routing approach utilised standard unicast routing 

for Mobile IP; alternative optimisation were proposed in MINT [96], Mobility Support 

Network [97], and Mobile Inter-networking Architecture [90].

For instance, VIP proposed a variant of the generic mobility architecture subse

quently proposed by Bhagwat [98] whereby intermediate routers can cache location 

update and act as address translation agents. Such approach however, incurs increased 

signalling overheads for updating address mappings, given tha t entries on intermediate 

routers are flushed through directed broadcasts. A comprehensive comparison of several 

of the above mobility management approaches is available in [99].

2 .2 .4  E sta b lish m en t o f  IP  m acro -m ob ility  standards

Of all the above protocols, Mobile IP  [31] has become the most popular; it is simple, 

compatible with existing applications and hosts and places no special burdens on normal 

IP  routers. Chesire and Baker [100] emphasise th a t the Mobile IPv4 protocol should not 

be a routing panacea; it should embrace flexibility, such th a t optimisations (including 

Mobile IP  itself as a value-added network service) are applicable only where appropriate 

under different network conditions.

Nonetheless, Mobile IP remains the most widely accepted macro-mobility protocol; 

its im portance is such th a t the protocol merits a short description of its core manage

ment functions. This is justified by the fact th a t almost all subsequent mobility man

agement proposals build, at least in principle, on the theoretical foundations established 

by Mobile IP4, known to-date as IP  Mobility management.

Annex C .l present a brief description of the Mobile IP(v4) protocol together with 

a signalling performance analysis.

Mobile IP and limitations

Since its inception, the primary concern for MIPv4 [101] has been simplistic connection 

transparency; this has been achieved with little to no effect on the existing IP  addressing 

or routing infrastructure, sustaining thus, scalability. As shown in the previous section,
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such simplicity combined with path  optimality, is afforded at the cost of design trade

offs, such as increased signalling load.

Subsequent MIPv4 revisions [102] improve on security issues pertaining to bind- 

ing update authentication and im plem entation interoperability. While successful in 

achieving the above goals, honouring classic IP routing semantics, MIPv4 is designed 

to  provide elastic IP  handoff delay bounds. Its handoff management function assumes 

th a t the MN does not change its point of attachm ent more frequently than once per 

second. This is because during movement detection, encompassing agent (i.e. router) 

discovery, the MN cannot send an ICM P router solicitation message to the FA more 

often than  once every second [103]. The lim itation becomes more pronounced over in

creased error rates typical of a wireless link; in such cases loss of a solicitation message 

can stall the IP  handoff of the MN for more than  one second before it can re-issue a 

router solicitation.

The experimental work of Caceres and Iftode [104], has further exposed IP handoff 

latencies of 650 ms or more, once the MN associated with a new PoA and until its IP 

handoff completes. Their results suggest th a t elasticity of IP handoff delay bounds in 

MIPv4 comes not only as a result of the rate of IP  handoffs, but also as a result of the 

mechanics of the process of IP  handoff itself.

Yokota et al [105] confirm the observation by means of further experiments over 

802.11b networks. They attest th a t the true to tal handoff delay varies between two and 

three seconds, with primary contributing factors, delay components of the L2 handoff 

process (AP probing), as well as IP  movement detection. To alleviate the latency 

component incurred by the underlying link-layer, they propose a technology-specific 

optimisation to  MIPv4 where the APs a t the link layer forward received traffic for the 

MN during the period of the handoff. Their solution relies explicitly on special L2 

devices th a t effect fast communication between previous and new associated APs to 

forward buffered traffic.

While such a solution is shown to  perform satisfactorily, it remains technology- 

specific. I t does not effect mere utility of link-layer triggers asserted in a number of 

other mobility management proposals; instead it relies on special hardware, network 

configuration of AP topologies and the underlying wireless link technology.

Mobile IP simplified under IPv6

Performance limitations as well as the patent encumbrance tha t Mobile IPv4 brought 

w ith its inception, rendered Mobile IP  stagnant in progress or deployment. At the same
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time, the introduction of IPv6 as the next generation of Internet protocols whether 

wireline or wireless, set the mobility management function on an alignment course with 

the new IP  protocol family.

Along with the advances of the IPv6 protocol family [106, 107, 108, 109, 110], 

Johnson and Perkins adapted the existing Mobile IP  mechanisms through respective 

mobility extensions over IPv6 [111, 32], commonly referred to  as Mobile IPv6. The 

underlying engineering of the core IPv6 protocols, allowed several simplifications to the 

mobility management function effected by the original Mobile IPv4 specification.

W ith  respect to addressing, the IPv6 address has a default mode of stateless auto

configuration [110] or stateless/stateful configuration through DHCPv6 [112]. Both 

configuration types promote the model of co-located CoA address assignment to  the 

MN. The abundance of identifiers in the IPv6 address space removes address assign

ment lim itations for MNs; hence the routing can be effected end-to-end directly to the 

auto-configured CoA of the MN. Prom th a t perspective the Foreign Agent function

ality6 becomes redundant and was thus dropped from the Mobile IPv6 specification. 

Furtherm ore, the need for reverse tunnelling is eliminated by means of the home ad

dress option which is implemented by all IPv6 nodes; reverse tunnelling [113] has been 

required to  eliminate the problem of ingress7 filtering during upstream transmissions 

to the Correspondent nodes (CN). Eliminating reverse tunnelling effectively eradicates 

triangular upstream  routing towards the CNs when ingress filtering is in effect at the 

visited link. A more elaborate set of improvements between Mobile IPv6 and its prede

cessor is presented in [32].

M IPv4 Agent Solicitations or Advertisements translate in IPv6 onto their Router 

solicitation or advertisement equivalents. In addition, these signals are extended to 

accommodate control flags to  hint movement detection to the MN when transiting to a 

new IPv6 link. In addition, the transmission interval of Router Advertisement reduces 

significantly (between 50-1500ms) to  aid expedite completion of the movement detection 

function.

2 .2 .5  A ltern a tiv e  Solu tion s to  th e  M ob ile  IP (v 6 ) d octr in e

Beyond the  mobility management model instilled by the Mobile IPv6 standard, a num

ber of different approaches to IP mobility have also been proposed. These proposals 

view host mobility either through: (i) different layers of the network stack, (ii) multi

6tunnel endpoint, relay
7 host address as a source is topologically incorrect
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homing (iii) name-based techniques. Each of these types of techniques has its own 

merits, introduces its own requirements and puts emphasis to different trade-offs. It is, 

thus, essential to  overview different perspectives of managing IP mobility, to appreci

ate the relative or absolute im portance of factors tha t may influence the design of the 

collective IP  mobility management process.

In w hat follows, we present a  brief overview of IP  mobility management alternatives 

to  MIPv6.

HIP

Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [114] transforms the security model of Mobile IP, and 

with it core MIP principles. Under HIP, identification is separated from location and 

routing through two identifiers: a perm anent host identifier tag, represented through 

public keys as key hashes [115], and the normal IP  address employed solely as a routing 

locator. The approach embeds the level of indirection between identifiers into a socket 

implementation of the network stack by introducing a host identity layer between the 

transport and network layers. In this manner all network connections remain bound 

to  host identities, while the underlying dynamic bindings to assigned Co As handle the 

routing of traffic between the MN and its peers. At the cost of modifying the network 

stack as well as the socket implementation in hosts, HIP eliminates authentication issues 

between communicating peers while it removes the need for tunnelling between the HA 

and MN, through IP-encapsulation or CN and MN through type II routing headers.

The underlying design of HIP simplifies significantly the issue of host mobility at 

the cost of complete reconsideration of the socket design and implementation. It is noted 

th a t IP  handoff and address configuration are functions orthogonal to  the mechanics of 

the MIPv6 protocol since they are defined within the IPv6 protocol core. Hence HIP 

eradicates the need for Mobile IPv6 simply by providing similar adjustments to critical 

IPv6 neighbour discovery functions. Although promising and a relatively fresh research 

direction in mobility management, HIP currently prohibits incremental deployment.

SCTP, T C P/m h

Stream  Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [116] is a reliable transport proto

col targeting acknowledged transfer of connectionless packet flows. TCP Multi-home 

(T C P /m h) [117] handles multiple local and remote address pairs in one TC P session, 

in the event th a t a single local/remote address pair goes down.

While the two approaches can handles multiple flows as part of a single transmission 

session, such as transmission to  two different links, it may be seen th a t such approaches
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cannot ‘m ove’ a communication flow onto a new network. Such mechanisms can only 

announce new IP addresses for existing connections in the event the old connections 

cease to  exist; they support no mechanism for migrating a network connection onto a 

new network if the previous connection has been broken, while the MN has reconnected 

under a new IP  address.

SIP Mobility

SIP mobility [118] is an application-layer approach th a t provides support for real-time 

communications over mobile hosts. This is achieved by employing SIP [119] as control 

signalling between an MN and its peers. The scheme caters for simplicity by allowing 

the IP  layer of all participating hosts to  remain unaltered, while application-layer SIP 

messages are exchanged for host location, redirection or registration of the MN with its 

peers. The SIP mobility approach remains however severely limited in applicability since 

it cannot support TC P connections. W hat’s more, SIP signalling introduces significant 

signalling delay during MN’s IP handoff or MN registration with its peers; however, it 

also prevents the formation of triangular routing experienced under standard Mobile 

IP.

Naming

The notion of naming in the Internet, has referred, typically, to either an IP address or a 

domain name service (DNS) name. DNS is used, typically, to  create mappings between 

domain names and IP addresses [120]. The idea behind DNS is th a t of associative 

identification; humans recall names better than  addresses. As such they can identify 

an entity faster by a name than by a (large or unstructured) number. In addition, 

with DNS it is possible to  maintain the same domain name while changing the nodes 

underlying IP  address (either due to host failure, host service replication or change in 

the network interface. The latter, however, may also be manifested as physical change 

in the network (IP) subnet location of the host, while still maintaining the original 

name.

The Real-time DNS  (RT-DNS) proposal [121, 122] aims to extend DNS with real

time update capabilities by actively flushing DNS caches. Such approach, requires tha t 

all DNS servers in the hierarchy support such functionality with updates propagating 

all the way to  the DNS root(s).

The RT-DNS algorithm tends to  concentrate the update the root servers, since all 

MNs m ust initiate ripple DNS update waves th a t term inate at the root of the hierarchy 

[123, 124, 125]. This mechanism cannot provide by itself transparent communication
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between the MN and its peers; it deals only with fast mapping of the MN new IP address 

onto its domain name. Thus, an additional connection mechanism such as SCTP [116] 

or T C P /m h  [117], is required to  announce the new IP addresses to (socket) connection 

or network state maintained at MN’s peers.

According to  [122] delays in the order of five seconds can be imposed in updating 

the authoritative DNS chain per IP  handoff. Such performance is clearly limiting for 

the performance of interactive applications over IPv6 mobile network infrastructures.

W ith the exception of HIP, most of these approaches are significantly limiting 

and hence expected to  meet equally limited acceptance. HIP itself is a rather new8 

research direction em anating from peer to peer networks [126] with a number of open 

research issues [127, 128], th a t do not deal with the core routing function for mobility 

management purposes. To this end, further investigations with HIP are beyond the 

scope of this study.

A set of alternative naming approaches in regards to  a mobile (albeit ad-hoc) node 

are further provided in Annex C.2. This set of schemes demonstrate a different angle 

of attack on the issue of naming for the combined approaches of both host identity and 

routing for the purposes of mobility.

The following section presents a challenges arising with the introduction of Mobile 

IPv6 as the de facto IP  mobility management standard.

2.3 M acro-m obility: em erging issues and challenges

In the evolutionary reality of science, solutions to a problem point, as a result, to  the 

evolution of the original problem, in contrast to  the apparent expectations for a complete 

solution. Irrespective of how disciplined the solution to a problem is, when attached to 

refined visions of applicability, it produces new input either in the form of solutions or 

requirements. The la tter augments the information space about the problem generating 

fresh aspects of the problem. Hence, in absolute terms, one can never solve the original 

problem, bu t evolve it!

In a similar fashion, Mobile IP  - whether v4 or v6 - while addressing connection 

transparency, ‘fails’ to  preserve connection delay transparency during MN’s IP  handoff, 

compared to  stationary wireless or wire-line IP communications. In this sense, the 

IP  mobility management function is said to  lack (delay) seamlessness in its control 

deliberations.

8 HIP has come into existence only during the last 1-2 years
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To bring semantics into context, seamlessness may be viewed as the ability of the 

network to support transparent9 IP mobility between consecutive points of attachment. 

Such transparency is manifested as low  delay and associated packet loss.

From the above it can be seen tha t, the reason justifying such ‘failure’ is in fact two

fold; support for seamless mobility was not the prim ary design consideration in Mobile 

IPv6 proposal [130]. In addition, Internet has been by-design a best effort network; the 

humble beginnings of Internet did not consider mobility or its seamless descendant, at 

the outset, despite the first research endeavours in the past over Packet Radio [131]. 

Thus, the lack of seamlessness in the collective IP  mobility management function does 

not come as a surprise to  the network engineer.

The modern mobile internaut however, is not concerned with that. Cellular net

works have set the communication paradigm; the average mobile user becomes now 

more concerned th a t his mobile computing device sustains continuous connectivity to 

some wireless IP network infrastructure. Such user requires freedom from reconfigu

ration or disruption in the engaging activity, encompassing high-level IP application 

services. Seamlessness and transparency become essential in the user’s mobile IP  net

work communications.

The following sections present issues sensitive to  the application of IP  mobile access 

practices over wireless network infrastructures. Identification of an exhaustive set of 

such challenges is beyond the scope of this thesis. To this end, we focus on issues and 

challenges relevant to  subsequent investigations in this study; these set the foundations 

of our investigation and re-emerge as they are being addressed during experimental or 

stochastic simulation measurements in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

2.3 .1  In tera ctiv e  IP  M u ltim ed ia  and hard delay bou nds

Interactive IP  applications, involve a two-way (or multi-way) transmission of UDP 

packet flows between participating hosts whether fixed or mobile. Such IP  applica

tions impose hard real-time packet delivery constraints, particularly10 on end-to-end 

delay.

The maximum acceptable latency depends on the type of application. Karlsson 

[35], and K urita et al. [132], show th a t one-way delays of 100-150 ms are acceptable 

when assessing the perceived quality of a single IP  telephony (VoIP) flow. For audio, 

a latency of 100ms is identified as the hard (one-way) delay bound beyond which a

9A more elaborate definition has also been provided in our work in [129]
10other constraint is bandwidth
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human can recognise a pause before it initiates a talk-spurt response [41]. Above11 150 

ms delay renders the quality of interactive audio/video traffic significantly degraded and 

in many cases unacceptable [24].

For the purposes of IP mobility management, delays incurred as a result of the type 

of the audio/video encoding are very small and thus do not influence VoIP performance 

during a handoff. Despite th a t different audio/video codecs have somewhat different 

delay requirements, and as such impose different requirements in terms of one-way delay 

[133], our investigations assume a simplified uniform delay bound of 200ms.

Furthermore, for interactive IP  applications, the measure of associated packet loss 

may be influenced by the type of audio/video encoding adopted. This is because each 

encoding generates constant bit rate (CBR) flows with a different packetisation rate. 

For instance, popular speech encodings such as A-law, fi-law, or G.711, used in IP 

telephony, generate packetized audio samples of 20, 40, or 80ms respectively. Thus, 

within a fixed delay period a low packetization rate (e.g. 80ms) incurs small packet loss, 

with each packet containing a significant part of the voice utterance; on the contrary a 

high packetization rate incurs a higher packet loss, with each packet payload containing 

a smaller part of the talkspurt.

Steinmetz has shown th a t any form of delay variation {jitter) affects the intelligi

bility of interactive audio/video to  the extent th a t the interactive communication style 

must change [25]. This occurs for jitte r values in excess of 100ms. For combined in

teractive audio-visual applications (videoconferencing) the effects of increased jitte r are 

made apparent to the user as loss of stream (lip) synchronisation [134, 135]. J itte r is an 

additional component of latency owed typically on the build-up of routers’ forwarding 

queues and detracts from the timely delivery of real-time IP traffic to end hosts.

For other interactive IP  applications such as network games, acceptable latencies 

differentiate with respect to  eye movement and motor reactions. Vision acts as an ocu

lomotor integrator of input stimuli [136], whereas hearing acts as a differentiator [137]. 

The process of stimuli integration (vision) yields motor reactions with smaller latencies 

than  th a t of stimuli differentiation (audio); this is because signal composition (integra

tion) for the visual modality can be achieved from less complete input stimuli than does 

the auditory modality through the function of signal decomposition (differentiation).

For vision, Cheshire indicates the minimum latency component to be the raster 

scanning of single on-screen frame, which is 33ms [41]. W ith respect to  motor reactions,

11 more accurately at 200ms
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Maki et al. identify tha t user tolerable latencies depend on the stability of the responded 

stimuli of limb expected reaction times [138]. In particular, while the response of the 

limb could be as fast as 50 ms, the stability of the task achieved was very poor, i.e. 

the response did not contribute to a successful action. However when the response 

of the limb delays as much as 135 ms the task stability reaches about 80%; th a t is, 

80% of the tasks effected by the limb response, are achieving the target objective. The 

stability of success of the task reaches 100% for limb reflex response of 270ms. While the 

experiments were carried out on lower limbs (legs) while most network games are played 

by hands, it can be argued th a t there exist more correlation of the limb motor responses 

between legs and hands rather than  voice talkspurt latencies tolerated according to hand 

reflex responses.

The above indicate th a t, delays of 270ms may be considered acceptable for network 

gaming applications. Classic human factors research [139] argues th a t 200ms is a more 

acceptable time for latency tolerance on the user, while MacKenzie et al. [140] and Park 

et al. [141] establish th a t V irtual Reality interactions become difficult after 225ms of 

latency.

W ith this in mind, the growing volume of UDP real-time traffic (audio/video 

streaming, IP  telephony, conferencing, games or other) brings about a cause for atten

tion towards delay-sensitive considerations in IP  mobility management system design. 

To this end, the definition of IP mobility seamlessness is aligned to  denote the measure 

of end-to-end network delay within acceptable bounds for interactive IP  applications.

It should be noted th a t the notion of seamlessness for the purposes of mobility 

must be distinguished from the notion of resource reservation with respect to  the Qual

ity of Service on the transported real-time traffic. The former refers primarily to the 

reduction or elimination of any latencies tha t can induce disruptions or packet loss on 

the transported  IP  packet flow, to or from the MN, irrespective of its mobility pattern. 

This does not provide any qualitative guarantees with regard to congestion in the net

work; it simply attem pts to remove any mobility-related factors th a t can augment the 

end-to-end delay experienced by an IP flow as a result of IP movement.

2 .3 .2  In creasin g  R a te  o f IP  handoffs

Cell size in wireless systems decreases with an increasing demand for link capacity, power 

control and accuracy of location information [142]. From a technology perspective, 

reductions in cell size are further confirmed by the popularity of 802.11 WLAN networks 

[143] and Personal Area Networks [144] realised through Bluetooth and IEEE802.15
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[145]. These types of wireless networks offer (or expected to) picocell coverage on a per 

link basis w ith ranges around 10 meters. In such networks, IP services are available on 

smaller coverage radii of wireless last-hop links in comparison to  cellular networks.

For mobile node trajectories cutting through such coverage areas the net effect is 

shorter residence times. Proof for such observation can be readily derived by looking 

at the relationship of cell residence time and a random straight line trajectory cutting 

through a circular coverage area, as illustrated in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Mobile Node IP handoff interval affected by cell radius

The chord be representing a simplified trajectory of the MN through a cell may be 

represented as:

c6 =  2f?sin(^) (2.1)

w ith an upper bound of 2R  when the chord becomes the circle’s diameter. Thus, 

the simple relation between intra-cell travelled distance and velocity becomes

=  c6 =  2 fls in (f)  (2 2)
V V

where t c denotes the cell residence period or equivalently MN’s handoff interval; 

the later is inversely proportional to MN’s handoff rate, i.e.

h - L - L -  V (2
r tc be 2 f2sin(|)

IP  handoff interval (tc) and cell radius R  has a linear relationship as shown in figure
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2.3(a); for an increasing coverage radius, MN’s handoff interval increases proportionally, 

assuming identical trajectory angles. This is not the case for handoff interval as a func

tion of the trajectory angle with respect to cell’s centre. Figure 2.3(b) shows graphically 

the effect of intra-cell trajectory angle on IP handoff interval as a function of cell radii; 

we observed a quadratic growth of the handoff interval period for increasing trajectory 

angle with respect to the cell’s centre.

S

3

Cel Radius (m)

(a) radius vs. handoff interval (b) radius vs. handoff interval versus traj. angle

Figure 2.3: IP Handoff interval as a function of cell radii and trajectory angle

The above imply that for a decreasing cell radius, the expected handoff rate will 

increase as the MN is travelling at constant speed between consecutive cells realising 

IP access networks. Quadratic growth or decay of handoff intervals is expected for 

fluctuations in trajectory angles.

In the light of increased mobility as a result of smaller cell size, Pollini et al. projects 

subsequent increases in signalling traffic rates, confirming also the tendency for higher 

mobile device density and handoff rate per cell[146].

Beyond Horizontal IP Handoffs

The initial state of maturity in cellular networks accompanied with growing acceptance 

of 802.11 WLANs have pushed the evolution of future wireless systems towards hybrid 

wireless network configurations [147]. A hybrid wireless network embraces a combina

tion of macro-, micro- or pico-cellular infrastructures deployed within the bounds of a 

geographical area. In this manner, individual strengths of each wireless technology or 

domain infrastructure can be exploited [148]. Thanks to the tether-less character of the 

air interface, each individual12 wireless technology - current or emerging - comprises a

12or Wireless Internet Service Provider (WISP)
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network overlay within such hybrid network [149].
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Figure 2.4: MN facing numerous possibilities for vertical handoff, irrespective of mobility

However, the availability of multiple network overlays within a given geographical 

location provides the MN with numerous (instantaneous) possibilities for IP handoff, 

irrespective of its mobility (i.e. velocity). Figure 2.4 illustrates a hybrid network model, 

whereby the MN is presented with the possibility for multiple IP handoffs, not as a result 

of movement but of availability. In such deployment scenarios, the MN is presented with 

the potential for a vertical handoff.

There has been an abundance of handoff schemes in the research literature [150, 151, 

152]. However, in their vast majority these proposals have focused on horizontal handoffs 

across homogeneous13 points of attachment. More important, the underlying algorithm 

makes use of properties met at the link or physical layer of the supported wireless 

medium. Typical examples of such properties or functions have been the measure 

of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), coding schemes, transmission frequencies, power 

control, or the site topology of the wireless access network, shaped as a result of the 

MN’s mobility.

On the contrary, the possibility of a vertical IP handoff does not necessarily indicate 

movement; instead it indicates availability of multi-technology networks or multiple 

competing WISP with different provisioning capabilities. For instance, cellular network 

WISP overlays can provision user bandwidth that ranges from 50 Kbps (GPRS), 100 

Kbps (EDGE) and 100-384 Kbps (UMTS), with smaller bandwidth, but comfortably

13The same technology across all APs
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larger coverage; on the contrary 802.11a/b/g WLAN networks can provide significantly 

larger aggregate bandwidth ranging between 1 and 54 Mbps, but significantly smaller 

coverage.

The above, in effect, can translate to  a vertical IP handoff between wireless IP 

domains, not as a result of link layer characteristics, but as a result of service diversifi

cation and ultimately, user choice. Prom this perspective, the definition of handoff rate 

realised as a function of cell radius, velocity and angle of trajectory has little or no mean

ing. The handoff rate becomes now a function of potentially measurable user choice. 

Thus, through vertical handoffs, the handoff interval is guaranteed to vary far more 

dynamically. This presents an im portant call for consideration of handoff management 

at the IP  layer and in particular within the IP  mobility management function.

The mobility management mechanism must now consider the fresh possibility of a 

significantly higher handoff rate; in parallel, encompass the function of facilitation  and 

provisioning of advanced IP handoff criteria or metrics to the mobile node concerning 

the network - existing or future - and its services.

2.3 .3  E x tern a l la ten cy  factors

Despite the improvements effected in Mobile IPv6, the protocol standard has significant 

limitations towards support for seamless delivery of real-time traffic, namely minimum 

delay and associated packet loss.

W ith respect to control signalling, an im portant set of contributing factors influ

encing MIPv6 performance is delay incurred beyond the control of either Mobile IPv6 or 

the underlying core IPv6 protocols. Such class of delay factors is collectively identified 

as latency externalities with respect to  IPv6 mobility. The following sections present 

briefly im portant measures of latency externalities and their effects on IP mobility man

agement.

Packet delay characteristics

Bovy et al provide a comprehensive account of of end-to-end delays over a large number 

of paths under the auspices of RIPE Test Traffic Measurements (TTM) project [153]. 

The study acquired readings from about 40 measurement nodes around Europe with a 

number of nodes on US transatlantic link and New Zealand, measuring one-way delays 

over 963 paths. The large number of paths offers a significance level of confidence on 

end-to-end packet delay characteristics.

The study reports th a t the vast m ajority of end-to-end packet delays is well ap
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proximated by a shifted gamma distribution. The reported mean delays are 14.5ms and 

110ms for the local (i.e. intra-domain) and the transatlantic (i.e. inter-domain) paths, 

respectively. The study emphasises th a t the delays reported show very sharp peaked 

distributions, with most delay values clustered within about 10% of both the mean and 

minimum values. The former implies th a t excessive14 delays are in reality quite rare. 

A nother im portant observation is th a t the transatlantic path actually exhibits substan

tially smaller standard deviation (3.085) than  th a t of the local path (6.216). This is 

suggested to  account for smoothing effects produced by a relatively large number of 

router hops over the international route.

The above empirical end-to-end delay study has a number of implications for the 

IP  mobility management function and associated handoff performance; in particular, it 

appears th a t the above means employed through a shifted gamma distribution can be 

used to  model realistically in tra and inter-domain end-to-end path delays between the 

MN, its HA and its communicating CN peers.

Congestion and End-to-end delay The measure of end-to-end delay over IP mobility 

has been reported as another contributing factor by Mukkamalla and Raman [154]. 

Their study investigating the amount of latency due to  congestion, report a typical 

one-way delay of 70ms for no congestion, with heavily tailed peaks of 1600ms during 

congestion; running day-time latency averages were reported with a mean value around 

540ms and median value of 108ms [155]. This implies a left-skewed heavily tailed one

way delay distribution, which confirms the TTM  results.

An im portant observation is th a t for lost registration replies one-way delay peaks at 

1950ms. Their study also points out th a t peak latencies account also for the limitation 

of the HA to tunnel traffic up to  2500 hosts; latency begins to soar above this figure. 

Considering the capabilities of cellular networks for handoff management at the rate of 

3000 h/sec, the figure become representative of the capacity for a single home agent.

It is im portant to  note th a t host capacity at the HA is also a function of the packet 

size; the reported HA capacity below which the HA can manage traffic tunnelling with 

acceptable end-to-end delay corresponds to  maximum packet size of 250 bytes. For 

smaller packet sizes (160 bytes), the MN host capacity of the HA increases up to 20000; 

it implies th a t a 40% decrease of the maximum packet size handled by the HA, incurs 

an increase in tunneling capacity by about 0.8 orders of magnitude.

14 more than 2 standard deviations above the mean value.
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Round Trip Time

Round Trip Time (RTT) is a composite external delay characteristic relevant to IP 

mobility management; it arises from asymmetric end-to-end delays experienced in the 

forward and reverse path  of the end-host. Round trip  time delay is independent of 

the transport protocol; its one-way delay component is primarily attributed to queue 

build-up due to  congestion on intermediate links of a routing path towards a destination 

host.

Jiang and Dovrolis’s study of RTT distribution, for TCP purposes, attests tha t 

more than 90-95% of probed connections have an RTT tha t is less than 500ms. In the 

case of regional links, more than  75-90% of connection have an RTT less than 200ms 

[156]. In term s of the RTT bounds, they show th a t about 35% of TCP connections in 

all traces exhibit an RTT of 50ms or less, while the remaining connections experience 

an RTT of up to 200 ms. However, these connections experience a significantly lower15 

number of hops, as their end-points are located within the local geographical area of 

the monitored link.

The authors indicate th a t backbone links have a wider RTT distribution than 

th a t of access links; core links carry traffic between multiple geographically dispersed 

populations of users in comparison to access links carrying traffic from the regional user 

population.

Correlation o f RTT and number o f hops In general, the mean value as well as 

distribution of RTT, at a link, depends on the geographical location of the connection’s 

end points [156]; for instance when two end points are found to be within the same 

administrative domain (typically over a single geographical region), RTT has a smaller 

mean value and less heavily tailed distribution; the opposite is the case for two end 

points residing over different network domains connected through the Internet core. 

Hence different sets of links may have significantly different mean RTT values and 

distributions as they depend on localised effects of congestion.

Crovella and Carter measure RTT distribution as a function of the number of 

hops traversed across a link from 5262 paths to  respective W WW servers [157]. They 

report th a t the number of hops is normally distributed with a mean of x=16.6 hops and 

standard deviation (7 — 4. To assess differentiation between regional (intra-domain) 

and backbone (inter-domain) paths, they classify paths according to the size of their

15The lower RTT bound at a monitored link cannot be less than the round-trip propagation delay of 
that link.
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adm inistrative domain. They find th a t for intra-domain paths within the particular 

domain, the number of hops remains normally distributed with a mean of x=8 hops 

and a standard deviation of cr =  3.

The authors emphasise th a t distribution of associated RTTs is markedly different 

from the aforementioned distribution of hops for each monitored path; in contrast to  the 

normal distribution of hop count, the RTT distribution is strongly left-skewed reporting 

a median of 125ms (x=241ms), which is characteristic of the exponential or gamma 

distribution. This is confirmed also by RTT standard deviation (about 2x), compared 

to  the hop count std. dev. (about 0.25x). Such differences indicate th a t RTT and hop 

count in a communication path  are not strongly correlated; only a 10% of the total 

variation can be explained by a linear relationship between hops and round trip time 

[157].

Higher RTT-hop correlation is reported by Gwertzman and Seltzer [158]; however 

results appears to  be derived under limiting assumptions, while the reported correlation 

itself is not significantly strong.

The above results are also confirmed by Acharya and Saltz [159] while they deviate 

slightly, suggesting th a t the mode is a better value characteristic of the RTT distribu

tion. The authors report further th a t RTT distributions change slowly. In particular, 

persistent changes in RTT occur slowly, while sharp variations are eliminated quickly.

The RTT distribution results of Crovella et al, are validated by work by Guyton 

and Schwartz who report a mean of x=17 hops and variance of o  =  4.3 [160].

RTT variability and implications for IP m obility The reported RTT results in

dicate first a high variability of delay between intra-domain and inter-domain paths. In 

a ubiquitous wireless Internet this translates to non-deterministic delays on end-to-end 

signalling; this is of particular importance to design and subsequent performance of the 

IP  mobility management (IP MM) function.

In particular, variable RTT delays may impose adverse performance effects on IP 

MM signalling th a t manages the critical period of MN’s IP handoff. This is particularly 

the case when the continuity of packet communications is critically dependent on the 

completion of the IP  handoff process. Such is the case, for instance, with Mobile IPv6 

where binding update signalling sent towards MN’s HA and communicating CNs during 

an IP  handoff, conditions the continuity of packet flow towards the MN.

Subsequent chapters of this thesis identify accurately performance limitations rel

evant to  external delay factors influencing MN’s IP handoff; we subsequently explore
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how to  overcome such signalling dependencies for critical IP MM performance under 

interactive application service requirements.

Wireless Medium Access Control

Wireless multi-access channel systems are based on the principle tha t hosts acquire the 

medium when they want to  effect a frame transmission. To this end a wireless link 

technology implements two sub-layers: (i) the physical layer and (ii) the link layer. 

While the physical layer allows the modulated transmission of an encoded bit-stream 

over the air interface, the link layer effects an ordering commonly referred to as medium 

access control (MAC).

Most media access control protocols for multi-access channel systems enforce a 

coordination function - whether distributed or centralised - whereby the wireless station 

(STA) contends for medium access amongst other STAs, including the Access Point 

(AP) itself. In an infrastructure wireless IP  network, expected to accommodate large 

number16 of wireless hosts, the wireless link at a PoA, is expected to experience increased 

contention for medium access.

At the same time, for a wireless multi-access system implemented on a single chan

nel, frame collisions from attem pted transmissions can be prevented not by means of 

detection [161], but by means of avoidance [162]. This is primarily due to  the cost of full 

duplex wireless interface implementation and the overheads imposed on the available 

bandwidth supported by the wireless medium, over a single (multiplexed) channel. To 

this end, a number of MAC protocols have been proposed [163, 164, 165, 166]; amongst 

them perhaps the most popular is Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid

ance (CSMA/CA) [167]. Under this protocol, the node verifies momentarily the absence 

of transmission activity before acquiring the medium for its own transmission. In the 

event th a t the medium is busy, the wireless station is forced on a delayed reattem pt to 

sense and capture the medium. The delay enforced typically follows a binary exponen

tial increase up to  an upper delay lim it17.

I t may be seen th a t as a result of a densely populated wireless link with increased 

offered traffic load, communicating MNs are expected to experience an increased trans

mission delay as a result of contention for medium access. As a result the end-to-end 

delay of a wireless host may increase not as a result of congestion on intermediate hops 

in the path  towards the CN destination, but as a result of contention for medium access

16 in the order of hundreds or thousands.
17to avoid starving the host from transmitting by waiting indefinitely.
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Figure 2.5: Influence of wireless link delay as a result of medium access contention in 
densely populated Points of attachm ent

on the wireless link18.

While an increase of the end-to-end delay as a result of contention may be ac

ceptable for packet transmissions, it is expected to have a significant impact on control 

signalling effected by management protocols, particularly for IP  mobility. The signifi

cance lies in the fact th a t contention in wireless links effectively offsets the transmission 

of signalling by some delay period as shown in figure 2.5.

The above has a cascading effect on two aspects of control signalling: (i) periodicity 

of the control signal (ii) end-to-end delay or RTT inflation in the transmission and 

consequently receipt of the control signal. These effects can have a significant impact on 

the time of IP  handoff completion, particularly for IP  application services with stringent 

delay requirements, such as interactive IP applications. Chapter 3 exposes the effect of 

latency as a result of network-level signalling delays and link-layer contention, during 

interactive communications over 802.11b networks.

Currently, existing IP  mobility management standards such as Mobile IPv6, do not 

consider wireless fink delay as a result of contention in their systems design. The primary 

reason is th a t most proposals strive for layer independence in their protocol design; this 

allows independence from assumptions about the underlying wireless technology.

However, from the above it is clear th a t the IP  mobility management function must 

encompass such performance consideration in its performance requirements, if it is to

18In fact such limitation is expected to emerge not only on last-hop wireless links but also on inter
mediate hops that in future may attempt to furnish point to multi-point bridges in the L2 fabric of 
routers. In todays networks this is not the case as most wireless links are point-to-point
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meet stringent delay guarantees required for interactive communications. We argue tha t 

such considerations can be encompassed without particular dependence or assumptions 

about the underlying wireless link layer.

2 .3 .4  L aten cy  and S ta te  E sta b lish m en t

IP address allocation

Snoeren et al identify in [168] th a t perhaps the most significant problem incurred in 

mobility is the latency induced during IP (re)connection. Finney and Scott report in 

[169] th a t the allocation of an IPv6 address requires a minimum of 1600ms assuming 

no DAD [110] hits.

W ith respect to  stateful address configuration, Vatn [170] has shown the effect of 

latency incurred from the IPv4 address allocation on interactive multimedia; DHCP- 

specific address configuration require 10-15sec without ARP checking [171], 5 seconds 

with ARP checks suppressed or 150ms with alternatives such as DRCP [172]; these are 

figures derived from real-world implementation experience for mobile multimedia [173].

For IPv6, the stateless address auto-configuration mechanism in IPv6 mandates the 

verification of uniqueness for the address configured by the MN. Reason for th a t is the 

intentional or unintentional configuration of duplicate IPv6 addresses on the same link. 

While the probability of unintentional configuration of an IPv6 address is statistically 

extremely remote19, the same cannot be assumed for cases of malicious configuration 

of a duplicate IPv6 address, whether by fixed or mobile hosts. The latter arises in 

for various types of security attacks stemming from IP address spoofing [174]. As a 

result it can be seen th a t the process of duplicate address detection (DAD) cannot be 

ignored on the grounds of statistical improbability. To this end, address establishment 

may need to  be generated cryptographically by adapting the security mechanisms of 

neighbour discovery [175]. Despite such adaptation, however, the duplicate address 

detection function remains an integral part of the address auto configuration process.

The above implies th a t the allocation of IPv6 addressing state on itself generates 

by default enough latency to  place any active IPv6 flows well beyond the boundaries 

of acceptable guarantees for real-time traffic delivery. This is a significant call for 

consideration in the design of the IP  mobility management function.

191 /2 64 for an interface identifier of 64 bits
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AAA or QoS allocation

Operational deployment of IP mobility management over wireless access networks at a 

commercial grade, requires th a t service providers can provide certain quality of service 

(QoS) guarantees; in addition, commercial viability dictates the enforcement of basic 

authentication, authorisation and accounting (AAA) functions, for access control and 

revenue accrual.

Prom the perspective of the network layer the MN must attach to a new IP point 

of attachm ent (PoA) and configure a new IPv6 address. Admission, however, of the 

MN at the new PoA is subject to authorisation and authentication for billing pur

poses. Currently there is no standard AAA mechanism in support of the IPv6 mobility 

management function.

AAA [176] and QoS [177] extensions to Mobile IPv6, currently under development, 

employ different sets of signalling interactions incurring an additional 0.5-1 RTT in any 

existing signalling delay. Depending whether binding registration state is authenticated 

by the farthest20 CN, reactive exchange of AAA state brings the gross latency total 

between 2-3 RTTs; this is before the MN is granted packet transmission privileges and 

can receive its first data  packet at the new IP  PoA from th a t CN.

Furthermore, to assure a certain level of Quality of Service during Integrated QoS 

service provisioning, the entire end-to-end path needs to be re-established at the new 

IP point of attachm ent [178]; th a t is, each and every router on the path  between the 

MN and its CN peer, must be configured to effect the required level of service quality21. 

This adds one extra RTT to the to tal latency before the active IP  flow of the MN can 

resume communications with its peers.

W ith reference to  AAA and QoS, acquisition of such multi-context IP  connectivity 

state, is currently effected sequentially in reaction to  detection of movement of the MN 

between consecutive points of attachment. Under the existing IP mobility management 

models, the MN must first acquire it IP  addressing state befo re  AAA functions can 

take place, since authentication and accounting must be based on MN’s IPv6 address.

In addition, there appears to be an implicit ordering on the set of state contexts es

tablished; revenue accrual warrants AAA state establishment befo re  the MN is granted 

access permissions and subsequently any kind of QoS for communications with it peers.

20in the case of multi-CN communications with the MN
21 alternatively crossover QoS path repair can be effected; however this requires that first that the 

crossover point between the old path and the new path is established before the crossover QoS path leg 
can be repaired
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Cascading reactive establishment of different context-state, ultimately incurs a multi- 

RTT transmission delay for the MN as it transits from its current to a new IP point 

of attachm ent. Under existing mobility management standards, the magnitude of such 

transmission delay is responsible for the lack of seamlessness in an IP handoff between 

consecutive points of attachment.

2.4 Reconsideration o f M acro-m obility
Along with the developments of micro-mobility management protocols presented in 

Annex C.3, a number of macro-mobility extensions to Mobile IPv6 has been emerging 

recently, in support of seamless IP  mobility management for interactive multimedia 

services.

These MIPv6 extensions aim to address issues and challenges pertaining to delay 

seamlessness, as described in Section 2.3. At the time of writing, these mechanisms 

are the object of on-going research effort in the respective engineering22 and research23 

working groups of the IETF and IRTF.

In parallel with the requirement for delay transparency, future visions of multi

network overlay infrastructures [179] or operational performance requirements present 

fresh challenges pertaining to:

•  fast handoff management: addressing most or all delay-prone functions of the IP 

handoff process in control of the IP layer.

•  security of mobility management signalling: to address growing concerns about 

denial of service (DoS) attacks due to  unauthenticated signalling.

•  header compression: to  address bandwidth conservation issues emerging from 

small packet size flows, such as the ones of IP  telephony.

• context transfer: to  address efficient forms of relocation or establishment state at 

new points of attachm ent, in aid of expedited multi-context IP handoffs.

•  movement detection: to  address efficient forms of detecting the movement of the 

MN between points of IP attachm ent in aid of expedited movement-based IP 

handoffs.

•  protocol scalability: allow for distributed mobility architecture tha t prevents per

formance bottlenecks, while minimising signalling overheads

22Such groups encompass the Signalling and Handoff Optimisation (MIPSHOP) WGs of the IETF
23These encompass the: IP Mobility Optimisations (MOBOPTS) WG of the IRTF
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•  QoS capabilities: cater for QoS provisions as part of the overall mobility manage

ment function.

•  incremental deployment: allow for gradual deployment of the supported mobil

ity management function in the underlying network infrastructure as a result of 

expansion.

It can be seen th a t the core of most issues emerging for current or future applica

tions of the mobility management at the IP  layer, emanate from the requirements of 

preserving seamlessness in two main research fronts:

1. enhancing components of the IPv6 handoff process. Proposals from this research 

perspective fosters brute-force techniques th a t alter or enhance existing functions 

of the IPv6 handoff process to minimise or eliminate delay from the IP  handoff 

process.

2. promoting forwarding transparency during MN’s handoff. In this area, research 

investigation focuses on ensuring tha t traffic destined to the MN is forwarded 

efficiently at the MN new point of attachm ent to prevent disruption in flow com

munications in view of MN’s IP  handoff.

In the following sections we present briefly current research efforts th a t attem pt to 

address in different forms, the above performance challenges. We note th a t IP mobility 

management is currently a very active research area; current on-going research efforts 

have been addressing independently the above mentioned seamlessness issues. As a 

result, proposals presented in the following section are subject to  constant change and 

evolution and thus, expected to  change.

2.4 .1  E x p ed itin g  IP  handoffs

A number of macro-mobility proposals belong to  the family of fast handoff protocols. 

Their purpose is to minimise handoff delays as well as the disruption in packet flow 

experienced by the MN while moving between successive points of IP attachment. The 

following sections present current research efforts in support of delay seamlessness for 

the IP  macro-mobility management function.

Tunnel-based (unicast) forwarding: Fast Mobile IPv6

Fast Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) has been a recent research effort in the IETF aiming to  

minimise the handoff latency of MIPv6 [33].
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To enhance the handoff management and flow forwarding function of MIPv6, the 

FM IPv6 proposal requires link-layer information from the underlying wireless technol

ogy at hand. This is done for two reasons: (i) aid the configuration of the care-of address 

of the MN on the new AR before MN upcoming IPv6 handoff; (ii) establish a unicast 

tunnel between the previous and new point of IP  attachm ent to effect flow forwarding 

during the MN’s IPv6 handoff.

From th a t perspective, it appears th a t an FM IPv6 solution is expected to be link- 

layer specific, since link-layer information are guaranteed to be heterogeneous or expe

rience different performance across different technologies.

FMIPv6 distinguishes between two types of handoff: (i) reactive (ii) anticipated 

or predictive. Both cases of handoff types are tunnel-based, tha t is, FMIPv6 enforces 

tunnel-based forwarding between the previous AR and the new AR while MN’s handoff 

is in progress.

A reactive FMIPv6 handoff refers to  the case where the MN breaks its association 

with the current point of attachm ent before it can make an association with the new 

point of attachm ent (PoA). An anticipated FM IPv6 handoff refers to the case where 

the MN can make an association with a new point of attachm ent before it breaks its 

existing association with the current PoA. In both cases the MN may configure an IPv6 

address of ahead of its handoff, whether reactive or anticipated, by means of information 

conveyed through FMIPv6 R tSolPr/PrR tA dv messaging.

Anticipation of the new PoA is effected by means of link-layer (L2) triggers. An 

L2 trigger is information pertaining to  the underlying link-layer protocol, utilised to 

initiate a network-layer handoff before the end of the upcoming link-layer handoff from 

the current PoA. It contains information about the link-layer connection as well as 

identity of participating APs. An anticipated FMIPv6 handoff is shown in figure 2.6

Recent experimental work Montavont and Noel [180] reports tha t handoff antici

pation under FMIPv6 can be erroneous or imprecise resulting increased handoff delays. 

The authors establish as a significant cause the fact tha t the MN cannot use its newly 

formed Care-of address until it has been acknowledged by the new AR before or after 

its IP  handoff transition.

They report a pure IPv6 handoff latency of 151ms for the reactive type of MN 

IPv6 Handoff and around 186 ms in the case of the L2-anticipated IPv6 Handoff; these 

values are independent of the underlying L2-handoff delay. The anticipated type of
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Figure 2.6: FMIPv6 tunnel-forwarding operation in response to L2-trigger-based hand
off initiation

handoff appears to incur more than the case of a reactive handoff; this is the result of 

early establishment of the tunnel with the new point of attachment with respect to the 

actual initiation of the de-association of the MN from its current point of attachment.

The authors present also FMIPv6 handoff latencies in the face of lower signalling 

rate and for 3-6 wireless hosts communicating on the same wireless link with wire-line 

peers; lower signalling rates arise typically at the boundaries of a coverage area or as a 

result of adverse propagation effects. For the reactive case of IPv6 handoff the authors 

report a handoff delay of 1723ms, while in the average case of the anticipated IPv6 

handoff is around 7235ms; the case of anticipated handoff appears to be almost four 

times greater than the case of a reactive FMIPv6 handoff. This appears as a result 

of significant dependency of FMIPv6 signalling on resolution of medium access control 

(MAC)-based contention before signals can be propagated between previous and new 

ARs. It is noted that transmission delay for the communicated packets between MN and 

CN in their experiments is not significant to introduce any packet losses in post-handoff 

communications.

While FMIPv6 is currently the subject of on-going work in the IETF the above 

results suggest that the existing signalling of FMIPv6 does not account for the fact 

of MAC contention, in the face of two or more MNs associated with the a point of 

attachment. Clearly the above mentioned delays cannot act in support of interactive 

application service such as IP telephony or videoconferencing over wireless networks, in 

particular 802.11 WLANs. A comparative performance analysis of the FMIPv6 propsal
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is presented in Chapter 6.

Multi-tunnel Forwarding

Lee and Jung et al [181] proposes an adaptive resource allocation mechanism tha t aids 

handoffs in terms of speed and reliability. The scheme adopts SNR thresholding beyond 

which a list of Base Stations already formed by the MN is communicated to the master 

base station (BS). Below a critical SNR threshold the MN initiates a handoff request to 

the target BSs with its own address as well as bandwidth reservation information. Upon 

registration of target BSs with the BS master, the latter forwards packets to these BSs. 

The scheme is assumed to  forward the packets to the target BSs over multiple unicast 

tunnels, since it does not cater for multicast mechanisms, as the latter require in-advance 

group membership setup which is not considered at all as part of the protocol. The 

main deficiency of this proposal is th a t the MN is expected to contact the target BSs 

first for the handoff setup phase. In the face of propagation effects the MN is required 

to  contact each target BS individually. Also there is no specific consideration of the 

optimality of the SNR thresholds for handoff initiation and BS group updating with the 

master BS. This form of communication is expensive in terms of latency in the case of 

cell bouncing, while call blocking or dropping probability reaches as high as 60% for a 

call rate of 9.5 calls/sec.

Multicast-based Forwarding

Group communication (IP multicast) for the purposes of IP handoffs has been pro

posed by a number of schemes. In particular, the DAEDALUS effort [42] has employed 

multicast-based handoffs with packet caching at the neighbouring BSs; a multicast IP  

address is allocated to  each MN by the HA. This approach induces excessive cost in 

the computation of the multicast tree generated at the HA. The maintenance of such 

multicast tree at individual BSs, results in considerable multicast state management on 

a per-MN basis th a t can render scalability problems as a result of branch join/prune la

tency and multicast tree reconstruction at the HA for the mobility management scheme 

[182]. This is because the delivery tree must be recomputed at every new point of 

attachm ent of the MN, while the source originates at the HA.

M ulticast for Mobile IP handoffs has also been proposed by Seshan [183] and Mysore 

and Bharghavan in [184]. These schemes are employing IP-Multicast between the MN 

and its peers (end-to-end) for the addressing and routing of packets to mobile nodes. 

T hat is, the schemes require th a t traffic is forwarded to a multicast group from the 

CN on an end-to-end basis for the entire duration of MN movement between PoAs.
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However, applying multicast for the purposes of handoffs on an end-to-end basis imposes 

significant computation costs for the multicast tree as described above; the latter is also 

dependent on the multicast routing protocol used such as PIM-SM [185], CBT [186] or 

DVMRP [187], as elaborated in [188]. Very recent proposals on multicast for Mobile IP 

handoffs are also found in [189] with identical problems.

Small group multicast has been proposed by Lee [190] and Ezaki [191] as forwarding 

mechanisms for MIPv4 during MN’s handoff. Both schemes utilise principles from [192] 

and they employ a multiple unicast destination option at the routing header of a packet. 

This notion is similar to the route segments of [193] since both schemes rely on unicast 

routing to  deliver the packet. The schemes rely on the provision of all CoA destinations 

to the peer entities from the MN such th a t packets can be routed in tu rn  towards each 

access router; this implies th a t during harsh cell bouncing conditions, this type of virtual 

small group multicast can miss the receiving MN.

2.5 Conclusions

2.5.1 H and off M anagem en t

From an in-depth analysis of standard as well as most prevalent mobility manage

ment proposals we find th a t simplicity in mobility management protocol design enable 

scalability during deployment. At the same time, such mobility management designs 

trade-off simplicity for IP  handoff delay performance. This is evident from designs such 

as Mobile IPv4/IPv6, whereby its signalling appears to be significantly influenced by 

external delay factors such as end-to-end delay and round trip time variability; this 

introduces unwanted delay components in the handoff performance of the mobile node 

(MN).

Also increased signalling overheads arise as a result of simple but persistent loca

tion update signalling. In our view, this not a problem since most research indicates 

th a t home agents are expected to  be well-distributed within a provisioning domain, 

potentially24 with one for each serving subnetwork. In addition, the location update 

signalling incurred by hundreds or even millions of MNs is well over-provisioned at the 

network core. For different MNs belonging to  different subnetworks, mobility manage

ment signalling is well distributed within intra-domain routing path segments, isolated 

from high volume inter-domain mobility signalling traffic.

24exception to  this possibility is the case where a home agent co-located on an access router serves 
more than one distinct network interfaces and consequently distinct IP subnets. However, Home agent 
discovery deals with multi-HA availability over the same link.
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As a result, global location management signalling, does not meet the same limi

tations in IP  network infrastructures as is the case in cellular networks; this is because 

IP  networks can massively over-provision the Internet backbone to deal with packet 

switched signalling tha t gets eventually distributed to autonomous systems. In addi

tion, autonomous systems support higher routing-path redundancy tha t can accom

modate the routing of such signalling. On the contrary, legacy cellular systems have 

very little routing redundancy in the face of signalling congestion. At the same time, 

over-provisioning the cellular network core with similar bandwidth to tha t of the In

ternet backbone becomes prohibitively expensive. For this reason, we are confident 

th a t micro-mobility mechanisms, although appealing in terms of observed inter-domain 

locating update savings, will not significantly contribute to IP mobility management 

performance, other than  the reduction of signalling round trip times.

RTT latency savings, however, become a function of the network domain size and 

the rate of inter-domain mobility. For very large network domains an RTT of 50-150ms 

is not uncommon. For multi-overlay network infrastructures inter-domain vertical hand

offs are bound to be the norm rather than the exception. We have shown th a t in the 

case of inter-domain handoff micro-mobility protocols incur more signalling than their 

macro-mobility counterparts.

To leverage RTT variability micro-mobility protocol mechanisms have been pro

posed. Despite their potential for shorter RTT over control signalling, micro-mobility 

mechanisms introduce25 significant complexity in terms of: (i) failure resiliency and (ii) 

localised mobility agent configuration and distribution over network partitions within 

an administrative domain. Depending on the individual approach, micro-mobility pro

tocols are expected to  incur either:

•  extensive changes to the existing IP routing infrastructure

•  increased routing state on IP routers in the form of host routes

•  additional configuration mechanisms for load balance of traffic over multiple mo

bility agents (LMAs) distributed at the edges of the network domain

•  sub-optimal routing in cases where multiple border routers identify multiple edge 

routing paths to the Internet backbone. This is incurred by the fact th a t the MN 

registers with one LMA at one edge routing path, while traffic arrives to the MN 

from a different (edge) routing path.

25see Annex C.3.
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single points of potential domain-wide protocol failure.
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On the contrary, despite their performance trade-offs, simplistic macro-mobility 

management mechanisms such as Mobile IPv6, can be increasingly scalable with little 

effect on the network infrastructure. This is clearly not the case for micro-mobility pro

tocols. The benefits introduced in the micro-mobility management function of dominant 

proposals are questionable, since operational scenarios reveal the need for additional 

mechanisms to  sustain localised mobility management savings, originally praised under 

ideal operational conditions.

The above drive us to conclude th a t from a scalability/performance tradeoff perspec

tive, macro-mobility management design strategies maintain an architectural advantage 

over micro-mobility techniques. Clearly, this is in line with the doctrine of Fast handoff 

extensions for Mobile IPv6. FMIPv6 attem pts to augment the mobility management 

function to accommodate provisions for delay seamlessness acceptable for interactive 

real-time applications. While the proposed extensions are still under investigation, 

emerging results from independent investigations on the performance of FMIPv6, re

port prohibitively large handoff delays as a result of an increased number of wireless 

hosts attached to a wireless link. The reason for this pertains clearly to  the dependency 

of FMIPv6 signalling on access contention, as well as accuracy of unicast tunnel setup, 

before signals can be propagated between previous and new ARs.

2.5 .2  F low  Forw arding

In addition from the perspective of forwarding we find th a t two viable alternatives 

may exist: (i) forwarding over a unicast tunnel (ii) forwarding to  a multicast group. 

Solutions of multiple tunnels impose replication of forwarded traffic onto multiple paths. 

For multiple tunnels to  remain scalable they have to remain fixed between old and new 

ARs. This, however, presents the additional complexity of identifying individual flows 

for the particular mobile node within the fixed tunnel; once the flow is de-tunnelled at 

the new AR, the packet has a topologically incorrect destination (the previous CoA of 

the MN valid a t the old AR). As a result nested (pair-wise) encapsulation is required 

for the AR to distinguish the destination MN at the new point of attachm ent once the 

outer header has been removed.

W ith respect to unicast tunnelling at the new CoA, the significant limitation ap

pears to  be the accuracy of resolution of the MN’s prospective new CoA. In the event 

th a t the tunnel is configured to an incorrect MN candidate CoA, MN’s traffic will be
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forwarded to  the wrong PoA, reinstating the transient black holes - in terms of packet 

loss - th a t Mobile IPv6 introduced. On the contrary, forwarding to a multicast group 

appears to be free of such limitations. However, it becomes apparent tha t multicast for

warding cannot be effected at the peers of the MN, tha t is, HA or CN as is the case with 

the Mysore et al and DAEDALUS proposals; this is because the multicast tree man

agement becomes prohibitively expensive. On the contrary such cost becomes more 

manageable when the multicast tree is emanated within the network domain visited by 

the MN. This is the case with the IDMP and M&M proposals.

The fundamental limitation of multicast forwarding when rooted at the edge of a 

network domain, however, appears to  be the classic limitation of micro-mobility proto

cols: a single point of failure can collapse the operation of the mobility management 

protocol across the entire domain. In cases where the RP is co-located at the edge 

LMA, failure of th a t node implies also to tal failure of the (multicast) flow forwarding 

mechanism. Where the RP is not co-located with the edge LMA then in the case of 

an LMA failure the flow forwarding mechanism requires an additional LMA discovery 

and re-election mechanism to  direct all traffic to the RP, assuming th a t all traffic on 

the failed edge can be successfully routed to the fallback LMA. In any case, in such 

situations flow forwarding is guaranteed to experienced sub-optimal routing, as well as 

increased end-to-end delay. The latter can clearly impact the performance of interactive 

communications between a live MN and its peers in the face of LMA failure.

Both current unicast and multicast forwarding approaches suggest th a t a more 

robust and distributed flow forwarding mechanism is required. It is imperative tha t such 

mechanism can sustain failure of the forwarding node without destructive effects in 

flow redirection to  all MNs in the network domain. We identify and investigate such a 

mechanism in Chapter 5.



Chapter 3

Perform ance short-com ings of M obile 

IPv6

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we presented a critical perspective on the current state-of-art on 

IPv6 mobility management mechanisms for next generation wireless Internet. Amongst 

various protocols designs, we presented Mobile IPv6 as the dominant IP  Mobility Man

agement (MM) standard and described its strengths and limitations over alternative 

protocol proposals.

The wide acceptance of Mobile IPv6, and an enormous amount of collaborative 

engineering effort in the IETF towards its standardisation, has given rise to a multitude 

of software implementations, confirming both a solid feature base and its viability as 

the de-facto IP-MM standard.

To confer, thus, on the efficiency of standard MIPv6 handoff performance over 

interactive real-time IP  application services, we conduct a measurements study over 

an experimental (last-hop) IEEE802.il wireless LAN network, employing a real-world 

Mobile IPv6 kernel implementation.

In this chapter we argue tha t reactive acquisition of IP  ‘connectivity ’ state at the 

new point of A R  attachment, as effected in the current IPv6 Mobility Management stan

dard, is insufficient to address transmission delay seamlessness, during an IP  handoff, 

for interactive IP  application services.

To prove the above hypothesis we engage first in a series of experimental measure

ments where a single VoIP packet stream is communicated between a mobile node (MN) 

and its corresponding peer (CN) over moderate background traffic load. We set as our 

control hypothesis the case where the VoIP flow is communicated between a stationary 

MN and its peer while residing on its home network; tha t is, the MN effects no IPv6
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handoff to a visited network. The experimental hypothesis, where the MN effects an 

IPv6 handoff to a visited network, is then investigated. For the sake of completeness of 

our analysis we devise a second experimental hypothesis for investigation where the MN 

performs an IPv6 handoff from the visited network back to its home network. We then 

compare and contrast handoff performance between the unidirectional downstream com

ponent of the VoIP for the cases of MN stationarity (no MIPv6 handoff) and roaming 

(MIPv6 handoff) to a visited network as well as roaming back to the home network.

We analyse the latency implications of the derived MIPv6 handoff performance over 

other forms of state critical to  MN’s IP  connectivity context at the visited network.

Furthermore, the experimental hypothesis investigates the performance of delay, 

packet loss and jitte r experienced in VoIP communications, during, before, during and 

after MN’s IPv6 handoff. Our findings argue th a t reactive acquisition of ‘IP connectiv

ity’ state is not only insufficient but prohibitive for IPv6 mobility management services 

aiming to  support interactive IP  application services of wireless access networks.

In addition, we present and analyse the effect of the link layer handoff latency 

onto the to tal IPv6 handoff delay, as it emerges from measurements derived from the 

aforementioned series of experiments. To this end, we complement our measurement 

traces with a brief simulation study tha t confers on the effect of wireless-link contention 

(in multi-node associations on a single AP) on the performance of an IPv6 handoff 

as effected currently under traditional MIPv6 signalling and the reliance on router 

advertisements for MN movement detection.

Ultimately we review th a t part of the generality of the results obtained as well as 

conclusions arrived at in regards to  the delay performance in MIPv6 handoffs, is to a 

higher degree dependent on the network layer and only to a lesser (but not negligible) 

degree, dependent on the underlying wireless technology.

In this light, conclusions drawn from link-layer performance over a particular wire

less medium are not subject to generalisation. Nonetheless they provide an indication 

of performance trends tracked proportionally by the operational trade-offs constituting 

the design of the air interface at hand.

3.2 M otivation and Problem  Description

IP is by definition a connection-less Internet protocol; tha t is to say, it requires no 

explicit connection state (such as sockets manifested in upper layers of the protocol 

stack such as transport). Nevertheless the ability of a host to effect global routability
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and addressability in the Internet has been associated with the term Internet or more 

commonly IP ’connectivity ’. Despite the paradox between the connection-less character 

of IP and the traditional notion of ’connectivity’ in IP protocols and for the sake of 

simplicity, we chose to  adopt this misleading association between term and semantics 

in our analyses; we employ the term  IP  connectivity to  refer to the state required by a 

host to  be or remain globally addressable and routable.

Different forms of IP connectivity state allow the host to  be globally routable and 

addressable under different contexts. A few of these contexts critical to the ability of 

the host to  effect or perform in packets communications with its peers are:

•  IP mobility management

•  Quality of service (QoS)

•  Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting (AAA)

• Link capabilities

While each of the particular context of signalling yields a different perspective in IP 

connectivity, operational reality requires simultaneous existence of most (if not all) of 

these contexts. For instance, for particular application classes, the network is expected 

to guarantee specific QoS bounds as part of service level agreements between users 

and ISPs. More im portant for the commercial viability of Internet application services, 

before any host can attach and communicate over different wireless network domains, 

while in transit, the ISP must ensure at the Access Router (AR) level, th a t the host 

is authenticated, authorised and billed as per the pricing tariff or subscription policy 

agreed with the user.

At the same time, to  confirm the ’anywhere-anytime-anyhow’ vision of ubiquitous 

communications [70, 194, 61], a wireless host is required to roam ’freely’ between dif

ferent wireless networks (or network domains1).

The semantics of the term ’freely’ for the purposes of ubiquitous computing pertains 

to the notion of transparent (re)configuration; thus, to roam freely over last-hop wireless 

networks it is imperative tha t the MN first attains the required IP connectivity state 

transparently. The first and most im portant context of IP connectivity state is the one 

of addressing and routing; without an IPv6 address and a default route no Internet host

1For the purposes of this study we confine such vision to last-hop wireless infrastructure network 
domains as opposed to wireless ad-hoc networks [195].
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can be either reachable or routable and thus, can effect no communications in any IP 

application domain.

As seen in Chapter 2, Mobile IPv6 ensures tha t global reachability is preserved 

transparently for the wireless host on the move; when roaming between two (or more) 

last-hop wireless networks, transparent management of IP addressing and routing state, 

sustains IP communication with its peers promoting the abstraction of IP(v6) mobility 

in next generation networks.

Transparency, however in IPv6 mobility management has more than one facets; be

yond the transparent mapping of addressing and routing state available at two different 

networks, certain IP application domains render delay transparency an equally impor

tan t goal in such mapping; performance concerns arise when the type of communication 

of a wireless host, while on the move, involves delay-sensitive IPv6 applications. Exam

ple of such applications are interactive multimedia such as Voice over IPv6 (VoIPv6) or 

Video over IPv6 (ViIPv6).

In such application scenarios, the transparent mapping of addressing and routing 

state supported by MIPv6 on the wireless host, needs to sustain seamlessly the same 

performance measures, for interactive multimedia services, before, during and after an 

IPv6 handoff. We term  this as the seamlessness principle for IP mobility management.

We argue th a t if the last-hop mobile Internet is to support, in a ubiquitous manner, 

delay-sensitive applications, IP  handoff performance, under MIPv6, must ensure tha t 

the seamlessness principle is preserved.

3 .2 .1  O u tlin e

In this chapter we determine if IPv6 Mobility Management, in the form of MIPv6 

handoffs, is indeed capable of preserving the seamlessness principle. We identify the 

performance characteristics tha t define the scope of seamlessness for the purposes of 

this study. We then embark on analysing results derived from a set of experimental 

measurements conducted on Mobile IPv6 handoffs during VoIP communications be

tween two peers.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.3 describes the internals 

of a VoIP system as well as factors critical to  the performance of voice communications. 

Such description allows capturing performance metrics of significance for the purposes 

of presenting and analysing subsequent measurement results. It further allows to define 

the subsequent scope of our experimental analysis, by identifying key configuration 

factors th a t are both essential as well as feasible for the purposes of measurement and
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analysis.

Section 3.4 presents the component functions of a MIPv6 handoff. Section 3.5 

presents briefly the delay composition of the MIPv6 handoff process through an algebraic 

account of individual delay components.

Section 3.6 presents the measurements environment established as well as the scope 

of parameters for both Mobile IPv6 and VoIP communications during the experimen

ta l tests. Section 3.7 presents experimental results tha t identify the impact of MIPv6 

handoffs on seamless performance of a VoIP conversation over a wireless LAN, in con

nection to  the individual delay components presented in section 3.5. Section 3.8 presents 

the respective measure of delay variance as a result of a MIPv6 handoff. Section 3.9 

summarises our findings and contributing conclusions on our initial hypothesis.

Supplementary results are presented in Annex D.6, on the influence of the wireless 

medium, and in particular 802.11, over the MIPv6 handoff process. To this end, a 

simulation analysis is presented on the effect of contention over the efficiency of the 

router advertisement interval.

3.3 VoIP system  and Quality

VoIP refers to voice communications over IP  data networks. Its basic element, speech, 

in the form of phonemic constituents [196] is an analog signal tha t varies slowly in time; 

its bandwidth ranges, typically up to  3.6 KHz. The speech signal alternates between 

periods of voice content, known as talk-spurts and periods of silence; these have been 

shown to be exponentially distributed, with a mean of 352 ms and 648 ms respectively, 

according to  Sriram and W hitt [197].

To transm it such speech signal over a packet-switched network, the waveform of 

the speech signal is sequentially, encoded into a compressed bit-stream and subsequently 

packetized, before scheduled for transmission at the sender. At the receiver, packets are 

disassembled, decompressed, decoded to  waveform samples, error corrected and then sub

sequently scheduled for play-out. During an interactive conversation, the participating 

system user-host alternates between sending and receiving modes of packetized voice 

streams.

3.3 .1  E n cod in g  o f th e  sp eech  sign al

There has been a number of coding schemes for voice, proposed by the ITU-T stan

dardisation body [40, 37, 39]. A coding scheme is capable of both encoding or decoding 

a VoIP packet stream at a constant bit rate, depending on the role the participating
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host is assuming; for this reason the coding scheme is typically termed in VoIP parlance 

as a constant bit rate (CBR) codec. A number of CBR codecs have received particular 

attention as well as popularity becoming an industry standard in most VoIP systems. 

Amongst these, the simplest is the sample-based G.711 standard using Pulse Code Mod

ulation (PCM) algorithm with a constant bit rate of 64 Kbps2; ADPCM-based codecs 

reduce the bandwidth requirement by encoding the difference between current and pre

vious sample period yielding a CBR flow of 32 Kbps (ITU-T G.726) [38]. CELP-based 

codecs provide more economical bit rates, with G.729 standard at 8 Kbps and G.723.1 at

5.3 and 6.4 Kbps, at the cost of lower quality audible output, added coding complexity 

as well as encoding delay [40].

During periods of silence, it is intuitive tha t the packetized speech signal carries no 

voice content. It follows, th a t packets carrying no voice content are effectively a waste 

of bandwidth. Furthermore, it has been shown in [198, 199] tha t around 30-40% of a 

voice conversation is silence, with an average duration of 150-180 sec for a VoIP call. To 

this end, in an effort to exploit such property in a two-way voice conversation, further 

bandwidth savings can be achieved if the boundaries of voice activity can be detected, 

through a technique known as Voice Activity Detection (VAD). Under VAD, when no 

voice activity is detected (i.e. silence), no audio samples are encoded, compressed, 

packetised and subsequently scheduled for transmission. However, because the absolute 

measure of voice activity detected induces to the receiver a sense of speech clipping, 

the VAD algorithm tends to  prolong the talkspurt period by an additional time period 

known as hangover time. Brady [200] employed a long hangover during VAD reporting 

talkspurts and silence periods exponentially distributed with means of 1.2 and 1.8 sec 

respectively. A review with a discussion on the on/off voice patterns resulting from 

modern voice coders can be found in [201]. Generally for small hangover time deltas 

small talkspurts (200-400) and silence periods (500-700) can be achieved respectively.

In the above manner, perceptible speech clipping is prevented [196]. Moreover, 

during the period of silence, if VAD is actively suppressing silence packets, the receiver 

may perceive the lack of silence packets (characterised by ambient background noise) 

as a VoIP call disconnection. To ensure tha t no loss of intelligibility in the conversation 

is incurred, the VAD algorithm, at the start of the silence period, instructs -with a few 

VoIP packets- the receiver to schedule comfort noise packets at the play-out buffer in

2Given that voice bandwidth is 3.6-4 KHz, the sampling bandwidth doubles (as per the Nyquist 
principle) at 8 KHz; each sample is represented with an 8-bit sequence, hence the total encoding of the 
voice bandwidth amounts to 8000 Hz * 8 bits =  64 Kbps.
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place of the expected silence packets. This maintains an audible illusion of a connected 

call during silence while increasing bandwidth savings.

It is intuitive that by suppressing ’silence’ packets under VAD, the VoIP stream its 

bandwidth requirement is transformed into a variable bit rate (VBR) packet flow with 

upper bound the codec CBR rate. This will be of importance is subsequent measure

ments, calculations and analysis of VoIP performance findings during a Mobile IPv6 

handoff elaborated in following sections.

3.3.2 Packet isat ion

The encoded speech, once output as a compressed bit-stream, is then packetized into 

packets3 of equal size; this encompasses successive attachment of protocol headers by 

the individual layers of the protocol stack, up to and including the physical layer of 

network interface. For the purposes of this study we adopt the IEEE802.11b Wireless 

Local Area Network (WLAN) standard, at the link and physical layer interface. We 

justify the adoption of such interface in subsequent sections.

The Packetisation sequence of a VoIP packet over an IEEE802.11b link is shown 

in Figure 3.1

V P X C C ) MPT | Seq.Ni.mbCT

Tiny Sramp

Sync source ID (SSRC)

GSM 13.2 kbps, 20ms = 33 bytes 
G711 64 kbps, 20ms = 160 bytes 
G728 16 kbps, LD-CELP 20ms = 40 bytes 
G729 8 kbps, CS-ACELP 20ms = 20 bytes

Source Pott Destination Port

Length ChedcSum

Vet/prioity[ Flow Label

Payload Length Next Head Hop Lit

Source Address

Destination Address

ADDR 1.2.3(18)

Seq control | QoS control

header 802 11 Mac

RTP. header | Voice Payload

[ CRC32(4) j IP Packet iv CRC

FCS (4) IEEE 802 \VME Packet

Figure 3.1: Anatomy of a VoIP packet over WLAN IEEE802.il

At the physical layer the frame4 generated by the link-layer is modulated and 

transmitted as an analog waveform over the air interface.

3the term ’packet’ refers to the structure of the bit payload above the network layer of the protocol 
stack

4the term ’frame’ refers typically to the link layer (L2) of the protocol stack and follows the same 
generic ’header-payload’ structure -albeit with different syntax and bit format- as the ’packet’ abstrac
tion
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3 .3 .3  D elay  variance in  R ece iv ed  packet flow

Transmission of voice packets over an IP network, is expected to incur variable delay and 

possibly loss [201], as shown in Figure 3.2. To ensure a smooth play-out at the receiver 

in the face of delay variability, known as jitter , a play-out buffer may be typically used by 

the application layer. In such cases, on receipt, packets are decompressed and decoded, 

but scheduled for a later play-out period. This ensures a continuous play-out and thus, 

sustains continuity in conversation between sender and the receiver similar to tha t of a 

PSTN network.

However, over IPv6 mobility management the IP  handoff process5 may further 

augment the measure of jitte r since the handoff period is expected to be significantly 

large, in addition to the to tal measure of end-to-end delay between the MN and its 

CN peer(s). Due to lack of flow forwarding at the previous point of attachment (PoA), 

packets arriving at th a t PoA, are forwarded onto the local link whereby the MN is 

ultimately found to  be unavailable (the MN’s IP  handoff is in progress). Such black- 

hole effect increases packet loss and jitte r6 for MN’s received IP flow. Due to  the actual 

loss of packet during the handoff, any play-out technique at the application layer is 

rendered unable of providing any measure of adjustment in the received packet flow 

during an IPv6 handoff.

VoIP packets/ talkspurt

Tx Timeline (Sender)

Rx Timeline (Receiver)

Variable Rx delay

Figure 3.2: Delay variance (jitter) and packet loss during VoIP communications

The potential for play-out adaptation re-emerges when packets can be forwarded 

towards the MN, during its IP handoff, within the 150-200ms playout deadline; the issue 

is revisited shortly in Chapter 5. Given th a t play-out adaptation is an application-level 

approach not amenable to IP-mobile network-layer control, it extends beyond the scope

5MIPv6 does not have a flow forwarding mechanism.
6Paradoxically in MIPv6 jitter is manifested as a result of packet loss, as opposed to late loss rates 

due to increased jitter.
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of this thesis and thus considered as future research direction.

3 .3 .4  D eco d in g  and Error C orrection

On receipt by the wireless host, the VoIP frame is decapsulated by the MAC layer 

and subm itted in succession to the upper layers of the protocol stack (IP, UDP, RTP). 

There the RTP voice payload is forwarded to  the decoder function of the receiving VoIP 

system where the speech signal is again reconstructed into phonemic waveforms.

To counteract potential packet loss, decoders may implement, packet loss conceal

ment (PLC) techniques. PLC algorithms attem pt to produce a close approximation 

of the voice sample contained in a lost packet, approaching a perceptually reasonable 

continuum of the receiving voice output. Simple PLC schemes insert plain silence, 

background noise or a simply the previously received packet [27]. More sophisticated 

algorithms establish an approximate voice sample replacement, based on the character

istics of the speech signal, in the neighbourhood of the lost packets; they may employ 

interpolation methods matching the surrounding portion of the lost waveform, or re

generative mechanisms by being aware of the codec structure, while exploiting the state 

of the decoder [26, 202, 202, 203]. A more in-depth analysis of packet-loss recovery 

mechanisms may be found in [204].

It should be noted th a t PLC techniques perform satisfactory with loss rates of up to 

10% but for small random loss runs (1-3 consequtive packets). Packet loss concealment 

techniques break down when the loss length approaches the length of a phoneme (up 

to  100ms), since whole phonemes may be missed by the listener [204].

3.3 .5  Q u ality  Im pairm ents in V oIP  stream s

The quality of voice communication may be affected by a number of impairments tha t 

pertain to  speech quality or interactivity as well as peripheral delay-related issues.

The quality of packet voice may be affected by low bit-rate compression, well before 

any transmission over an IP  network. In addition, the transmission of voice packets over 

an IP  network is subject to packet loss, while traversing the network fabric, causing 

degradation in the quality of voice at the receiver. Further loss is incurred in the play- 

out buffer a t the receiver, caused by large delay variance as a result of temporal queueing 

in routers along the path to the receiver. The perceived degradation due to  random 

packet loss can be mitigated by means of PLC at the receiver.

Another aspect of voice communication is the interactivity between the communi

cating peers, affected by delays arising during transmissions over the IP  network. For
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increased delays, participants perceive ’collisions’ during the course of their conversa

tion, which perceptually manifests itself as simultaneous talking by both peers. To avoid 

such collision, the participants resort to  conventions of strict alternation between sender 

and receiver roles in a push-to-talk fashion, as if the connection is half-duplex7. This 

results into highly unintelligible and prolonged conversations.

To achieve a good level of interactivity , the end-to-end8 delay must remain below 

the upper bound of 100-150 ms. Longer delays become noticeable by the conversation 

participants resulting a lower measure of interactivity.

3 .3 .6  In teractive  IP  Serv ices over w ireless M IP v6

Given the stringent delay requirements for interactive IP application services, we fo

cus on the performance of a packet voice conversation for a wireless host supporting 

addressing and routing state transparency through the Mobile IPv6 standard.

Under Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) a wireless host, known as the mobile node (MN), 

is able to  roam transparently between different points of IP  attachment over last-hop 

wireless networks.

W hen the MN changes its point of attachment (PoA), it moves from one IP  network 

to  another; a point of attachm ent may be defined as the entity, typically an Access 

Router, th a t enables global reachability to the MN, through some wireless link-layer 

technology. Such process is known as an IPv6 handojf.

Under MIPv6, the MN typically abandons its existing IP network attachm ent at 

some random time T*, before connecting to the new one (assuming use of a single 

wireless interface) at time Thus, there exist some period Th = Ti+  ̂ — T{ where

connectivity of MN and some point of IP  attachment may be disrupted; we call this the 

handoff period = k. Depending on how the IP mobility management mechanism at 

hand, handles the handoff process of the MN between the previous and new PoA, it is 

possible th a t disruption of IP connectivity may be accompanied by delay and/or packet 

loss. This is illustrated in figure 3.3.

While many connection-oriented (TCP) application services are designed to cope 

with interm ittent loss of IP  connectivity by retransm itting unacknowledged packets, 

UDP applications - VoIP being one of them  - are unable to recover from packet loss, 

primarily due to  the connection-less character of UDP packet transmission.

7In a half duplex connection the conversation participant cannot talk and listen to one another at 
the same time

8one-way delay perceived as mouth-to-ear (m2e) latency
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Figure 3.3: Potential disruption of a VoIP conversation during the handoff period

From the above it follows th a t if VoIP is to be supported for wireless hosts with 

MIPv6 capabilities, it is imperative tha t during an IPv6 handoff the seamlessness prin

ciple is be preserved. This translates to an IPv6 mobility management mechanism, that 

effects an inseparable embodiment of two qualities in its handoff process, namely:

•  incur negligible (or no) packet loss.

•  incur low (or negligible) latency

Little or no packet loss incurred during the MIPv6 handoff process, results in a 

smooth IP  transition between networks, smooth because transmission of VoIP packets 

can be sustained during the IPv6 handoff. In tha t manner, a smooth IPv6 handoff would 

allow the communication pattern  between the MN and correspondent node (CN) to re

main unaffected by the handoff process; namely, support VoIP performance comparable 

to  the one of either stationary wireless or wire-line packet voice communications.

Low or negligible latency, incurred by the IP handoff process, results in a fast IP 

transition between networks; this may be achieved if disruption in MN’s IP  connectivity 

is minimised while transiting between different IP networks.

Thus, if the mobile Internet is to support, through MIPv6, such class of real-time 

applications, the IP  handoff process must demonstrate these two qualities. If it does 

not, then additional optimisations and /or design reconsideration to the protocol are 

bound to  be necessary.

It may be seen tha t the measure of disruption of IP connectivity and subsequently 

any packet communications during an IPv6 handoff, is clearly dependent on the measure 

of the Th. Thus, the mere existence of the handoff period (Th) gives rise to a number 

of questions pertaining to  MIPv6 communications, interactive or other: (i) how long is 

Th ? (ii) can the MN sustain communications during the handoff period? (iii) what
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are the factors affecting the size of Th (iv) How is the length of the handoff period (Th) 

manifesting itself as an impairment in an interactive real-time communication service 

such as VoIP?

These questions are receiving the focus of investigation first through an analysis of 

the MIPv6 handoff process. We determine an analytic measure of the handoff period 

Th which we then employ experimentally in identifying the measure of MIPv6 handoff 

delay during voice communications.

We remind th a t in there are numerous abbreviations and acronyms used in the area 

of mobile and wireless IP  networking, many of which may be used frequently during the 

course of our investigation. To aid clarity and conciseness, a glossary of abbreviations 

and acronyms is therefore provided in Appendix A.

3.4 The M IPv6 handoff process
In this section, we present a comprehensive analysis of the IPv6 handoff process in 

Mobile IPv6 standard. We first dissect the organic parts of the MIPv6 handoff anatomy 

and provide algebraic descriptions of the latency characterising their intrinsic functions. 

We then validate their measure through experimental measurements for different VoIP 

configuration scenarios.

The MIPv6 protocol enables a MN to roam from its ’home’ network to other ’vis

ited’ networks while maintaining its home network IPv6 address. Such capability is 

similar to  cellular roaming in GSM networks [16], whereby a cell phone can be used 

over different service providers (i.e. cell networks) or over different countries while 

maintaining its calling number.

Much in the same fashion, the MN remains always addressable by its ’home’ IPv6 

address; this is the IPv6 address assigned to the MN within its home network. When a 

MN is away from its home network, packets can still be routed towards it, using MN’s 

home address. As a result, MN movement between networks remains transparent to 

transport and other higher-layer protocols for application purposes.

Under MIPv6, as the MN roams between Internet PoAs, from one IPv6 network to 

another, it performs the MIPv6 handoff process. Such function is similar to the auto

configuration mechanism employed by a host bootstrapping onto an IPv6 network, but 

supports some additional functionality:

•  the MN must in some manner detect fast tha t it has moved onto a new network.

•  during a MIPv6 handoff, transport layer connections remain active; thus the
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MIPv6 handoff process must complete quickly to minimise disruption from lost 

or severely delayed packets, or in worst occasions, connection resets.

•  once configured, the MN must inform  its home agent (HA) and each correspondent 

node (CN) of its new network location in terms of reachability state.

To support the above functions, the MIPV6 handoff process comprises the follow

ing event sequence: (i) Movement Detection, (ii) Router discovery, (iii) IPv6 address 

configuration and duplicate address detection, (iv) CoA Registration and (v) Location 

Binding Update. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Annex D .l provides a detailed 

view of the individual steps of the MIPv6 handoff process together with an algebraic 

representation of the individual delay components

Movemen
Detection

Router 
Discovert

f - f -

Configuratioi
Detection

CN Binding CoA
Updates Registration

• Wireless Cell Residence Time 

Figure 3.4: Renewal process of the MIPv6 handoff cycle

3.5 Delay com ponents of a M IPv6 handoff

The MIPv6 standard relies fundamentally on core IPv6 protocol functions and in par

ticular the base IPv6 protocol specification [106] and IPv6 Neighbour discovery [107]. 

Analysing the delay behaviour of a MIPv6 handoff as prescribed by the relevant protocol 

standards, provides a sound perspective of expected MIPv6 handoff delay performance 

for validation purposes.

Having identified the constituent steps of the MIPv6 handoff process we now iden

tify the the respective latency components. These are:

•  movement detection time (£<*): this is the time required by the MN to detect and 

establish: (i) a link-layer (L2) handoff and (ii) link-local IP state with the new 

PoA. This encompasses also the period during which router discovery is completed.
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Figure 3.5: IP handoff delay incurred under stateless address auto-configuration by 
MIPv6 signalling

•  IP address configuration time (t c): this is the period between the establishment 

of link-local IP connectivity, which is effected statelessly at the MN and the time 

th a t a globally routable IPv6 address has been configured. It includes also the 

period during which duplicate address detection is effected.

•  Binding registration time (t r ): past the establishment of context-specific state of 

the MN, this is the time between the dispatch of a binding update signal to the 

HA and the receipt of an BU Acknowledgement from its peer.

•  Route optimisation time (tQ): this is the period between registering the new CoA 

with the HA and completing the update of it location bindings with its CN peers. 

This includes the return routability procedure which, if used, must occur before 

a BU is sent by the MN to a CN.

The to tal IP  handoff delay may thus be represented by (th) defined as the sum of 

the aforementioned latency components as follows:

th = fd +  tc -f- tr +  tQ (3-1)

The individual delay components of the default behaviour of a MIPv6 handoff are 

shown on the time-line graph of figure 3.5. We note tha t the graph does not display 

any other context specific state signalling beyond tha t of the MIPv6 addressing and 

routing, during the handoff period. This is because the MIPv6 standard makes currently 

no explicitly provisions for interaction with any other IP connectivity context (such as
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QoS or AAA). We discuss latency incurred by additional state required in different 

contexts of IP connectivity in section D.6.3.

A detailed analysis of the individual delay components contributing to the total 

MIPv6 handoff delay is presented in Annex D.2.

3.5.1 R e la ted  W ork

Surpisingly enough, at the time of writing there have been very few published results 

on the experimental performance of a MIPv6 handoff.

Perhaps the only work reporting explicitly results of MIPv6 handoff performance 

is the one of Finney and Scott [169, 205]. In this work the authors measured the time 

taken for a MIPv6 handoff, over a 802.11 Wireless LAN interface. Their experiments 

employed an early version of the MIPv6 stack with no RR signalling.

Measurements encompassed delay performance over PCMCIA services profiled to 

log the timimgs of critical points during the MIPv6 handoff process. The authors 

reported th a t during a cold handover, where the network device was initially totally 

unconfigured, a to tal latency of 645ms was incurred with 310ms spent in device driver 

initialisation9.

Another 170ms were spent in IPv6 stack activation; such delay was attributed to  the 

architecture of the PCMCIA card services, which employed (slow) user level processes 

to  enable the interface. While active the IPv6 stack required 160ms, to  acquire an IPv6 

address, followed by binding updates sent to  the MN’s peers. Round-trip time (RTT) 

delays were small (5ms) and thus, negligible.

This latency dropped to  165ms under ’warm handoff’, where the device is already 

configured at the link layer, and only dynamic address auto-configuration and binding 

update transmission was required. Handoff times approaching 5ms were claimed during 

’hot handoff’, whereby multiple interfaces run in parallel, and care-of addresses could 

be acquired before the handoff took place.

Their delay figures suggested tha t allocation of IPv6 addressing state during an IP 

handoff, generated by itself a delay of 160ms, enough to place any active IPv6 flows on 

the boundaries of acceptable guarantees for real-time traffic delivery. T hat experiment 

involved rather slow hardware10 running over Mobile IPv6.

The above figures, however, were not reported with some degree of statistical con

fidence to  confer robustly on the performance of MIPv6 handoffs. For instance, the

9that is before any network configuration could take place.
10P133 laptop equipped with 10Mbps Ethernet PCMCIA interfaces
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authors provide no explicit analysis on the influence of duplicate address detection in 

the MIPv6 handoff process. Furthermore, since the date these experiments were con

ducted the MIPv6 specification has changed significantly.

Thus, the above results may only provide some very coarse measure on MIPv6 

handoff performance. Such measure would be insufficient for assessing the efficiency of 

a MIPv6 handoff in support of interactive real-time IP services. To this end, we conduct 

a detailed series of experimental measurements on IP handoff delay performance, over 

the MIPv6-enabled wireless networks.

3.6 Experim ental M easurem ents on M IPv6 handoff delay 

performance
To identify concretely the true IPv6 handoff latency incurred by the MIPv6 standard we 

perform a series of experimental measurements on a real-world software implementation. 

This is the Linux HUT MIPv6 implementation [206].

3.6.1 M easu rem en ts E nvironm ent and M eth od o logy

Experimental measurements conducted on this MIPv6 implementation carry significant 

value in regards to the establishment of a statistically credible performance metric for 

MIPV6 handoff delay performance. The value of such measurement, is multi-fold:

•  The HUT implementation of MIPv6 provides and objective view of IPv6 handoff 

performance under MIPv6, as it is implemented by an independent party, while 

its code-base remains open to public scrutiny (open source).

•  The HUT MIPv6 code-base is a well-known and accurate implementation of the 

MIPv6 specification. It has been used consistently and repeatedly by a number 

of research projects or institutions. Thus, a set of experimental results derived 

from this implementation would provide a sound set of initial assumptions towards 

subsequent valid inferences in line with the modus ponens principle of scientific 

investigation.

•  experimental results derived from this implementation remain replicatable by 

other independent research bodies by adopting a similar control hypothesis.

For simplicity we focus our trace measurement analysis to a unidirectional compo

nent - downstream in particular - of the typical two-way VoIP packet stream, assuming 

a fixed CN. Furthermore, the communicated flow is assumed to  be a constant bit rate
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flow with no silence suppresion. The case where: (i) the CN is also a mobile node and 

(ii) a variable bit rate flow is communicated by way of applying silence suppression on 

the communicated talkspurt stream, is considered out of scope in this investigation, and 

thus left as a future research direction.

The above experimental focus does not detract from the validity or generality of 

the derived results. This is because for the upstream component of the VoIP session, 

the CN experiences a nearly11 identical measure of MIPv6 handoff delay, assuming a 

constant bit rate flow in both directions of the VoIP session.

For a VoIP session where silence suppression is enforced in both directions, we may 

approximate MIPv6 handoff delay performance by considering characteristic measures of 

talkspurt (on) and silence (off) periods from actual VoIP session. We recall from Section

3.3 these periods may be modelled as exponentially distributed periods with mean 352ms 

(talkspurt) and 648ms (silence) respectively. Statistically these mean values may also 

represent a probability of 0.35 of voice content and 0.65 of silence during the period of 

MIPv6 handoff delay. By looking the performance of the talkspurt probability within, 

or at the boundaries of the meausure of MIPv6 handoff delay we can derive an expected 

measure of MIPv6 handoff delay affecting VAD-assisted VoIP sessions. These figures 

can be validated by future experimental measurements focusing specifically on VAD- 

assisted VoIP communications over MIPv6-enabled wireless LANs.

Experimental Set

For the purposes of IP  handoff measurements over MIPv6 we have devised the 

(Mobirig6) experimental testbed, shown in figure 3.6. The testbed comprises of two 

Wireless LAN cells, each serving a different IPv6 sub-net through an Access Router 

(AR). Communications over the air interface were effected with W EP encryption.

The first AR is configured to  also serve as a Home Agent (HA) for the Mobile 

Node (MN), while the second employs plain IPv6 routing (MIPv6-unaware). Imple

mentation improvements on the frequency of Router advertisements provided by the 

Monash Research group [207] allows configuration of the average Router Advertisement 

interval to  50 ms, together with optimisation options that may be exploited by the MN; 

in particular, the MN is configured to effect a router solicitation every 250ms (as per 

the ND specification) for the purposes of movement detection. Table 3.1 provides the 

configuration variables and settings tha t comprised the default behaviour of MIPv6.

11 Nearly because the upstream path is not guaranteed to have a measure of one-way delay equal to 
the downstream one.
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Figure 3.6: Mobirig6 experimental testbed

RtAdv Configuration Parameter value (sec)
RTR_SOLICITATIONJNTERVAL (MN) 0.25

RTR_SOLICITATION_MAXJSENDTIME (MN) 5
MinRtrAdvInterval (AR) 0.03
MaxRtrAdvInterval (AR) 0.07

AdvIntervalOpt (AR) yes
AdvSourceLLAddress (AR) yes

AdvValidLifetime (AR) 600
AdvPreferredLifetime (AR) 600

Table 3.1: Configuration variables effecting default behaviour of Mobile IPv6

The testbed hosts further a MIPv6-enabled Corresponding Node (CN) and Mobile 

Node (MN); the CN remains fixed, configured on a wire-fine Fast Ethernet interface, 

while the MN remains mobile, configured over an IEEE802.il Wireless LAN interface, 

associating with each of the two 802.11 APs, in sequence.

We may note that for the purposes of our experiments and for the scale of the 

experimental setup, configuration of additional visited networks would not offer any 

additional insights with respect to MIPv6 handoff performance. The reason for this 

is the fact that (i) the RTT between home and visited networks is fixed and nearly 

negligible and hence would not influence the magnitude of handoff latency significantly, 

(ii) the behaviour of a MIPv6 handoff during the transition between two visited networks 

can be emulated with the handoff performed between the home and a visited network, 

so long as no residue addressing or routing state remains in the MN or ARs, during the 

next MIPv6 handoff renewal period.

The testbed configuration encompasses monitoring at 3 separate layers of the
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network stack, namely the link (L2), the IPv6 (L3) and the RTP (transport/m eta- 

transport) layer.

For the purposes of monitoring at the link layer of 802.11, a dedicated frame cap

ture/analyser12 was configured at each 802.11 AP channel.

The reason for requiring a dedicated sniffer for each WLAN cell pertains to the 

fact tha t the implementation of the wireless medium for IEEE802.il is fundamentally 

half-duplex; th a t is to say th a t a wireless host cannot transm it and receive at the same 

time. This is partly because both transmission and reception are multiplexed on the 

same carrier channel for 802.11b Wireless LANs, and partly because of cost efficiency 

in 802.11 transceiver implementation as well as M AC/PHY protocol specification.

As a result, during communications the wireless MN cannot monitor MAC control 

traffic over the 802.11 link, while engaged in IP communications with the CN. This 

implies also that, any packet capture effected on the same 802.11b MN interface monitors 

only traffic destined to  MN’s IPv6 (or higher) layer.

For the purposes of VoIPv6 communications we employed the RATv6 (MN) [208] 

and KPhone (CN) [209], communicating through a GSM encoding with a bit rate of

13.2 Kbps. The encoding employs a packetisation rate of 50 packets/sec dispatching 

voice payload every 20ms.

MIPv6-enabled communications are effected over an average offered load of 350 

Kbps over each wireless link towards a stationary wireless host. It is noted tha t at 

a signalling rate of 1 Mbps the maximum offered throughput load before saturation is 

found to  be around 700 Kbps [51, 210]. The traffic load comprized of four unidirectional 

flows: two TC P flows13 each at 15 Kb/sec and a UDP flow at 10 Kb/sec all destined 

to the same stationary wireless node in each WLAN cell. The measured VoIP flow 

consumed 1.62 Kb/sec.

802.11 AP configuration

Each dedicated WLAN frame analyser monitors a single ’channel’ as the per 802.11b 

specification [17]. As elaborated in Section D.6.1, the term  ’channel’ does not refer to a 

discrete, single frequency band. This is because the spread spectrum character of signal 

modulation. The spreading implies tha t the actual RF signal energy is not constrained 

withing a single discrete frequency; instead it is spread over a small frequency range.

W ith respect to the data  rate on each AP, we configure both networks to support a

12AiroPeek NX is a commercial high-resolution IEEE802.il trace analyser provided kindly by Wild- 
Packets Inc. for the purposes of this study

13Each tcp flow was an FTP file of 200Kb size and a UDP flow of 100Kb.
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signalling rate of 1 Mbps. This is because the MN is expected to experience the lowest 

signalling rate at the coverage boundaries before the IP handoff is initiated.

Experimental Metrics

Analysis of the measurement traces employed the following metrics:

1. MIPv6 handoff latency : defined as the absolute number of packets lost during a 

MIPv6 IP  handoff.

2. MIPv6 handoff-induced packet loss: defined as the number of packets lost during 

a MIPv6 handoff.

3. jitter: defined as measure of delay variance. The mechanism for jitte r calculation 

is presented in Annex D.3.

Perceptible IP  handoff latency may then be defined as the perceptible number of packets 

lost during a MIPv6 IP  handoff. We assume from human factors in real-time multimedia 

applications an upper limit of 200ms for one way delay. It is im portant to note that, the 

respective number of packets lost during such period is dependent on the packetisation 

rate and/or whether functions like VAD are available on the encoding source.

3.7 Experim ental Results
In the following section, we present experimental results obtained from a VoIP commu

nication flow between the MN and its CN peer. We break the bidirectional VoIP stream 

and focus on the analysis of the unidirectional flow sent by the CN downstream to the 

MN. In this series of experiments we effect 20 MIPv6 handoffs, where each handoff is 

effected by the MN by transiting from its home network to the visited network and 

vice versa. Since we analyse the behaviour of the MIPv6 handoff alone, we employ no 

mobility pattern  to simulate a realistic mobility pattern for the MN. Instead, handoffs 

are effected periodically every 10 sec.

We may note th a t the RTT delay between the MN and its CN peers was on aver

age 2.3 ms during transmissions at a signalling rate of 1 Mbps; hence, one-way delay 

was considered constant and thus assumed to be negligible in comparison to the total 

measure of MIPv6 handoff delay.

IPv6 layer

During a MIPv6 handoff we observed tha t the MIPv6 network stack does not remove the 

IPv6 CoA configured during its previous IP handoff to the visited network. Furthermore,
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the MIPv6 stack at the MN is normally unable to clear the entries augmenting the 

Neighbour Cache of the visited network’s AR. This is important for the purposes of 

measuring accurately the true MIPv6 handoff delay incurred during the handoff; during 

a MIPV6 handoff the new AR has typically no IPv6 connectivity state for the MN with 

respect to its addressing and reachability. Hence, any Neighbour Cache entry residues 

at the visited network AR, or a residue CoA configured from a previous MIPv6 handoff 

would not provide the correct MIPv6 handoff delay as per the MIPv6 specification.

To this end, the Mobirig6 measurement testbed enforced a mechanism that en

sures that no CoA at the MN or Neighbour Cache entry residues affect the measure of 

MIPv6 handoff delay during experimental measurements. This is achieved by explicitly 

’flushing’ both the CoA on the MN as well as all neighbour cache entries on the visited 

AR upon return to the home network. On the contrary, the co-located HA/AR system 

does not have its neighbour cache flushed as it defends the home address of the MN.
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Figure 3.7: Disruptions on VoIP communications for the MIPv6 mobile node, while in 
transit, during an IP handoff to a visited network or upon its return back to the home 
network

Figure 3.7 presents a birds-eye view of the effect of MIPv6 handoffs for the wireless 

host on the move, while a VoIP session is in progress. From the unidirectional flow sent 

downstream towards the MN, we observe that during the handoff between the home 

and a visited network, two kinds of VoIP disruption arise: (i) a dominant one occurring 

during MN’s IP handoff from the home to the visited network and (ii) a quasi-quiescent 

one, occurring during the MIPv6 handoff from a visited to the home network.
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Figure 3.8: Close-up of VoIP flow disruption during a MIPv6 handoff to a visited or 
the home IP network.

The disruption becomes clearer as we close-up onto the trace in Figure 3.8; we 

may observe tha t the period of disruption on the VoIP communication between MN 

and the its CN peer is greater in magnitude during a handoff from the home to a 

visited (or a visited-to-visited) network, in comparison to the one incurred during the 

IP  handoff from a visited back to the home IP network. We explore the reasons for 

such behaviour in the following sections by focusing on the behaviour of the two of 

MIPv6 handoff characterisations. Such MIPv6 handoff characterisation emphasises: (i) 

the magnitude of IP  handoff delay, depending whether the MN roams away or towards 

it own home network, or alternatively between visited networks (ii) exposes im portant 

insights towards delay performance attainable by the mobility management mechanism 

at hand.

Roaming to a visited Network

Figure 3.9 presents a close-up view of the MIPv6 handoff process and dominant delay 

component as the MN transits from its home to a newly visited network. We observe 

tha t after the last VoIP packet is received (#51904), the packet capture at the MN 

experiences a period of silence of about 378ms before the first router advertisement is 

received. During this period of silence only a router solicitation is ’voiced’ from the 

MN 182ms after the receipt of the last VoIP packet, in search of a router advertisement 

from its current point of attachment. The period of silence in VoIP transmissions is due 

to link-switching, (commonly known as L2-handoff), between 802.11b APs is analysed 

statistically in Section D.6.1.
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A router solicitation is sent by the MN if it has not received a router advertisement 

within a period equal to 3 times the existing router advertisement interval on that 

link. This aims towards a faster detection of IPv6 network movement (change of AR 

attachment) for the purposes of IPv6 mobility management. Without this the MN 

would rely solely on the lifetime of a router advertisement, which if long, would result 

into a slow detection of IP movement, as the RtAdv lifetime would typically expire 

much later than the IP-movement of the MN.

H andoff delay and  IP v6  m ovem ent d e tec tion  Lack of periodic router advertise

ments causes the MN to assume erroneously that the IPv6 link is still available (perhaps 

on a different advertising interface). To this end, the MN sends a router solicitation out 

on its wireless link, but receives no immediate router advertisement. The reason for the 

latter is two-fold, given that the semantics of router solicitation in IPv6 are overloaded 

with the additional process of network prefix switching as a result of network IPv6 

mobility.

The first reason pertains to fact that the MN is actually undergoing a L2-handoff 

during the MIPv6 handoff between adjacent IPv6 cells, while on the move. Secondly, 

unicast RtAdv responses to router solicitation are, by way of the Neighbour Discovery 

specification, delayed randomly between 0-500ms; such delay aims to prevent multiple 

on-link routers from simultaneously transmitting to soliciting IPv6 hosts [107].
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Figure 3.9: Protocol behaviour of IPv6, MIPv6 and RTP layers during a MIPv6 Handoff 
returning to the home network at 1 Mbps in both previous and new 802.11b AP

Completion of the L2-handoff, may be followed by a subsequent unicast RtAdv
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response to the initial router solicitation. Such response is, however, not guaranteed; 

this is dependent on the amount of allowed MAC retransmissions by the link-layer on 

tha t particular frame. It is, thus, possible th a t the RtSol message may not be received 

by the AR if the number of MAC frame (MPDU) re-transmissions is exhausted well 

before the period of completion of link-layer switching. This is dependent both on 

the configuration of allowed MAC retransmissions on the MN and/or the contention in 

effect on the air interface.

In the event tha t the router solicitation is responded to by the AR, the unicast 

RtAdv message is preceded by address resolution, since the AR must first resolve the 

link-layer address of the MN attaching to this network (once link-layer switching has 

completed). This is im portant for the purpose of neighbour reachability (NUD), mani

fested by subsequent solicited neighbour Advertisements to tha t MN.

Address resolution is effected by sending a Neighbour Solicitation message to the 

MN’s solicited-node multicast address for its link-local address. The MN responds with 

its link-layer address sent through a Neighbour Advertisement back to the AR’s link- 

local address. Upon completion of address resolution the MN receives the solicited 

router advertisement. Both address resolution and solicited router advertisement com

plete within 5.23ms after the completion of the L2-handoff between APs.

Receipt of the solicited RtAdv message experiences a hangover delay until the 

initiation of the DAD process. During this delay period, the MN is processing the 

router advertisement and subsequently auto-configuring the its tentative CoA as well 

as updating its default route. It seems tha t during this period the MN actually ’realises’ 

an IPv6 transition onto a new network link, namely one with a new subnet prefix and 

default route. In addition, it configures a fresh AR neighbour cache entry, with respect 

to  the AR’s L2 address for the subsequent purposes of neighbour reachability (NUD). 

Hence, the term  ’hangover’ delay Tho attributed to this latency period prior to initiation 

of the DAD process.

Figure 3.10 presents a close-up view of such delay component which for this handoff 

sample lasts as long as 84.9ms. We describe this case of hangover delay as nominal since 

it describes the prescribed protocol behaviour as per the Neighbour Discovery protocol 

modified by the MIPv6 standard. It becomes obvious tha t the nominal hangover delay 

describes also the race condition between the processing of the solicited router adver

tisement and a router advert arriving periodically (potentially as soon as the former) 

through the all-node multicast group.
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Figure 3.10: Hangover delay component resulting after receipt of RtAdv and prior to 
DAD initiation through neighbour solicitation

W hat is interesting, however, with respect to movement detection is th a t the nomi

nal hangover delay did not describe the majority of the total number of handoffs recorded 

during the experiments. Out of a 1000 handoffs14 performed, only a small portion pre

sented the above protocol behaviour.

In particular, only 178 out of 1000 total handoff exhibited the expected IPv6 move

ment detection behaviour, as prescribed by the Neighbour Discovery [107] standard. 

This represents about 17.8% of the total MIPv6 handoffs measured; the remaining set 

of MIPv6 handoffs (82.2%) was distributed with a ratio of 0.6232 and 0.3768 respec

tively, between two forms of movement detection: (i) a MIPv6 handoff whereby the 

router solicitation is lost during L2-handoff time; (ii) a MIPv6 handoff whereby no 

router solicitation is lost during the movement detection process.

Figure 3.11 demonstrates the case (i) of movement detection, representing the 

51.22% of MIPv6 handoffs away from the home network. It may be seen tha t the 

router solicitation is rendered lost as a result of the L2-handoff and after exhausting 

the number of preset MAC frame retransmissions. We identify this as a sap15 form 

of movement detection and specifically as sap-reactive movement detection and the 

respective delay as sap-reactive hangover delay.

During measurements, the number of MAC retransmission was set to 5 given tha t 

the mean inter-frame retransmission period at 1 Mbps emulating cell boundary condi-

14performed in 100 iterations of 10 handoff runs - where a single handoff is counted as both home-to- 
visited and visited-to-home. This is because the MN would ’hang’ the RAT VoIPv6 application after 
the 15th handoff consistently throughout our measurement trials.

15implying very slow response irrespective of the external control signalling stimuli.
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Figure 3.11: Hangover delay caused by lost Router Solicitation manifested as temporal 
insensitivity to Router Advertisements

tions was found to be 1.23ms with std. Dev. 0.001345. A larger number of retransmis

sions was not considered to avoid increasing contention during retransmissions with a 

cascading effect on the completion of the L2-handoff. The particular sample instance 

of lost router solicitation rendered a hangover delay of 687.9ms. We elaborate further 

on the effect of MAC retransmissions in Section D.6.1, where we analyse the influence 

of an L2-handoff.

It is interesting to  note two unexpected events arising as a result of the loss of a 

router solicitation during the L2 handoff: (i) the MN remains insensitive to  periodic 

RtAdv messages sent to  the all-nodes multicast group; (ii) router solicitations continue 

to be transm itted by the MN even after the dispatch of the Neighbour solicitation 

signifying the s ta rt of the DAD process.

In the second form of movement detection identified, accounting for about the 

30.98% of the to tal number of measured handoffs, the hangover period commences from 

the receipt of the delayed (due to L2-handoff) solicited RtAdv message, without loss of 

the router solicitation. A sample instance of this case is shown in figure 3.12 where the 

hangover delay amounts to 355.2ms, during which the MN solicits yet another router 

advert isment.

This form of detection of IP movement is identified as numb-reactive movement 

detection and the respective delay as numb-reactive hangover delay. This action on 

the part of the MN may only be justified by the possibility tha t the previous solicited
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Figure 3.12: Hangover delay caused by delayed solicited RtAdv, emerging as temporal 
insensitivity to Router Advertisements

router advertisement was not utilised for the purposes of address configuration. Again 

during this form of movement detection, the MN remained insensitive to periodic RtAdv 

messages.

From a protocol-behaviour perspective there exists no clear reason tha t justifies 

such magnitude of hangover delay for both these cases, where the MN remains insensitive 

to  periodic RtAdv messages. We cannot exclude the possibility of inefficiencies in the 

particular kernel implementation, although as we see further, during the M IPv6 handoff 

back to  the home network, response to  periodic RtAdv messages is consistent as per 

the ND protocol standard, for all 1000 handoffs measured. We have seen, however, in 

Section 3.7 tha t improved performance on the M IPv6 handoff back to  home network 

may attributed to  the co-location of the HA function onto the AR device.

We have excluded the possibility tha t the MN delays in joining the all-nodes mul

ticast group (ff02::l) since the measurement trace captures correctly RtAdv messages 

destined to  th a t group in all cases of promiscuous, non-promiscuous or external tracing16 

modes, with no change in the MIPv6 handoff behaviour.

Nevertheless, what remains clear, in the face of hangover delay, is tha t the MN 

relies solely on solicited the unicast RtAdv message sent by the visited AR. Hence, 

the timing of transmission of a Router solicitation by the MN, the interval between 

successive router solicitations, or any delay by the A R  in responding with a unicast

16 by a separate wireless host
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RtAdv message back to the M N are of prime importance to the task IPv6 movement 

detection and subsequently MIPv6 handoff during VoIP communications.

Handoff Delay and DAD On receipt of the second solicited router advertisement, the 

MN proceeds to complete its interface configuration by configuring a CoA through the 

stateless address configuration function. We observe tha t upon receipt of the solicited 

RtAdv signal until the NeighSol signal, signifying the start of the DAD function, there 

exists a delay of 78.94ms (see figure 3.12).

This may be justified as the total processing time of the between the receipt of the 

router advertisement until the dispatch of the NeighSol packet tha t checks the unique

ness of the CoA. This delay component must also include both the address configuration 

time { T e u i s a )  as well as update ('T R a u te U p d a te) of the MN’s default route. Address con

figuration is complete on average after 1000.2ms with the MN dispatching immediately 

the first BU message to its HA.

Handoff Delay and Neighbour Reachability Following completion of the DAD

process, it is interesting to  note tha t while upstream reachability seems to  have been 

resolved by means of the initial solicited neighbour advertisement by the MN, down

stream reachability remains at the STALE state at the neighbour cache of the new AR; 

although the RTT between MN and CN is only 4.2ms it takes nearly another 1000ms 

before downstream reachability is restored for the MN at the AR.

The above is also attested by the 3 subsequent solicited neighbour adverts whereby 

the AR proceeds through reachability states (DELAY and PROBE by soliciting a NeighAdv 

message from the AR. Finally, upon solicitation of NeighAdv from the AR to the MN, 

the latter responding with its CoA as its source address, sets the reachability state 

at the Neighbour Cache of the AR to REACHABLE. This signal concludes the setup of 

reachability state with subsequent delivery of the BUAck response sent previously by the 

HA. We note tha t past the DELAY state the MN is probed with neighbour solicitations 

sent every RETRANS_TIME interval (1000ms) until the solicitations are responded to 

with a neighbour advertisement.

Such measure of latency (T n u d ) has not been reported in the past either explicitly 

or implicitly as a possibility of induced latency, despite the fact th a t the Neighbour dis

covery protocol signifies such possibility during the process of Neighbour Unreachability 

detection.

The former effectively completes the CoA registration process, while the MN pro

ceeds to  effect the appropriate route optimisation by updating its bindings directly with
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its CN peers. Such a process is accompanied by the first VoIP packet arriving through 

IPinIP [211] encapsulation only 9.1ms after. This is followed by the completion of the 

RR process whereby the MN dispatches both HoTI and CoTI signal to the CN as illus

trated  in Figure 3.5. W ithout accounting for the variability in delay incurred by the 

RTT of the paths between MN-HA, HA-CN and MN-CN, we observe 6ms and 7.24ms 

as delay of the HoTI and CoTI message sequences respectively. It is interesting to note 

th a t although the HoTI sequence would travel a longer path since it would reach the CN 

through HA, the measurement shows tha t it is the CoTI message sequence tha t took 

longer to complete. This is surprising since all machines are of the same processing ca

pacity with the CoTI sequence expected to experience a shorter path and thus a faster 

completion. Nevertheless, it is more likely th a t in the presence of RTT variability the 

aforementioned difference would be uninteresting and thus negligible for the purposes 

of total handoff delay.

Returning back at the home network Latency of a MIPv6 handoff during the return 

of the MN back to its home network observes a different behaviour. In particular, just 

before the initiation of the M IPv6 handoff at the MN, the last VoIP packet is followed by 

the usual neighbour solicitation by the MN, checking for upstream reachability before 

the transmission of the next VoIP packet.

The drop of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) below the expected BER threshold 

initiates the normal link-layer switching for a period during which the MN does not 

receive any router advertisements. During this time, the threshold of 3 * R tA dvIn terva l 

is exceeded and thus, the MN sends a router solicitation in search of a RtAdv to  check 

its AR attachment. This is effected about 200ms after the last NeighSol message sent 

out to  refresh reachability with the (previous) AR attached at the time.

Interestingly, the delay of 200ms has not effected a complete link-switching between 

the two neighbouring APs defining the coverage area of the visited and home network; 

instead, MN’s link layer actively scanned the air interface for the stronger SNR available 

by the neighbouring APs, before the link-layer handoff was effected.

Having completed this scan process, the MN returned momentarily back to the 

associating AP, whereby after receiving 3 subsequent VoIP packets (sent to the MNs 

CoA with a type-2 routing header) it effects its link-layer handoff decision by attaching 

back to  the home WLAN network (since tha t was the AP with the dominating SNR). 

This is first experienced by receiving a router advertisement from its home AR.

Receipt of the first router advertisement (carrying the HA information option)
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unlike the behaviour experienced at the visited network, results into a neighbour so

licitation to the solicited-node multicast address for its home address (with source the 

unspecified address); this effectively implies initiation of the DAD process for its home 

address. For the purposes of (also) address resolution, a second neighbour solicitation 

is sent out to  the solicited-node multicast address for the address of its HA. Since the 

MN’s home address is ’defended’ by the home agent the DAD-oriented neighbour so

licitation is responded immediately (within 8 .86ms) with a neighbour advertisement by 

the HA, signifying to the MN th a t its home address is in use by the HA.

This event informs the MN th a t it has returned back to  the home network; within 

less than 1ms it sends a BU message to the HA, which in turn  within 3.9ms responds 

with BUAck. The MN proceeds instantly (less than 1ms) to inform all nodes on the link 

by issuing a neighbour advert such that, nodes on-link update the respective neighbour 

cache entries for both its link-local and global home address to map onto the MN’s 

link-layer address, instead of the HA’s one.

This is followed by HoTI message send immediately towards the CN (through the 

HA), which is responded by the CN after 8.05ms (through the HA) back to the MN. 

This is followed by an immediate BU sent directly to the CN, which responds with the 

next available VoIP packet sent directly to the home address of the MN. At this point 

the M IPv6 handoff process for the MN returning home, is complete and hence, VoIP 

transmissions continue over the home network.

It is interesting to note tha t during the MIPv6 handoff the delay incurred is signif

icantly lower than the delay experienced when a handoff is performed towards a visited 

network. This is accounted by two reasons: (i) the DAD process resolves immediately 

without a need to  resort to  expiry of the RETRANS.TIME interval after which DAD is 

either successful or fails (ii) there exists no delay in exchange of reachability information 

with respect to neighbour unreachability detection.

The significant difference in IP handoff performance between a home-to-visited 

and a visited-to-home MIPv6 handoff is two-fold: (i) there exists an entity on the home 

network th a t ’defends ’ the home address of the MN, should any IPv6 traffic be directed 

to the latter, while away from the home network; (ii) the HA mobility management 

entity is co-located on the AR of the home WLAN network.

W ith respect to (i), such arrangement allows both address resolution and duplicate 

address detection to  be acted upon instantly during a neighbour solicitation. This is
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Figure 3.13: Protocol behaviour of IPv6 , MIPv6 and RTP layers during a M IPv6 Hand
off returning to the home network at 1 Mbps in both previous and new 802.11b AP

clearly validated by the immediate response on a neighbour solicitation for the purposes 

of DAD resolution for the MN while returning to its home network as seen in figure 3.13. 

This implies th a t it is the existence of an additional function at the home network that 

allows for fast resolution o f the DAD process during a visited-to-home MIPv6 handoff.

In regards to (ii) neighbour reachability information for both HA and the enabling 

(for the MN) AR is co-located under the same neighbour cache. Given tha t HA deals 

explicitly with reachability information pertaining to  the IPv6 Mobility Management, 

the (access) routing function on the this host simply exploits bidirectional reachability 

information already harvested by the HA. That is to say, co-location of the HA onto 

the AR is the cause of the apparent improvement in MIPv6 handoff delay performance 

at the home AR with respect to  neighbour unreachability detection.

To validate the above claim we separated the HA from the AR entity by placing 

them onto two different hosts, on the same home network link. When a visited-to- 

home M IPv6 handoff was effected under this network configuration, the T n u d  delay 

component re-emerged in an identical manner to the one presented in the home-to- 

visited M IPV6 handoff case shown in figure 3.9. This confirms our hypothesis, tha t 

colocation of the HA onto the home network AR influences significantly the delay 

imposed by neighbour reachability resolution between the AR and the MN. I f  the HA is 

not co-located with the A R  function onto the same host, then the visited-to-home MIPv6 

handoff will also experience the Tnu d  delay component.
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3.7.1 M IPv6 handoff perform ance statistics

To attain  a reasonable measure of statistical confidence in the aforementioned delays 

observed during a MIPv6 handoff away or returning to the home network, we repeated 

the measurement process for about 1000 handoffs and collected traces which were subse

quently analysed statistically off-line. In particular, we approximated our measurement 

dataset onto a statistical distribution th a t best describes the behaviour of this dataset 

for the particular component of M IPv6 handoff delay.

To this end, we conducted a set of goodness-of-fit (GoF) tests, tha t measure how 

well the sample data fit a ranked probability density function. The primary goodness 

of fit criterion was the x 2 or Chi-Square Test [212]. Where possible the Chi-Square test 

was seconded by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test statistic [212].

The Chi-Square test can be used with sample input data and any type of distribu

tion function (discrete or continuous). A weakness of the Chi-Square test is th a t there 

are no clear guidelines for selecting intervals or ’bins’. To this end we experimented 

with a low and high resolution of sampling intervals and found heuristically the best 

interval by means of confirming the ranking of the statistical distribution achieved by 

the chi-square test together with the K-S test. This is because, the K-S test does not 

depend on the number of bins; such freedom makes the K-S test more powerful than 

the Chi-Square test, in cases where bin-dependencies can corrupt the accuracy of the 

ranking.

However, sole reliance to the K-S test was avoided, given th a t it does not detect 

tail discrepancies accurately. Where possible we further verified the distribution rank

ing with an additional Anderson-Darling test statistic (A-D) [213]. This test has the 

property of highlighting ranking differences between tails of different distributions while 

staying independent of the sampling interval, as opposed to  the K-S test which focuses 

the energy of the statistic at the middle of the distribution [212].

To confirm the statistical correctness of the ranked distribution we further produced 

both a Probability (or P-P) and Quantile-Quantile (or Q-Q) plot. The P-P plot shows 

the p-value of the fitted distribution vs. the p-value of the fitted result. Where the fit 

is ’’good” , the plot is nearly linear. A similar principle applies for the Q-Q plot but for 

quantile17 values.

17By a quantile, we mean the fraction (or percent) of points below the given value. That is, the 0.3 
(or 30%) quantile is the point at which 30% percent of the data fall below and 70% fall above that 
value.
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Figure 3.14: MIPv6 handoff delay experienced away from the home network

In the following sections we present the statistical distribution that scored the high

est ranking among the set of tested distributions through the aforementioned goodness 

of fit criteria. We further provide the first statistical moments at a 95% confidence 

interval for two individual MIPv6 handoff cases during VoIP communications between 

MN and CN peers: (i) during a h2v MIPV6 handoff (away from home) or (ii) during a 

v2h MIPv6 handoff (returning home).

MIPv6 handoff performance away from Home network

T otal M IPv6  handoff la tency  d is trib u tio n  From the delay measures obtained for 

1000 handoffs we observed an exponential distribution of the total MIPv6 handoff delay 

derived from the sequence number of the received VoIP at the MN. 50% of the handoffs 

account for a delay of 2.751 sec.

The reported mean MIPv6 handoff delay of 2.8265sec maintains a confidence in

terval of 95% of the normalised handoff data as shown in the derived empirical density 

function of figure 3.16(a) with parameters (3 = 0.17817 and sh ift  =  2.64837. The shift 

is applicable for the simple reason that the data measures exceed the range of the fitted 

distribution with a minimum handoff delay measure of 2.650sec.

Figure 3.16(b) shows the respective empirical cumulative distribution function 

(CDF) for the total handoff delay. We can observe that 95% of the handoffs expe

rience MIPv6 handoff delays with an upper bound of 3.121 ms.

Figures 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) show the quality of the fitted distribution with re

spect to the measured data. We may observe that, with respect to upper quantile, the
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Figure 3.15: Identified MIPv6 handoff (2vh) delay components experienced away from 
the home network

measurement data maintain a smaller location value than the actual fitted distribution 

quantile. However, the probability plot validates that both input and fitted p-values 

are derived from a common distribution.

In subsequent sections, we describe the latency contribution by individual mecha

nisms collectively tracking the total delay of a MIPv6 handoff.

L2 handoff la tency  com ponent With respect to the link latency component induced 

during link switching it can be seen that the link-switching component exhibits two 

peaks at the boundaries of observed link-layer delay measure; the peak reported at the 

lower bound of the empirical probability density function is found to be around 310ms 

while the upper bound peak found around 385ms.

Figure 3.18(a) present the plot of the empirical p.d.f derived together with the 

probability distribution indicated by the accompanying GoF set of test statistics con

ducted.
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Figure 3.16: Total handoff delay distribution for a 1000 MIPv6 handoff transitions of 
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Figure 3.18: L2-handoff delay distribution for a 1000 MIPv6 handoff transitions of the 
MN between visited networks

In particular, both Chi-Square and K-S test statistics agree that the particular set of 

measurement data follow a Beta distribution described by the parameters a l  = 0.38672 

and p  =  0.32565. With respect to GoF the Chi-Sq test value of 29.44 and p-value of
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Figure 3.17: P-P and Q-Q plots for total handoff delay according to  the Chi-squared 
test result

0.3904; the K-S test statistics confirms the same ranking in the particular distribution 

with test value of 0.0266. The mean measure of link-switching delay is reported to  be 

around 351ms.

Figure 3.18(b) provides the cumulative build-up of L2 handoff delay probabilities. 

While we analyse the behaviour of the link-layer handoff in subsequent sections we may 

note tha t the observed behaviour in both p.d.f and CDF plots is the result of handoff 

between different ’channels’ with a frequency separation of 25 Mhz amongst the two 

WLAN cell configurations over which the MN performs an IPv6 handoff.

Figures 3.19(a) and 3.19(b) of the probability and Q-Q plot respectively attest that 

indeed the input dataset and the fitted p- or quantile-values share a common distribution 

for the majority of the values.

L a ten cy  in d u c ed  d u rin g  M ovem en t D e te c tio n  In regards to  movement detection 

during a M IPv6 handoff away from the home network, we have already identified three 

distinct cases of movement detection and their respective delay component, namely, 

nominal, sap-reactive and numb-reactive hangover delay.

In the case of the nominal hangover delay, the Chi Square test statistic (t-val 

=17.26, p-val=0 .94) exhibits the highest ranking score for a log-logistic distribution 

with parameters a  =  7.574 (3 = 0.064 and 7  =  -0.012. This is seconded also by
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Figure 3.19: P-P  and Q-Q plots for L2 handoff latency component according to the 
Chi-squared test result

both K-S (t-val =  0.011) and A-D tests (t-val =  0.13) which are insensitive to bin size 

emphasising onto the tail of the distribution. The distribution exhibits a mean value 

of 53ms for both sample data  and fitted values with a 90% confidence interval lying 

between 82 and 31ms as shown by the empirical p.d.f. of figure 3.21(a)

Figure 3.21(b) shows the respective cumulative distribution for the nominal hang

over delay component. We may see that, the cumulative increase is nearly linear (albeit 

steep) between 22% and 75% of the handoffs accounted for this class of movement de

tection, between 41 and 59ms. So, a good 52% of this class of handoffs experience at 

most one lost periodic router advertisment while autoconfiguring a CoA address and 

prior to  initiation of the DAD process.

Figures 3.22(a) and 3.22(b) show the probability and Q-Q plots of the derived 

nominal hangover distribution. The probability plot demonstrates a reasonably accurate 

fit, while the Q-Q plot reveals short tail at the right end of the distribution, given tha t 

the respective upper quantile (right end) is below the reference line y = x. This also 

indicates a few outliers at tha t tail, given these points do not fall on the reference line.

In the  case of the sap-reactive hangover delay, tracked by the loss of a router solic

itation, the Chi Square (p-value=0.999) test attests tha t this hangover day is Pareto- 

distributed with parameters q = 12.665 and a  = 0.26660. This is seconded also by and
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Figure 3.20: Numb-reactive, Sap-reactive and Normal types of hangover delay experi
enced by the MN away from the home network

additional K-S (t-val =  0.011) test with respect to the tail of the distribution. The 

Pareto-distributed dataset has a mean value of 289ms for both sample data and fitted 

values with a 90% confidence interval lying between 268 and 338ms as shown by the 

empirical p.d.f. of figure 3.23(a)

Figure 3.23(b) shows the respective cumulative distribution for the nominal hang

over delay component. We may see that, about 50% of these MIPv6 handoffs experience 

a delay of up to 280ms experiencing a nearly-linear increase as the number of handoffs 

increases. The mean delay represents about 75.6% of the number of handoffs expe

riencing this type of hangover delay as the MNs attempt to autoconfiguring its IPv6 

connectivity state and prior to initiation of the DAD process.

Figures 3.24(a) and 3.24(b) show the probability and Q-Q plots of the derived 

Pareto distribution experienced during a sap-reactive movement detection. Both prob

ability and Q-Q plots demonstrate a reasonably accurate fit, with a few outliers.

Analysing statistically the case of a numb-reactive hangover delay, we find that 

the interval that the next router solicitation is sent out varies between 270 and 585ms 

according to a beta distribution, as shown in figure 3.25(a) with location18 a = 0.336

18the location parameter typically shifts to the right/left the fitted curve relative to the reference 
probability distribution
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Figure 3.21: Nominal Hangover delay component induced during movement detection 
by MIPv6 handoff process

and scale19 (3 =  0.439.

Figure 3.25(b) shows the build-up of these probabilities (P(k < x )) in the respective 

cumulative distribution function derived.

The mean delay value imposed by this handoff component function is around 408ms. 

Figures 3.26(a) and 3.26(b) demonstrate that the fit is not particularly good, i.e. does 

not describe accurately the behaviour of the sampled dataset with respect to the par

ticular delay component. This is despite the fact that the GoF tests indicated a beta 

distribution as the prime candidate for describing the behaviour of this particular delay 

component.

DAD For the MN roaming away from its home network, the delay incurred by DAD pro

cess is tracked by the RETRANS_TIME as per the stateless address auto-configuration 

standard [110]. Our measurements confirm that, this is indeed the case: 1000ms are 

consumed consistently for all 1000 handoffs, as soon as the neighbour solicitation is sent 

out by the MN to announce the allocation of the particular tentative CoA to itself. A 

negligible standard deviation of 2ms is observed which may be accounted to interrupt- 

driven delays incurred by other IPv6 messaging such as the periodic receipt of Router

19the effect of a scale parameter <  1 is to compress the p.d.f., i.e. compress the density of the 
probabilities to a smaller range than the reference distribution. If the scale is >  1 the effect is stretching 
the density of probabilities to a larger range

B1'
"" 
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Figure 3.22: P-P  and Q-Q plots for Nominal Hangover delay component induced during 
movement detection by MIPv6 handoff process

Adverts.

N e ig h b o u r re a c h a b ility  h an d o ff la ten cy  co m p o n en t Figure D.2(a) present the 

empirical p.d.f derived for the latency component pertaining to the neighbour reacha

bility.

To arrive at the observed distribution we first conducted the Ch-Square statistic 

to  evaluate the GoF on the set of parametric distribution families for a range of 10 

equiprobable intervals (bins). The test (t-value=34.6, p-value=0.18) showed the beta 

distribution to  achieve the highest GoF ranking amongst the probability distributions 

tested20. This probability distribution is described by a location, a l  =  0.281 and scale, 

/3 =  0.323. We repeated the same GoF test for a higher sampling resolution (30 bins) 

observing no significant difference in the distribution ranking; this is also confirmed by 

the K-S test with a t-value of 0.039.

The distribution for this delay component attains a mean of 1.021sec and a std. 

dev of 9.6ms. Both probability (fig. D.3(a)) and Q-Q plots (fig. D.3(b)) indicate tha t 

both fitted and actual dataset values draw from the same distribution. Figure D.2(b) 

shows the build-up of these probability densities for P (k < x ) in the respective CDF 

derived.

20All known distributions were tested by means of both Stata and Matlab statistical analysis tools
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Figure 3.23: sap-reactive hangover delay component induced by the MIPv6 handoff 
process, by loss of first router solicitation and insensitivity to RtAdv messages during 
movement detection

We may note that neighbour reachability coincides with the CoA registration pe

riod Tr imposed by the update of bindings with the HA. It can be seen from equation 

(D.8) that Tr is primarily tracked by the RTT between MN-HA, since BU process

ing delay on today’s fast processors range between l-2ms, as attested by subsequent 

sections.

A number of studies have conferred on Internet dynamics and RTT variability 

[214], with the latter being realistically approximated as a shifted Gamma distribution 

[215, 216].

Recent studies in [217, 218] with focus on VoIP traffic over fast paths in North 

America or transatlantic links, confirm this type of distribution with reported a mean 

end-to-end (one-way) delay in the order of 75-80ms. Such delay is not uncommon 

over a number of US provisioning domains and occur as a result of non-optimal routes 

followed between the communicating parties in an effort to balance congestion [219]. 

This translates to a worst-case RTT of 150-160ms, which, in turn, brings the mean Tr 

registration delay to a worst case of 152-162ms. This is clearly significantly smaller 

that the neighbour reachability delay reported in our measurements; thus Tr becomes 

overshadowed by magnitude of T ^ u d -

W hat is important, however, is that reliance of the IPv6 handoff process on the
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Figure 3.24: P-P and Q-Q plots for hangover delay component induced by the MIPv6 
handoff process, by loss of first router solicitation and insensitivity to RtAdv messages 
during movement detection

completion of either neighbour reachability or binding registration with the HA, is guar

anteed to impact significantly the seamlessness principle with respect to both interactivity 

and intelligibility of a VoIP conversation for the MN on the move.

Binding U pdates From the perspective of Binding Updates towards the CN peer we 

observe a mean delay of 4.9ms for the HoT and 7.6ms for the CoT message sequences 

with std.dev of 1.2ms and 1.5ms respectively. Given that the RTT on the wireless link 

at 1 Mbps has an average measure of 4.2ms, we can see that the HoT sequence results 

about 0.7ms total processing time; for the CoT sequence, given that the RTT on the fast 

Ethernet interface is into the sub-millisecond range, the total processing time amounts 

to 3.3ms. In both, cases processing time compared to the actually RTT experienced in 

the Internet can be seen to be negligible.

The measure of total handoff delay described so far does not incorporate any real

istic measure of end-to-end delay as experienced in the Internet today, given that the 

RTT between the MN and its peers during our measurement tests is negligible (4.2ms). 

This is because this measurements set attempts to account in detail for the individual 

components of MIPv6 handoff delay without influences from network externalities such 

as RTT variability.

From this perspective the binding update process of the MIPv6 total handoff delay
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would increase by an additional RTT. A coarse approximation of 1 RTT would be 2 

times the end-to-end delay experienced between the two peers. Such approximation 

may suffice for worst case performance purposes but it does not necessarily reflect the 

accurate measure of delay for that RTT. This is because during a transmission the 

forward and return path between two peers are not necessarily the same. In fact, it is 

possible to route either path of VoIP traffic between peers (either forward or return) 

through routes which - while not optimal - actually incur smaller end-to-end delays 

[220].

Considering the worst case end-to-end delay scenario discussed in the previous 

section, as the expected upper delay bound on all accounted RTT between signalling 

interactions, and by using equations (D.8) and components (D.9) and (D.10), we have:

T„ =
163ms if BU not authenticated,

T r r  + 163ms if BU authenticated
(3.2)

T r r  =
321.4ms if R T T r r  >  R T T m n —c n ,  

163.3ms if R T T r r  <  R T T m n -c n
(3.3)

numb-reactive Hangover Delay (sec)

BataGeneral<P 34897.0.29633.0.27070,0.70000)

s
CL

B B

(a) Probability Density Function (b) Cumulative Distribution Function

numb-reactive Hangover Delay (sec)

Figure 3.25: numb-reactive hangover delay during the respective type of movement 
detection in MIPv6 handoffs away from the home network
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Figure 3.26: P-P and Q-Q plots for numb-reactive hangover delay during a MIPv6 
handoff

Given that in the worst case of RTT delay the R T T r r  =  320m s  is greater than 

R T T m n -C N  =  160ms, then the delay incurred by return routability message sequence 

becomes T r r  =  321.4. This results effectively the following T0 delay fo r  a single com

municating CN:

163ms if BU not authenticated,
(3.4)

484.4ms if BU authenticated

The above demonstrate that authenticated BU at worst case scenario of RTT vari

ability manifested in all three paths, namely MN-CN, HA-MN and HA-CN will incur 

Binding Update delay component 3 times longer than that of an unauthenticated BU 

to a single communicating CN peer.

Thus for authenticated BUs and large inter-domain RTTs, dependency of MIPv6 

handoff completion on successful completion of the respective RR function is found to 

impact significantly the measure of experienced MIPv6 handoff delay, in addition to 

the delay components presented thus far. Hence, B U  authentication can degrade signif

icantly the quality of the VoIP session by introducing inflated one-way delays between 

the M N  and CN during M IPv6 handoff completion.
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MIPv6 handoff delay summary away from the home network

A summary of first statistical moments for a MIPv6 handoff away from the home net

work is shown in table 3.2. The table provides the handoff delay components identified 

by experimentation.

The table distinguishes between the nominal hangover delay period accounted in 

17.8% of the total number of handoffs measured and sap-reactive (sap-R) as well as 

numb-reactive (numb-R) hangover delay accounted for, in movement detection during 

a MIPv6 handoff. The two latter cases account for insensitivity to multicast periodic 

RtAdv messages with (30.98% of MIPv6 h2v handoffs) or without (51.22% of MIPv6 

h2v handoffs) potential loss of the router solicitation incurred during the L2-handoff 

period.

It thus, becomes clear that the case of h2v MIPv6 handoffs introduces significantly 

higher MIPvfi handoff delay in contrast to the v2h MIPv6 handoff, elaborated in the 

following section. In either case, both types of handoff incur significant IPv6 handoff 

latencies sufficient to disrupt VoIP communications.

MIPv6 Handoff min max 50% 95% Mean Std Dev Variance
delay component (sec)

7/2 (all cases) 0.308 0.536 0.407 0.501 0.423 0.086 0.0024
Tho (nominal) 0.012 0.152 0.051 0.082 0.053 0.016 2.6959E-05
Tho (sap-R) 0.266 0.678 0.281 0.337 0.289 0.024 6.2027E-5

Tho (numb-R) 0.270 0.587 0.375 0.585 0.404 0.118 0.013
Tdad (all cases) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000001
Tnud (all cases) 1.010 1.034 1.019 1.034 1.020 0.009 8.3479E-05
Thoff (nominal) 2.353 2.594 2.436 2.568 2.463 0.046 0.00136
Thoff (sap-R) 2.592 3.289 2.654 2.802 2.715 0.147 0.021

Thoff (numb-R) 2.65 3.549 2.751 3.121 2.803 0.161 0.025

Table 3.2: Statistical moments for MIPv6 (h2v) handoff delay away from the home 
network and its components at 90% confidence interval

Prom this class of handoffs it interesting to note that, even if  the DAD process 

is dropped in the light of very low probability of configuration of a duplicate IPV 6 ad

dress, the delay induced by neighbour reachability would persist until the cache entry 

has reached the REACHABLE state. Such behaviour is consistent in all 1000 handoff 

conducted during our experiments.

Thus the host of delay components during an IPv6 handoff is dominated as seen 

above not only from the DAD process but also from the delay incurred by the current 

form of neighbour reachability. The delay distribution of the MIPv6 handoff delay
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component owed to neighbour reachability signalling is presented in Annex D.4. 

MIPv6 handoff performance returning to Home network

Figure 3.27 shows the respective total delay trace for all 1000 handoffs recorded during 

this series of experiments. Table 3.3 presents the respective first statistical moments at 

a 90% confidence interval.

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Figure 3.27: Total MIPv6 handoff (v2h) delay for the MN returning back to the home 
network

Figure 3.28 shows the individual delay components identified as part of the total 

handoff delay presented in figure 3.27

In Annex D.5 we present the respective fitted distribution as well as probability and 

quantile plots, for the measure of MIPv6 handoff delay of a v2h MIPv6 handoff. It may 

be seen that upon return to the home network most delay components are significantly 

smaller in contrast to the ones of an (h2v) MIPv6 handoff away from the home network.

MIPv6 Handoff min max 50% 95% Mean Std Dev Variance
delay component (sec)

Tl2 0.241 0.380 0.322 0.380 0.376 0.053 0.0028
Tdad 0.007 0.063 0.008 0.021 0.012 0.007 5.71E-05
Tnud 0.012 0.043 0.012 0.022 0.016 0.006 4.450E-05
Thoff 0.395 0.422 0.406 0.414 0.406 0.004 1.628E-05

Table 3.3: Statistical moments for MIPv6 (v2h) handoff delay on return to the home 
network and its components at 90% confidence interval

From the captured v2h and h2v MIPv6 handoff traces we have further analysed 

the performance of the supporting Neighbour Discovery protocol. For reasons of space
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Figure 3.28: Identified MIPv6 handoff (v2h) delay components for the MN returning 
back to the home network

conservation and brevity this is presented in Annex D.5.1.

h2v MIPv6 handoff3.5
v2h MIPv6 handoff

w  2.5
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2100205020001950
VoIP session period (sec)

Figure 3.29: Overall MIPv6-enabled handoff while in VoIP communications for the MN 
on the move.
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3.8 Packet Loss and Jitter
Figure 3.29 shows the effect of MIPv6 handoffs in terms of delay induced on a VoIP 

flow during a voice call over a MIPv6-enabled roaming mobile node. We may observe 

th a t while the MN resides in a WLAN cell (with no significant contention over its air 

interface), the MN experiences insignificant delay (around 5ms) while in VoIP commu

nications with the CN peer.

Significant delay spikes arise during an h2v MIPv6 handoff, with the case of v2h 

handoff delay being significantly smaller, albeit non-negligible.

> handoff lotses
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s
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v2h MIPv6 tanddf
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Figure 3.30: Overall Loss and Jitte r experienced during MIPv6 enabled IPv6 roaming 
between home and visited WLAN networks

Figures 3.30(a) and 3.30(b) present the measure of associated packet loss and jitter 

respectively, describing the aforementioned MIPv6 handoff delay observed. We note 

th a t the above measure of packet loss applies for a GSM encoding and a respective 

sampling period of 20ms with no suppression of silence packets. I t is possible tha t 

sampling period may vary discretely between 10, 20 or 30 ms, depending on the VoIP 

encoding employed. For a  shorter sampling period of 10ms the packet loss approximately 

doubles while for a 30ms sampling period the loss reduced by approximately 33%.

Figures 3.31(a) and 3.31(b) show the variation of packet loss during h2v and v2h 

MIPv6 handoffs, while a  VoIP conversation is in progress, for different sampling periods 

of VoIP encodings.

Further investigation of MIPv6 performance under different encodings is considered 

out of scope for the purposes of this thesis and as such is considered as future directions 

of research.

I t is interesting to  note th a t during the MIPv6 handoff (v2h) on return back to
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the home network the VoIP flow session indicates more than one cluster of lost packets. 

The same is not arising in the case of the h2v handoff. We consider the most probable 

cause for such behaviour, the particular implementation of the IEEE 802.11b AP, given 

that the AP on the home network features a more recent firmware OS.

Figures 3.34(a) and 3.34(b) show the loss-run signature of h2v and v2h MIPv6 

handoffs.

For this particular firmware OS version, on completion of the scan phase, the MN 

appears to return back to its original channel before it effects the L2-handoff decision and 

subsequent association with the new AP. The IEEE 802.11 specification [17] does not 

specify whether the wireless station must stay off the existing channel under association, 

hence vendor implementations are free to optimise the particular function as they see

*—•  Tsample = 20ms
•  * Tsample = iOms
* - • Tsample = 30ms

2  25

2000 2100 22001950 2050
VoIP session duratioa (sec)

2150
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(a) h2v Loss (b) v2h Loss

Figure 3.31: Packet loss for h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoff cases for the duration of a 
single VoIP session for different voice sample periods
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Figure 3.32: Jitter pattern for h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoffs as well as required jitter 
amortisation period before VoIP session returns to normal jitter levels.
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fit.

The above is confirmed by merely exchanging the AP devices between the two 

neighbouring cells. We repeat the experiment, observing the loss pattern on the visited 

network under this setup. Indeed, clustering of packet losses and an identical L2-handoff 

loss-run signature arises also in the case of the h2v handoff.

Prom the above we may deduce however, th a t heterogeneity between AP implemen

tations, while not offending standard specifications can result into different patterns that 

the L2 handoff may be effected. This does not, in effect, alter the total L2-handoff delay, 

but may induce shorter loss runs in the VoIP communication stream towards the MN. 

If the size of loss runs incurred, during the L2-handoff process, can be sustained to <  2 

packets then PLC techniques may potentially sustain the VoIP quality by replenishing 

the lost packets artificiallv.

30

10

2000.000
VoIP

2100.0001930.000 2050.000 
VoIP session period (sec)

2150.000

Figure 3.33: Loss Run clusters observed during MIPv6 handoffs returning home. This 
may be associated with WLAN AP optimisations
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Figure 3.34: Identified Loss Run signatures characterising the handoff process for h2v 
and v2h MIPv6 handoffs
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Figures 3.35(a) and 3.35(b) show the distribution of delay variance while in VoIP 

communications, during h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoffs respectively. We may observe 

that the h2v handoff case have an average measure of jitter 4 times higher than the 

average measure of delay variance in the v2h case of handoff. Such difference is clearly 

proportional to the magnitude of total handoff delay between h2v and v2h handoffs 

respectively, given that handoffs are effected with the same frequency in both h2v and 

v2h roaming cases.

We may observe also that after the completion of a MIPv6 handoff the jitter peak 

experienced requires a minimum period, termed as jitter amortisation period, before the 

jitter average returns back to its nominal levels.

To identify the average jitter amortisation period for each of the two MIPv6 handoff 

cases, we first derive the mean delay variance for a 90% confidence interval; we then 

subtract from the instantaneous jitter measure observed through the series of handoff 

measurements. We then plot the delta in two cases (i) for the lowest mean jitter observed 

in the case of the v2h handoff and (ii) for the highest mean jitter observed in the case 

of the h2v handoff.

Figures 3.36(a) and 3.36(b) show the respective probability density of the Jitter 

amortisation period essential during an h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoff respectively. It can 

be seen that for large handoff delays and and their associated loss-runs (h2v handoff),

P«**on5C 0937.0001*992) St**-*)0035271 L0«U9Nlict59633E-O6.00052106.100*3)

(a) h2v Jitter P.d.f (b) v2h Jitter P.d.f

Figure 3.35: Jitter distribution for h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoff cases.
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Figure 3.36: Jitter amortisation period distribution for h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoff 
cases.

the respective jitter amortisation period increases; for smaller handoff delays (mean of 

406ms in the v2h handoff case) and resulting loss-runs (v2h handoff) the jitter amor

tisation period decreases (mean of 877ms). Table 3.4 provides the summary statistics 

describing the jitter amortisation period in MIPv6 handoffs away from and returning 

to the home network.

MIPv6 Handoff min max 50% 95% Mean Std Dev Variance
case (sec)
h2v 1.503 1.951 1.735 1.952 1.719 0.141 0.019
v2h 0.784 1.04 0.876 1.003 0.876 0.076 0.0058

Table 3.4: Statistical moments of jitter amortisation period in h2v and v2h MIPv6 
handoffs at 90% confidence interval

It is interesting however that while the v2h handoff case experiences a significantly 

smaller handoff delay and packet loss, the respective jitter amortisation period is about 

twice the magnitude of the handoff delay. On the contrary, for an h2v MIPv6 handoff 

delay 5 times greater than that of an v2h handoff, the respective h2v jitter amortisation 

period merely doubles compared to the v2h one. This is of course justified by the 

autoregressive nature of jitter calculation formula shown in D.3.

Nevertheless, in either case it becomes clear for interactive multimedia services 

MIPv6 handoffs, incur significant jitter that can impact negatively lip synchronisation
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between coupled audio/video streams [25, 221] comprising the interactive multimedia 

service. The effect is significantly pronounced for MIPv6 handoffs effected away from 

the home network.

3.9 R esults Summary and Discussion

This section recapitulates on the set of our measurement findings arising from MIPv6 

handoff management performance experiments. We also provide critical insights and 

discuss the impact of these results on the other functions, such as AAA or QoS or factors 

pertaining to  mobility pattern such as the size of the WLAN domain.

3.9.1 E xp erim en ta l ev id en ce on  M IP v6  handoff perform ance a t th e  

netw ork layer

From our measurements regarding the collective behaviour of Mobile IPv6 management 

specification, we may deduce that:

•  Duplicate address detection incurs a significant amount of delay consistently for 

all handoffs measured.

•  While the router advertisement interval is shortened to 50ms, we find tha t for 

a significant amount of the handoffs measured, the handoff away from the home 

network does not exploit it during movement detection. It relies essentially on the 

prompt response to a  router solicitation with a unicast router advertisement.

•  the timing of a  router solicitation during a MIPv6 handoff is inappropriate, in a 

way tha t it impacts significantly the movement detection process (inducing the 

sap-reactive hangover delay component) and thus impedes the prompt completion 

of the MIPv6 handoff process.

•  the rate of router solicitations during movement detection is such th a t impedes an 

expedient movement detection. As a result the MIPv6 movement detection delay 

impacts in tu rn  the handoff process, incurring significant delay.

•  response to router solicitations, excluding the one tha t originated during an L2- 

handoff in progress consume typically 50-60ms, before a unicast router advertise

ment is sent to the MN.

•  An authenticated binding update to  a single corresponding node incurs significant 

delay tha t is guaranteed to increase the delay of MIPv6 handoff by about 484ms,
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in the worst case RTT scenario between the MN-HA, MN-CN and HA-CN host 

pairs.

•  The delay of a MIPv6 handoff for the MN return back to the home network (v2h 

MIPv6 handoff) is significantly smaller than the respective delay incurred during 

a handoff to  a visited network (h2v MIPv6 handoff).

•  The significantly smaller measure of MIPv6 handoff delay on an v2h MIPv6 hand

off is accounted by the existence of the HA entity co-located on the same host as 

the Access Routing function. This implies, tha t the MIPv6 protocol effectively 

requires the existence of the HA function at the router devices to  allow for low 

MIPv6 handoff delays incurred by the Mobility-enabled IPv6 layer21.

•  The delay imposed by the neighbour unreachability detection process is significant, 

so as to impact receipt of the Binding acknowledgement from the HA as well 

as the subsequent update of bindings (with or without authentication) at the 

communicating peers.

•  Post-movement-detection hangover delay contributes a significant delay compo

nent to  the total MIPv6 handoff latency. While this may be possibly accounted 

by inefficiencies in the implementation of the IPv6 specification (i.e. neighbour 

discovery), it attests tha t for different mobile devices, potential inefficiencies (in

duced heterogeneity) in IPv6 neighbour discovery has a cascading effect on the 

total MIPv6 handoff delay component.

•  From the perspective of packet loss for a packetisation rate of 20ms and no sup

pression of silence packets, an h2v handoff incurs loss runs above between 150-154 

packets. While voice activity detection (VAD) can reduce the amount of packet 

loss within the same period of handoff delay, the amount of reduction is depen

dent on the degree of activity of the voice conversation between the participants or 

the composition of a voice conversation. For experimental purposes VAD-enabled 

VoIP flows are left as future work for the purposes of this investigation.

•  MIPv6 incurs significant jitte r during a MIPv6 handoff. The measure of jitter in

duced is accounted by actual packet loss during the MIPv6 handoff, and is capable 

to  offset significantly lip synchronisation in potential interactive multimedia tha t 

comprise of both audio and video. The measure of the MIPv6 handoff and imposes

21 that is excluding the L2 handoff delay which is owed to delays incurred by the wireless technology.
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a minimum jitter amortisation period before which any subsequent handoff will 

simply worsen the amount of jitter experienced as well as the loss of lip synchro

nisation. We remind that these packets cannot be recovered by either increases 

play-out delay at the receiver or by packet loss concealment techniques

With respect to delay incurred at the link layer of IEEE802.il, as the wireless 

technology of choice during this experimental measurements, we may first acknowledge 

that this delay component is independent of the MIPv6 handoff delay observed at the 

IPv6 layer. At its current form we may conclude that it affects the prompt completion 

of a MIPv6 handoff in the following ways:

• The MAC layer of the 802.11b WLAN specification incurs significant delay which 

by itself can impede any guarantees of real-time delivery for VoIP packet flows 

between the MN and its peers.

•  The dominant delay component in an L2-handoff is incurred by the AP-discovery 

phase, as the MN scan reactively the channels triggered by a low SNR threshold.

• During an L2-handoff all channels are scanned before an AP is selected. While 

the algorithm of AP-discovery and in particular the ordering in which channels 

may be scanned is not mandated by the protocol, it is clear that the scanning pro

cess remains agnostic of the candidate APs surrounding the MN, unless explicitly 

scanned in reaction to signal loss below a certain SNR threshold.

• For an increasing number of associated MNs under the same AP, any reliance of the 

MIPv6 to small measures of router advertisement interval proves detrimental to 

the completion of the movement detection process and as a result the completion 

of the MIPv6 handoff. This is because the size of the advertisement interval 

is offset by a significant amount of frame delay which effectively results into a 

prolonged movement detection before the first router advertisement is received.

It may be seen that even by ignoring the L2-handoff delay component incurred by 

the MAC layer of 802.11b, the delay incurred by the MIPv6 layer alone is sufficient to 

place a VoIP flow below any guarantees of interactive real-time delivery of IPv6 traffic.

The above provide overwhelming evidence that the MIPv6 protocol standard incurs 

significant delay at the IPv6 layer, such that it cannot preserve the seamlessness principle 

so as to sustain real-time guarantees in the delivery of interactive multimedia services 

to wireless IPv6 mobile devices.
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It is intuitive that any discussion of additional IP connectivity context, such as AAA 

or QoS is bound to impact the completion of an IPv6 handoff22 by an additional delay 

component which is bound by the worst RTT experienced between the communicating 

entities effecting AAA or QoS control signalling if setup delay is assumed to be negligible.

While in both v2h and h2v handoff cases there exists a significant L2 handoff delay 

components of about 420ms which is beyond the control of MIPv6 mobility management, 

the MIPv6 mechanism:

• experiences significant delays at the IPv6 layer of the network stack on handoffs 

away from the home network.

• remains agnostic of the link-layer mechanism at the cost of a significant L2 handoff 

delay component and makes no provisions that can alleviate such delay compo

nent, characterising the total MIPv6 handoff delay measure.

3.9 .2  S ta tis tica l D istr ib u tion s for D elay  C om ponen ts

In this chapter we have also derived a number of statistical distributions for the indi

vidual delay components experienced during a MIPv6 handoff. This set of statistical 

distributions are used in subsequent simulations to describe stochastically the statisti

cal measure of MIPv6 handoff delay during simulations, when compared with any novel 

IPv6 mobility management proposed in later sections.

3.9 .3  E xp erim en ta l ev id en ce vs. M IP v6  sp ecification  claim s

From the above experimental evidence, we can deduce that true MIPv6 handoff perfor

mance is conflicting with performance claims made by Mobile IPv6 specification [32]. 

In particular, Mobile IPv6 cannot guarantee a handoff rate of 1 handoff/sec. This arises 

from our demonstration that a MIPv6 handoff away to a visited network (h2v) is guar

anteed to last a minimum of 2.8 sec. Our results show that the Mobile IPv6 specification 

must readjust its claims to a handoff every 3 seconds, without including any influence 

for network externalities such as RTT disparity over Internet links.

Furthermore, a high rate of router advertisements (small RtAdv interval) by itself 

does not assure a faster handoff. We have shown that in best cases a minimum average 

of 80ms of hangover delay arises from the moment the L2-handoff has completed until 

any subsequent neighbour discover function. The fundamental reason is that movement 

detection on the MN relies two possible time-based events: (i) the expiry of the router 

advertisement lifetime (ii) untimely initiation of router solicitation. With respect to

22 i f  t h e  c o n t e x t  i s  r e q u i r e d  b e f o r e  t h e  M N  i s  a l l o w e d  a c c e s s  t o  t h e  v i s i t e d  n e t w o r k
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the measure of hangover delay we have acknoledged that two factors are potentially 

responsible for its introduction: (a) lack of a standard form of movement detection that 

can identify fast MN’s detachment from the current PoA as well as attachment to new 

PoA; (b) inefficiencies with Router Advertisment timers that are responsible for the 

implementation of the movement detection function at the MN.

3.9 .4  O n th e  size  o f  W L A N  dom ain deploym ent

Looking at the MIPv6 handoff performance and reflecting upon the enormous popularity 

and subsequent deployment of WLAN networks [222, 223]

In addition, the size of WLAN domains from the perspective of IPv6 handoff man

agement, can be argued that it can only be small given the fact that:

1. WLAN cells are expected to maintain a small Tx range/AP for urban deployment 

scenarios due to frequent obstructions in their line of sight (buildings.

2. Due to the fact that WLAN cells operate in the unlicensed ISM band, there is 

reason to expect high deployment competition amongst many potential WLAN 

WISPs within a densely populated geographical area.

3. Due to the small Tx range of WLAN cells it is essential and expected that a ge

ographical area requires high 802.11b/g AP density for complete coverage. How

ever, WISP cannot be expected to install such APs at locations of their prefer

ence; this would incur a very high cost in location acquisition or leasing for AP 

installation. As a result each WISP would only be able to afford small domains, 

considering the high demand by competing WISPs for AP installable locations 

and their deployment costs.

As a result of small WLAN ISP domains and given small Tx range/cell, MNs would 

be expected to experience a frequent inter-domain IP handoff. This is further augmented 

by parallel deployment of WLAN ISP domains in the same geographical location, i.e. 

competing WLAN overlays. The former implies that, the rate of IPv handoff is expected 

to increase simply by the prospective reality of future WLAN deployment scenarios, 

manifested as frequent inter-domain IP handoffs, with less sensitivity on the mobility 

pattern (speed or direction) of the MN. Under such scenarios MIPv6 handoffs, are bound 

to paralyse any notion of interactivity during VoIP communications between the MN 

and its peers.

A number of interesting conclusions arise from the above experimental results of 

MIPv6 handoff performance which if combined with worst case RTT delay, have got
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a cascading effect upon the commercial future of IPv6 mobility management currently 

realised through the MIPv6 standard.

3.10 Conclusions

This chapter presented an in-depth experimental analysis of the MIPv6 handoff pro

cess. In particular, we have shown that a MIPv6 handoff effected from the home/visited 

to a visited network (h2v), experienced a delay of nearly 2.7sec; out of this delay fig

ure around 2.38 seconds are attributed to MIPv6 handoff delay incurred at the net

work layer. The former validates that the MIPv6 handoff process cannot support delay- 

seamlessness fo r the purposes of interactive real-time services. For the case of a MIPv6 

handoff conducted from the visited to the home network (v2h), the total MIPv6 hand

off delay reduces down to 406ms of which on average only 20ms are attributable to the 

MIPv6 handoff process at the network layer.

For the case of the v2h MIPv6 handoff, the diminished measure of delay performance 

is not due to the performance of the MIPv6 protocol itself but to the co-location of the 

HA and the M IPv6-agnostic A R  onto a single network device. In such case the MIPv6 

function is assisted by state maintained by the HA, while dealing with reachability and 

link access through the AR component of the device (which in practise is HA/MIPV6 

unaware).

For the case of an h2v MIPv6 handoff, the excessive measure of M IPv6 handoff 

delay comprises of multiple latency components; these are incurred by four fundamental 

factors presented with order of significance: (i) Duplicate Address Detection delay, (ii) 

Neighbour Unreachability detection delay, (iii) Hangover delay, as a result of movement 

detection inefficiencies (iv) L2-handoff delay.

These handoff functions exhibit, in the h2v type of MIPv6 handoff, the respective 

average delay contributions: (i) 1001ms (ii) 1010ms (iii) 53-404ms depending on the 

type of hangover delay (iv) 423ms for the particular 802.11b vendor implementation.

The case of a h2v MIPv6 handoff confirms further that the M IPv6 handoff standard 

cannot support a handoff rate of 1 handoff/sec, since clearly within that period a handoff 

has not completed. The true handoff rate that the specification can support, according 

to our experimental results appears to be 0.35 handoffs/sec for the h2v case and 2.46 

handoffs/sec for the v2h case.

All of above derivations are justified by the reactivity of control signalling in the face 

of M N ’s detachment from its current PoA. This is clearly evident by observing the delay
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performance of the v2h type of MIPv6 handoff; as a result of active state maintained by 

the co-located HA/AR, the MN does not consume a significant period in either DAD 

or NUD function. Furthermore, as a result of such state existent on the co-located 

HA/AR system hangover delays are eliminated, indicating efficiency in neighbour cache 

management by exploiting the active entries of the defending HA mobility management 

entity.

The above are confirmed by the first statistical moments for the v2h cast of MIPv6 

handoff; there the average delay total comprises of the following factors presented in 

order of significance: (i)*L2-handoff delay (ii) NUD delay (iii) DAD delay. These handoff 

functions exhibit the following average delay contributions: (i) 376ms (ii) 16ms (iii) 

13ms.

The above measures of delay have a cascading effect on the measure of delay vari

ance experienced by the communicated flow. In particular, for the case of the h2v 

MIPvfi handoff jitter has an average value of 175ms, with the v2h case reporting an 

average jitter of < 30ms. Similarly the jitter amortisation period for the h2v handoff 

case has a mean value of 1.7sec, whereas the v2h case has a mean value of 876ms. 

This implies that a MIPv6 handoff is guaranteed to destabilise Up synchronisation if 

effected with a rate faster than the aforementioned periods. Such possibility is of course 

pre-empted by the average measure of h2v handoff delay which is significantly greater 

(2.8 >>  1.7 sec).

We may note that the above measure of delay accounts only for the simple case of 

IPv6 addressing and routing state establishment. In the event that the M IPv6 handoff 

process requires further A A A  or QoS state establishment, for the M N at the new PoA, 

the delay measure becomes significantly more pronounced. This is because AAA or QoS 

state if effected reactively is bound to require both addressing and routing at the MN 

before it can be established.

It is, thus, concluded that further optimisations to IPv6 handoff delay performance 

are necessary to support interactive and real-time IPv6 applications in a mobile context. 

The dominant delay contributions for the h2v type of the MIPv6 handoff process, arise 

from network-layer MIPv6 management signalling; as such they remain generalisable 

for any technology employing native IPv6/MIPv6 signalling.

It should be noted that the generality of results obtained from the behaviour of 

802.11 fink-layer handoffs, may be of limited use for non 802.llx  wireless MAC/PHY 

technologies. This is because each wireless technology at hand provides particular ben
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efits under specific design trade-offs. Such trade-offs deal with ease of use, deregulated 

frequencies, availability of bandwidth, cost of ownership as well as sheer openness in 

services over packet-switched wireless networks. To this end, we conclude that findings 

pertaining to L2-handoff performance remain technology-specific over the IEEE802.il 

protocol specification.



Chapter 4

Seamless M ulti-context IPv6 Handoff 

management

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 has demonstrated experimentally that Mobile IPv6 incurs significant delay 

during an IP handoff, independent of the router advertisement transmission rate. We 

have shown that the magnitude of latency of a single (h2v/v2v) MIPV6 handoff is large 

enough to impede any notion of interactivity or hard delay bounds of real-time delivery 

for VoIP flows between the MN and its peers.

It is intuitive that under MIPv6 or MIPv6-dependent handoff management mecha

nisms, an increasing IP handoff rate exacerbates such latency and, thus, any disruption 

of packet flow between the MN and its peers.

The above attest categorically that, delay seamlessness is a function that fails to be 

addressed by the recently ratified IPv6 mobility management standard. Seamlessness 

has been identified as the principle of strict adherence to delay bounds during MN’s IP 

roaming between last-hop wireless infrastructure IPv6 networks; such delay bounds are 

essential for the purposes of interactive, real-time, packet communications of MN with 

its peers.

Preserving the seamlessness principle in best-effort wireless access IPv6 networks 

WLAN or other, emerges as an advanced IPv6 mobility management function with 

respect to existing IPv6 mobility standards. In this light, it is essential that next 

generation IP mobility management can allow robust handling of seamlessness by design, 

with reference to IPv6 handoff delay.
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4.1.1 M ulti-context IP  s ta te  establishm ent

Seamlessness, however, may be applicable to multiple contexts of IPv6 mobility man

agement, Operational deployment of MM mechanisms are expected to require authen

tication and billing (AAA) on the part of the service provider and minimum service 

quality guarantees (QoS) on the part of the user subscriber.

Hence, the generalised view of the seamlessness principle dictates that the above 

MM mechanisms must be generic enough to act as an efficient architectural substrate 

that foster evolutionary forms of IPv6 mobility management; that is, support sound 

mobility management foundations that are generic enough to support an extensible 

form of IP mobility management.

To this end, it is essential that efficient open forms of IP handoff management 

preserve delay-seamless performance, while supporting mobility control over multiple 

contexts of IP connectivity during an IPv6 handoff.

4.1.2 IP  handoff selectivity

At the same time, the handoff management function should embrace information con

trol, affecting choice in the IPv6 handoff decision pertaining to vertical or horizontal 

multi-AR-candidate IP handoffs. The latter arises from emerging perspectives of future 

commercial deployment scenarios [224, 225, 226]; these, envisage availability of multiple 

competing Wireless Internet Service Providers (WISPs) with a geographical area, of

fering Internet access over different technologies (GPRS or WLAN) with differentiated 

service, performance, or tariff capabilities.

The need for being selective during the IP handoff decision becomes clearer when 

considering the perspective of nomadic [70] IPv6 mobility. An MN-nomad is defined 

as the wireless host that is not attached permanently to, or limited, by any admin

istrative network domain; its user is free to effect mobile IPv6 communications (or 

migrate indefinitely) over any wireless network domain meeting its travel path, willing 

to accommodating its traffic.

Currently, the MN remains agnostic to characteristics of different context, pertain

ing to IP connectivity, performance or even service capabilities, supported by visited 

networks. Such networks as part of a larger provisioning domain appear ‘ad-hoc’ in 

MN’s transit path, as it roves between new points of attachment (PoAs) towards its 

destination. As a result, awareness of IP service capabilities either cannot be facilitated, 

or requires significant human intervention in discovery and configuration at the MN.

In addition, much like cellular networks, multiple wireless ISPs may be concurrently
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available. Hence, multi-domain IP service capabilities will soon populate the wireless 

ether in terms of service provisioning. The future mobile user is expected to be able to 

choose the ‘best’ of such capabilities, if he is to achieve an optimum of the best-effort 

IP-mobile network services available. Such optimum is defined according to his criteria 

or policies [227], whether personal or corporate.

Thus, in a competitive multi-WISP environment, efficient handoff management 

should also allow dynamic availability of context-aware information to the MN, per

taining to IP service or performance characteristics of its current or future PoAs, in 

support of IP handoff selectivity.

To this end, this chapter investigates efficient forms of handoff management by at

tacking concurrently the aforementioned three major challenges in support of advanced 

IPv6 mobility management: (i) delay seamlessness, (ii) multi-context state establish

ment (iii) handoff selectivity in aid of maximising MN’s performance utility.

4.2 Problem Description
With respect to delay seamlessness, the measure of latency in IPv6 handoffs has been 

described in the previous chapter by two distinct components, identified by order of 

significance:

1. delay at the network layer: This is the total delay incurred by signalling at the 

network layer for the purposes of effecting a handoff between IP addresses.

2. delay at the link-layer: This is the total delay incurred by signalling at the link 

layer. For the purposes of this investigation the link-layer of choice has been the 

IEEE802.11b/g protocol (MAC and PHY sub-layers) family.

From the perspective of link-layer, Chapter 3 has shown that the latency induced 

by the link-layer handoff process can affect significantly real-time delivery guarantees of 

packet delivery to/from the MN. While such fact is acknowledged, it can be seen that 

subsequent analysis and evaluation of L2-handoff optimisations becomes, by necessity, 

technology-specific. The former indicates that fundamental assumptions about layer 

independence between the link and the network layer may be preserved only if each 

layer attempts to reduce handoff latency independently. To this end, this chapter focuses 

on reducing or eliminating handoff delay at the IP(v6) layer.

From the perspective of the network layer, the performance of a MIPv6 handoff 

effected in reaction to the discovery of a new network link confirms that reactive acqui-
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sition of IP connectivity state at the new point of attachment, is insufficient to address 

transmission delay seamlessness during an IP handoff.

Packets sent towards the MN are lost until its IPv6 handoff has completed. It, 

thus, appears that the amount of disruption in packet communications between the MN 

and its peers is dependent (and proportional) to the delay incurred by the MIPv6  handoff 

process; this is insufficient to address transmission delay seamlessness during an IPv6 

handoff.

In this chapter, we reconsider the entire approach of standard Mobile IPv6 es

tablished through reactive handoff management mechanisms, by encompassing delay 

seamlessness as its fundamental architectural requirement; we investigate a novel IPv6 

mobility management protocol architecture that allows the IP mobility management 

task to sustain transmission delay seamlessness during an IP handoff.

The above is achieved by addressing both of the above deficiencies of MIPv6 mo

bility management by-design: (i) reduction or elimination of delay incurred as a result 

of any factors pertaining to the initiation and completion of a handoff at the (IPv6) 

network layer; (ii) sustaining packet transmissions towards the MN by decoupling its 

dependency on the completion of the IPv6 handoff process. These deficiencies translate 

effectively to the requirement of delay-efficient forms of handoff and flow forwarding 

management as integral part of an advanced IPv6 mobility management architecture. 

In this light, this chapter focuses onto seamless forms of handoff management. The 

component of delay-efficient IPv6 flow forwarding management is presented in Chapter 

5.

4.2.1 H ypothesis

The proposed IPv6 mobility management architecture advocates the need for proactivity 

in IPv6 handoff management signalling; such signalling entails in-advance manipulation 

of IP connectivity state at the new point of IP attachment. W argue that a proactive 

IPv6  mobility management mechanism is capable of addressing transmission delay seam

lessness by reducing significantly (or eliminating) handoff delay at the network layer, 

while sustaining packet transmissions towards a reachable MN.

The above is investigated by first looking at the process IPv6 address configuration. 

IPv6 address configuration is identified as a form of IP state establishment, associated 

with the most critical context of IP connectivity, for packet communications between the 

MN and its peers: identification and routing; this is collectively defined as IP Roaming 

State context.
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By identifying this core type of context state, the proposed mobility management 

architecture sets the foundations towards generalising the process of state establish

ment to other contexts pertaining to IP connectivity of the MN, such as Account

ing/Authorisation/Authentication (AAA) and Quality of Service (QoS). This general

isation argues in favour of delay seamlessness over multi-context state establishment, 

essential for the initiation and completion of MN’s network-layer handoff.

While the merits of such IP mobility architecture over different contexts of IPv6 

connectivity state are elaborated, this study does not attempt explicitly to demonstrate 

its performance over multiple forms of state establishment, relevant to the delay perfor

mance of an IPv6 handoff. Instead, we present and analyse the measure of handoff delay 

performance attained through the principle of proactivity over a single but critical type 

of state context, that of IP Roaming state establishment. Similar handoff performance 

gains can be attained by applying the same architectural approach in parallel, over any 

other state contexts of IP connectivity.

With respect to handoff management, the proposed IPv6 mobility architecture 

presents further, the performance benefits incurred by enabling IPv6 handoff selectivity 

at the MN. By means of proactive signalling, the MN can select between candidate IPv6 

handoff points of IP attachment, that increase its measure of service utility, subject to 

MN’s satisfiable performance criteria or policies. In this manner, this study demon

strates that by selecting the PoA that best fits its performance requirements during an 

IP handoff, the MN can increase its perceived measure of service utility/benefit, while 

sustaining IP communications with its peers on the move. The type as well as level of 

such utility is specific to the utility function profile or criteria of the individual MN.

4.2.2 O utline

Section 4.3 presents related work pertaining to IP mobility management mechanisms 

aiming to improve IP handoff performance as well as associated trade-off weaknesses.

Section 4.4 identifies a set of requirements for the design of robust IPv6 mobility 

management supporting seamlessness proactively.

Section 4.5 presents the architectural rational of proactivity semantics in IPv6 mo

bility management. Section 4.6 presents the architectural core of the proposed Proactive 

IPv6 mobility management architecture with subsequent focus on IPv handoff manage

ment.

Section 4.7 presents the core algorithms as well as a protocol mechanism supporting 

dynamic discovery of handoff PoA neighbours, within the mobility path of the MN.
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This achieved by exploiting the natural adjacency of coverage areas to form a mobility 

neighbourhood grouping. Such grouping is then mapped onto the respective set of ARs, 

each mapping to its own point of attachment (PoA).

Section 4.8 presents the manner in which state pertaining to the IP connectivity of 

the MN, or capabilities of the candidate ARs, are established or relocated in-advance of 

its next IPv6 handoff. It demonstrates its application by means of establishing proac

tively critical state (IP-Roaming), for the achievement of an IPv6 handoff. Subsequent 

parts of this section describe the coupling of state establishment with proactive handoff 

management, including the management of PoA neighbour membership before, during 

and after the completion of a proactive IPv6 handoff.

Section 4.9 evaluates the performance of the proposed proactive handoff manage

ment model by means of discrete event simulations; it identifies the measure of IPv6 

handoff delay, jitter and packet loss over both reactive and proactive MIPv6 handoff 

management mechanisms. These metrics are derived over a varying measure of MN 

speed and pause period, tracking important aspects of non-determinism in the mobility 

pattern of the MN.

Furthermore, our simulation study investigates the influence of state convergence 

in handoff AR discovery onto proactive IPv6 handoff performance over the above pa

rameters, with respect to varying MN and PoA densities.

The last part of this performance assessment investigates the maximisation of MN’s 

utility during IPv6 handoffs, as a result of IP handoff selectivity. The measure of service 

handoff utility is evaluated by employing proactive availability of PoA handoff diversity 

information, during an IP handoff and contrasted against traditional SNR handoffs 

effected normally over Mobile IPv6. Section 4.10 presents results derived from the 

simulation study on the above assessment objectives.

Section 4.12 presents a summary of our findings with conclusions on proactive IPv6 

handoff delay performance without support of flow forwarding management.

4.3 Related Work

Snoeren et al, proposes an end-to-end IP mobility mechanism based on dynamic naming 

(DNS updates) [168]. Under this mechanism, an IP network transition requires the MN 

to obtain a new IP address and update the DNS mapping for its host name. While 

the implementation approach demonstrates the feasibility of the such a mechanism, 

it remains unsuitable for delay-bounded multimedia applications, due to DNS-update
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latencies.

Several other approaches have been proposed for managing micro-mobility inde

pendent of the IP protocol family. Micro-mobility management employs typically a 

single gateway per network domain empowered with the task of maintaining a routing 

database that maps host identifiers into their current routing location. Amongst them 

Cellular IP [228] and HAWAII [229]; these approaches are identified (see Chapter 2) as 

routing-based, localised micro-mobility schemes, in support of improved signalling and 

under certain cases handoff delay performance. Both follow a common architectural 

strategy, whereby a domain gateway registers its address with the HA and forwards 

packets to the MN’s home address used within the domain.

Cellular IP requires a legacy routing mechanism replacing IP routing within a 

network infrastructure. On the contrary, HAWAII does not replace IP routing but re

quires significant extensions to it, since dynamic routing is replace by mobile-specific 

(aka host) routes within a network domain. Despite their appeal, these mechanisms 

encounter significant trade-off limitations of network scalability and extensive modifica

tion to the existing IP infrastructure versus localisation of latency and location update 

signalling. However, they provide significant insight in terms of performance alterna

tives in localised mobility management. They show that despite scalability limitations, 

path rerouting can be effected efficiently by identifying crossover points between the 

previous and new route of the MN as long as fault tolerant routing and its cost can be 

sustained.

Similar hierarchical mobility approaches have been followed by the Mobile IPv6 

Regional Registrations approach [230] whereby a routing hierarchy is created on local 

mobility agents co-located with network routers within a local domain. In a fashion 

similar to HAWAII, this mechanism is significantly dependent on multi-level routing 

hierarchies acting as an additional routing overlay in all network domain routers, in 

addition to dynamic routes maintained by IP. In addition, it prescribes the use of 

multiple tunnels between routing hops that introduce processing complexity in the intra

domain routing function

Hierarchical MIPv6 [30] removes the dependency of routing hierarchies within a 

domain by employing a single forwarding point between the edge of the network and 

MN’s point of attachment; this is effected by means of a tunnel emanating from mobility 

anchor point (MAP) router terminating at the MN.

In the realm of hierarchical mobility management mechanisms belongs also the
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IDMP [231] and Multicast Mobility [232] proposals. The main difference between these 

mechanisms and Hierarchical MIPv6 is the use of multicast for the purposes of intra

domain flow forwarding at the edge of the network domain.

With the exception of Cellular IP, all aforementioned micro-mobility management 

proposals do not address latency as a result of state configuration and establishment, for 

state such as IPv6 addressing and routing. Cellular IP can afford such capability at the 

cost of changing the entire routing function, such that the MN requires only its home 

IPv6 address. Such effects apply also in the case of multi-context state establishment 

for IP handoff purposes.

In addition, all hierarchical mobility management mechanisms emphasise their lim

itation in terms of domain gateway failures. It can be seen that in the event of a failure 

at a domain mobility gateway, any of the above localised mobility management mech

anisms is guaranteed to collapse; in such case, IPv6 mobility management services fail 

for all MNs within a domain.

Furthermore, significant complexity is introduced in the event of multi-gateway 

domain support at the edges of the network, both in terms of configuration and rout

ing; configuration issues stem from the challenge of apportioning the correct domain 

segments to a single domain gateway with failure resiliency capabilities. Routing issues 

stem from the non-determinism of downstream arrival of a flow destined to the MN. In 

the case of large (multi-border) network domains, while the MN may register with a 

domain mobility gateway Gj, there is no guarantee that the downstream flow directed 

towards the MN will enter the domain from that particular gateway. As a result either 

suboptimal routing would emerge where the flow has to be redirected, or the flow cannot 

be routed towards the MN. To date there exists no such robust configuration mechanism 

that can sustain the survivability of a localised mobility management mechanism and 

afford to overcome efficiently its scalability limitations.

Fast Mobile IPv6 has been a recent research effort in the IETF aiming to minimise 

the handoff latency of MIPv6 [33]. Its handoff management function requires link-layer 

information to aid the configuration of the care-of address of the MN on the new AR 

before MN upcoming IPv6 handoff. The emerging limitation in this proposal is that the 

IP handoff management function is dependent critically on link-layer detection functions 

at the MN, to determine PoA handoff neighbours, while in active IP communications 

with its peers. The accuracy of such information is highly dependent on increased 

signalling (scanning) overheads at the link layer, that increases non-linearly within a
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single coverage area. Chapter 6 investigates further the performance of FMIPv6 against 

the performance of the proposed mobility management architecture.

Furthermore, as seen in Chapter 2, emerging results from independent investiga

tions on FMIPv6 performance, report prohibitively large handoff delays as a result of an 

increased number of wireless hosts attached to a wireless link. This is because latency 

from FMIPv6 network layer signalling becomes dependent on access contention before 

signals can be propagated between previous and new ARs.

4.4 Requirements for next-generation IPv6 Mobility man

agement
Investigations conducted, thus far, in [46, 44] and Chapter 2, have revealed a number of 

performance as well as functional limitations emerging from first-generation IPv6 mobil

ity protocol proposals, such as Mobile IPv6 and/or IPv6 localised (micro/hierarchical) 

mobility management mechanisms.

Furthermore, experimental measurements of Chapter 3 have identified factors that 

can affect significantly the delay incurred by the IPv6 handoff process and as a result 

seamless handoff performance. In addition, reported results on the performance of 

emerging second-generation mobility management proposals, such as FMIPv6, expose 

further performance limitations with respect to handoff delay.

It becomes apparent that a robust IPv6 mobility management architecture that ad

dresses successfully limitations of previous mobility management mechanisms, including 

delay seamlessness, must encompass the set of these findings as part of its underlying 

system design. To this end, this study consolidates identified experimental results and 

findings from both personal and independent investigations, into a requirements speci

fication for any next-generation IPv6 mobility management. It is important that such 

requirements are considered both collectively as well as individually, since many of these 

requirements are interrelated.

Such specification encompasses the following set of IPv6 mobility management 

requirements in support of advanced IP mobility management (MM):

• IPv6 MM must be able to support delay transparent handoffs at the network layer. 

Such support cannot account for delay incurred either as an external factor or for 

factors that are beyond the control of the network layer.

• IPv6 MM must not rely solely on the state available at the network layer, if it is to
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support efficiently delay-transparency IP handoffs. It is essential that it exploits a 

controlled set of generic link-layer state information in the form of link-layer (L2) 

triggers. This is justified by the fact that an L2-handoff precedes the actual IP 

handoff; as such the link-layer must notify immediately the network layer of such 

events.

IPv6 MM must be able to sustain delay seamlessness in an IPv6 handoff in the face 

of multi-context state establishment pertaining to the IP connectivity requirements 

of the MN at the new point of attachment.

IPv6 MM should be able to allow handoff selectivity in the event of multiple 

new handoff candidate points of IPv6 attachment. Currently, no IPv6 mobility 

management can provide such capability to the MN at the network layer

IPv6 MM must sustain layer independence; that is, remain independent of the 

underlying link-layer technology.

IPv6 MM must not introduce dependencies in the core routing function to support 

the IPv6 mobility of the MN. Such requirement refers to the routing core of a single 

network domain as opposed to access routers as the point of IPv6 attachment of 

the MN.

IPv6 MM must sustain distributed reliability by not introducing critical single 

points of failure. Localised mobility management schemes have demonstrated the 

limitations from the tendency for natural concentration of control over a single 

mobility gateway. They have also demonstrated the increased complexity induced 

by extended requirements for mobility gateway failure and configuration.

IPv6 MM must remain scalable. Scalability is defined as the ability of the IPv6 

MM signalling to sustain near-linear growth for realistic measures of increase in 

MN population size.

IPv6 MM should sustain route optimality during its handoff or flow forwarding 

deliberations. Route optimality is defined as the ratio of the routing cost from an 

IPv6 MM mechanism over the routing cost incurred by a straight unicast path 

between the MN and its peers while at the new point of attachment.

IPv6 MM signalling must account for wireless link contention; on this basis it 

must strive to minimise delay influence from access contention instigated by the
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wireless link layer.

• IPv6 MM signalling should minimise signalling overheads relative to the benefit 

of the function effected. Clearly, additional functionality, (if essential) is expected 

to incur more signalling overheads than the lack of its support.

• IPv6 MM must support both forms of horizontal as well as vertical handoffs, in a 

delay-efficient manner.

• IPv6 MM must support non-repudiated signalling in its control deliberations.

• IPv6 MM must not depend on standard link-local IPv6 signalling, such as Router 

Advertisements, for the purposes of Movement Detection. Such reliance:

1. introduces an increase of signalling overheads over the wireless link. Such 

overhead consumes essential bandwidth over the wireless link, while it am

plifies MAC contention from a single transmitting source.

2. is dependent on isochronous transmission interval of the control signal. For 

increasing/dense node population under a single AP, such isochrony cannot 

be guaranteed, resulting a delayed identification of the new network at the 

MN. This has the cascading effect of delayed IPv6 handoff completion and 

subsequently latencies that affect adversely the performance of interactive 

communications.

With these requirements in mind this study embarks towards the design of a novel 

proactive IPv6 mobility management architecture, supporting delay seamlessness in the 

handoff management function of MN’s IP mobility.

4.5 Towards seamless IPv6 Mobility Management
Chapter 3 has shown that from a handoff management perspective, certain MIPv6 func

tions appear to be delay-intensive for interactive real-time purposes. More accurately, 

the form  in which MIPv6 employs particular core IPv6 protocol functions, for the pur

poses of movement detection, duplicate address detection or neighbour reachability has 

been shown to incur significant delay in the overall IPv6 handoff process.

It is important to note in the course of introducing novel protocol semantics, such 

as IPv6 mobility, every effort must be made to preserve, where possible, existing core 

IPv6 protocol functions. Significant changes to existing operational IPv6 protocols 

required by new protocol mechanisms, impose considerable implementation changes to
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the existing IP protocol stack for both existing host and router devices. This has got a 

ripple effect on established forms of IP communications leading to stagnant incremental 

evolution in Internet protocols.

As a result, novel protocol semantics meet higher acceptance from the Internet 

community, when they have a minimal (change) impact on the existing IP protocol base, 

while remaining efficient. As seen in Chapter 2, such is the case with the semantics of 

Mobile IPv6 and its operation, complemented by existing core protocol functions of the 

IPv6 protocol suite.

While MIPv6 affects minimally existing core IPv6 protocols, it employs them re- 

actively during MN’s IPv6 handoff. A mobile host performs all necessary functions 

pertaining to an IPv6 handoff, such as CoA address configuration or routing, after its 

has detached from its previous point of attachment. Essentially, these IPv6 handoff 

functions prescribe the establishment of IP Roaming state through the use of Neigh

bour Discovery [107]. Hence, IPv6 Roaming state is established after an IPv6 handoff 

has been initiated.

Reactive utilisation of IPv6 Neighbour Discovery functions, by the MIPv6 hand

off process, becomes one of the fundamental reasons for increased handoff delay, that 

impedes any adherence to guarantees for real-time delivery of IP traffic.

To support real-time delay seamlessness while preserving existing IPv6 Neighbour 

Discovery functions, this study asserts that IPv6 handoff management must be effected 

proactively.

4.5.1 Sem antics of P roactivity

In an abstract framework, this study identifies proactivity as:

D efinition 4.1 the form, of forward stimuli1 cognition effected from previous learning, 

that remains active in a subsequent activity.

That is, proactivity is a form of information or event manipulation that acts in 

advance of future activity. The above definition may be applicable in any form of event 

management: within a proactive environment, an entity -whether protocol, policy or 

other- may create or influence one or more future events, by acting in preparation or 

anticipation of these events, through learning.

It may be seen that the above definition differentiates between the notion of prepa

ration and anticipation. Preparation encompasses no indication of a tentative time

1 signalled
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deadline about the occurrence of the future event. Anticipation encompasses some form 

of indication of a tentative time deadline on event occurrence by means of predictive 

techniques. A proactive event, may either be regenerative in terms of event instances 

or simply influence the course of events as they occur.

Notwithstanding, in all above cases, proactivity is effected so as to enhance future 

activity. In this light, it may be viewed as an intelligent form of forward event or data 

manipulation.

4.5.2 P roactive M obile IPv6

Applying the above semantics in the context of IP mobility, allows to establish a model 

that promotes proactivity in IPv6 mobility management mechanisms. Such IP mobility 

model emphasises that advanced IPv6 handoff management cannot rely on reactive 

state manipulation at the new point of IP attachment; this is far too slow, to real-time 

interactivity purposes; instead, the network must proactively manage and distribute 

a mobile node’s IP connectivity state much in advance of the MN’s upcoming IPv6 

handoff transition. In this manner, mobility management at the network layer, can 

support real-time delivery/transmission guarantees for active IP flows to/from a mobile 

host.

Proactivity, however, is based on forward learning; that is, advance gathering of 

information pertinent to some future activity. For IPv6 mobility purposes, this means 

advance gathering of all information essential for MN’s future IPv6 handoff. The com

position of such information is structured as state material to IP connectivity. The 

type of such information is clearly context-dependent: different information must be 

collected for different types of IP connectivity state, such as IP Roaming, AAA or QoS.

Nonetheless, besides the composition or type of information that must be collected 

in advance of MN’s IPv6 handoff, the source(s) of such information must first be iden

tified. Since IP mobility is concerned with host movement at the network layer, the 

primary source of IP connectivity state, independent of the context, is identified to be 

the access router (AR). It becomes, thus, imperative that the access router involved in 

MN’s next network transition, is identified and enquired about IP connectivity state, 

essential to MN’s next IPv6 handoff.

It can be seen that for an increasing network domain size, identification and man

agement of IP connectivity state as well as their sources cannot be afforded manually. 

For administration purposes, it becomes infeasible to afford manual discovery and config

uration of access routers supporting IPv6 handoffs, particularly within growing network
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domains that foster incremental deployment. As such it becomes unrealistic to expect 

manual exchange and maintenance of IP connectivity state information, supported by 

access routers that participate accommodate MN’s IPv6 handoff.

Since the MN is agnostic of the network that is transiting to during an IP handoff, 

forward learning of IP handoff-relevant state information will naturally require cooper

ation between network domains. Hence:

D efinition 4.2 proactivity is based on some minimal form of cooperation; otherwise 

forward data learning becomes unattainable.

The above implies that in the event of non-cooperating network domains, proactive 

IPv6 handoff management is infeasible.

Drawing from the analog of cellular networks, it can be seen that despite compe

tition, cooperation between cellular network providers prevails. It is manifested to the 

mobile subscriber, through provider roaming agreements, as network roaming capabil

ities. In fact, cooperation becomes essential for any wireless network provider, since: 

(i) it provides redundancy in the event of network failure, (ii) provides geographical 

span in service coverage. This is why cellular communication becomes widely accepted 

as a ubiquitous service in forms similar to plain telephone services or roads. For IP 

networks, cooperation is one of the fundamental design requirements: packet routing is 

based on cooperative forwarding.

From the above it can be seen that for the purposes of IPv6 mobility management, 

proactivity is a viable architectural approach, that in fact strengthens the notion of IP 

network cooperation for other IP communication protocols such as IP Multicast. This is 

because, in wireless access IP networks, cooperation between network domains increases 

the shared economic utility among all underlying service providers; each can offer (and 

controls) a distinct part of the total geographical coverage. We postpone any further 

elaboration on this issue until Chapter 5.

Having established the basis for proactivity in IPv6 handoff management, it be

comes essential to identify a mechanism that can: (i) identify access routers (ARs) that 

emerge as candidates in accommodating MN’s next IPv6 handoff, (ii) identify and es

tablish forms of forward state manipulation pertinent to MN’s IP connectivity in view 

of its next IPv6 handoff.
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4.5.3 P roactive versus Reactive IPv6 H andoff m anagem ent

It is important to note that Proactive MIPv6 is distinctly different from the existing 

reactive MIPv6 standard [32]. Standard MIPv6 cannot be extended to effect an IPv6 

handoff proactively, while eliminating the disruption of the IPv6 flow towards the MN, 

without changing its fundamental design; a MIPv6 handoff is performed by-design re- 

actively; it extends existing Neighbour Discovery mechanisms to support movement 

detection, address and router configuration after the IPv6 handoff has been initiated. 

This becomes apparent when the proposed mobility management architecture is con

trasted against the MIPv6 signalling requirements, analysed in the Chapter 3.

To the best of our knowledge, the majority of the proposed mobility management 

mechanisms such as MIPv6, CIP, HAWAII, HMIPv6, or FMIPv6, remain agnostic of 

the set of ARs that are candidate to accommodate MN’s next IPv6 handoff. With 

the exception of FMIPv6 and CIP, for all above protocols the MN must first transit 

to the new network, receive a new (solicited) router advertisement and/or react to 

the former through address resolution/DAD/Neighbour reachability or lack of it. This 

makes obvious that reactive discovery of the new AR upon completion of the L2-handoff, 

acts to the detriment of fast completion of the IPv6 handoff.

FMIPv6 in particular, makes an implicit assumption, during a ‘make-before-break’ 

handoff scenario that the current AR has some a priori knowledge concerning the 

next AR; under FMIPv6, the current AR issues proxy router advertisements for a 

neighbouring AR; however, FMIPv6 has no explicit knowledge of this AR, nor does it 

make any protocol provisions for discovering it.

Furthermore, for the purposes of vertical handoffs over wireless technology hybrids, 

most IP handoff management proposals assume a very strict ordering on the layering 

of the networks. MNs are assumed to know a priori which of the wireless (technology) 

layers are available and have a ‘hard-wired’ precedence for each network based on (fixed) 

maximum bit-rate offered by the underlying wireless technology [227].

Recently, such need has also been acknowledged in the IETF. To this end, the 

Seamless Mobility (SEAMOBY) Working Group has given rise to emerging protocol 

abstractions such as Context Transfers (CT) [233] or Candidate Access Router Discov

ery (CARD) [234], currently under investigation2. SEAMOBY has recently identified 

issues alleviated by future CARD and CT mechanisms [235], giving rise to respective re

quirement specifications standing as the basis of future CARD or CT protocol proposals.

2during the course of this investigation
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At the time of writing, both CARD and CT draft recommendations are currently the 

subject of on-going research that has not yet matured towards protocol standardisation.

4.6 Proactive IPv6 Handoff Management
It is of paramount importance for any advanced IPv6 mobility management protocol 

to attain explicit MN addressing and routing information at the next AR, in advance, 

of the host’s IPv6 handoff. Given that the mobility pattern or exact transit path of 

the MN is not known in advance of its next IP subnet roaming, accurate discovery of 

the next AR at all times appears to be realistically difficult, particularly in the face of 

ping-pong effects [236]. For this reason the requirement of obtaining information for 

the exact next AR must be relaxed to the one of acquiring such information for a set 

of ARs that are candidates for the MN’s next IPv6 handoff.

The Proactive IPv6 mobility management architecture proposed herein, departs 

distinctly from the aforementioned schemes by identifying first a discovery mechanism 

for ARs that are neighbours within MN’s next mobility-hop manifested during MN’s 

IPv6 handoff [50]. Once such mechanism is in place, additional functions, tightly cou

pled to the discovery of candidate ARs, proceed to exploit identification and routing 

information of neighbouring points of attachment; in this manner core IPv6 Neighbour 

Discovery is expedited for the purposes of a seamless IPv6 handoff.

4.6.1 A rch itec tu ra l S u b stra te

Proactive IPv6 mobility management comprises of two basic functions essential for the 

purposes of MN’s IPv6 handoff: (i) network layer handoff management (ii) flow for

warding management. Proactive IPv6 handoff management is in charge of forward 

state manipulations in-advance of MN’s next IPv6 handoff. Flow forwarding manage

ment is responsible for reducing/eliminating packet flow disruptions towards the MN 

destination, during its IPv6 handoff.

For these to functions to behave proactively, however, it is essential that state 

has first been identified and established with entities of interest, in advance of any 

subsequent manipulations. For mobility management purposes the entities of interest 

are the network-layer (L3) devices allowing access to a provisioning domain over some 

wireless access point. Such L3 devices are known as Access Routers (AR). However, 

wireless access is supported through an Access Point (AP) (a.k.a Base Station); a 

wireless AP implements the bridge between a wireless technology enabling mobile access 

and the access network through an AR.
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Figure 4.1: Proactive IPv6 Mobility Management Architecture

Thus, to enable identification and establishment of state pertinent to the IPv6 

mobility management of an MN, it is essential that interested parties, namely a config

uration of ARs and APs, are first discovered. Such requirement fosters the need for a 

handoff AR-AP mapping discovery mechanism; this is a function that feeds proactively 

a discovered AR/AP mapping into the mobility management function, to allow state 

establishment in mobility-management contexts of interest.

The above calls further for a context state establishment mechanism that explores 

the discovery information to enable forward state generation, pertinent to MN’s next 

IPv6 handoff. Figure 4.1 presents a schematic overview of the key functions comprising 

the proactive IPV6 mobility management architecture.

Both flow forwarding and network-layer handoff management functions, employ an 

interface with the link-layer handoff of the MN. Reason for that is the fact that any net

work layer handoff is preceded by a link-layer handoff. Proactive mobility management 

[129] takes on the approach that by exploiting a minimal, generic set of fink-layer infor

mation, it can support delay seamlessness in MN’s next IPv6 handoff. The L2-triggers 

interface reports directly to the network-layer handoff and forwarding manager, allowing 

independence from standard IPv6 Neighbour Discovery signalling and delay associated 

with it.

Under the proposed mobility model an AR may be associated with one or more 

APs. While each AP is described by means of a different identifier, the AR together 

with the associated APs identify a unique Point of Attachment (PoA) as shown in figure 

4.2(a).

One or more such PoAs define a wireless Internet Service provisioning (WISP) do-
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main 4.2(b). Such simplification does not detract from the robustness of the mechanism 

since effectively each AR controlling more than one APs, under the same network prefix, 

can be modelled still as a 1-to-l mapping with an increased coverage area.

Figure 4.2: Constituents of a Point of IP Attachment (PoA) as the last-hop extension 
of infrastructure WISPs

Bandwidth resources are expected to be constrained over wireless links; for this 

reason proactive IPv6 handoff management emphasises on minimising signalling depen

dencies over the air interface, particularly at the MN. This is because control signalling 

dependencies become performance-critical under harsh propagation conditions, as they 

typically result in increased bit error rates (BER) during MN’s movement.

Each AR is expected to transit between three possible states: new (A R n), current 

(ARC) and previous (ARP).

Each MN is assumed to associate or communicate at the link-layer with one AP 

at a time, before, during, or after an IPv6 handoff. This limitation is imposed to 

ensure that performance under Proactive IPv6 handoff management does not idealise 

link-layer access/association with multiple access points (or base stations). Idealised 

fink-layer capabilities such as multi-AP access, afforded in techniques like multi-BS 

pilot signal detection [237] are not available across all wireless network technologies. 

For this purposes, this study makes a constrained assumption encompassing the lowest 

common denominator of wireless link-layer access.

Directly adjacent coverage areas are assumed to maintain a minimum measure 

of overlap with each other to allow continuous link-layer connectivity, and as such 

continuity in coverage. This prevents dis-connectivity as a result of lack of transmission 

coverage. Hence the shape of the coverage area does not significantly influence the
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efficiency of proactive IPv6  mobility management from a BER perspective.

4.7 HARD: H andoff A ccess R outers D iscovery

Proactive Mobile IPv6 initiates its handoff management deliberations by means of iden

tifying the set of access routers that appear to be direct handoff candidates with respect 

to MN’s current transmission range. This function is identified as Handoff Access Router 

discovery (HARD).

Under HARD, the first stage is to identify AR neighbourhoods supporting Proactive 

IPv6 handoff management before IP connectivity state exchanges can be established in 

preparation of MN’s next IPv6 handoff.

4.7.1 Identifying Handoff A R N eighbourhoods

An MN roams, typically, between successive wireless coverage areas, manifested through 

APs, as it moves towards a destination. The geographical adjacency of these coverage 

areas, ensuring continuous access to the network, encompasses a logical separation be

tween geographical mobility and IP network routing, in the current vicinity of the MN.

From the perspective of the MN, both of these contexts may be manipulated 

uniquely by means of a natural abstraction. This is the abstraction of handoff lo

cality or neighbourhood around the current point of attachment of the MN. The idea 

of geographical locality in the vicinity of MN’s handoff was first introduced in [238] for 

the purposes of cellular ATM handoff management.

Such abstraction is independent of the administrative domain. A handoff neigh

bourhood may be defined as the set of attachment points (PoAs), that are adjacent to
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the one currently serving the MN. Hence, PoA neighbours are directly reachable from 

MN’s current PoA.

The type of adjacency depends on the context of usage for the particular neigh

bourhood set. For the AP representing MN’s current coverage area within a wireless 

network domain, the set of geographically adjacent coverage areas associated with their 

APs identifies a wireless mobility handoff neighbourhood or M-neighbourhood.

AP handoff neighbours within an M-neighbourhood have a distance of one coverage 

area (CA) from its centre AP, serving as MN’s current attachment point; under proactive 

IPv6 mobility management, this is identified as a distance of one mobility-hop from 

the current AP serving the MN and its immediately reachable AP neighbours; this is 

illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Thus, an M-neighbourhood is defined as the set of geographically-adjacent AP 

neighbours centred around MN’s current point of attachment; the AP accommodat

ing the MN is identified as the current AP while the surrounding APs are identified as 

AP neighbours.

Since each AP is expected to be attached to some AR, the set of all ARs associ

ated with the CA constituents of the M-neighbourhood, is defined as a virtual handoff 

routing neighbourhood or R-neighbourhood, depicted in Figure 4.3. If the MN can per

form a link-layer handoff between two AP neighbours of the M-neighbourhood, then 

the corresponding access routers are considered to be the primary (IPv6) handoff AR 

neighbours.

It may be seen that members of an R-neighbourhood are not necessarily adjacent 

within within the underlying network topology. Instead, the natural adjacency of cov

erage areas within the underlying M-neighbourhood mapping, provides an abstract, 

IP-mobility capable, virtual routing neighbourhood.

Hence, members of a handoff routing neighbourhood become mobility-hop adjacent, 

independent of the number of routing hops of their underlying network topology. Figures 

4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the transformation of the true network topology into a logical 

IP-mobility-aware topology mapping.

Thus, for the purposes of HARD identification, under proactive handoff man

agement, a wireless network domain comprises of a set of IP-mobility-aware M- 

neighbourhoods\ the availability of M-neighbourhoods is controlled by respective map

pings of virtual R-neighbourhoods at the network layer.
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Coverage Area J j  Domain Network Router

(a) True network topology (b) mobility-aware topology transform

Figure 4.4: Transformation of true network topology into a logical network topology for 
the purposes of IP mobility management

Structured Handoff AR Neighbourhood membership

Members of a single M-neighbourhood are represented by its M-neighbourhood vector 

(MNV). Such vector identifies the particular M-neighbourhood by means of the pair 

(MNVk,0k) namely, its neighbourhood identifier M NVk and its relative location Ok 

with respect to adjacent M-neighbourhoods. The value of $k depends on the size of the 

M-neighbourhood emerging at the centre CA. Table 4.1 provides the respective angle of 

location for different M-neighbourhood sizes. The angle can be computed automatically 

upon determination of the size of M-neighbourhood.

M-Neighbourhood Size degrees /  neighbour
4 90
5 72
6 60
7 51
8 45
9 40
10 36
n 360/n

Table 4.1: variable-angle location dependent on the size of the M-neighbourhood 

The MNV vector (M NVk,0k) of the kth  M-neighbourhood is defined as:

(M NVk,ek) =  {M N V ek,c,M N V ek,u  (4.1)

where M N V ektCidentifies the MNV-elementwithin the kth  M-neighbourhood,
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located at its centre; M NVek,i identifies the MNV-element of the ith  AP neighbour 

within the kth  M-neighbourhood. An MNV-element is in turn defined as:

M N V ekj = (APIDi ,  ChannelApjDii 6APiDi, D om ainID[) (4.2)

where A P I D i  is the ith  AP within the kth  M-neighbourhood, directly reachable 

from AP A P ID C located at the centre of that M-neighbourhood; Channela p i d i  is the 

frequency channel that such AP is operating; &APiDi is the location of the ith  AP 

with respect to the location of the centre AR (A P ID ic). DomainlDi is the identifier 

describing the provisioning domain managing its set of attachment points P oA i, where 

PoA{ — (A P i,A R i). It important to note that the AP identifier and its operating 

channel act as the best discriminator, independent of the respective wireless technology.

Definition 4.3 For each A P I D i  within some (M  NVk,0k) there exists a unique 

M N V ekti.

Definition 4.4 For any two neighbouring access points A P I D i  and APIDi+i,  within 

the kth M-neighbourhood, the cardinality of their respective M NV vectors is not neces

sarily the same.

The above two definitions allow us to describe each A P I D i  with a unique 

M NVk#k identifier, while permitting any two neighbouring APs to have different M- 

neighbourhood size. This is because during an IPv6 handoff the MN may well encounter 

a new M-neighbourhood at A R n with more members (and thus handoff candidates) than 

the M-neighbourhood of A R C.

Definition 4.5 The location angle 0 of an M-neighbourhood M NVk is identified by the 

location angle of its centre AP, (A P ID C).

Definition 4.6 A neighbouring AP, (APIDi) ,  that belongs to an M-neighbourhood 

M NVk has a location angle relative to the centre AP, ( A P I D C), of that M N V k.

The distinction between M-neighbourhood location and AP location provides a two- 

level granularity for MN location determination for the purposes of predictive handoff 

management under Proactive Mobile IPv63.

3Predictive handoff management is currently beyond the scope of this study and as such left as future 
work.
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Similarly, the corresponding virtual R-neighbourhood mapping of M N V k vec

tor with respect to the current AR A R C, serving the MN at the centre of the R- 

neighbourhood, defines the corresponding R-neighbourhood vector (RNV) denoted as:

RNVk =  {{M N V ek,c,R N V e k,c),

{ M N V e ktUR N V e kti),

, ( M N V e ktilR N V e kti)} (4.3)

RN Vk,c identifies a unique RNV-element in a 1-to-l mapping with the respective 

M N VkyC element at the centre of the M-neighbourhood. The {M NVk^, RN Vk>i) pair 

identifies the mapping between the ith  MNV-element and it corresponding RNV-element 

within the kth  joint M-R-neighbourhood respectively. It describes the ith  attachment 

point PoAi in the kth  joint M-R-neighbourhood mapping. An RNV-element is defined 

as:

R N V e kii = (( /Paddr, PLen,  L L A ) k^) (4.4)

where I  Paddr identifies the IPv6 address, PLen  the prefix length and LLA  the link

layer address of A R k^ associated with the ith  AP within the kth  M-neighbourhood. An

R-neighbourhood maintains similar properties with the ones from definitions 4.3 and 

4.4.

Each AR, as an integral component of the PoAk i is configured with its own RNV- 

element and MNV-element, with each of them initialising its respective RNV and MNV 

vectors.

Both M N V k 0 k and its respective R N V k, identify the mobility-routing state or m- 

routing exchanged between ARs in subsequent phases of handoff AR discovery; this 

is tracked by the availability of a MNV vector, effected over the corresponding R- 

neighbourhood. Exchange of m-routing state comprises of transmission of RNV vectors 

from every AR mapping to a unique CA member of the same M N V k.

As a result, the handoff AR discovery process supports mobility-aware routing at 

the network layer while tracking MN’s movement omni-directionally. In this manner, 

the availability of m-routing state can provide next-mobility-hop IP routing information 

within a M-neighbourhood, while the corresponding ARs are not necessarily next-hop
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(a) Hinted-HAR update (b) HAR-charged update: Hint+Handshake

Figure 4.5: Two forms of HAR identification under HARD: A HAR update solely by 
MN hints, (ii) a HAR update charged by an additional PoA handshake

reachable, in the underlying network topology.

Annex E.l presents state optimisations relevant to a differentiated indoor/outdoor 

propagation environment, together with bootstrap learning dynamics for HAR discov

ery.

4.7.2 R-Neighbourhood D eterm ination

As the MN moves towards some destination, it ‘meets’ new APs along its path, as shown 

in the M-neighbourhood part of Figure 4.3;

For access networks that support continuous coverage, it implies that the new 

AP associated is adjacent4  with the previous AP encountered in MN’s travel path 

and vice versa. For instance, AP 2  and AP\ are found to be neighbours. Transition 

through adjacent APs associated with different ARs causes the MN to receive new 

router advertisements, indicating that a new point of attachment (PoAi+1 ) has been 

encountered.

The ‘discovery’ of a new PoA by the MN, is possible to trigger a HAR neighbour

hood update onto the new PoA j+i, with identity information about MN’s previous 

PoAi. As a result, the underlying new AR (ARn) can establish MN’s previous AR 

(ARp) as its own HAR neighbour. In this manner, an RNV-MNV vector mapping 

describing the two ARs for subsequent IPv 6  handoff management, can be created effec

4the term ‘neighbouring’ and ‘adjacent’ are assumed to have identical semantics and as such used 
interchangeably
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tively from P oA l identity information hinted by the MN to P oA l+\ as shown in figure 

4.5(a).

The above form of HAR discovery remains distributed, since for different MNs 

transiting between different PoA, a different RNV-MNV mapping would be effected 

between different AR members of the same R-neighbourhood. Such mapping can then 

be utilised for subsequent MN handoff management, from the underlying proactive IPv6  

mobility management architecture.

The RNV-MNV mapping can be effected in two different ways: (i) a hinted-HAR 

update or (ii) HAR-charged update. Through a hinted-HAR update, RNV information 

conveyed to the MN by its previous P oA i, hints subsequently the new P oA i+\\ thus, 

a hinted-HAR update, provides HAR neighbourhood information solely by means of 

verified MN hints.

By means of a H A R-charged update, the hint provided by the MN is extended 

through an RNV-MNV handshake between the new P oA {+1 and previous P oA i, as elu

cidated in figure 4.5(b). In effect, a HAR-charged update, expedites the HAR discovery 

process with a handshake from the new PoAi+ 1 to the previous PoAi; this informs 

about HAR neighbourhood information in the reverse direction, with respect to the 

MN’s movement. Annex E.3 provides a detailed description of both direct and indirect 

HAR updates together with minor optimisations to boost HARD state convergence.

Considering the number of moving MN’s across different PoAs, it can be seen 

that the above HAR discovery steps provide fast convergence of HARD state across all 

members of the joint R-M-neighbourhood. Each PoAi is expected to have at least one5  

MN attached to its network in transit from P o A i- 1 -

It can also be seen, that identification of HAR neighbourhood is resolved coopera

tively by all bypassing MNs; information hinted by an MN does not typically assist the 

MN itself, but other MNs travelling in the reverse direction. Since each MN typically 

travels towards a different destination, it encounters different PoAs. The disparity in 

the travel path of each MN’s spread across different PoAs, allows ARs to identify their 

HAR neighbours fast and robustly, while subsequently informing MN’s about poten

tial HAR candidates. Annex E.4 presents a mechanism to support robust resolution of 

malicious HAR hints during HAR discovery.

5In GSM networks a Message Switching Centre (MSC) which is the equivalent of an Access Router 
(AR) in IP networks, can handle typical loads of in-transit MNs in the order of 2300 nodes/sec
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4.7.3 The ‘capability’ perspective o f m -routing state

It is interesting to observe that availability of m-routing state between HAR neighbours, 

can support also the notion of IP service capability pertaining to some measure of service 

utility essential for assessments during PoA handoff selection. ARs can make available 

in a metric-oriented manner perspectives of their network-layer surroundings, as an 

added-value handoff criterion effective within the local geographical vicinity of the MN.

The notion of service capability within a WISP domain may not be limited to 

seamless coverage. Service or performance capabilities pertaining to link or IPv 6  layer 

may also characterise the geographical locality at which the MN is residing. The avail

ability of m-routing state can support mobility-aware routing not only in the context 

of expediting the MN’s IPv6  handoff, but also for any service or performance capability 

that can be supported by HAR neighbours. In this manner, added-value IP service 

enhancements for the MN, can be managed dynamically.

With the capability perspective in mind, the RNV-MNV mappings of HAR neigh

bour may be augmented to encompass service or performance capabilities in any context 

of IP connectivity. This can be achieved through attribute-value tuples applicable to 

some IP connectivity context of any service ontology [239], according to the following 

format:

M NVek,i — {'L ink Ontology', ('coverage' , ('A P  Identity ', AP ID i),

('A P  Location', 6 apiDi)),

, (C T X 2 ,capLen2),

,(C T X q,capLenq)} (4.5)

R N V ek,i = {('Network Ontology', ('roaming',( 'A R  IPaddress ' , IPaddrk,i)

('AR P re f Length', PLenk,i),

('AR L2addr',LLAk:i)),

, (C T X 2, capLen2),

, (C T X q, capLenq)} (4.6)
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where (C T X q, capLenq) = (C TX typeq, capabiltyq<i, capability9i2, . . . ,  capability9j„)

(4.7)

{CTX, capLen)q is the tuple containing the context type, C T X typeq, together with 

a number of supported capabilities capabilityq,n for that context.

The notion of IP service capability can be exploited in a mobility-aware IPv6  

domain, both by the network and the MN; they can utilise it to support choice between 

available forms of IP service provisioning ahead of the MN’s upcoming IPv6  handoff.

As a result, choice between IP service capabilities can be embedded in MN’s handoff 

decision. Such form of handoff manipulation can be subsequently influenced by selection 

criteria or policy rules [227] representing user preference or network dynamics. In this 

manner, choice and its enforcement mechanisms can establish the basis of hindsight 

towards advance forms of intelligent IPv6  handoffs.

The need to manipulate or act over the IP service capability space calls for the def

inition of a capability-based language specification for mobility-aware IP services. The 

above augmented MVN/RNV-element syntax lays some basic foundations towards such 

a specification. An in-depth capability syntax specification is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. Nonetheless, it is an important direction for future research, towards advanced 

forms of intelligent proactive handoff management that merits further investigation.

4.7.4 Service disparity during an IPv6 handoff

Current mobile systems support handoffs based predominantly on reactive physical- 

layer properties such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), bit-error-rate (BER), or received 

signal strength (RSS) [240]. We argue that in future ubiquitous wireless Internet, the 

MN will need to consider the capabilities of each point of IP attachment in relation to 

the user’s requirements, as an integral part of any handoff decision. This is certain to 

have a much stronger impact where multi-WISP network deployment is overlaid within 

the same geographical area. Such deployment can be manifested either as homogeneous 

or heterogeneous networks.

It is important to note that heterogeneity is not limited to integration of different 

access technologies such as GPRS, 802.llx , WiMax or Bluetooth. Heterogeneity is also 

manifest above the network layer. For instance, competing metropolitan WLAN vendors 

(e.g WiMAX, 802.16) [241] may offer short-term special tariffs for raw connectivity to 

manage reduced system utilisation of their domains.
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Alternatively, hot-spot WLAN ISPs (WISPs) targeting key application services 

such as interactive gaming in densely populated areas, may be supporting proxies at 

the edge of their domain to transcode multimedia streams transparently [242], enabling 

access to small wireless devices. Each class of mobile users, may have differentiated 

perspectives of service and subsequently, handoff utility; for some, the most important 

handoff criterion becomes cost, while for others sheer application-level performance. 

For this class of users, the best handoff AR becomes the one maximising their per

sonal/corporate utility; this is significantly different than monolithic signal strength 

handoff assessment.

M -n e ig h b o u rh o o d AP_hO

AP m l WLAN 802.l ib  
(e.g. city hot-spot) 
W1SP_2

AP.

APJil
AP_m2 AP/mO AP_m5

AP_m3

Metropolitan WLA 'I 
(e.g. W iM AX/802.16,802.20) 

WISP.1

R -n e ig h b o u rh o o d

AR3 AR1
AR5AR4

Internet back!AR2,

•  : Network Router (L3) ■  : Access Router (L3)

Figure 4.6: Competing WISPs offering WLAN service over the same geographical area

The key towards embracing such form of heterogeneity, through network-level hand

off diversity in an mobility-aware provisioning scenario, is to provide the MN with 

enough information concerning IP and/or application-level services from competing 

WLAN ISPs, so that it can make informed handoff decisions based on its own selection 

criteria. This is illustrated in figure 4.6; competing WLAN ISPs offer wireless technology 

hybrids, provisioning long-range 802.20 wireless metropolitan-area networks (MAN), or 

short range 802.11a/b/g hot-spots installed in densely populated areas. Each WLAN 

provider supports its own set of service capabilities in contexts such as tariffs, emergency 

services [243], applications, quality, or security over a unified WLAN medium.

Abandoning the traditional fixed long-term subscription approach, each network 

advertises its capabilities directly to the MN device, through proactive capability con

text establishment. In a manner similar to ‘pay-as-you-go’ or £pay-per-view’ schemes
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dynamic subscription schemes [244], the MN is set free to choose the preferred WISP 

for its next IPv6  handoff, based on its own private or corporate selection policy.

To achieve this goal, there are two primary alternatives: (i) allow the MN to query 

each AR reactively as it associates with the respective PoA, or (ii) push proactively 

capability-information valid within the local HAR vicinity, towards the MN through 

its current AR. Under either of these approaches, a reactive IPv6  handoff meets severe 

service disruption as well as scalability problems.

For the proactive approach, discovery of capabilities amongst HARs may be sup

ported through: (i) centralised mapping and capability referral through a domain wide 

back-end server [245], (ii) domain-wide manual configuration of all AR with the capa

bilities of their neighbours, (iii) dynamic discovery and exchange of capabilities among 

HAR neighbours.

Options (i) and (ii) may suffice for experimental or small networks operated by a 

single provider; they introduce, however, significant limitations with respect to their 

operation, rendered unscalable for highly dynamic network topologies as a result of 

failure, deployment or maintenance; this is particularly the case for capabilities that 

exhibit high volatility, such is the case for bandwidth, throughput or delay capabilities 

which typically change frequently as a result of network load or congestion.

For a server-based approach it would require all changes to be posted to the central 

server and then re-broadcast out to all ARs. In addition, server-based schemes present 

a single point of failure for the protocol. For domain-wide configuration highly-volatile 

capabilities become impractical to manage through centralised servers6.

On the contrary, dynamic HAR discovery supported through m-routing state 

manipulations, offers a flexible capability exchange mechanism between cooperating 

WISPs, extending current PCS cellular roaming models. Cellular providers allow sub

scribers to roam among competing networks sustaining continuous service. Although 

network selection may be automatic, the selection (i.e. handoff) criterion remains as

sociated solely to physical layer properties as opposed to other criteria such as cost 

efficiency. From a user perspective, this is particularly important in modern provision

ing environments, since most overlaid (competing) cellular networks provide near-similar 

quality of signal strength.

Thus far, we have identified the means by which handoff ARs establish m-routing

6growing referral signalling overheads which must be counterbalanced with the validity of the capa
bility metric.
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adjacency for MN mobility management purposes. It is now important to identify 

how ARs ‘conspire’ to establish or relocate IP connectivity state for the roaming MN 

proactively, ahead of its next IPv6  handoff.

In the following section, we present the mechanism through which establishment of 

state, pertaining to the IP connectivity of the MN, is effected between HAR neighbours. 

Such state describes only one capability context: that of addressing and routing, for the 

purposes of seamless IPv6  transition between visited networks within the current R- 

neighbourhood. As described previously, the type of state supported may be augmented 

to include any kind of capability context that is available at the next handoff AR and 

of potential benefit to the MN’s utility function during its next IPv6  handoff.

4.8 Proactive Context-state establishment
To support, seamlessness during MN’s IPv6  handoff, proactive IPv6  handoff manage

ment requires the discovery of HAR neighbours, one mobility-hop away from MN’s cur

rent PoA. This is achieved, as described previously, by identifying the M-neighbourhood 

and its respective virtual R-neighbourhood mapping; the handoff management function 

identifies the complete list of ARs that emerge as IPv6  handoff candidates for MN’s 

next IP cell transition.

Determination of MN’s current HAR neighbourhood is followed by forward identi

fication of state information pertinent to MN’s context of IP connectivity for its next 

IP handoff; state identification is pursued by the current AR (A R C) for any capability 

context where seamlessness is requested by the MN. It is intuitive that if seamlessness 

is not a required capability, then reactive MIPv6  handoff management is sufficient for 

MN’s operations.

Once one or more contexts of IP connectivity state have been specified by the MN 

to ARC, the request is brokered to all (or some) members of the R-neighbourhood, ahead 

of the MN’s next IPv6  handoff.

This section presents the means by which members of the R-neighbourhood conspire 

proactively to establish the required IP connectivity state essential to the MN’s IPv6  

handoff in support of delay seamlessness capabilities.

4.8.1 Generic context sta te  establishm ent m echanism

Before dealing with context-specific instances of IP connectivity state, we present first 

the abstract state establishment mechanism exploiting the availability of the HAR neigh

bourhood. The generic state establishment mechanism is then employed to configure
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proactively MN’s IP Roaming state, demonstrating, thus, its application in any IP 

connectivity context.

Upon completion of the MN’s handoff, an AR transits from state new (A R n), 

to current (A R C). At this point, the MN first identifies itself to A R C specifying the 

type of (capability) context required towards its next IPv6  handoff; this is presented 

to A R C through a CtS-Request message. Depending on the type of context, the MN 

provides a context initialiser to A R C specifying the requirement for state establishment 

or relocation. Relocation is relevant in state contexts that do not require necessarily 

re-establishment; such is the case for instance, with header compression state [246].

The current AR (A R C) transmits7  the context initialiser of the MN to all neigh

bouring HARs in a CtS-Generate message. HAR neighbours receive the state gen

eration request and depending on the type of requested context, apply the relevant 

state establishment mechanisms; for instance AAA context type employs a different 

state establishment mechanism than QoS or robust header compression [247]. In this 

manner, context state of interest to the MN is established through HAR neighbours in 

preparation of MN’s next IPv6  handoff.
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neighbourhood

(b) State Establishment to candidate AR set only

Figure 4.7: State establishment for entire R-neighbourhood versus minimal candidate 
AR set of the R-neighbourhood

Once the state has been established, each of the AR neighbours responds back 

to A R C with state information and a handle for the type of context state estab

7the transmission may be effected either through unicast or multicast communication. From a 
seamlessness perspective there is no significant gains other than packet duplication for the CtS-Generate
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lished/relocated; this is done through a CtS-Avail message. A handle provides proof 

that state has been established at an AR neighbour and awaits activation upon the 

handle’s presentation to the AR.

All state establishment responses from HAR neighbours are collated by A R C into 

a HAR neighbourhood state tuple supporting the following generic format:

CtSmNn — { {C tState\y A R \, A P ID \, C hannelapid\)i 

(C tState2, A R 2 , A P ID 2 , Channel a p id 2 ),

(■C tStatei, ARi, A P ID i, ChannelA P i D i ) }  (4.8)

for each type of context requested by the MN. CtStatei is the state generated 

by ARi controlling the coverage area A P ID i , which in turn operates at frequency 

Channela p i Di within the respective M-neighbourhood mapping. The mapping between 

ARi (sender of CtStatei) and AP ID i, can be quickly identified by the TMM table 

maintained by A R C as a result of HAR discovery. The state response tuple generated 

at AR C for the particular context, is subsequently pushed to the MN through a CtS- 

Response message. Annex E.5 presents a brief analysis on the measure of proactivity 

in signalling deliberations in the proposed mobility management architecture.

4.8.2 C ontext sta te  establishm ent paradigm: IP R oam ing state

Addressing and routing, identified collectively as IP Roaming state, comprise the fun

damental type of MN’s IP connectivity context onto an IPv6  wireless network; without 

this the MN remains disconnected from the network while its IP flows are severely dis

rupted. Instead of establishing such state reactively during MN’s next IPv6  handoff, 

the proposed handoff management model pursues its proactive establishment over the 

R-neighbourhood reachable from MN’s A R C.

Assuming existence of home address and bindings to some HA, the MN issues a 

CtS-Request to the A R C specifying ‘IP-roaming’ as the required seamlessness context; 

the state request includes also its link-layer address (LLA) as the context initialiser.

On receipt of the CtS-Request, A R C sets out to broker the particular type of context 

to its HAR neighbours; this is done by forwarding MN’s context initialiser (MN’s LLA) 

to each of its RNV members through a CtS-Generate message.
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In the context of IP-roaming, the state requested by A R C (on behalf of the MN), 

comprises of a set of unique IPv6  unicast care-of addresses (CoA) and their respective 

default routes, for the MN to be admitted.

Each of the HAR neighbours receiving the CtS-Generate request, is empowered 

with the IP-Roaming state generation task (for the MN), in a proxy-stateless manner 

(see Annex E.6.1). Such task comprises of 3 distinct functions, essential for reachability 

under IPv6 :

• globally-reachable IPv6  CoA generation for the purposes of global-reachability.

• link-local IPv6  CoA generation for the purposes of both address resolution and 

(link-local) neighbour reachability.

• Adjustment of Neighbour Cache to support address resolution, neighbour reacha

bility and proxy-neighbour discovery [175] of the globally-reachable IPv6  CoA (to 

be) configured for the MN.

For global IPv6  CoA generation, the HAR neighbour combines the link-layer ad

dress (LLA) [110] of the MN into an IPv6  soft CoA (sCoA)\ following generation of the 

sCoA, the HAR neighbour performs duplicate address detection on that address [110] 

through a standard neighbour solicitation on it link.

For link-local CoA generation, the HAR neighbour combines the LLA of the MN 

into an IPv6  soft link-local CoA. Such address, together with MN’s LLA are used to 

adjust proactively the Neighbour Cache of the AR neighbour as prescribed by standard 

IPv6  Neighbour Discovery. The AR neighbour adjusts its cache with a soft neighbour- 

cache entry containing the link-local IPv6  CoA and LLA address of the MN, which is 

flagged as as proactively reachable or P-REACHABLE. Subsequently, the AR neighbour 

‘defends’ this IPv6  against the sCoA against duplicates until the MN handoffs on its 

link or the sCoA lifetime expires.

It is intuitive that, since DAD for proxy-stateless generated sCoA is performed 

by the AR neighbour in advance of MN’s IPv6  handoff, the MN will not experience 

DAD latency (1000ms) during its next IPv 6  handoff. Hence, the proposed mechanism 

is guaranteed, by-design, to eliminate DAD delay from MN’s IPv6  handoff process.

Once the aforementioned 3 functions have completed, each HAR neighbour, pre

pares a state tuple, describing itself as candidate point of attachment (PoA). This is 

identified as PoA tuple, and takes the form:
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CtSARi =  (' Roaming', sCoAi, D efault Routei, A P I Di, Channel a p i  D i )  (4.9)

where ‘Roaming' identifies the type of capability context, sCoAi is the soft IPv6  

CoA generated at the HAR neighbour; D ef aultRoutei is the route applicable to that 

sCoAi , whereas A P ID i is the identity of the AP corresponding to that HAR neighbour 

operating at frequency Channel A P i D i -  The above tuple is sent to A R C originating the 

CtS-Request, through a CtS-Avail message.

All state establishment responses from HAR neighbours are collated by A R C into 

a IP roaming-state tuple, comprising of the following generic format:

C tS m Nn =  { CtSnARi,

C tSfi AR2 >

CtSffARii < FlowForwardingState > ,R N V ec} (4.10)

CtSfjARi represents the state tuple generated by the z-th HAR neighbour support

ing the following format:

CtSnARi — {' Roaming', sCoAi, D efaultRoutei, A P I Di, Channel APiDi) (4.11)

CtSMNn comprises MN’s collective IP-Roaming state, which is subsequently sent 

to the MN via a CtS-Response message; it encompasses also flow forwarding state 

generated by A R C as well as its own RNV element. Flow forwarding management 

deals with sustaining seamless packet flow towards the MN and is presented in detail 

in Chapter 5. Figure 4.8(a) illustrates the signalling exchange for the purposes of IP 

Roaming establishment.

The MN stores the received RNV-element for the purposes of Handoff AR discovery, 

as described in Algorithms 1  and 2 of Section E.3.1. In the event that Algorithm 2  is 

followed, A R C does not provide its own RNV-element.

Annex E . 6  presents operations intrinsic to proactive IP Roaming state establish-
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Figure 4.8: IP Roaming state establishment and the encompassing of the standard DAD 
process over proactive signalling, in advance of MN’s IPv6  handoff.

ment, such as Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) and state collection at MN’s serving 

AR.

4.8.3 Coupling established state  w ith  handoff m anagem ent

State established proactively must be tightly bound to the critical process of IPv6  hand

off between two neighbouring PoAs. To achieve this, it is first essential to acknowledge 

that a link-layer (L2 ) handoff between the respective APs in the M-neighbourhood, 

occurs before the IPv6  handoff can be initiated.

Determination of a mapping between the identity of the serving link-layer device 

such as an AP and the respective handoff AR serving at the network layer, allows the 

immediate derivation of one from the other, as soon as one of the two identifiers becomes 

available within a point of attachment. Since an L2-handoff occurs before an IP handoff, 

a host may deduce instantly handoff state about the network layer, namely the AR, as 

soon as its underlying link-layer (AP) has been identified.

Proactive IPv6  handoff management supports by design such mapping within the 

established joint R-M-neighbourhood of an MN, for all immediate8  candidate handoff 

AR neighbours. From the pre-established IP-Roaming state (see Section 4.8), there 

exists a unique such mapping between the handoff AR candidate and the identifier of 

the corresponding link-layer segment (AP candidate), comprising collectively a single 

PoA (see Section 4.6.1).

This mapping may be utilised by determining 9  first the identity of the associating

8i.e. in the vicinity of MN’s next IPv6 handoff
determination of the BSSID is readily available as L2-management APIs for most popular operating 

systems such as Windows and Linux [248]
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AP during MN’s L2-handoff at the new PoA. In 802.11 WLAN networks such identity 

is found through the Basic Service Set identifier (BSSID). In cellular networks such 

identifier is available through the cell global identity10 (CGI).

Combined with its pre-allocated IP-Roaming state, the AP identifier enables the 

MN to select instantly the correct PoA tuple from its IP Roaming state, for the purposes 

of its subsequent L3-handoff at that PoA. A PoA tuple contains the soft CoA, the 

default route, and Neighbour (i.e. link-local) reachability state enabling the network- 

level attachment at that particular PoA.

It is important to emphasise that immediate activation of L3-handoff state is ef

fected with no dependence of network layer signalling on the part of A R ; that is, with 

no reliance on router solicitations/advertisements, traditionally used for the purposes 

of IPv6 movement detection. In fact, under proactive IPv6 mobility management, the 

movement detection function may be eliminated, together with overheads arising from 

the increase of the router advertisement rate, prescribed by MIPv6.

s
Standard (reactive) MIPvfi

I

Proactive MIPv6

RtAdv Interval (ms)

(a) Current RtAdvert Msg Size (73 bytes) (b) Increasing RtAdvert Msg Size (up to 500
bytes)

Figure 4.9: Router Advertisement signalling (payload only) overhead for fixed message 
size (current) and increasing (future) message sizes

Figure 4.9(a) presents the difference in signalling payload overheads between the 

MIPv6 standard, or any scheme that requires further reductions of the Router advertise

ment interval, and Handoff Management under Proactive Mobile IPv6. It can be seen 

thatM IPv6 requires a minimum of 14 Kbps of the wireless link only for transmission of 

periodic RtAdvertisments. Any scheme (including MIPv6) that attempts to speed up

Meg Size (bytes)
500 *00
RlAdv Interval (ms)

10CGI comprizes of Cell identity (Cl) and Location Area Identity (LAI) or Routing Area Identity 
(RAI) for the purposes of paging and routing.
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Movement Detection by reducing the Router Advertisement interval down to 20ms will 

double signalling overheads up to 30 Kbps. Proactive IPv6 handoff management elim

inates such requirement by pushing the router Advertisement interval back to values 

> 1000ms and a reduction of RtAdv signalling overhead by two orders of magnitude 

(down to 0.584 Kbps).

  20ms (MIPv6 or other IPMM)
- - 40ms (MtPw6)
—  >1000ms (Proactive MIPv6)

Standard (reactive) MIPv6

Proactive M IPv6

RtAdv Interval (ms)

(a) Current RtAdvert Msg Size (73 bytes) (b) Increasing RtAdvert Msg Size (up to 500
bytes)

Figure 4.10: Total router advertisement signalling (payload + headers) overhead for 
fixed message size (current) and increasing (future) message sizes

Figure 4.9(b) shows the repercussions of a decreasing11 RtAdv interval onto message 

overheads from Router Advertisements, for an increasing signal payload size up to 500 

bytes. The contours of the graph show the message size and RtAdv interval for which 

signalling overheads remains constant. The first contour shows that the RtAdv interval 

must vary between 100-400ms, with a message payload between 73-500 bytes to sustain 

a constant measure of signalling overheads around 7 Kbps.

Figure 4.10(a) shows the total signalling overhead (message payload plus packet 

headers) incurred by the same classes of router advertisement intervals shown in figure 

4.9(a). It can be seen that headers contribute significantly as the router advertisement 

interval decreases; this is as much as 7 Kbps for MIPv6, but only 0.42 Kbps under 

Proactive IPv6 mobility. In the event that the RtAdv interval halves down to 20ms the 

header induced overhead increases up to 20 Kbps.

.Figure 4.10(b) shows that total signalling overheads increase by almost a factor of

11 The Mobile IPv6 working group in an effort to enhance movement detection has been constantly 
reducing the RtAdv interval. While the MIPv6 standard specifies currently an average RtAdv interval of 
40-50 ms, its is possible that future versions of the MIPv6 specification (or other mobility management 
mechanisms) may attempt to specify a lower RtAdv interval for that purpose.

200 ”
RtAdv mag size (bytes)
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4, as the size of RtAdv message increases (up to 500 bytes for the entire packet). It 

becomes clear that proactivity in state establishment, coupled tightly with the handoff 

management function, provides significant reductions in signalling overheads incurred 

by router advertisements alone. In fact, proactive IPv6  handoff management removes 

reliance on core IPv6  Neighbour Discovery eliminating altogether the need for movement 

detection.

4.8.4 Establishing a proactive IPv6 handoff

During its movement, the MN reaches some overlap area between A R C and one or more 

AR neighbours. By then, IP roaming state pertaining to MN’s next IPv6 handoff has 

been fully established at both the MN and its R-neighbourhood.

Air interface M N ’s IP -R oam ing  State tuple

Probe Request (Broadcast)
Probe Rcsnonse(s)

Probe Request
Probe Response(s)

(BSSID J ,  %CoAJ. DefRouieJ

Probe Request
Probe Responses)

BSSID 3L2-Decide 12 - H i m

U -A ctiva te
\ut!u-;nK ..ii

(sCoA_3, DefRoute_3A ssociation Rcque.si
Associate

ssociation Response (13-handori complete)

Reactive IJ-handoff 
delay ( > 1000ms)

Proactive IJ-handoff 
latency savings

Figure 4.11: Integration of L2-handoff hint during proactive IPv6 handoff management

Upon exceeding the range boundaries of its serving coverage area manifested as poor 

SNR, the MN deassociates with its current AP, initiating a link-layer handoff. During 

MN’s link-layer handoff the network-layer handoff management function is provided 

with the identity of the AP selected for association in the form of a link-layer hint 

(L 2-hint).

An example of such an L2-hint is shown schematically in figure 4.11; during a 

link-layer handoff, the MN engages into a AP discovery phase where channels are suc

cessively scanned for AP availability. Past the AP discovery phase the MN selects the 

AP to associate with, based on the measure of the AP’s received signal strength/quality. 

While the MN decides which is the AP to be associated with (L2-decide period), an 

L2-hint (B S S ID 3 ) is fed to the proactive IPv6 handoff management function, informing
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about its AP identity. The L3-handoff function matches instantly the AP identifier with 

the respective PoA tuple configured as part of the IP Roaming state of the MN. Sub

sequently the correct PoA tuple is selected ( L 3 - S e l e c t )  and activated ( L 3 - A c t iv a t e ) ,  

by means of the respective soft CoA, set as its current primary care-of address.

It can be seen that the delay period (red) incurred during an L3 handoff under 

standard Mobile IPv6 can be successfully eliminated under Proactive IPv6 mobility 

management (green); this comes in effect with no dependence on neighbour discovery 

signalling emanating from the candidate AR.

The MN attains link-local reachability by utilising the (re)-association trigger at 

the new PoA. In particular, as soon as the AP has registered a new association for the 

incoming MN, the AP initiates an ATTACH L2 trigger to the connecting interface of the 

controlling AR, as described in Section 5.4.2. This trigger at A R n removes the P flag 

from the new AR’s neighbour cache entry; this is set now to REACHABLE, while A R n 

ceases to defend MN’s soft CoA through proxy-neighbour discovery; at the same time, 

the new AR forwards any traffic destined for the MN, over the local link.

Having completed its IPv6 handoff with a single P-NA to A R n, the MN then 

proceed to update its location bindings with its peers, both HA and CN(s), through a 

binding update message.

4.9 Performance Evaluation
Following the specification of the proactive handoff management architecture, we now 

proceed to evaluate its expected performance and hence support or reject the initial 

hypothesis on two individual accounts as stated in Section 4.2.1:

• proactivity in handoff management can address effectively transmission delay 

seamlessness during M N ’s IPv6  handoff with respect to the delay requirements 

of M N’s interactive multimedia communication with its peers.

• proactivity in handoff management can increase efficiently M N ’s operational utility 

as a measure of received service expressed through M N ’s own performance criteria 

or policies.

With respect to delay seamlessness, the performance analysis investigates aspects 

of non-determinism in the mobility pattern of the MN and its impact on handoff perfor

mance, as well as convergence in handoff AR discovery (HARD). These are expressed as 

a varying measure of MN speed and pause period in its movement pattern. In addition,
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handoff performance and HARD convergence is investigated for varying MN densities 

within a geographical region.

With respect to handoff selectivity and its impact on the measure of MN’s handoff 

utility, we investigate the influence of the size of the PoA topology within a geographical 

area. This is because handoff utility is expected to vary when there exists considerable 

diversity in the choice of PoA among the set of candidate handoff PoAs. With regard 

to service utility and handoff selectivity it is important to differentiate between handoff 

neighbours and handoff candidates; handoff neighbours are the set of neighbouring PoAs 

that can potentially accommodate the MN in its next IPv6 handoff, depending on MN’s 

movement direction. On the contrary, handoff candidates are the set of PoAs whereby, 

the MN falls immediately within their transmission range during its next IPv6 handoff. 

It follows that handoff candidates are necessarily handoff neighbours. By contrast, 

handoff neighbourhood is not a sufficient condition to justify handoff candidacy; it 

requires further that the MN is also found within its transmission range during its next 

handoff, to justify handoff candidacy.

4.9.1 M ethodology

To assess the performance of proactive handoff management we pursue a protocol per

formance analysis by means of discrete event simulations [249]. Subject to satisfactory 

performance, a real-kernel implementation of the proposed architecture is the objective 

of future work.

For the purposes of simulations, the mobility model of NS-2 [250] was extended 

first to encompass key parts of proactive handoff management as well as standard IPv6 

mobility management for the purposes of comparison. These parts implemented in 

particular:

• indirect and direct RNV updates; these messages are effected between the MN 

and the AR (indirect) and between ARs (direct) respectively.

• proxy-stateless generation of multiple12 Care of Addresses (CoAs) per mobile 

node.

• handoff initiation as a result of the MN moving out of the range of its current 

PoA and proactive handoff control by means of mapping L2 AP identifiers onto 

the correct CoA matching the subnet prefix of the respective AR neighbour.

12Typically, NS-2 allows only a single, static address to be assigned to each node
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Core IPv6 protocol functions pertaining to router solicitation/advertisement from 

Neighbour Discovery (ND) protocol were implemented for the purposes of standard 

MIPv6 operations.

4.9.2 N etw ork topology (R outing N eighbourhood) m odel

Determining a correct network topology model that represents the Internet with reason

able accuracy is essential for the correctness of derived simulation results. To identify a 

realistic network topology model for the purposes of simulation, we turn our attention 

on synthetic network topology models [251] that track the behaviour and node dynamics 

of Internet [252] emerging from real network topology measurements.

Measurement of Internet topology are mostly done using BGP tables or by means 

of ICMP traceroutes [253]. BGP tables are routing tables employed to effect routing 

between Autonomous Systems (AS) with each AS typically comprising one or more 

provisioning domains. In most cases, however, BGP tables are private and hence the 

topological view of the Internet remains restricted. This is also the case for route tracing, 

since not all routers enable responses to ICMP messages. By means of analysis of local 

routing regions, Shenker et al [254, 255] report that at least 25% to 50% of the links are 

not encompassed in current Internet topology measurements; their results imply that 

the attained view of Internet topology by such measurements is at best incomplete.

Nonetheless, focusing on the node degree of the network topology, Broido and 

Claffy [256] report from a set of 20 participating traceroute and BGP table monitors a 

network topology of 665,000 nodes with an average node degree13 of about 4. Faloutsos 

et al [257] report that the distribution of the node degree of the ASs in the Internet 

follows a power law of the form y = x a, with exponent -2.2, implying that the number 

of nodes with degree d is approximately 1/d2 2.

Such power laws have been used to validate the accuracy of a given algorithms in 

generating representative Internet topologies. To this end, Barabasi and Albert [258] 

propose important adjustments to network topology generation, by introducing two 

important factors that appear to justify the existence of power law relationships in 

any network topology: incremental growth and preferential connectivity. Incremental 

growth refers to open networks that form through continuous addition of new nodes, 

increasing, thus, gradually the size of the network. Preferential connectivity refers to 

the tendency of a new node to connect to existing nodes that are either highly connected 

or popular.

13The degree of a node in a graph represents the number of its neighbours.
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Medina et al [259] in their experimental investigation demonstrate that the syn

thetic network topology generation models such as the Waxman [260] and the transit- 

stub models that have been typically available through tools like the GeorgiaTech topol

ogy generator (GT-ITM) [261], TIERS [262] or Inet [263, 264] do not appear to be rep

resentative of Internet topologies as they exhibit low correlation (< 0.85) with respect 

to power laws identified (correlation > 0.95) by Faloutsos et al.

The authors augment further the importance of Barabasi and Albert findings, by 

reporting that synthetic topologies generated without preferential connectivity nor in

cremental growth exhibit low correlation with the measured topologies exhibiting power 

law relationships. They show that, preferential connectivity appears to be a necessary 

condition for the power law relationships to hold; the presence of incremental growth 

increases the correlation coefficients. Furthermore, both preferential connectivity and 

incremental growth are required for the out-degree power law to exist.

Node assignment onto the topology plane exhibits more realistic Internet topologies 

for heavily-tailed14 distribution, implemented through a bounded Pareto distribution:

.. akQn~a~l .
/ (n )  =  i  — k / P )°  (4-12)

Configuration of the aforementioned parameters and distributions is encompassed 

in the software implementation of the Medina et al optimisations, onto existing Wax

man and Albert & Barabasi synthetic topology models [265]; this implementation effort 

is identified as Boston topology generator (BRITE) [266]. The output network topolo

gies produced by BRITE, exhibit the essential power-law relationships described by 

Faloutsos et al, while supporting incremental growth as well as preferential connectiv

ity. The aforementioned topology generation rationale and the associated metric features 

justify the use of BRITE for the purposes of network topology generation in subsequent 

performance evaluation of proactive IPv6  mobility management through simulations.

The topologies generated are identified as synthetic given that they comprise of

two tiers: definition of Autonomous Systems (ASs) and definition of Router topologies

within each AS. For the purposes of simulation the number of ASs is chosen to be 

small, since we are interested on round trip time delay within each AS as opposed to 

the complexity of the meshing between ASs. The AS topology is generated by means of a 

Waxman topology model whereas the router topology embraces the Albert and Barabasi

14in the case of synthetic network topology generation, a heavily-tailed distribution represents AR 
clusters onto the assignment plane, as opposed to random placement across the entire plane.
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(A&B) topology model. The A&B topology model in the inter-AS router topology 

is chosen as a result of better node degree distribution amongst the connected ASs 

[267, 268], Given that the number of ASs is small, such a requirement is not essential for 

the generation of the AS topology tier. Table 4.2 present the set of parameters employed 

for generation of all simulated topologies. The sole parameter of variance in these 

topology models is the number of AR nodes. Parameters a  and (3 represent the Euclidian 

distance between two nodes in the Waxman probability model of connectedness between 

two AR nodes [265, 260].

AS Topology Parameter Value Router Topology Param Value
High grid Sqr (HS) [100,1000] HS [5,10]

High grid subSqr (LS) [10,100] LS [2,5]
N (no of nodes) [10,1000] N 5

AS topology Model Waxman Router topology Model Albert&Barabasi
Node Placement Heavy-tailed Node Placement Random

Grow Type Incremental Growth Type Incremental
Preferen. Connect yes Preferen. Connect yes
Bandwidth Distr Constant Bandwidth Distr Exponential

Min Max B/w [1,10] Mbps Min Max B/w 100 Mbps
Edge Connect Random Edge Connect Smallest Deg.

alpha 0.15 alpha N/A for A&B
beta 0.2 beta N/A for A&B

m (no. of links/new node) [1.4] m (no. of links/new node) [1.4]

Table 4.2: Synthetic topology generation parameters

Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) illustrate the maximum node degree and the (colour- 

coded) distance distribution, for the network synthesised, simulating a topology of 89 

ARs, with a leaf (1-degree) AR set of 45 PoAs.

The distance distribution 4.12(b) within the generated network topology model is 

subsequently coupled with a delay distribution (see Section 2.3.3), representing the one

way delay component over the path between the corresponding and the mobile node for 

the purposes of subsequent packet communications. In this manner round trip times 

are also synthetically produced.

The mapping between topology path segments and one-way delay components is 

effected by means of automated preprocessing15 prior to simulation execution. First 

the roots of the topology are identified16; these are the nodes with the highest node 

degree. Then all nodes connected under a root determine their distance d from the 

root by employing the Dijkstra shorted path tree (SPT) algorithm [269]. The distance

15through Matlab.
16in essence the roots represent the BGP routers.
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(a) Maximum Node degree (b) Node (AR) distance distribution

Figure 4.12: Node degree and random node distance attributed to one way delay com
ponents

di is then normalised according to the maximum distance observed for that AS root. 

The derived factor (it;*), weighs the one-way delay value generated for that path and is 

applicable to the i — th  segment of that path.

max(d 0 , . . . ,d i )

The process is repeated iteratively for each segment of the path all the way to the 

leaf AR node {ARk), to derive the respective delay component rik

k
k =  TgammalVk ^  ̂Tli—1 (4>14)

t=l

In this manner, the sum Y^i=i nk of the delay components for each edge on the 

path between the root and the leaf nodes, produce the total (original) one-way delay 

value generated.

Intra-domain (leaf-to-leaf) delay is generated by means of a shifted gamma distri

bution with a maximum delay of 47-50ms. To achieve realistic inter-domain end-to-end 

delays, in accordance to the reported results of Section 2.3.3 and in line with observed 

RTT times as elaborated in Section 2.3.3 we consider maximum (heavily-tailed) end- 

to-end delay of 40-100ms and maximum RTT times of 80-200ms. To achieve these 

values we empirically adjust the location, scale and shape of the gamma distribution 

to values of (/i =  2), (/? =  1.1) and (7 =  0.8), respectively. The generated delay values 

are shifted positively by (a minimum of) 10ms. Such configuration produces a heavily- 

tailed gamma distribution with the following end-to-end delay percentiles: Q 25 =  25ms,
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Q50 = 30ms, Q7 5  = 34ms, Q9 9 .9  =  47ms. This gives rise to an average (asymmetric) 

RTT delay with the following percentiles: Q 2 5  =  32ms, Q5 0  =  35ms, Q 7 5  =  41ms, 

Q9 9 .9  =  87ms.

In this manner, the devised preprocessing configuration setup automated the pro

cess of generating realistic end-to-end delays for the simulation of large-scale network 

topologies where IPv6 mobility management can be evaluated.

4.9.3 A ccess Point (A P ) topology (M obility N eighbourhood) m odel

The simulation model implements an Access Point (AP) node, forwarding traffic be

tween an infrastructure CN17 and wireless MNs. Each AR from the aforementioned 

generated network (L3) topology as shown in Figure 4.13(a) is configured to provide 

IPv6 connectivity by bridging through a single AP over the air interface.

In this manner, a one-to-one mapping, between AR and AP, identifies collectively 

a single Point of Attachment (PoA). The set of APs enabling the devised network 

topology over the air interface, provide continuous spatial coverage within a 450-meter 

square grid. Spatial assignment of APs is performed so as to ensure: (i) minimum 

overlap and continuity in coverage (ii) PoA diversity by multiple APs overlapping over 

random grid locations (hot-spots or multi-WISP availability). The devised AP topology 

supports differentiation of AP transmission range on two levels:

• Basis level (n&): a minimum number of APs are placed such that a minimum 

overlap of 10m is assured between APs with complete coverage over the movement 

grid. At the basis level all AP support a homogeneous transmission range of 70m18.

• Hot-spot or multi-WISP availability (nmax — n&): a number of additional APs 

placed randomly over the movement grid, with transmission ranges uniformly 

distributed between 10 and 70m

By varying the number of APs (n > n 6), the second level of AP topology can 

support the investigation of handoff selectivity as a result of PoA diversity. To this 

end, the mapping between ARs and APs perceived by the MN as PoA is allocated a 

continuous service quality metric uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. As such, sim

ulations investigating PoA diversity during MN’s IPv6 handoff can explore the relative 

improvement in service utility between plain-SNR reactive MIPv6 and context-aware 

proactive MIPv6 handoffs.

17placed randomly on some leaf of the network topology
18For a 450-meter movement grid the basis level of a simulated AP topology is 36 APs at aforemen

tioned transmission range
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100

w

(a) AR (L3) topology with AS root identified (b) AP (L2) topology enabling L3 over
the wireless interface

Figure 4.13: Perspectives of the simulated L3 (Access Router) and L2 (Access
Point/Base Station) network topology Each of the leaf nodes of the network topol
ogy map onto a single coverage AP area. Red triangle represent dispersed MNs prior 
execution of the simulation scenario.

Each MN may associate with only one PoA at any time. Furthermore, each AP 

forwards data over a unique wireless channel; periodic beacons are broadcast every 

100ms to MNs associated with the particular PoA, in line with 802.11 MAC sublayer 

specification [17].

A handoff algorithm is implemented for the transition of MNs between cells of the 

Mobility Neighbourhood; the algorithm is based on the modelled signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) translating into the probability of beacon reception (omnidirectional) by the MN 

at the particular location coordinates (on the simulation grid) away from the A P19. To 

simplify MAC interactions and simulation complexity free-space propagation (i.e. no 

obstructions or foliage) is assumed, since propagation delay is very small in comparison 

to L3 and L2 handoff delay measures.

With respect to an 802.11b link-layer handoff the simulation implements the sta

tistical delay behaviour observed experimentally in Annex D.6.1: all 13 channels are 

scanned with a probe request interval that is normally distributed with mean n = 0.039s 

and Std.Dev =  0.0095s followed by subsequent authentication and association signalling 

handshakes. Details of the statistical distribution of delay for the individual types of 

L2-handoff signals can be found in table D.2 of Annex D.6.1.

19normalised over the maximum SNR experienced by a wireless station over free-space propagation 
observed at a reference distance of 30cm from the transmitter
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Cell shape

The coverage area of each AP within the AP topology model is approximated by a 

circular shape, while its size is chosen heuristically in proportion to the total size of 

the movement grid. The accuracy of the circular model of AP’s cell shape is highly 

dependent on the polarisation of the transmit and receive antennae. Antenna polar

isation is classified as horizontal, vertical or circular [270]. Horizontal space diversity 

achieved through vertical polarisation antennae have been dominating the implementa

tions of most wireless (cellular) interfaces [271]; fewer interface implementations adopt 

horizontal polarisation, due to the positioning of receiver. Vertical polarisation achieves 

near-constant return (path) loss, while horizontal achieves varied return loss as a func

tion of operating frequency; nonetheless, each polarisation type imposes specific antenna 

orientation.

Recently, circularly polarised (CP) antennae have been proposed as better20 im

plementation designs, since they relieve both the AP and the MN from strict receive 

transmit antennae orientations [272]. At the same time, CP antennae maintain propa

gation loss characteristics similar to the ones of vertical polarisation and thus, appear 

as the natural choice in future wireless interface design [270].

ssc

(a)

j u r

(a)

(c) (c)

(a) Horizontal polarisation (b) Vertical polarisation

Figure 4.14: Azimuth radiation patterns for horizontal/vertical polarisation configu
ration at (a) 1850 MHz (b) 1920 MHz and (c) 1990 MHz. Solid line indicates co
polarisation signature while dashed line shows cross-polarisation component (Source: 
Morrow et al [270]).

20energy lost on the horizontal branch is recovered at the vertical branch
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To assess the validity of the circular AP cell shape assumption we look into the type 

of polarisation adopted by the transmit and receive antennae; when both the receive and 

transmit antennae maintain the same polarisation then the radiation pattern of the co

polarisation signature becomes nearly circular over unobstructed environments. In such 

cases a circular model of AP’s cell shape is reasonably accurate. By contrast, when 

the receive and transmit antennae have orthogonal21 polarisation then the radiation 

pattern attains lobe-shaped irregularities as illustrated in figure 4.14. In such cases, a 

circular model of the AP’s cell shape is merely a coarse approximation for unobstructed 

environments.

30

1

(“)

270

(c)

Figure 4.15: Azimuth radiation patterns for circular polarisation configuration at (a) 
1850 MHz (b) 1920 MHz and (c) 1990 MHz. Solid line shows co-polarisation signature. 
(Source: Morrow et al. [270]).

It is interesting, however, to note that emerging CP antennae design do not 

have a cross-polarisation signature; under transmit/receive CP configuration only co

polarisation signature is available, as shown in figure 4.15. This leads us to conclude 

that for future wireless interface designs employing CP antennae configurations at both 

receiver/transmitter, the circular cell shape assumption is reasonably accurate for simu

lation modelling purposes. It is important to note that for cross-polarisation components 

the lobe-pattern gratings of antenna radiation pattern can be ramped up by increasing 

the link margin in terms of transmission power22. In this manner, conservative trans

mission range specification at peak power output for the particular interface avoids the 

lobe propagation intrinsics for omnidirectional coverage at a specific BER threshold.

21 i.e. mixed vertical and horizontal polarisation.
22 i.e. ramp up the transmission power to sustain the same BER
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Thus, given the dominance of vertical polarisation in current antennae designs as, 

the emergence of CP-driven antenna designs in future wireless interfaces, as well as 

power control to maintain near circular coverage in any (unobstructed) direction, the 

circular cell shape assumption is found to be a realistic approximation for the purposes 

of this analysis and thus does not detract significantly from the validity of our results.

4.9.4 M obility M odel

MN’s mobility pattern employs a random way-point (RWP) trajectory. Alternative 

mobility models encompass the manhattan, highway or circular terrain mobility models 

[273]. The choice of the RWP mobility model is guided by findings reported by Benshal 

et al [274]; they report that the difference in handoff probability between manhattan, 

random and highway layout is insignificant when the number of available changes in 

direction is small (1-3). This investigation assumes a small number of available changes 

in direction and thus, employs the RWP mobility model for the purposes of simulations.

A way-point is an intermediate destination, between the origin and final termination 

point of the movement trajectory, whereby the MN may change its velocity vector 

(speed, direction).

Under conventional RWP movement the average speed of MN, that is initially uni

formly distributed between (0,Umax], is found to be continuously decaying, introducing 

mobility transience as long as the simulation period itself [275]. Such prolonged tran

sience affects negatively (slows-down) the rate of convergence of the proposed proactive 

handoff AR discovery (HARD) mechanism. MNs are observed during the course of the 

simulation to mobilise with steadily decaying movement speed across the topology grid, 

instead of maintaining a (steady-state) average speed of approximately

To this end, simulations conducted during this performance evaluation adopt the 

modified RWP model of Le Boudec and Vojnovic [276]. Their extensions the conven

tional RWP model address effectively the issue of MN speed stationarity. The modified 

RWP model adopted, ensures that, during proactive or reactive mobility management 

simulations, MNs maintain at steady-state a mean speed measure, with nearly constant 

variance; this is achieved by imposing a lower bound of minimum MN speed [277].

Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) provide a visualisation of the modified RWP model 

for a mobility scenario of 10 MN, illustrating intermediate MN way-points and their 

respective trajectories.

The modified RWP model allows a relatively small mobility transience which in 

[275] is found to be 300sec. To this end, our simulations adopt a transient period of
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400sec and a running period of 1500sec. During the transient period no protocol inter

actions23 are initiated and no statistics are collected. To provide a measure-independent 

view of performance in observed statistics results normalised within the interval [0,1].

rI00

(a) PoA topology with MN Way-points (b) MN Way-points and Trajectories

Figure 4.16: Distributed way-points and trajectories for movement scenario of 10 MN 
(isolated steady state period of 1500sec) with pause of lOsec running at max speed of 
lOm/s

Where influence of speed is investigated a fixed pause period of 10 seconds is se

lected. Where the influence of pause period is investigated a speed of lOm/s is con

figured. In scenarios where the number of PoA (AR/AP) is kept fixed, simulations 

encompass network topologies of 45 PoAs. For scenarios where the number of MN is 

kept fixed, the movement of 10 MNs is investigated.

In the case of speed-influenced scenarios, speeds of up to 90 m/sec are explored. 

For pause-influenced scenarios, pause periods of up to 50sec are investigated.

4.9.5 S p eed  m o d e l

In the random way-point model employed we extend the generation of average speed 

value between two way-points by introducing the concept of micro-trip. We define as 

micro-trip the excursion distance between two successive time loci at which the vehicle, 

cycle or pedestrian has negligible velocity 24 as shown in Figure 4.17(a). The set of 

micro-trips comprise a single movement path between two randomly generated way- 

poiijts.

The notion of micro-trips is essential for the purposes of modelling unexpected (i.e.

23since simulation need to capture the rate of HARD convergence.
24 Stationary or near-stationary vehicles have negligible velocity
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random) stops, providing a more realistic movement pattern; for instance cars in their 

movement along two way-points (such as two city locations along their journey towards 

a final destination) are expected to stop with some rate as a result of crossings or traffic 

fights.

In the conventional RWP model the node moves between two random way-points 

without pause. Our extensions introduce a number of k micro-trips (i.e. k — 1 pauses 

of n seconds) between two consecutive way-points. The size n{ of each pause period is 

uniformly distributed between [0, Pwp] seconds where Pwp  is the pause period of the 

next way-point. The number of micro-trips follows a uniform distribution between [1,5].

By extending the RWP model with the revised speed-pause model devised our 

simulations achieve an increase in accuracy in derived results by about 7-11% as shown 

in figure 4.17(b) .

The notion of micro-trip is analog to the notion of sequence used in [278, 279] for 

vehicle emissions’ measurement in transport research.

plain RWP

speed model 
extended RW P

error by waypoint pause simplification

waypoim waypoint

microtrip pause loci 
/„ microtrip

(a) RWP micro-trip extension (b) Relative accuracy gains by micro-trip
extension

Figure 4.17: Random way-point speed model extension by introducing micro-trips be
tween way-points. The plot to the right illustrates the relative gain in accuracy by 
introducing micro-trips between successive way-points for an MN with max speed of 
6m/s.

We condition further the average speed estimate V  by the delay dn- \  between 

consecutive micro-trip units ln- i , l n. The sum of micro-trips and the intermediate delay 

components are combined to derive the average speed estimate from equation 4.15
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V = h (km /h) (4.15)

Where li is the length of the ith micro-trip (km/h), whereas It is the total length

of the distance crossed until the next macro-trip renewal period; di is the pause period

trip of the total distance travelled between two consecutive random way-points. 

Equation 4.15 is simplified to:

where both V  and Vi are now measured in m/sec. For pedestrians and bicycles Vi 

is assumed to be a fixed value 25 for all micro-trips.

Simulation Param eters and Metrics

In the simulations conducted the influence of four random variable onto handoff delay is 

investigated. These parameters are the MN speed, the MN pause period, the number of 

participating PoA (AR/APs) and the number of MNs. For the purposes of PoA selec

tivity available in the handoff decision as a means of improving MN’s service utility, the 

number of participating PoAs is varied over an additional set of simulation executions.

In total five different simulation scenarios are explored. In the first two, simula

tions investigate aspects of non-determinism in the mobility pattern of the MN; these 

aspects pertain to the influence of MN speed and pause onto handoff performance under 

proactive handoff management. For the third scenario, simulations explore the effect 

of varying spatial PoA density within a geographical region. In the fourth one, sim

ulations explore the effect of varying MN density within a geographical region, onto 

handoff performance achieved under proactive handoff management.

Each simulated PoA (AR/AP) topology encompasses a minimum of 45 PoAs with 

45 ARs comprising the greater Routing Neighbourhood and an equal number of APs 

comprising the Mobility Neighbourhood topology. The number of PoAs is varied be

tween 45 and 1000, while the number of MN is varied between 10 and 1000.

between consecutive micro-trips and V{ is the MN’s mean speed (km/h) at the ith micro-

V = k (m/sec) (4.16)

25given that it is relatively small and acceleration or deceleration is relatively fast and thus does not 
affect significantly the average speed estimate
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A similar number of PoAs is employed when investigating the scenario of PoA di

versity for the purposes of proactively managed handoff selectivity to support increased 

service utility with respect to MN’s service utility criteria or policy. All MNs are com

municating with a single CN a simulated VoIP stream through a CBR UDP flow of 

13.2kbps (GSM encoding) with 33 bytes as talk-spurt payload. The rationale of not 

opting for an on/off VBR flow is the fact that the MN during its off-period (silence up

stream) is receiving downstream (CN on-period) VoIP packets from the CN. In addition, 

the simulation scenario assumes no silence suppression during VoIP communication for 

the purposes of identifying the upper bound of packet loss during an IPv6 handoff and 

a comparative measure against VAD application in future work.

In terms of simulated IPv6 protocol characteristics for reactive MIPv6, the average 

Router Advertisement period is set to 40ms, while for Duplicate Address detection 

(DAD) a constant delay of 1000ms is configured, both according to [107]. The root-leaf 

intra-domain end-to-end delay is set to obey a shifted gamma probability distribution 

function (P.D.F.) with range between 25-47ms.

For RTT calculation purposes, CN-MN evaluated RTT values are synthetically gen

erated from root-leaf end-two-end delays and confirmed against an exponential distri

bution26 with range between 80-160ms according to the discussion of Section 2.3.3. The 

simulation encompasses also an exponentially distributed measure of link-local hang

over delay following a heavily-tailed (99th Quantile =350ms) gamma distribution with 

a mean of 80ms, similar to the one derived from experimental results of Table 3.2, 

Section 3.7.1.

Table 4.3 provides a complete view of the main simulation parameter configuration 

employed throughout the performance evaluation of proactive MIPV6 handoff manage

ment against its reactive MIPv6 counterpart. Figures in parentheses inform about the 

fixed values adopted in simulation runs where the influence of different random variables 

was evaluated.

To attain a reasonable confidence interval each simulation is executed for 20 runs, 

while statistics are post-processed in Matlab. Where necessary 90, 95 and/or 99% 

confidence intervals are attained. The spread of the three individual confidence intervals 

allows to attain higher confidence on the mean (or median27) value observed statistically 

from simulation traces.

26special case of the gamma P.D.F.
27 where necessary
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Sim. Parameter Value Sim. Parameter Value
Network topology and Coverage and mobility characteristics

Speed (m/s) 1-90 (10) Grid size (m~2) 450x450
Pause (sec) 0-50 (10) Mobility Model modified-RWP
No of PoA 45-1000 (45) Transient period 300 sec
No of MN 10-1000 (10) Steady-state period 1500 sec

VoIP flow characteristics
packet flow bi-dir CBR VoIP sim. encoding GSM (13.2 kbps)

packetization rate 20ms packet size 33 bytes
VAD no

IPv6 protocol characteristics
Avg Rt. Adv Interval 40ms DAD delay 1000ms

e-2-e delay type shifted Gamma P.D.F RTT delay shifted Expon. P.D.F
- / / -  range 25-47ms - / / -  range 80-200ms

hangover delay type shifted Expon. P.D.F
- / / -  range 300-400ms

MAC layer protocol characteristics
AP Tx range 10-70m (70) AP power (mW) 50
Beacon Freq 100ms Min AP overlap 10m

Table 4.3: Simulation execution parameters at different layers

The simulation assumes infinite MN capacity at each PoA (AR+AP) for both 

mobility protocols, and unless otherwise stated, an error-free channel with no collisions.

The metrics investigated during statistical analysis are:

• : handoff delay: the amount of delay between detachment from the previous PoA 

until receipt of the first packet at the new PoA

• : jitter: the amount of incurred delay variance between consecutive packet arrivals 

as a result of an IPv6 handoff.

• : packet loss: the amount of packets lost as a result of handoff delay. The value 

is dependent on the packetization rate and is thus codec-specific. In the case of 

GSM codec the packetization rate is 20ms. Given that smaller (10ms) or larger 

(30ms) packetization rates can exist for different VoIP codec, the choice of the 

GSM encoding is representative of average packet loss behaviour for the typical 

(default) packetization rate in most VoIP systems.

• reactive handoff probability: the probability of a reactive handoff once proactive 

handoff AR discovery (HARD) has been initiated.

•  proactive handoff probability: the probability of a proactive handoff once the 

HARD mechanism has been initiated
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• reactive handoff decay: the measure of decay in the frequency of reactive handoffs 

as a result of the introduction of the HARD mechanism under proactive handoff 

management

• proactive handoff gain/efficiency: the measure of gain/efficiency in handoff per

formance from the introduction of proactive handoff management and handoff AR 

discovery.

• reactive/proactive probability moving averages: the rate of decrease in reactive 

handoff probability and rate of increase in proactive handoff probability as a result 

of introducing the proactive handoff management.

Randomness of MN movement

Randomness amongst the mobility patterns of individual MN is essential to ensure that 

state convergence of protocol performance is not dependent on idealised (but unwanted) 

event syncronisation (e.g. all MN follow synchronised stops but different trajectories). 

Randomness in pause occurrence (i.e. not the measure of the pause period) is im

portant to ensure avoidance of synchronised pause (phase) effects which can clock the 

performance of HARD convergence and thus affect the accuracy of our performance 

evaluation.

To ensure randomness in the generation of movement and speed patterns for each 

MN, we look into the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) of inter-movement (as

signment of X,Y coordinates), inter-microtrip pause and inter-speed distance (i.e. lag) 

with the introduction of the microtrip and speed stationarity. Figure 4.18(a) presents 

the derived correlation coefficient and its respective 90% confidence intreval of the inter

microtrip pause distance. The autocorrelation plots for inter-movment distance is shown 

in figure 4.18(b); autocorrelation of inter-speed distance exhibits identical behaviour 

with the one of figure 4.18(b).

It can be seen that the distance between individual pauses shows little to no corre

lation, validating the simulation expectation that MNs (e.g. encountering traffic lights) 

will pause randomly. Similar observations apply for inter-movement/speed distance.

4.10 Simulation Results
The first set of simulation results are derived for the simple scenario of 10 MN distributed 

across the mobility grid roving with a maximum speed of lOm/s, pause of lOsec over 

a topology of 45 PoA. This scenario provides sufficient and necessary evidence about
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Figure 4.18: Very low autocorrelation for inter-microtrip pause and zero autocorrelation 
for inter-movement distance ensures that mobility sample is truly random

the superiority of proactive handoff management in terms of handoff delay, jitter and 

packet loss, under nominal speed and pause measures for a small number of MN over 

its reactive handoff MIPv6 management counterpart. This scenario represents also the 

nominal case of proactive handoff management performance in terms of handoff delay, 

which is subsequently compared against scenarios involving a varying measure of speed 

or pause period as well as varying number of PoA or MN.

All traces collected were subject to statistical filtering for the purposes of outlier 

removal. Annex E.7 presents in detail the methods employs for statistical identification 

and removal of extreme values from collected traces.

4.10.1 Com parative H andoff perform ance

Having removed ‘outlier’ data that can affect the tendency of derived statistics, we 

now proceed to evaluate statistically the performance of proactive handoff management 

versus its reactive counterpart MIPV6 standard.

Figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b) show the comparative handoff delay performance be

tween a standard reactive and a proactive MIPv6 handoff. In the reactive case, handoff 

delay experiences a high scatter between 1.614 and 1.9 sec with very infrequent (< 1%) 

handoff delays over 2sec. The reactive handoff case exhibits a bi-modal pattern with 

delay peaks of 1.69sec and 1.86sec not exceeding 8.2% and 10.8% respectively. This 

is evident from the empirical probability distribution presented on the vertical28 side

28the horizontal probability distribution shows the average handoff frequency for the simulation sce
nario.. It demonstrates a uniform probability and thus validates the randomness of mobility pattern 
among MNs.
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of the Figure 4.19(a). The two modes are attributed primarily in fluctuations of RTT 

delay and components of hangover delay as a result of undetected router advertisments 

(despite the small router advertisment interval29).

I l i l l M
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(a) Reactive Handoff Delay (MIPv6)
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(b) Proactive Handoff Delay (PMIPv6)

Figure 4.19: Handoff delay experience during a standard reactive and a proactive IPv6 
handoff

For the proactive handoff case the proactive handoff component occurs with a 

probability of 0.742 incurring (see vertical distribution plot of Figure 4.19(b)) a delay 

of less than 455ms with about 380-420ms attributed to delay incurred by the link-layer 

handoff. The reactive handoff component while decaying during HARD convergence 

exhibits a probability of 0.157 with a delay of 1.89sec. Less than 2% of the reactive 

handoffs note a delay of over 2sec and about 8% experience a delay of 1.98sec in this 

IP handoff component.

Figures 4.20(a) and 4.20(b) present the empirical probability density and cumula

tive distribution functions of the observed measure of handoff delay performance be

tween reactive and proactive MIPv6. From the probability density it may be seen that 

reactive MIPv6 concentrates delay around high figures of 1.6-1.9 sec but is distributed 

over smaller (< 10%) probability densities. On the contrary, proactive MIPv6 polarises 

handoff delay performance between the proactive and the reactive handoff delay compo

nent, with a decaying peak for reactive handoff delay transformed into a growing peak 

for proactive handoff delay.

The decaying reactive part appears by about 5% more probable that one in a 

normal reactive handoff for the same reactive handoff delay values. The difference is 

justified by the use of different bin ranges in capturing the probability density of small

29 See conclusions pertaining to hangover delay in Chapter 3
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Figure 4.20: Empirical probability density and cumulative distribution function of 
proactive versus reactive MIPv6 handoff delay

reactive handoff ranges in the reactive MIPv6 handoff performance case. That is to say, 

the density of reactive handoffs is calculated through a smaller handoff delay range to 

capture with higher granularity the effect of handoff delay fluctuations between small 

ranges. On the contrary, the probability density of proactive handoffs is collectively 

computed over larger bin ranges since handoff delay values vary much less than in the 

reactive handoff case.
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(a) Reactive IPv6 handoff jitter (b) Proactive IPv6 handoff jitter

Figure 4.21: Jitter experienced during a reactive and proactive IPv6 handoff

To identify any positive or negative skewness30 of the data as a result of extreme

handoff delay values, we derive the basic measures of location (aka central tendency,

30skewness in statistical distribution curves or percentiles or difference between mean and median 
values, indicates deviation from normality, and distribution tails, i.e. values that are fairly infrequent 
(<  1%).
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namely mean, median and trimmed mean). This can be found by comparing the 50th 

percentile (median) and trimmed mean with the sample average. The median and 

trimmed mean are two measures that are resistant to large sample perturbations (out

liers manifested as heavy tails) within the sample. The trimmed mean ignores a small 

percentage of highest and lowest sample values to identify robustly the centre of the 

sample.

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 provide moments of location as well as percentile growth for the 

performance metrics under investigation. It can be seen that mean values in the case of 

proactive handoff are significantly right-skewed and hence are not representative of avg 

performance. For this reason we consider the median value as the statistic exhibiting a 

meaningful measure of location.

nrwfktl

f-

Movemenl Time (Normalised) Movement Time

(a) Reactive IPv6 handoff packet loss (b) Proactive IPv6 handoff packet loss

Figure 4.22: Packet loss experienced during a reactive and proactive IPv6 handoff for 
a packetization rate of 20ms

mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max
Type of handoff Metric

Reactive Delay (sec) 1.798 1.794 1.797 0.114 1.601 2.112
Proactive -II- 0.819 0.433 0.693 0.660 0.413 2.112
Reactive Jitter (sec) 0.115 0.114 0.115 0.007 0.102 0.136
Proactive -II- 0.054 0.030 0.046 0.041 0.028 0.136
Reactive Pkt loss () 89 89 89 5.57 80 105
Proactive -II- 40 21 33 33 20 104

Table 4.4: First statistical moments indicating central tendency in the set of simulations 
for nominal speed and pause of a sparse set of (10) MN distributed within a sparse 
topology of 45 PoAs

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 present the respective measure of jitter and packet loss as 

a result of the aforementioned handoff delay measure. It can be seen that proactive

00024800532301000153020223
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Q'25 Q 75 Q 90 Q 95 Q 99 Q 99.9

Type of handoff Metric
Reactive Delay (sec) 1.705 1.892 1.94 1.979 2.052 2.112
Proactive -II- 0.42 1.765 1.84 1.89 2.011 2.092
Reactive Jitter (sec) 0.109 0.121 0.125 0.127 0.137 0.139
Proactive - // - 0.029 0.119 0.121 0.125 0.132 0.135
Reactive Pkt loss () 85 94 96 98 102 105
Proactive -n- 21 93 96 97 101 104

Table 4.5: Percentiles indicating the cumulative growth of observed metrics in the set of 
simulations for nominal speed and pause of a sparse set of (10) MN distributed within 
a sparse topology of 45 PoAs

Movement Time Movement Time (Noffnebed)

(a) MN handoff frequency (b) MN handoff delay performance

Figure 4.23: Handoff frequency of the simulated 10-MN set and their respective handoff 
performance in terms of Proactive (blue) versus reactive (red) MIPv6 handoff delay

handoff management reduces both jitter and associated packet loss to about 20% of 

the respective measure incurred by reactive MIPv6 handoff management. This is an 

improvement of about 80% in handoff delay, jitter and packet loss, once handoff AR 

discovery state has converged. The probability density function of figure 4.20(a) reveals 

further, that such magnitude of improvement degrades by only about 5.79% with re

spect to the total movement period, while HARD state has not reached its convergence 

threshold.

Given that not all MNs are necessarily engaging in seamless communications si

multaneously while in transit, it becomes easy to see that, the nearly 6% degradation 

on handoff performance as a consequence of HARD state convergence, can quickly be 

eliminated by non-communicating MNs simply in transit. Note that the aforementioned 

measures apply for the nominal case of a small number of MN (10), at low MN speed 

(lOm/s) and relatively small pause period (lOsec).
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Figure 4.24: Transition of handoff delay from excessive (reactive) measures to significant 
(proactive) reductions, in MN handoff frequency pattern

With respect to delay seamlessness, in support of interactive real-time services it is 

found that proactive handoff management can eliminate handoff delay incurred by the 

network layer. However, the persistence of proactive handoff delays in excess of 200ms 

(433ms, see table 4.4) indicate clearly that proactive handoff management by itself is 

insufficient to address interactive real-time handoff delay seamlessness. This is owed to 

two important delay influences: (i) external latency factors such as increasing round 

trip times (RTTs) and (ii) link-layer handoff delay. These are the two sole components 

that persist in affecting adversely seamless handoff delay performance.

However, different wireless technologies implement a fink-layer handoff through 

different approaches31 and thus, incur significantly disparate measures of L2-handoff 

delays [280]. In addition, fundamental requirement for successful Internet system design, 

is the sustainment of strict layer independence with no assumptions about the type of 

L2 technology.

In fine with the above, the most appropriate mechanism of attacking external 

latency and L2-handoff delay intrinsics appears to be proactive flow management and 

buffering at the network layer during the period of the handoff. We postpone any 

analysis on proactive flow management until Chapter 5.

It is, however, important to note that in the vast majority of the observed proactive 

handoffs, handoff delay performance is found to be directly dependent on the period of 

completion of the underlying L2-handoff, rather the measure of RTT. In the majority

0 604
0.2

0 0 Movement Period (Normalised)

31 For instance, in cellular systems native IPv6 signalling operates over the legacy GPRS signalling 
before a single control handshake takes place, inflating the delay total.
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of proactive handoffs, the period of the underlying link-layer handoff attained a mean 

of 375ms with minimum and maximum of 365 and 487ms, while RTTs varied between 

58 and 205ms with a median of 93ms. It is reminded that for reasons of consistency the 

simulations implemented the link-layer handoff mechanism of Chapter 3 representing a 

particular IEEE802.il WLAN implementation. Yokota et al [105], has shown experi

mentally that different WLAN chipset/firmware implementations achieve different and 

potentially lower L2-handoff delays. It implies, that a faster L2-handoff implementation, 

incurs respectively a smaller L2-handoff delay on the total handoff delay measure.

4.10.2 D ependence on H A R D  state  convergence

To attain a better understanding of handoff delay performance as a function of the total 

number of handoffs spread across the set of MNs we expand the movement trajectory 

of MNs into their respective handoff frequencies through a random simulation run. 

Figure 4.23(a) shows the frequency pattern of handoffs from individual MNs during 

a single simulation run, while the respective histogram (axis y) indicates the handoff 

distribution; The handoff sequences for each MN indicate that wireless hosts perform 

with different frequency their PoA transition, but do not indicate at which point each 

MN begins to differentiate between proactive and reactive handoffs in support of handoff 

delay seamlessness.

Figure 4.23(b) expands this view with a (colour) mapping of handoff delay figures, 

visualising the time period that HARD reaches convergence to support robustly proac

tive handoff management, with significant reductions in observed total handoff delay. 

The visualisation is enhanced in figure 4.24. The 2-d plot view presents visually the 

rate of transition from reactive (red-oriented colormap) to proactive (blue) handoffs. 

For most MNs the first few handoffs are experienced with reactive-type delays.

However, a number of these MNs begin to experience proactive-type handoff delays 

almost right from the beginning of their movement pattern. This is better illustrated 

in the 3-d view where handoff delay values are plotted against axis 2 to differentiate 

according to their magnitudes, in addition to MN identity and simulation time. It 

can be seen that for that measure of speed and pause time, at about 0.4-0.5 of the 

simulation period (around 600sec) reactive handoffs occur with very low probability 

indicating some reasonable measure of HARD state convergence.

Figures 4.25(a)-4.26 present the comparative performance in terms of handoff de

lay, jitter and the associated packet loss between proactive handoff management and 

its reactive MIPv6 counterpart. It can be seen that proactive handoff management
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maintains a distinct performance advantage in all three metrics, while being temporally 

dependent on the rate of convergence of HARD state. To this end, the following section 

elaborates on the measure of HARD state convergence and parameters of influence.
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Figure 4.25: Handoff delay and associated jitter under Reactive (red/blue) and Proac
tive (black) IPv6 handoff management. The high-valued colour curve indicates measures 
of delay and jitter under standard reactive MIPv6. The measure of reactive handoff 
delay and jitter is nearly constant while the respective measure under Proactive MIPv6 
reduces dramatically as HARD state reaches convergence.
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Figure 4.26: Associated packet loss runs under Reactive (green) and Proactive (black) 
IPv6 handoff management.

4.10.3 HARD s ta te  Convergence

The previous section has elaborated on the measure of total handoff delay. It has 

illustrated that the rate of transition from reactive to proactive handoff delay measure 

is effectively dependent on the rate of Handoff AR discovery (HARD) state convergence.

With respect to the type of handoff AR update algorithm employed, both results 

and analysis focus on the charged HAR update, since the boosted charged update
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did not influence significantly the completion of the handoff TMM matrix at each AR 

neighbour. Its fill ratio appears to become important only in the case of proactive 

flow forwarding management elaborated in Chapter 5. Furthermore, plain hinted HAR 

discovery updates exhibit approximately half the performance in terms of the metrics 

elaborated in subsequent parts of this section.

This section elaborates on the rate of convergence of handoff AR (HAR) discovery 

state for the purposes of enabling proactive context state establishment and subsequent 

proactive handoff management. HAR discovery is effected by means of charged HAR 

updates subject to confirmed updates (three) through swarm-intelligent counting of 

by-passing MN hints. It is reminded that the robustness of this mechanism assumes 

the existence of secure MN identity/naming through mechanisms such as the use of 

cryptographically generated IPv6 addresses [281].
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Figure 4.27: Rate of convergence of HAR discovery state for 10 MN moving at max 
speed of 10 m/s with pause of 10 sec

Figure 4.27(a) shows the rate of growth in probability of HARD state convergence 

manifested as transition rate probability from reactive to proactive handoffs. At ap

proximately 0.5 of the movement time the buildup of HARD state causes the rate of 

growth of proactive handoffs to overtake the rate of reactive handoffs which is steadily 

decreasing, settling the reactive handoff rate probability to about 0.3. After time 0.6 

(900sec) the rate of growth reactive handoffs becomes nearly-constant, translating to 

a < 1% probability of reactive handoffs occuring in the system. This is better illus

trated by the reactive handoff decay distribution of figure 4.27(a) and the average decay
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probability of figure 4.27(b).

Figure 4.27(a) encompasses further the measure of negative gain incurred by reac

tive handoffs as a result of the rate of HARD state build-up. The is complemented by 

the symmetric positive performance gain incurred by an increasing number of proactive 

handoffs as the HARD state cache in neighbouring PoAs reaches convergence. It can 

be seen that for the particular set of pause and speed parameters as well as the size 

of PoA topology and the sparseness of moving MNs HARD state among all 45 PoA of 

the topology requires about 0.47 of the simulation time, despite the steady increase of 

proactive handoffs shown from the proactive handoff ratio curve.

The validity of these results is further confirmed by preliminary results of an inde

pendent study by Chalmers et al [147, 282] on the performance benefits of a dynamic 

candidate AR discovery (dyCARD) mechanism. dyCARD is essentially a standardisation 

implementation effort of the HAR discovery mechanism [47]; its core functions are fun

damentally based on the notion of Mobility and Routing Neighbourhood coupled with 

opportunistic information provided from bypassing MNs, as originally proposed for the 

purposes of proactive handoff management [129, 50, 49].

From the above it emerges that the performance of proactive handoff management 

is directly dependent on the rate of convergence of HARD state. Such type of state 

convergence, appears to be dependent on four key aspects: (i) MN speed, (ii) the pause 

period in the movement of the MN, (iii) number of MN (iv) density of PoA topology. To 

this end, Annex E.8 presents an analysis on the measure and degree of influence of these 

factors on HARD state convergence for the purposes of proactive handoff management.

4.10.4 D iscussion and R esults Sum m ary

With respect to the observed measure of proactive handoff delay the simulation study 

has shown that such delay performance is directly related with the availability of proac

tively established IP Roaming state. The latter is essentially dependent on the conver

gence of handoff AR discovery (HARD) state for subsequent state establishment.

Convergence of HARD state is in turn influenced by the measure of non

determinism in the mobility pattern of the MN. Section 4.10.3 has shown that the 

rate of convergence of HARD state effectively introduces a frequency of oscillation be

tween reactive and proactive handoff delay performance as HARD state builds up at 

HAR neighbours. Past this convergence period proactive handoff delay improves signif

icantly guarantees towards hard delay bounds for the purposes of interactive real-time 

communications. However, results show that it becomes imperative that the HARD
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state convergence period remains short, in comparison to (the simulated) MN move

ment period if proactive handoff management is to maintain a characteristic advantage 

compared to reactive MIPv6 handoff management. Furthermore, initial results showed 

that the measure of HARD state convergence period is directly influence by the stochas

tic nature of MN’s movement pattern.

To this end, we identified key parameter describing aspects of non-determinism in 

the mobility pattern of the MN; these were the measure of MN speed, pause period be

tween way-point stops, the number of MN within a nominal PoA topology and the mea

sure of PoA density describing the physical PoA (AR+AP) network topology. To this 

end we devised a detailed set of simulation scenarios whereby the performance of each 

of these parameters brought into scrutiny and analysed, while background parameters 

retained nominal values. This allowed features of each parameter under investigation 

to reveal their behavioural pattern.

With respect to the measure of influence of MN speed in the convergence period of 

HARD state, results of Section E.8.1 show significant differentiation in proactive handoff 

delay performance. In particular, results have shown that for very low maximum MN 

speeds (e.g. pedestrian) of lm /s HARD state convergence periods are prohibitively slow 

giving rise to a consistently higher reactive handoff probability and sustained frequency 

of oscillations between reactive and proactive handoffs throughout the simulation pe

riod. On the contrary, the probability of proactive handoff improves dramatically for 

maximum MN speed measures above 6m/s. That is to say, HARD state convergence 

improves when the set of participating MNs adopt a considerably heterogeneous MN 

speed mix. Simulation results show further that the probability of a proactive handoff 

does not increase linearly with the measure of speed. For speeds > 30m/s (highway), 

the probability of a proactive handoff improves only marginally (by 6%), while a maxi

mum speed of 12m/s appears to bring the best trade-off between MN attainable speed 

and HARD state convergence. Similar results are reported by Chalmers et al [147], by 

showing a similar convergence rate of dyCARD state over smaller velocity measures.

With respect to the measure of influence of pause period in the movement pattern 

of the MN results have shown that for pause periods between 5-50 sec the probability of 

a proactive handoff through HARD state convergence is affected only by 13-15%. For a 

10-fold increase (6-60m/s) on the measure of maximum MN speed the probability of a 

proactive handoff improves by 22%. The former implies that pause periods between 5- 

50sec do not affect significantly the rate of HARD state convergence, while any influence
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can be quickly compensated by a higher maximum measure of MN speed amongst nodes. 

The latter is readily attainable under real-world operational conditions since, MN at 

different parts of the PoA topology experience typically highly heterogeneous measures 

of maximum MN speed.

With respect to the measure of PoA density within the topology, results show 

that as PoA density increases from 45 to 200 the probability of a proactive handoff 

decreases for a sparse set of MNs (10) by about 9%. Interestingly enough however, 

for PoA topologies above 200 (200-1000) the probability of a proactive handoff remains 

nearly constant with a near-identical rate of increase in HARD state convergence. This 

is justified by a significant increase in the instantaneous handoff rate, since the PoA 

density/m 2 increases significantly.

The significant increase of instantaneous handoff rate however reveals a significant 

detail in the performance of the simulation model. The observed performance for the 

particular scenario assumes stateful generation of IP Roaming state and thus reduces 

the minimum measure of MN cell residence period, such that a higher (sub-second) 

handoff rate can be attainable. If the minimum cell residence period is enforced for the 

MN, then for instantaneous handoff rates > 1 handoff/sec the MN cannot attain proac

tively IP Roaming state in a proxy-stateless fashion; this is so because, proxy-stateless 

address auto-configuration would require a minimum of lsec for DAD resolution pur

poses at the HAR neighbour. As a result of unavailability of proactively established IP 

Roaming state, the MN would need to resort to a reactive handoff. However, Chapter 3 

has shown that reactive MIPv6 is unable to perform for handoff rates greater than 0.5 

handoffs/sec. The above lead us to conclude that if the instantaneous handoff rate ex

ceeds the minimum cell residence period, neither proactive nor reactive MIPv6 handoff 

management can handle the mobility pattern of the MN. Under such operational scenar

ios the MN cannot receive realistically any form of IPv6 mobility management support. 

The resulting requirement emerging from these results is that the instantaneous handoff 

rate of the MN must remain less than the minimum measure of cell residence period if

(i) IPv6 mobility management services are to be supported (ii) proactive IPv6 handoff 

management is to sustain operational benefit.

With respect to the measure of MN population size results show that for an increas

ing number of MNs the probability of a reactive handoff decreases dramatically (down 

to 7%) early during MN movement. The measure of decrease is significantly higher than 

that attained by a high measure of MN speed indicating that large MNs with moderate
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maximum speeds allow HARD state to converge in less than 0.01 of the simulation time 

(i.e. in less than 15sec). As the number of MN increases between 25-200 the probability 

of a proactive handoff increases monotonically with a proportional rate of increase.

However, results show further a counter-intuitive observation, whereby as the num

ber of MN increases beyond 200 (between 300-1000) the rate of increase in proactive 

handoff and the rate of decrease in reactive handoff probability are reversed during 

the start of the simulation. This is owed to the large instantaneous rate of reactive 

handoffs per unit time, experienced by PoAs at the start of the simulation. During this 

period (which shortens as the number of MN increases) PoAs experience a handoff rate 

that is proportional to the MN population density/m2 (see section E.8.4). The effect 

diminishes when the density of MN per ra2 is decreasing.

From all four parameters of influence MN population size and MN speed appear 

to incur the highest (positive) rate of convergence to HARD state. MN pause periods 

and PoA density have a less positive influence, although even for significant increases 

in their measure, they do not impact the measure of proactive handoff probability and 

HARD state convergence significantly.

4.11 Capability notification and PoA handoff diversity

To assess the performance benefit of PoA handoff selectivity during execution of MN’s 

IPv6 handoff decision, the simulation model is extended to encompass some measure 

of heterogeneity in each PoA. Furthermore, to enable a higher handoff rate for MNs 

operating in dense PoA topologies, the proactive handoff management model is aligned 

to support explicitly stateful address auto-configuration, in line with the findings of 

section E.8.3.

Heterogeneity amongst visited PoAs is introduced by implementing an abstract 

capability parameter that differentiates between PoAs through an abstract performance 

metric. Such metric can be adapted to take numerous IP connectivity-specific forms 

when applied in a commercial setting, such as, bandwidth, delay, transmission range, or 

seamless handoff capability. Alternatively, the metric may describe more service-specific 

capabilities, such as per-minute tariff pricing, emergency information availability, free 

service features, or other. By adopting an abstract performance metric, the simulation 

model ensures that results are generalisable across the entire capability spectrum.

The particular simulation model (and its results) focus on persistent or non-volatile 

capability metrics, as opposed to volatile capabilities. Persistent or non-volatile capa
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bility metric is defined to be a quantifiable service characteristic, the measure of which 

persists throughout the cell residence period of the MN, when associated with the re

spective PoA. On the contrary, a volatile capability metric is defined to be a quantifiable 

time-variant service feature, that is, a measure of service capability that changes with 

time.

With regards to a persistent capability, when communicated proactively to the 

MN, in advance of the IPv6 handoff transition, persistence in its measure ensures that 

such capability will be available at that measure when the MN associates with the 

particular PoA. Examples of non-volatile capability metrics are service features that 

can be declared with binary (on/off) availability, or with a measure of availability that 

remains fixed in its provisioning for all (horizontal) or each MN (vertical) individually; 

these may be data rates, emergency notification services, etc. Exploring the depth of 

service capability differentiation is, however, beyond the scope of this study and is thus 

left as a future direction of investigation.

For the purposes of simulation, each PoA is allocated a random measure of the 

abstract (persistent) service capability with a value ranging in the interval [0,1]. The 

capability is assumed to refer to a particular service context; hence, capability state 

pertaining to the particular context is proactively exchanged between individual PoA 

through direct RNV-updates. These are subsequently pushed to the MN by means of 

CtS-Response message. During simulations the number of PoA within the movement 

grid is varied between 45 and 1000 PoA, simulating the scenario of increased number 

of handoff candidates during MN’s next IPv6 handoff. A sparse set of 10 MNs was 

configured with a maximum speed of lOm/s and a pause of lOsec through the modified 

random way-point model.

Proactive notification of such context-specific capability metric may be solicited or 

speculative. In the case of a solicited proactive capability notification the MN is itself 

requests such provisioning. In the case of a speculative proactive capability notification, 

the PoA pushes such context-specific information to the MN. The simulation model 

is configured towards speculative proactive capability notification. Exchange of such 

proactive mobility management signals during the simulation is configured to be error- 

free.

4.11.1 Sim ulation R esults

Figure 4.28 shows the measure of attained service utility for the MN by exercising PoA 

selection during a MIPv6 handoff on the basis of SNR strength information at the
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link layer. The measure of service utility fluctuates marginally around 0.5 for reactive 

MIPV6 handoffs that do not exploit the availability of multiple PoA handoff candidates 

at MN’s next IPv6 handoff.

f

Figure 4.28: Service utility experienced by MNs performing a standard MIPv6 handoff 
based on traditional SNR strength information.

Figure 4.29-4.32 present the gradual gain in MN’s experienced service utility as a 

result of exploiting PoA diversity by applying PoA handoff selectivity. Such form of 

handoff selectivity is based on the availability of the highest service capability metric 

value available within the set of immediate PoA handoff candidates. The criterion for 

selection in the case of all simulations is the maximum available service metric value 

supported by one of the PoA handoff candidates.
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Figure 4.29: Average proactive Handoff Utility experienced by 10 MN over a topology 
of 40 ARs

Figure 4.29 plots the observed measure of service utility contrasted with the respec-
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tive topology density of 45 PoAs. Out of these 45 PoA, only 9 provide some additional 

measure of PoA diversity in MN handoff selection randomly distributed over the entire 

PoA topology. It may be seen from the respective service utility plot that the MN 

experiences an immediate increase in observed service utility by about 14% as shown in 

table 4.8.

It is important to note that the fluctuation in the observed measure of service 

utility arises as a result of false positive effect. The MN appears to select the PoA 

with the highest service utility, although on a number of occasions the cell residence 

period within the transmission range of the PoA is very small. Reason for this is the 

fact that despite a high performance metric, the selected PoA serves the MN only at 

the periphery of its trajectory; that is to say, due to the fact that the selection is not 

based on SNR information, the selected PoA does not lie in the angle of direction of 

MN’s trajectory.

As a result, the association with the particular PoA is short-lived as the MN hand

offs very soon to the PoA with next higher service utility metric, which this time happens 

to have also the highest SNR for the MN. The latter implies, essentially, that strong 

SNR when combine with high service utility ensures that the selected PoA not only pro

vides the highest performance in terms of the selected metric, but also has a significantly 

higher probability of coinciding with MN core trajectory.

Mean MN Handoff milky for 70 PoAs 
quadratic fit 

05% Cl

Movement Tune (Normalised)

(a) PoA topology of 70 ARs (b) Proactive Handoff Utility @ 70 ARs

Figure 4.30: Average proactive Handoff Utility experienced by 10 MN over a topology 
of 70 ARs

Figure 4.30 presents the case for a density of 70 PoAs, whereby PoA diversity of
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immediate PoA handoff candidates almost doubles (one extra PoA for each of the first 

36 PoA providing continuous coverage in the movement grid). Interestingly enough, the 

average service utility experienced by all MN’s increases only by a mere 1%

-<r- Mean MN Handoff UliWy lor 140 PoAs 
6th degree f* 

m  95% Confidence interval

Movement Time (Normalised)

(a) PoA topology of 140 ARs (b) Proactive Handoff Utility @ 140 ARs

Figure 4.31: Average proactive Handoff Utility experienced by 10 MN over a topology 
of 140 ARs

As the number of PoA doubles from 70 to 140 (see figure 4.31 the average service 

utility increase by about 5%. From there an increase to 200 PoA increases the measure 

of utility only by about 3% raising it to 76% for a topology of 300 PoA. From there a 

marginal increase of an extra 2% is achieve for a density of 500 PoAs while the ultimate 

extra 2% is reached at the peak of the PoA density of 1000 bringing the maximum 

average MN service utility to 80.6%.

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 provide the measure of central tendency as well as service utility 

percentiles for pure reactive handoffs performed under standard MIPv6. Tables 4.8 and 

4.9 present the measure of service utility and the respective percentiles incurred through 

proactive capability notification implemented over proactive handoff management.

Figure 4.33 contrasts the measure of experienced service utility as a result of purely 

standard reactive and proactive MIPv6 handoffs. It becomes clear that proactive hand

off management offers an increase in MN service utility of about 10-30% depending on 

the PoA density. The maximum service utility value appears to be achieved for a den

sity of 500 PoA with the highest rate if increase at 300 PoA. Between 300 and 500 PoA 

service utility at the MN increases only by about 2%. From that it may be concluded 

that the optimum increase at service utility is achieved at 300 PoA.
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(a) PoA topology of 200 ARs (b) Residual of Fitted Curve

Figure 4.32: Average proactive Handoff Utility experienced by 10 MN over a topology 
of 200 ARs

PoA topology mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max
#  (AR+AP/BS) Reactive Handoff Utility

45 0.53 0.527 0.527 0.087 0.302 0.774
70 0.49 0.484 0.486 0.085 0.278 0.776
140 0.487 0.484 0.487 0.085 0.266 0.755
200 0.507 0.508 0.506 0.078 0.276 0.718
300 0.520 0.521 0.520 0.077 0.303 0.733
400 0.510 0.513 0.510 0.075 0.305 0.766
500 0.533 0.531 0.532 0.077 0.305 0.746
600 0.529 0.529 0.530 0.079 0.323 0.737
700 0.519 0.518 0.518 0.082 0.277 0.763
1000 0.534 0.531 0.534 0.080 0.283 0.764

Table 4.6: Moments of central tendency (location) of service utility incurred during 
reactive handoffs for different PoA topology sizes

Figures 4.34-4.35 plot the respective empirical probability density function of MN 

service utility experienced under proactive handoff management for PoA densities be

tween 45 and 200 PoA. It may be observed that for a sparse number of PoA in the topol

ogy, the probability density is normally distributed around a service utility measure of 

0.65. The shape of the distribution becomes steadily right-skewed around 0.8-0.85 for 

the topology of 200 PoAs.

It is worth noting that again as a result of the selection of bin size and range for 

exploring probability densities at higher granularity, probabilities peaks register lower 

values with a higher distribution across the range of service utility configures in the
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PoA topology Q 25 Q 75 Q 90 Q 95 Q99 Q99 .9

#  (AR+AP/BS) Reactive Handoff Utility
45 0.465 0.590 0.650 0.678 0.731 0.774
70 0.433 0.547 0.605 0.636 0.704 0.776
140 0.427 0.547 0.595 0.636 0.697 0.755
200 0.455 0.558 0.610 0.642 0.694 0.718
300 0.466 0.574 0.618 0.655 0.692 0.733
400 0.459 0.556 0.613 0.630 0.680 0.766
500 0.477 0.587 0.632 0.670 0.723 0.746
600 0.474 0.588 0.637 0.658 0.694 0.736
700 0.458 0.575 0.626 0.660 0.712 0.762
1000 0.476 0.589 0.636 0.665 0.720 0.764

Table 4.7: Percentiles of service utility incurred during reactive handoffs for different 
PoA topology sizes

PoA topology mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max
#  (AR+AP/BS) Proactive Handoff Utility

45 0.641 0.649 0.641 0.087 0.397 0.884
70 0.650 0.656 0.655 0.093 0.278 0.860
140 0.699 0.714 0.708 0.103 0.352 0.900
200 0.730 0.747 0.741 0.105 0.394 0.905
300 0.764 0.785 0.774 0.105 0.396 0.95
400 0.767 0.8 0.781 0.121 0.413 0.951
500 0.78 0.803 0.794 0.112 0.411 0.951
600 0.786 0.808 0.799 0.117 0.357 0.968
700 0.787 0.808 0.801 0.12 0.393 0.968
1000 0.806 0.835 0.82 0.125 0.39 0.975

Table 4.8: Moments of central tendency (location) of service utility incurred during 
reactive handoffs for different PoA topology sizes

selected bins. Annex E provides the remaining set of probability functions of simulated 

PoA densities larger than 200.
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PoA topology Q25 Q75 Q90 Q95 Q99 Q99.9
#  (AR+AP/BS) Proactive Handoff Utility

45 0.58 0.703 0.753 0.782 0.844 0.884
70 0.59 0.717 0.760 0.792 0.819 0.86
140 0.637 0.777 0.816 0.842 0.879 0.9
200 0.67 0.813 0.851 0.864 0.893 0.905
300 0.695 0.846 0.882 0.903 0.93 0.95
400 0.689 0.864 0.899 0.917 0.939 0.951
500 0.715 0.862 0.903 0.926 0.941 0.951
600 0.711 0.879 0.925 0.939 0.958 0.968
700 0.721 0.880 0.919 0.944 0.961 0.968
1000 0.733 0.905 0.943 0.96 0.972 0.975

Table 4.9: Percentiles of service utility incurred during proactive handoffs for different 
PoA topology sizes
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Figure 4.33: Measure of handoff utility as a function of the size of PoA topology within 
a geographical region.
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Figure 4.34: Empirical probability density function of Proactive Handoff Utility expe
rienced over 45 and 70 PoA topologies for 10 MN @ v=10m/s and p=10sec
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Figure 4.35: Empirical probability density function of Proactive Handoff Utility expe
rienced over 140 and 200 PoA topologies for 10 MN @ v=10m/s and p=10sec
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4.12 Conclusions
Proactive handoff management has been shown to eliminate reactive handoff delay aris

ing at the network layer, by:

• identifying the immediate handoff AR neighbours with respect to MN’s current 

point of attachment through Handoff AR discovery (HARD).

• promoting state establishment pertinent to MN’s (IPv6) network connectivity at 

the next PoA, well in advance of its IPv6 handoff transition.

• establishing a sufficiently abstract mapping between the network and the link layer 

that allows expedient movement detection at the network layer with no reliance 

on network layer signalling (such as router advertisements)

• ensuring that cross-layer optimisations are abstract and generic enough to be 

feasible/available across all wireless technologies

With respect to proactive state establishment we find that the MN must remain 

associated with it current PoA for a minimum cell residence period. The measure 

of this period is dependent on the complexity and the delay requirements for state 

establishment/evaluation at the HAR neighbour.

With respect to the mapping between network and link layer, the abstraction be

tween a Routing (network-layer) and a Mobility (link-layer) Neighbourhood enables the 

MN to transform physical node movement into mobility-hop Roaming state. Such trans

form effects a proactive IPv6 handoff with no dependence on traditional functions of 

IPv6 neighbour discovery such as Address Resolution or router advertisement signalling.

With respect to cross-layer optimisations proactive handoff management ensures 

that generic information available at the link layer are employed. While it has provided 

a much more elaborate set of link layer information that are essential for general proac

tive mobility management deliberations at the MN, the handoff management function 

has essentially required a single type of information: AP identification information in

dicating the Mobility Neighbourhood component of the associated PoA. Such type of 

information can be safely generalised for any wireless networking technology, since APs 

must remain at all times identifiable for management purposes.

In this manner, proactive IPv6 handoff management signalling reduces both the 

measure of required signalling and its associated probability of MAC contention. From 

this perspective, the measure of MAC-sublayer contention experienced under a proactive
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IPv6 handoff is smaller than that of a reactive MIPv6 handoff, since it requires no router 

advertisements/solicitations or address resolution signalling for the purposes of address 

auto-configuration. Under a proactive IPv6 handoff, the measure of MAC contention 

appears to be essentially the same as the one experienced by an IP-stationary wireless 

host.

4.12.1 H andoff Delay Perform ance

From the performance analysis of proactive versus standard reactive handoff manage

ment we may conclude that proactivity handoff management can address successfully 

delay seamlessness at the network (IPv6) layer. Section 4.10.1 has shown that the 

proactive handoff management function introduces reduction in the measure of handoff 

delay by a factor of four compared to its reactive MIPv6 counterpart; in particular, 

under reactive MIPv6 the MN experiences a handoff delay in the order of 1.614-1.9 sec, 

whereas proactive MIPv6 incurs a delay between 420-480ms. With respect to jitter, a 

reactive MIPv6 handoff observed a delay variance of around 118ms while a proactive 

handoff experiences only about 30ms. With respect to the measure of packet loss, re

active MIPv6 handoffs experience packet loss runs around 88-90 packets, while during 

proactive handoffs the loss runs are reduced down to about 22 packets.

Focusing on handoff delay, the observed measure of proactive handoff delay is well 

above the 200ms requirement imposed by interactive real-time services. Thus, while 

proactive handoff management can eliminate delay incurred by network layer functions 

during an IPv6 handoff, it is found to be insufficient by itself to address the total handoff 

delay.

The measure of delay incurred in proactive handoffs is owed primarily to two latency 

factors over which the network layer can exert no control: (i) the link-layer handoff delay,

(ii) round trip time delay. In the observed proactive handoff delay measure, 380-420ms 

of the delay is owed to the link-layer handoff, while 80-100ms to the average round trip 

time delay.

It is important to note that for the purposes of simulation the underlying wire

less model implemented the measure of L2-handoff delay observed in a particular 

IEEE802.il WLAN vendor implementation (Cisco 350) during the experimental study 

of Chapter 3. However, different WLAN implementations and in general different wire

less technologies achieve different L2-handoff latencies [105, 280]. For instance, certain 

WLAN implementations can achieve L2-handoff delays as low as 150-160ms. On the 

contrary for cellular networks the L2-handoff delay may be as high as l-2sec [280].
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Assuming the figure of 200ms as the hard delay bound, it appears that provision 

of any realistic guarantees towards delay seamlessness in proactive IPv6 mobility man

agement must impose a maximum delay bound on both end-to-end (CN-new PoA) and 

L2-handoff delay < 150ms for highly interactive IP applications. In this manner, delay 

transparency may be addressed by ensuring that MN’s traffic is also redirected towards 

its new PoA while a proactive IPv6 handoff is in progress. To this end, flow redi

rection/forwarding management emerges as an essential function in proactive MIPv6 

management if delay seamlessness is to be supported.

Unless the above delay bounds can be guaranteed statistically on the measure of 

end-to-end delay between the CN and the new PoA, as well as the measure of L2- 

handoff latency, no delay seamlessness guarantees can be provided by proactive handoff 

management even if complemented by some form of flow forwarding management.

The latter observation holds not only for proactive MIPv6 management but any 

MIPv6 management mechanism that attempts to provide hard delay bounds < 200 in 

handoff delay during interactive communications. Chapter 5 evaluates the viability of 

this hypothesis.

4.12.2 PoA  diversity and Service U tility

With respect to the performance benefit as a result of handoff selectivity during MN’s 

next IPv6 handoff, results have shown a significant increase in MN abstract service 

utility when the MN is enabled proactively with choice about its next PoA amongst a 

set of handoff candidates. In particular, MNs are achieving an immediate performance 

improvement of about 14% percent simply by means of availability of choice in PoA 

handoff selection for the nominal measure of 45 PoAs. The benefit increases rapidly 

to about 22% as the measure of PoA increases to about 300. Prom there and up until 

a topology of 1000 PoAs the measure of service utility increases only marginaly by 

5%, yield a total performance benefit increase of about 30%. The reason for such a 

small increase between 300 and 1000 PoA is emerging to be the issue of false positive 

choices in PoA handoff selection. In particular, due to the high density of PoA the MN 

appears to chose the PoA with the highest service utility measure, which however is 

only peripheraly incident on the core direction of MN movement trajectory. As a result 

the MN is obliged sooner than expected into selecting a new PoA, as it moves out of 

the transmission range of the one previously selected.

From the analysis, it becomes clear that where proactively established context state 

(e.g. IP Roaming) is not available, reactive MIPv6 management must be available. In
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this light, Proactive and standard reactive MIPv6 management are found to operate 

best in complementary roles particularly where HAR neighbourhood information is yet 

either unavailable or unattainable.

Ultimately it is important to note that the principle of proactive state establish

ment, analysed in the context of IP Roaming state for the purposes of critical IPv6 

connectivity with new PoAs can also be generalised for other types IP connectivity 

state such as AAA or QoS. This is possible, since the resolution of such context can be 

done much in the same manner (like IP Roaming state) during the beginning of MN’s 

cell residence period at the current PoA. This provides tentative availability of AAA 

privileges or QoS reservation at HAR neighbours at the cost of increased signalling 

overheads. However, as we see in the Chapter 6 such additional signalling cost is com

pensating for MN non-determinism in its mobility pattern as well as frequent transient 

ping-pong effects frequently observed in wireless networks.



Chapter 5

Seamless Flow forwarding management 

using HandoffCast

5.1 Introduction
Thus far, results in Chapter 3 have shown that during MN’s IPv6 handoff, its on

going VoIP (or any) IPv6 flow gets severely disrupted by two collimating factors. The 

first pertains to the delay incurred due to reactive establishment of state pertinent to 

MN’s IP connectivity (IP-Roaming) during its IPv6 handoff; the second pertains to the 

temporal disruption of packet transmissions towards the MN, during its IPv6 handoff.

To address these two factors Chapter 4 has presented a proactive mobility man

agement architecture of which the handoff management aims to reduce/eliminate the 

delay arising during MN’s IPv6 handoff, in support of interactive real-time application 

services.

A detailed evaluation of this architectural component showed that proactive handoff 

management can effectively eliminate any latency incurred by the network layer. This, 

however, fails to be the case for delay components arising at the link layer, or as a result 

of external factors such as (round-trip) delay due to congested paths. Proactive handoff 

management was found to exert no positive influence towards reduction of these latency 

components dominating the measure of persistent handoff delay. We define persistent 

handoff delay the measure of delay that persists during a proactive handoff as a result 

of factors1 beyond the control of the network layer.

To alleviate the aforementioned limitation, investigations in Chapter 4 concluded 

that the measure of end-to-end delay between the CN and the new PoA, as well as the 

measure of L2-handoff delay for the wireless technology at hand, must stay below the

Measure of L2-handoff delay characteristic of the wireless technology and round trip time delay as 
a result of link congestion
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threshold of 150ms. This would enable subsequent mobility management extensions to 

enhance feasibly the proactive handoff delay performance.

5.1.1 D iversity of L2-handoff delay am ongst w ireless technologies

A brief investigation over different wireless technologies reveals, however, signifi

cant disparity in link-layer handoff delay performance. For wireless technologies 

with regulated frequency bands where channels are allocated explicitly per MN (e.g. 

GSM/GRPS/UMTS), hysteresis-based handoff techniques [283] allow soft handoffs with 

effective cellular link-layer handoff delays in the order of < 50ms, for average traffic 

load and MN power requirements [284, 285, 286]. Such L2-handoff delay performance 

is owed to: (i) strict frequency allocation per communicating terminal, (ii) the ability 

of wireless MN terminal to detect the pilot signal of multiple cellular Bases Stations 

(BS) simultaneously, (iii) maintain associations with multiple BS for handoff control 

purposes.

On the contrary for local (or metropolitan) area wireless technologies (e.g 

IEEE802.11b/g/a, 802.16), as evaluated in Chapter 3, L2-handoff latencies can range 

between 150-430ms, depending on the vendor implementation, for nominal traffic load 

and power requirements. This is primarily due to: (i) deregulation of the operating ISM 

band, allowing unstructured channel assignment per AP (ii) pilot signal detection and 

association with a single AP at any time (iii) scanning of the entire range of ‘channels’ 

available with the operational ISM band, since frequency reuse/allocation is not strictly 

enforced.

Thus, for mobility management purposes, the differentiating factor between the 

two broad classes of wireless technology, namely IEEE 802.11/16 or cellular, appears 

to be the magnitude of L2-handoff delay period; cellular technologies exhibit, albeit at 

a higher deployment/management cost, a significantly smaller L2-handoff delay than 

IEEE 802.11/16 technologies in their core specification.

It can be seen that, coupled with the average round trip time delay (85-100ms), 

cellular L2-handoff latency effects a measure of persistent handoff delay in the region 

of 130-150ms; it implies that temporal disruption of MN’s IP flows becomes more pro

nounced for IEEE802.11/6, than cellular wireless technologies. The latter indicates 

that, 802.11/16 technologies require further optimisations at the link layer to achieve a 

manageable measure of L2-handoff delay, if proactive mobility management is to address 

successfully delay seamlessness.
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5.2 Problem Description
Despite the differentiation in L2-handoff delay performance between cellular and IEEE 

802.11/16, however, proactive handoff management remains insufficient, by itself, to 

address delay seamlessness during an IPv6 handoff, although it performs significantly 

better than current reactive MIPv6 management standards.

This is because, during this period, all (HA and CN) peers continue to transmit 

packet flows destined for the MN towards its last PoA, notwithstanding MN’s departure 

to a new PoA. This temporal disruption of packet flow towards the MN persists until 

the latter ultimately updates its bindings with its HA and CN peers.

For connection-oriented (TCP) transport protocols, IPv6 flow disruption is ex

perienced as transport-level retransmissions [287, 280]. In extreme cases of excessive 

one-way delay, TCP flows may be disrupted to the extent of connection resetting [43]. 

To this end, a number of solutions have been proposed by [287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292], 

ensuring responsiveness of the TCP function in the face of wireless medium access, man

ifested also through L2-handoffs. For a detailed analysis of TCP transmission issues over 

wireless links with particular emphasis on GPRS and 3G Cellular, see [293].

On the contrary,' connection-less transport protocols such as UDP/RTP which sup

port multimedia application services, IPv6 flow disruption is experienced by the MN as 

packet loss; UDP, employs typically no transmission control mechanism to provide any 

kind of assurance in packet delivery. In addition, the lack of instant notification upon 

the handoff-departure of the MN from its current PoA, gives rise to a temporal black 

hole effect; packets sent towards the MN, reach a dead-end as they arrive at the last 

PoA, since the latter: (i) has no indication of the MN’s departure, (ii) has no informa

tion about MN’s new PoA, (iii) has no mechanism provision for redirecting outstanding 

MN traffic. As such, during an IPv6 handoff, in-transit packets are never received by 

the MN and thus, rendered lost, as shown in figure 5.1.

For (non-interactive) streaming application services, it is up to the application to 

enforce a streaming play-out buffer [294] coupled with its own retransmission mecha

nism so as to damp any disruption in the communicated IP application service [295]. 

For instance, in the case of the 2.6-3sec handoff delay experienced under Mobile IPv6, 

streaming application services can perform satisfactorily by enforcing a play-out buffer2 

of 2-3 sec at the receiver. A tightly-coupled application-level retransmission mecha-

2This buffer is generated at initialisation time of the streaming service and accompanied by a corre
sponding play-out delay
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Figure 5.1: Temporal black hole effect during MN’s IPv6 handoff under standard MIPv6

nism, then ensures that packets lost during an IPv6 handoff are retransmitted by the 

sender, while the receiver consumes packets filling its play-out buffer. In this manner, 

non-interactive streaming services can enjoy acceptable performance over reactive (or 

reduced proactive) IPv6 handoff delays.

For interactive real-time services such as VoIP, a large play-out buffer delay is 

not viable for a number of reasons: (i) human interactivity requires a one-way delay 

bound of 100-150ms if communication is to sustain intelligibility [296], (ii) packet de

lay beyond the aforementioned bounds translates to late loss rates, since the play-out 

schedule of severely delayed packets impacts negatively intelligibility and thus, the flow 

of communication between humans, degrading its subjective service quality [297, 217].

Looking at wireline or stationary wireless networks, a voice call is reported to 

tolerate up to 10% packet loss rates according to [36]. Such loss rates are perceptibly 

tolerable (no annoyance) with the aid of receiver loss replenishment techniques such 

as packet loss concealment (PLC) [298]. These techniques rely on signal interpolation 

which in turn perform well under short packet loss runs (1-2 packets) [204]. Packet 

loss runs, however, during an IPv6 handoff are significantly longer (15-40 packets), for 

a nominal packetization rate of 20ms, than that managed by PLC techniques. Such a 

characteristic, precludes PLC as a viable technique of packet loss recovery during an 

IPv6 handoff.

From the above it may be seen that, stringent delay bounds for interactive real

time services make both packet retransmissions or packet loss concealment techniques
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impractical to pursue for the measure of persistent handoff delay.

A play-out buffer/adaptation algorithm3 at the MN may be capable of enhancing 

the delay performance of a VoIP flow during an IPv6 handoff only if:

• temporal black-hole effects in packets transmitted towards the MN are eliminated, 

during an IPv6 handoff.

• the measure of end-to-end delay does not exceed 100-150ms for highly interactive 

voice conversations and 200ms for voice communications of nominal interactivity.

It is intuitive that, black-hole effects may only be eliminated if the previous PoA 

forwards packets to MN’s new PoA, while its IPv6 handoff is in progress. With respect to 

the measure of end-to-end delay such guarantee can only provided if: (i) the L2-handoff 

delay of the underlying wireless technology remains below 150ms and (ii) the 95% 

percentile of the one-way delay between the CN and the new PoA can be guarranteed 

to remain below 150ms.

Annex F.2 presents a brief assessments on the empirical measure of handoff rate 

drawn from cellular voice communications.

5.2.1 H ypothesis

The measure and rate of IP flow disruption emerging during an IPv6 handoff, calls for 

additional mobility management functions to leverage its effect over interactive real-time 

services. Such function appears to be the one of flow forwarding between the previous 

and new PoA while MN’s IPv6 handoff is in progress.

We, thus, argue that from the perspective of the mobility management function, it 

is essential that packets transmitted towards the MN, pursue the MN towards its new 

PoA, instead of being lost at the previous PoA. In this manner, black-hole effects can be 

eliminated, while the delay bound for the packet flow sustaining transmission towards 

the MN, is tracked by the one way delay between previous and new PoA.

This chapter investigates the effects of a multicast-based, proactive flow forwarding 

management mechanism, for the purposes of: (a) eliminating black-hole effects due to 

handoff, (b) leveraging the measure of persistent handoff delay during MN’s IPv6 hand

off. In this manner, the overall mobility management architecture can address delay 

performance beyond the control of proactive handoff management at the network layer. 

We argue that proactive flow forwarding with minimal buffering at handoff PoA candi

dates, is capable of providing delay seamlessness over wireless networks towards support

3Annex F .l provides a short elaboration on play-out adaptation algorithms.
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of interactive real-time services. Such techniques are capable of reducing significantly 

or eliminating the associated packets loss, without resorting to application level packet 

loss management techniques such as forward error correction (FEC), packet redundancy 

or interleaving [204].

Furthermore, the dependence of the measure of persistent handoff delay on L2- 

handoff delay performance and the identification of more pronounced flow disruption 

effects in terms of delay and associated packet loss over IEEE 802.11 technologies in 

particular, calls for significant reductions on the respective measure of L2-handoff de

lay. To this end, we argue that proactive mobility management can provide sufficient 

state in a forward manner, to support successfully such L2-handoff delay reductions 

over IEEE 802.11/16 wireless technologies. The emerging principles from the proposed 

mechanisms/functions, in support of such hypothesis, remain generic enough to effect 

similar L2-handoff delay optimisations over other wireless technologies, in need of such 

support, for mobility management purposes.

To this effect, this chapter investigates further a minimal set of cross-layer optimi

sations between the wireless link-layer manifested through the AP subsystem of a PoA 

and the network layer represented through the AR device, as an integral part of MN’s 

current PoA.

5.2.2 O utline

Section 5.3 presents work related with flow forwarding for the purposes of mobility man

agement. It describes further existing work in L2-handoff delay performance and exist

ing optimisations to reduce the measure of link-layer handoffs over modern 802.11b/g 

WLAN systems.

Section 5.4 presents the system design of HandoffCast, a multicast-based flow for

warding management function in support of delay seamlessness, by guarding proactively 

against delay factors emerging below the network layer.

Section 5.5 evaluates the performance of proactive IPv6 flow forwarding manage

ment. Subsequently, Section 5.6, evaluates HandoffCast performance with respect to 

interactive real-time delay guarantees, through multicast-based flow forwarding.

Section 5.7 presents a summary of our findings concluding on the performance of 

HandoffCast as a viable flow forwarding function, extending the overall proactive IPv6 

mobility management architecture.

Additionally, Annex F.4 presents the set of generic cross-layer optimisations pro

posed, in support of expedited IPv6 mobility management through low-delay link-layer
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handoffs over IEEE 802.11 networks. The focus of these optimisations remains on 802.11 

wireless LANs. Cellular networks achieve significantly lower L2-handoff delays and thus, 

are not expected to affect delay guarantees supported by proactive IPv6 mobility man

agement (assuming native IPv6 signalling).

Annex F.5 presents an assessment of a proposed 802.11 link-layer (L2) handoff 

optimisation, targeting low L2-handoff delays.

5.3 Related Work

5.3.1 Flow forw arding

Malki and Soliman propose a flow forwarding mechanism identified as bi-casting [299]. 

This mechanism encompasses signalling from the MN towards the CN with CoA in

formation about MN’s candidate new PoA. On receipt of such signal the CN unicasts 

temporally the communicated packet flow towards the MN to two CoA destinations: 

the current and the candidate CoA address. While such approach does not require al

teration at the PoAs themselves, it introduces packet flow duplicates4 across the entire 

path between the CN and MN at two candidate PoAs. The effect is exacerbated end-to- 

end when the communicated IP flow is duplicated to more than two (n-cast) candidate 

MN CoA destinations. This implies unnecessary loading of the Internet backbone with 

redundant packet transmission and thus, inefficient use of bandwidth.

Perhaps the most popular approach of smoothing MN’s IPv6 handoff, that is, min

imise packet flow disruption during an IPv6 handoff, is the one of unicast tunnel for

warding from the previous to the new PoA. This was originally proposed in Mobile 

IPv4 [31] where routers acting as foreign agents could also act temporarily as interme

diate home agents for the purposes of packet interception and forwarding (to the new 

PoA) until MN’s handoff was complete. Such capability remained optional, while being 

redressed in a later working draft specification of the Low latency handoffs proposal 

[300],

Unicast tunnel forwarding has been proposed by a number of evolving 5 IPv6 

mobility management protocol specifications [300, 301, 33] aiming to support smooth 

IPv6 handoffs.

In the form employed by these mobility management protocols, PoA tunnel for

4at both wireline and wireless segments.
5These draft IPv6 mobility management recommendations are the subject of on-going standardis

ation effort. As a result their specification is subject to continuous changes, making it very difficult 
to assess the validity of any performance claims made. For this reason our assessment focuses on core 
ideas that have remained reasonably constant during the cycle of draft revisions.
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warding or bi-casting, enables unicast tunnelling of packets arriving at MN’s previous 

AR to a single new HAR candidate. Such form of path re-routing requires, however, 

that the new HAR candidate is identified in advance of MN’s IPv6 handoff.

The unicast tunnel arrangement of the aforementioned handoff management 

schemes assumes, almost invariably, an L2-handoff trigger among available new APs 

to determine precisely the exact new PoA. Such assumption, however, is not reflected 

by modern cellular systems. In such systems, a soft handoff is attainable by: (i) the 

ability of the MN to detect pilot signals from multiple BSs, (ii) the ability to remain 

connected with an active set of (neighbouring) BSs at any given time [302] while in 

soft handoff mode (iii) receive traffic from multiple BSs of the active set while in soft 

handoff mode.

These three factors imply that cellular technologies do not provide information 

about the exact new PoA. Instead, they rely on signal diversity, whereby the MN 

combines received signals from multiple BS to sustain communication quality during a 

cell handoff.

With respect to IEEE 802.11 technologies, while such assumptions may be valid 

for WLAN hosts operating in ad-hoc mode, they do not hold for WLANs operating in 

infrastructure mode; in such mode, 802.11b link-layer handoffs are by-design reactive. 

In infrastructure mode, a WLAN MN may be associated with only one AP at any time. 

Hence, the MN cannot receive signal strength information from, and thus identify, an 

active set of neighbouring PoAs (i.e. their AP subsystem) even if it exploits the channel 

leakage of its spreading over the operating channel.

Detecting APs incident to MN’s transit path, within its M-neighbourhood, requires 

at least one change in MN’s operating frequency channel followed by probes requests 

(see Chapter 3); such scanning phase requires that the MN detaches from its current 

PoA, initiating thus an L2-handoff. It is reminded that in the vast majority of WLAN 

802.11b/g implementations an L2-handoff implies scanning of all 136 ‘channels’.

Each of these ‘channels’7 require a minimum dwell time for probe purposes which 

varies according to the vendor implementation. The longest dwell time has been ob

served to be in the region of 38ms [303]; such figure is validated also by results of Section 

D.6.1. A quick estimate reveals a probe delay period of at least 380ms per scanning 

attempt for the slowest vendor implementation. Even by halving such dwell time, the

611 for North America under FCC.
7 more accurately frequency sub-bands
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probe delay alone approaches the hard delay bounds of interactive real-time services, 

without accounting for round-trip delays. Such delay is, clearly, disruptive for MN’s 

on-going packet communication with its peers. Annex F.3 presents related work on 

mechanisms aiming to reduce link-layer handoff delay in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs.

As a result, fast handoff proposals that rely on the ability to anticipate an imminent 

link-layer handoff by means of comparing signal strength between AP neighbours cannot 

be applied to IEEE 802.11 WLANs operating in infrastructure mode. It follows further 

that, since the MNs cannot receive MAC frames transmitted from other APs within its 

M-neighbourhood, it is not possible for the MN to receive multiple router advertisements 

from neighbouring ARs and maintain a list of neighbouring PoAs a priori for future 

use.

It may be seen that, for the purposes of either unicast PoA tunnel forwarding or 

bi-casting, prediction of the exact next AR in advance of MN’s handoff, is expected to 

be highly inaccurate in a multi-cell WLAN M-neighbourhood due to: (i) the short-term 

non-determinism in the mobility pattern of the MN (ii) the availability of multi-AP 

overlap. While link-layer signal strength hints may suggest that the MN moves away 

from the the current PoA, they cannot indicate the direction in which such movement is 

made. Moreover, even by means of interleaved detection of multiple APs, the availability 

of multiple beacons does not provide sufficient discriminators about MN direction to 

resolve accurately the handoff PoA candidate. Hence, link-layer signal strength, does 

not necessarily provide a meaningful hint about MN’s next AR handoff candidate in 

the majority of managed handoffs.

The above imply that over 802.11 WLAN links, in-advance path re-routing under 

unicast tunnel forwarding or bi-cast meets significant limitations, since the exact new 

PoA cannot be determined in advance over WLAN networks, either through L2-handoff 

triggers or signal strength hints. To this end, we argue that mobility management 

proposals, such as Fast Handoffs [33] or low latency handoffs [300] which predominantly 

use unicast tunnel forwarding or bi-casting to effect a smooth handoff, base their claim 

on idealised mobility scenarios that do not reflect handoffs under multiple PoA handoff 

candidates or ping-pong effects. Such effects occur with significant frequency in cellular 

environments [304]. For a more detailed discussion on ping-pong effects see Section 

5.4.8.
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5.4 HandoffCast: Proactive flow forwarding during IPv6 

handoffs

Focusing on flow forwarding management, we have seen that proactive path rerouting 

through bi-cast fails due to unpredictability of MN’s direction of movement: it cannot 

identify accurately a single PoA candidate in advance of MN’s next IPv6 handoff for 

the majority (e.g. 90-percentile) of MN’s handoffs.

Extending bi-casting to tunnel packets to multiple new PoA candidates is essen

tially a very inefficient form of multicast, since it requires k copies of the same packet 

to be unicast to all (k ) PoA members of the R-neighbour hood. On the contrary, a 

multicast-based path rerouting mechanism employed during an IPv6 handoff, removes 

such inefficiency, since it forwards a single copy of the packet to AR handoff candidates, 

members of the R-neighbourhood.

Multicast-based rerouting has been applied so far either at the edge of a network 

domain in micro-mobility proposals [232, 231], or end-to-end in certain macro-mobility 

proposals [184], at the HA/CN peers towards the MN. Each approach balances certain 

trade-offs; initiating multicast forwarding at the edge of the network carries the com

plexities of single point of failure, and traffic concentration over a single link, traded-off 

for optimal path re-routing. Supporting multicast forwarding end-to-end, generates 

multicast trees that are severely limited in terms of scalability, as they span multiple 

different administrative domains between the source and the receiver. It is reminded, 

that one of the fundamental limitations in the deployment of multicast has been the lack 

of control on cross-domain routers participating on the construction of the multicast 

delivery tree.

To combine positive benefits from multicast forwarding, while leveraging unwanted 

trade-offs from the above approaches, this investigation looks at supporting multicast 

forwarding at MN’s previous point of attachment (PoA). To this end, we augment the 

proposed mobility management architecture with a tightly-coupled, multicast-based, 

path re-routing mechanism, that sustains packet flow towards the MN through PoA 

neighbours, during MN’s IPv6 handoff; such mechanism is collectively identified as 

HandoffCast.

HandoffCast is a multicast-routing protocol abstraction, that redirects transmis

sions destined for the MN, by having IPv6 flows pursue dynamically MN’s mobility 

pattern during a handoff, within its current M-neighbourhood. Disruption of commu
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nication flows can thus be avoided, while packet loss during MN’s handoff is minimised, 

at the extent allowed by the residual measure of persistent handoff delay.

Since bi-casting is a special case of multicast, it is intuitive that a multicast-based 

tunnel forwarding mechanism, performs as well, during MN’s IPv6 handoff. Handoff

Cast, makes further provisions in allowing a non-deterministic MN mobility pattern to 

bounce freely over candidate PoA while engaged actively in interactive packet services.

5.4.1 A rch itectu ra l Overview

An IPv6 CoA identifies state for two functions essential for the reachability of a host 

behind a visited network: addressing and routing. For each change in MN’s CoA, 

its addressing and routing will also change. Such change becomes imperative during 

MN’s IPv6 handoff, to sustain packet transmission with its peers. HandoffCast takes 

on the view that for the duration of the handoff, the MN must refrain from changing 

its addressing and routing, that is to say, the MN must refrain from changing its CoA 

during an IP handoff.

Given that a unicast CoA address becomes topologically incorrect as soon as the 

MN changes its subnet PoA, it is becomes unrealistic to require that the MN avoids the 

explicit change of its unicast CoA during a handoff. Instead, by employing multicast, 

the HandoffCast forwarding function ensures that MN’s addressing and routing remains 

intact for the duration of its handoff.

To achieve minimal management costs, it is essential that the associated Handoff

Cast identifier stays the same at least within a single administrative domain, indepen

dent of the visited PoA, for the duration of the IPv6 handoff. This can be achieved 

through the multicast group CoA identifier. For the purposes of HandoffCast such 

identifier is referred to as Handoff Care of Address (HCoA).

In IP-Multicast routers ‘conspire’ to abstract routing and addressing behind a sin

gle, network-independent identifier for the purposes of efficient, scalable multi-receiver 

source transmissions. In a similar manner, HandoffCast abstracts further the underlying 

multicast routing function, in the context of handoff management; by ‘inviting’ routers 

to support path rerouting of packet flows towards the MN over its HAR candidates, 

HandoffCast targets to eliminate flow disruption during MN’s handoff. Such goal is in 

turn dependent on a persistent handoff delay bound < 200ms.

To minimise the disruption of IPv6 flow transmissions towards the MN, Handof

fCast requires that IP Roaming state has been established proactively at the current
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PoA8 (AR C) ahead of MN’s next IPv6 handoff, as presented in Section 4.8.

Once established, components of IP-Roaming state (valid within MN’s R- 

neighbourhood) are mapped, through HandoffCast, onto MN’s allocated HCoA, 

uniquely identifying the MN during the period of its handoff. The mapping allows 

CoAs proactively allocated at the HAR neighbours, to join  the HCoA address, ahead 

of MN’s IPv6 handoff.

It is important to note that HandoffCast forwarding management aims to address 

delay-bound path rerouting for MN’s on-going IP flows, in a robust manner; that is, 

independent of MN’s non-determinism in its mobility pattern. Given that exact deter

mination of MN’s next PoA, in advance of MN’s handoff is frequently infeasible, due to 

propagation or ping-pong effects, a robust solution would be required to consider multi

ple PoA handoff candidates and effect multiple signalling interactions in preparing MN’s 

next IPv6 handoff. On these grounds it may be seen that robustness is unavoidably 

traded-off with increased signalling per mobile node.

It is thus, essential to acknowledge that HandoffCast adopts this trade-off in favour 

of robust performance targeting delay seamlessness guarantees; that is to say, Handof

fCast is expected to support delay seamlessness during flow forwarding, at the cost of 

increased signalling for the purposes of HCoA group management, on a per MN basis. 

The emerging question is what is the measure of signalling overheads on an MN basis? 

under what conditions can such overheads hinder the scalability of the proposed proac

tive mobility management optimisation? These issues are addressed at the performance 

evaluation of HandoffCast in Section 5.6.

Upon detection of MN’s imminent handoff, HandoffCast is triggered to initiate flow 

forwarding, by having A R C re-route MN’s traffic towards MN’s HCoA for the duration 

of the handoff. Multicast routing undertakes the dispatch of packets to candidate PoAs 

with ultimate destination MN’s tentative CoAs. Hence, traffic forwarded towards MN’s 

HCoA, continues to pursue MN’s ultimate (unicast) CoA destination.

Packets arriving at a PoA neighbour are first buffered and conditionally forwarded 

over the wireless link, if the MN appears on that link. A circular buffer of 200ms worth 

of packets is adopted for each of MN’s flows. While the MN remains absent for more 

than 200ms the PoA neighbour drops packets at the head of the buffer as new packets 

populate its tail. Such buffering strategy at the AR neighbour is followed because: (i)

8For the purposes of HandoffCast management the terms PoA and AR are deemed equivalent and 
hence used interchangeable for the rest of this chapter.
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holding packets longer than 200ms for interactive real-time applications yields a late 

loss rate; (ii) the MN has appeared on the link of a different AR neighbour and thus, 

has already received a copy of this traffic.

The MN is assigned an HCoA once, when it first enters a new WISP domain. To this 

end, HandoffCast assumes that multicast deployment is available on an intra-domain 

basis. Allocation of the multicast CoA per MN is performed by means of a simple 

mapping between the allocated unicast CoAs at PoA neighbours and MN’s HCoA. It is 

noted that since the scope of the multicast CoA is domain-wide, the same HCoA may 

be used by the same MN at a new domain, as long as this is not used by another MN in 

that domain. By adopting a strict algorithmic mapping between proactively allocated 

unicast CoAs for a single MN and its respective HCoA, the possibility of duplicate 

HCoAs between MNs across different domains can be eliminated.

5.4.2 H andoffC ast M anagem ent Triggers

Two critical aspects in the performance of HandoffCast are: (i) the moment that flow 

forwarding is initiated from the current PoA towards its neighbours, (ii) when buffered 

traffic at a PoA candidate should be forwarded over the wireless link. These aspects 

are dependent on three distinct events potentially experienced by the MN during its 

IPv6 handoff: (i) detachment (ii) attachment (iii) ping-pong. Ping pong effects represent 

about 15-22% of handoffs in cellular systems [305]. For 802.11 systems ping-pong effects 

are reported even for stationary MNs [306].

The best method of indicating any of these three event while eliminating the pos

sibility of false positives9 is by adopting a cross-layer optimisation through link-layer 

(L2) triggers. This is because, during an IPv6 handoff, the MN is subject first to a 

link-layer (L2) handoff before it effects a network-layer (L3) handoff, irrespective of the 

wireless technology.

The above argues in favour of the emerging fact that the overall IPv6 handoff pro

cess may only be expedited at the cost of sacrificing layer-independence, in a controlled 

manner.

Focusing on WLAN networks, such L2-trigger can be provided by means of the de

association/ re-association signal of the 802.11 link layer. This kind of notification 

information is readily available at both the AP and the MN through their respective 

802.11 management function [307].

9A false positive with respect to handoff, is an apparently truthful indication of an imminent L2- 
handoff (precursor of an IPv6 handoff) due to SNR fluctuations which, however, does not give rise to 
an actual L2-handoff.
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The de-association signal is exploited when the MN experiences either a detach

ment or a ping-pong from its current PoA. On the contrary, the re-association signal is 

exploited when the MN experiences an attachment to a new PoA. Figure 5.2 illustrates 

the three events and the use of association10 signalling.

MN
( C U R R E N T )  ( N E W )

PoA. PoA MN
(NEW)  ( C U R R E N T )  
PoA PoA

Flow Arrival

De Association

Flow Forward

is1 Flow Forward

Re Association

Suffer Forwardu.

MN
(NE W) ( C U R R E N T )
PoA PoA

Jy
Buffer Foriward

D e Association%  t

“ -low Forward

DETACH ATTACH PING-PONG

Figure 5.2: Events indicating an L2-handoff and use of de-association/re-association as 
reliable network-layer handoff triggers

In particular, when the MN detaches from its current PoA it may signal a de

association message. Alternatively the PoA (i.e. the AP subsystem) times out the 

particular MN association, when the number of link-layer retransmissions11 exceed a 

threshold of 10 attempts. Under such configuration, link-layer retransmissions due to 

collisions must always be set at a significantly lower bound (about 3). This ensure that 

the AP can discriminate between collisions and de-association.

HandoffCast is initiated at the current PoA through the DETACH link-layer trigger. 

Buffer forwarding at the new PoA is initiated through the ATTACH link-layer trigger. In  

the event that the MN is detached from its new PoA due to either signal or movement 

trajectory fluctuations, the initiated HandoffCast is sustained until the MN settles at 

some new PoA. In  such case, the PING-PONG trigger is enforced at the new PoA.

In this manner, the HandoffCast function sustains receipt of MN’s traffic for the 

duration of the handoff, at the new PoA, with no dependence on the dispatch of Binding 

Updates (BU) towards MN’s peers. The new PoA can be any HAR neighbour within 

the respective R-neighbourhood, supporting MN’s movement pattern at 360° degrees 

within the corresponding M-neighbourhood.

10 In cellular systems the association signal is defined as attach signal.
11L2 retransmissions are effected on a psec basis
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On completion of MN’s handoff, HandoffCast identifies the PoA neighbours for 

which availability of configured CoAs is not required anymore. Consequently, these 

PoA neighbours are requested to leave MN’s HCoA address, since they do not belong 

to MN’s new R-neighbourhood.

It is important to distinguish between when a handoff is to happen and where, (i.e. 

with which A R n) is to take place. The DETACH L2-trigger facilitates instant notification 

about when the IPv6 handoff is effected. The ‘where’ question is dealt with by the 

proactive handoff management function; that is, by combining proactive IP-Roaming 

state establishment and L2-hints activating the appropriate portions of pre-established 

IP Roaming state (see Section 4.8.4).

The above L2 triggers may be generalised over any wireless technology, since most 

wireless technologies must offer in some form detachment and attachment functions 

between the MN and the AP subsystem of the PoA. Standardisation of such L2-triggers 

must enforce the availability of a control signal sent to the network layer of the PoA 

system, when a wireless station is either detached from or attached to its AP subsystem.

5.4.3 M anaging H andoff C are-of A ddressing

A soft CoA (sCoA) tuple representing MN’s tentative CoAs, is generated during state 

establishment by the handoff management function as elaborated in Chapter 4. Such a 

sCoA tuple is subsequently mapped to MN’s HCoA address as shown in figure 5.3. The 

mapping is achieved through multicast group membership over the respective links of 

the PoA candidates.

It is noted that the mapping between the sCoA tuple and the HCoA address re

mains transparent to MN’s peers. Both HA and CNs send packets towards the MN 

through A R C with no knowledge about the existence of an HCoA address. During 

MN’s handoff the previous PoA simply ensures that MN’s traffic can be received over 

any PoA neighbour that has joined MN’s HCoA address.

HCoA address allocation takes place only once at the first AR (home or visited) of 

every network domain accommodating the MN. The scope of the HCoA address remains 

domain-wide [308]. By bridging domain-wide multicast routing through inter-domain 

unicast tunnels, the MNs’ HCoA address can attain virtual inter-domain scope and thus, 

support IPv6 handoffs also across domains. We postpone inter-domain HandoffCast 

management until later sections.

By bridging the multicast-enabled WISP domain-‘islands’ through unicast tunnels,
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Figure 5.3: Mapping the HCoA multicast address onto unicast IPv6 tentative CoA 
unicast listener instantiations of the MN

the Proactive IPv6 mobility management architecture can support deployment over ex

isting Internet infrastructures. However, such approach assumes a peering relationship 

between WISPs, in a manner similar to the CADENUS SLA framework [309, 310]. Sim

ilar peering relationships are currently in effect in cellular systems, and thus realistic to 

envisage. This is because the set of participating WISP has a joint interest to accom

modate a portion of traffic, generated by mobile users, each over its own network, while 

sustaining access ubiquity.

Clearly, in the event that multicast IPv6 routing is supported also on an inter

domain basis, the scope of the multicast HCoA can be relaxed, with the HCoA identifier 

being valid across the Internet. In such event, the MN is allocated a permanent HCoA 

address, allowing for global handoff reachability.

5.4.4 H CoA  address a llocation  algorithm

To allocate a HCoA address, HandoffCast devises a simple mapping between the MN’s 

unicast CoA address and the generic multicast IPv6 address formats specified in [308]. 

Such a mapping is similar to unicast prefix-based multicast addresses proposed by Thaler 

et al. [311]. The need for a simple transparent multicast HCoA allocation mechanism 

is collision avoidance [312]. It is essential that the HCoA identifies a unique MN within 

the domain for the purposes of an IPv6 handoff; otherwise traffic destined for one MN 

would be erroneously be received also by another.

A unicast IPv6 address whether static or Care-of (i.e. mobile), must normally
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comply to an aggregatable format [313]. Under such format, 64 bits are allocated to the 

network identifier, while the remaining 64 bits are allocated to the interface identifier of 

the MN. The 64-bit network identifier is normally configured by the network provider 

at the ARs and characterises the network prefix of the network visited by the MN. It 

comprises of a 3-bit format prefix (FP), a top-level aggregation identifier (T L A id ), an 

8-bit reserved field, a 24-bit next level aggregation identifier (N L A id ) and a 16-bit site 

level identifier (S L A i d ) as shown in figure 5.4. The N L A i d  allows the breakdown of 

an administrative domain into multiple provisioning sub-domain (ISPs). The S L A i d  

enables each provisioning domain to identify its own hierarchy of subnets. It can be 

seen that the 64-bit network identifier changes for every subnet providing access to the 

MN.

Unicast IPv6 address

Network ID

3 13 8 24 16 64 bits

FP TLAJD RESRVp NLAJD SLAID Interface ID

8 4 4 112 bits

FF FLG S Group_ID

Multicast IPv6 Address

Figure 5.4: Comparison between standard unicast and multicast IPv6 address formats

The 64-bit interface identifier (ID) of an IPv6 address is typically generated12 

by means of a unique EUI-64 rule [314], acting on the link-layer identifier (aka MAC 

address) of the MN’s wireless network interface card (NIC). The NIC’s identifier may 

be described either by a fixed 64-bit [314], or 48-bit MAC address [109]. Irrespective of 

the MAC address size, the EUI-64 rule gives rise to the same, unique, interface identifier 

for the purposes of IPv6 address generation.

Alternatively, the interface ID of the MN may be described cryptographically, by 

means of its public key, by means similar to [281]. Such public key is associated with 

MN’s wireless network interface and remains fixed to that interface. To ensure support

12other algorithms that yield a unique interface ID may be employed.
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of multi-homed MNs, it is required that each NIC  maintains its own public/private key.

In either of the two cases, the 64-bit interface identifier of the MN remains always 

the same for the IPv6 CoA to be obtained in each visited network, irrespective of the 

provisioning domain.

In contrast with unicast, a multicast IPv6 address, maintains a simple network- 

independent format as shown in figure 5.4. A prefix format (FF) indicating a multicast 

address, a 4-bit flag and a 4-bit scope for the multicast address. The remaining 112 bits 

are allocated to the group identifier.

Unicast IPv6 address

Network ID

i 3 13 8 24 16 64 bits

i FP TLA JD RESRVD N L A JD SLA ID Interface ID

8 4 4 48

s

64 bits |

FF FLG S handoffHash(MNpublic Key) Interface ID

HandoffCast Group_ID
HandoffCast HCoA IPv6 Address

Figure 5.5: HandofCast-specific mapping MN’s unicast address space onto its HCoA 
mutlicast address

Given the commonality of the interface identifier over MN’s any IPv6 CoA, it is 

possible, for the purposes of HandoffCast management, to personalise a multicast HCoA 

address for the MN, with its unicast-based 64-bit interface identifier; this is sent to A R C 

during IP Roaming state establishment. In addition, the MN can sign its 64-bit interface 

identifier with its private key, generating a 48-bit unique handoff-hash. This is shown in 

figure 5.5. In this manner the 64-bit identifier certifies a unique HCoA address bound 

to the particular MN during its handoff.

The purpose of such handoff-hash is two-fold: (i) it can be used for the purposes 

of non-repudiation during IP-Roaming state establishment when accompanied by a 

corresponding public key13 for that MN, (ii) it can be used to increase the number 

of bits comprising the HandoffCast group identifier and thus reduce significantly the

13The strength of both the private and public key for handoff purposes need only be 48-bits, and be 
regenerated every few handoffs
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probability of clashes.

The probability of an HCoA address allocation clash can be estimated combinato- 

rially as follows. Let p be the number of available bits to randomise within a Handoff 

Care-of address in HandoffCast, and k the number of allocated HCoA addresses. Then 

n = 2P is the set of possible HCoA addresses generated by p bits. Combinatorially, the 

number of ways that k allocated out of n available HCoA addresses can be formed is 

given by the fundamental formula n(n — l)(n  — 2) • • • (n — A; +  1) =  For each of

these equiprobable ways, the size of the population is n\ =  ri2  — ■ ■ ■ = =  n implying

the size of the total HCoA address population is n k. Hence, the probability of no clash 

at the kth  IPv6 address is:

P (H C oAk *  H CoA*_0 = +
nk

n\
(n — k)\ nk ^

Assigning P{HCoAk ^  H CoAk-i) =  q, the probability of two multicast IPv6 

addresses clashing on the kth  generated HCoA address is:

nl
P (H C oAk = H CoAk-i) =  1 -   ------——r  (5.2)

(n — k)\ n K

Using Sterling’s approximation we compute the probability of collision for 32, 64 

and 112 bits. Figure 5.6 shows the probability of collision for the three discrete bit sizes.

As expected the size of HCoA group identifier for 112 bits, yields a much lower 

collision probability for a significantly large number of HCoA addresses; 32-bit identifiers 

yield 4.2950e+09 HCoA addresses before the number of collisions becomes prohibitive; 

a 64-bit HCoA group ID yields 1.84e+19 HCoA addresses, while a 112-bit identifier 

yield 5.19e-(-33 addresses before experiencing significant number of collisions in HCoA 

address allocation.

5.4.5 In tra /In te r-d o m a in  H andoffC ast routing

HandoffCast is a sparse mode routing protocol that builds a single delivery tree per 

HCoA address, shared by all senders of the group. As such, its core routing function 

is based on the notion of shared trees centered at a multicast core through protocols
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Figure 5.6: Probability density function of collision between allocated HCoA addresses, 
as a measure of varying group identifier size.

such as, bi-directional (sparse mode) protocol-independent multicast (PIM-SM) [315] 

or core-based trees (CBT) [316, 186].

To avoid traffic concentration on links near a single RP-router, HandoffCast em

ploys the approach of a distributed RP  set within each domain. To distribute the traffic 

load more evenly and thus, scale better across the network topology of a domain, each 

RP handles a specific range of HCoA addresses. This avoids further rebuilding the entire 

tree for each MN handoff, at the cost of suboptimal (triangular) routing [317]. Such de

sign choice trades route optimality for protocol resiliency; this is because RP placement 

at the domain border with the Internet backbone, as followed by hierarchical schemes 

such as M&M or IDMP introduces single points of failure, while they concentrate all 

traffic over single nodes as seen in Chapter 2.

The suboptimal route trade-off does not impact negatively the performance of 

the protocol mechanism, considering that one-way delay over intra-domain paths is 

normally fairly small (with average 15-20ms with heavy tails at 30-40ms); thus, even by 

suboptimal (intra-domain) routes the one-way delay between previous and new PoAs 

is not expected to affect the delay performance of the communicated flow between the 

CN and the MN.

Intra-domain RPs may discover each other’s identity by means of a dynamic boot

strap protocol [318] or, alternatively, given a small set, may be configured manually on 

PoAs. Placement of RPs is typically effected either by means of administrative selection 

or simple heuristics [319].
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Figure 5.7: Inter-domain IPv6 handoff: bridging two RPs for bordering domains within 
the virtual R-neighbourhood of MN

HandoffCast remains functional across domains by bridging selected RPs between 

domains as shown in figure 5.7. To avoid multicast group state information accumulat

ing at the border routers, HandoffCast employs a peer-to-peer routing approach typically 

found in content-sharing systems [320]. A minimal set of selected RPs from each do

main are introduced through a peering relationship, to RP peers from other domains 

that emerge as AS neighbours through MN’s current R-neighbourhood. As a result 

introduced RP peers from different domains, operating over the same HCoA ranges can 

effect inter-domain forwarding of the relevant HCoA flows by means of a unicast tunnel.

The peering relationship emerges dynamically from the early stages of HAR discov

ery (HARD). Whether through manual configuration or dynamic intra-domain boot

strap, PoAs within a domain identify their RPs. An RP peering between two domain 

neighbours that have PoAs within the same R-neighbourhood accommodating the MN, 

is effected during HAR discovery; a Handoff AR update is augmented to include also 

the identity of its RP peer operating over MN’s particular HCoA address range. It is 

intuitive that for a small, manageable number of RPs apportioning satisfactorily the 

total number of operational HCoAs into managed ranges, PoA neighbours can inform 

each other about the entire set of RP peers with a very small number of messages, 

effected proactively.

PoAs acting as the designated router (DR) forward the identity of the established 

RP peer for automatic inter-domain bridging for the purposes of inter-domain Hand

offCast forwarding. By exploiting cross-domain consistency of the multicast HCoA
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allocation process described earlier, packets can be forwarded transparently once Hand

offCast is initiated, over inter-domain tunnel bridges to the relevant RPs and still get 

delivered to cross-domain PoA neighbours, while the MN’s is executing its IP handoff.

5.4.6 HCoA  m em bership  m anagem ent

Once allocated, the HCoA address is attached onto the IP-Roaming state prepared 

by the current PoA (A R C) (proxy-stateless generation), before sent via the respective 

CtS-Response back to the MN.

From the perspective of HandoffCast management, once the MN receives its IP 

roaming state, sends an explicit join Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) membership 

Report [321] to its A R C for that HCoA address. An explicit join on the part of the 

MN, is required to ensure that the MN configures the multicast filter on its hardware 

interface [109], while the receiving AR enables multicast forwarding for that HCoA on 

the local link.

A R C requests further that members of its virtual R-neighbourhood join the same 

HCoA for the purposes of MN’s handoff. Members of the R-neighbourhood must enable 

forwarding of traffic destined towards the MN’s multicast HCoA in their downstream 

interface. This is because tentatively, there exists interest in that traffic by at exactly 

one host identified by the soft CoA already allocated.

Under traditional IP multicast semantics, traffic destined to a multicast group 

(address) is forwarded in the downstream interface of an AR, if there exists interest by 

at least one host. This is the case during HandoffCast forwarding; there exists exactly 

one receiver: the roaming MN.

Despite the MN’s residence on a different link, the soft CoA allocated for it proac

tively at the new AR, makes a statement of tentative but imminent existence for that 

MN: the MN is soon to exist on that network link and is interested in the particular 

group traffic. In fact, in this light HandoffCast may provide also support for native 

IP-Multicast communications over mobility enabled IPv6 wireless networks; this is, 

however, beyond the scope of this thesis.

The request of A R C onto members of its R-neighbourhood is effected by sending to 

each AR neighbour an implicit join  or I-Join message; this signal triggers the normal 

join process by the AR neighbour, according to the multicast listener discovery (MLD) 

standards [322, 323, 324]. In effect, the MN joins indirectly, under HandoffCast man

agement, its multicast HCoA address at PoA members of its R-neighbourhood, which 

are candidate for its next IPv6 handoff; that is, it expresses interest in its own traffic
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at candidate points of attachment during its next IPv6 handoff. The devised multicast 

HCoA allocation algorithm ensures that such interest remains unique.

The explicit join of the MN, is effectively solicited by the A R C, through the dispatch 

of the IP Roaming state. The MN must join the HCoA address, if flow forwarding is 

to be supported during its next IP handoff. For reasons of signalling economy, the 

solicitation is piggybacked in the CtS-Response message to the MN by means of a 

join-bit flag (J).

The purpose of a solicitation is urgency, the MN must immediately join its HCoA 

address, once it has received its Roaming state for the purposes of its next IPv6 handoff. 

The reason of urgency for a roaming MN is multi-fold: (i) IP roaming state is critical 

for handoffs and thus, must be in place before other state (such as AAA or QoS) can 

be also proactively established, (ii) the residence period of the MN within an CA is 

non-deterministic, (iii) cell-bounce (aka ping-pong) effects can occur.

An implicit join  can implemented in two possible forms: (i) persistent and (ii) 

periodic. A persistent I-Join message is included in the CtS-Generate message, sent 

by A R C to the AR neighbours during state establishment time. It is essentially a flag 

and encompasses also MN's HCoA that the AR neighbour must join. This piggybacked 

signal requires no timer setup on the part of the AR neighbours and thus, no periodic 

refreshes; instead A R C explicitly requests the particular AR neighbour to leave MN’s 

HCoA group where necessary through an implicit I-Leave message.

Persistent I-Join/Leave handshakes simplify significantly the implementation of the 

HandoffCast mechanism in contrast to their periodic counterparts. This is because: (i) 

MLD reports are signalled indirectly for the purposes of HandofCast management, (ii) 

a persistent MLD membership report scales better for large number of HCoAs. This 

is because it economises on signalling per HCoA, given that every HAR maintains and 

signals to its own R-neighbourhood. Under a periodic MLD reporting regime, every 

last hop AR would incur a fixed signalling overhead simply for the purposes of keeping 

their HandoffCast neighbours alive per HCoA address.

For a persistent I-Join message, we extend the current IGMPv3 specification [322]; 

A R C transmits a modified14 MLD membership report to each of the candidate A R n 

neighbours, on behalf of the MN as a tentative visitor for each candidate A R n link.

Each of the PoA neighbours, receiving an I-Join message, enables multicast for-

14 Only by means of a persistence flag
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warding for the HCoA address over that link interface where the soft CoA generated is 

topologically correct.. The PoA neighbour enables a join to that HCoA, while defending 

for mobility management purposes the soft CoA already allocated for the MN. Figure 

5.8 illustrates a simplified spanning tree topology over which an AR neighbour (e.g 

A R nq) is instructed to manage HCoA group membership through implicit persistent 

MLD reports from the current PoA (AR_c). It becomes apparent that HCoA member

ship management is performed through indirect signalling via MN’s current PoA.

Flow re-routing under HandoffCast is enforced only for the period of MN’s IP 

handoff. When the MN does not engage in an IP handoff, the HandoffCast function is 

suspended. Suspension of traffic forwarding over the HCoA group does not imply tear- 

down of the delivery tree for MN’s HCoA, at A R C. This is because IP traffic pursues 

its destination host (i.e. the MN), through the corresponding HCoA, on a per-handoff 

basis.

Instead, the multicast delivery tree is managed by having both previous and new 

PoA signal selected HAR neighbours, the explicit expiry of their membership for that 

HCoA address. In this manner, HandoffCast ensures minimal multicast tree reconfigu

ration. It follows that through such approach, the RP effectively tracks the movement 

pattern of the MN by adjusting its HCoA delivery tree to current sCoA receivers.
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5 .4 .7  H a n d o ffC a s t o p e ra t io n  d u r in g  M N ’s IP v 6  h a n d o ff

HandoffCast assumes that Handoff AR discovery (see Section 4.7) has established a 

complete mapping of MN’s R-neighbourhood, while IP Roaming state has been estab

lished proactively with its current PoA. With state in place, HandoffCast prescribes that 

the current PoA invites the identified PoA neighbours to join MN’s HCoA indirectly, 

in advance of MN’s next IPv6 handoff.

Upon exceeding the range boundaries of the current PoA’s serving coverage area, 

the MN de-associates with its current AP. The de-association signal at the AP subsystem 

initiates the DETACH L2-trigger interfacing to the HandoffCast initiation function of that 

PoA. Hence packets destined for the MN are now forwarded to the MN’s HCoA address.

HandoffCast buffer 
(max 7-8 packets/MN/AR)

Internet

conditional forwarding 
upon receipt o f  
Neighbour Advert by MN

HCoA

AR

f
AR_n5AR_n2

V /  AR_n4AR_n3

Figure 5.9: HandoffCast buffer configuration at candidate PoA

During this period, the MN is already actively scanning for new PoAs 

through a link-layer handoff. Link-layer AP discovery maps through the respective 

(APID i ,  Channela p i D i ) L2-hint the associated AP onto MN’s new primary CoA ad

dress from the sCoA tuple candidates (see Section 4.8.4). Throughout the period of 

MN’s handoff, packets arriving at a new PoA neighbour are stored temporarily on 

a circular buffer of about 200ms. The configuration of HandoffCast buffers at the 

candidate PoAs is shown in figure 5.9.

As soon as the MN completes the association stage of the L2-handoff, the AP 

subsystem initiates the respective ATTACH L2-trigger that: (i) removes the PROACTIVE 
flag from the tentative neighbour cache entry stored at the new PoA during sCoA 

configuration time (ii) instructs the AP buffer to forward the stored packets over the
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wireless link and deliver them to the MN on-link This forwarding is enabled through the 

standard motions of a reachable neighbour cache entry as per the Neighbour Discovery 

standard [107].

As the MN has effectively completed its IPv6 handoff by means of the ATTACH 

L2-trigger established by the PoA, it can update immediately its bindings by sending a 

binding update (BU) to its peers, both HA and CN(s). This is followed by an HCoA- 

Disable (HCoA-D) message to the A R p, through its new primary CoA, to request 

suspension of HandoffCast forwarding through its HCoA address. The HCoA-D message 

causes the previous PoA to (i) stop forwarding over the HCoA address (ii) inform 

neighbourhood-redundant PoA neighbours to leave MN’s HCoA address.

HandoffCast forwarding Considerations

HandofCast, employs multicast IP-in-IP encapsulation to forward traffic destined for 

the MN towards all its candidate PoAs; this is collectively identified as a HandoffCast 

Tunnel, shown in figure 5.10. Multicast-based IP-in-IP encapsulation is essential for two 

reasons: (i) packets arriving at MN’s previous PoA are destined to MN previous CoA, 

before MN’s handoff has completed. Without multicast-based IP-in-IP encapsulation 

the previous PoA would need first to strip out the packet’s unicast IPv6 header, before 

attaching the multicast header, (ii) ingress filtering may prevent forwarding if only the 

destination address is changed; in such case the CN appears as the source, as opposed 

to the address of the previous PoA.

IPv6 HandoffCast forwarding is effected by matching the destination address in the 

packet with a HandoffCast Cache (HC-C) entry mapping to MN’s respective HCoA.

We note that arrival of HandoffCast packets at the receiving MN does not depend 

on any unicast (current or tentative) sCoA allocated for the MN; instead the configu

ration of the hardware interface (link-layer) multicast filter at the MN, depends only 

on the last four octets of the HCoA. Thus, all is required between the MN and an AR 

neighbour is link-layer connectivity together with (link-local) neighbour reachability.

A HandoffCast tunnel requires the use of a HandoffCast tunnel (HC-T) flag placed 

as a destination option in the outer IPv6 header of the encapsulating packet. The A R C 

must also mark the < N ex t H e a d e r  f  i e l d >  within the encapsulating UDP header, with 

a special type that is called IP-ENCAP and denotes an encapsulated packet as the payload 

of a UDP header.

On receipt of the HandoffCast packet, the MN checks whether the HC-T flag has
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unicast VoIP packet

previous AR

decapsulated packet

HandoffCast Tunnel
(m ulticast I P - in - IP  encapsulation)

Internet
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H C oA ! U:X::A

H CoA! U:X::Al

MN

| H CoA | U:X::A| : sim plified packet view

Figure 5.10: HandoffCast tunnel during MN pursuit of downstream traffic under Proac
tive handoff management

been set in the destination options of the IPv6 header; in addition the MN checks the 

UDP header, whether the <Next Header f ield> has been set with the IP_ENCAP value 

denoting UDP encapsulation of an IP packet. If this is the value of the next header 

field in the UDP header then, the decapsulated packet is then re-submitted back to the 

IP stack.

However, the packet would now have as destination address MN’s previous CoA 

configured at A R V\ for this reason,the MN must keep its previous CoA active15 until its 

has updated its new bindings with its peers; that is, during the period of its IPv6 handoff 

the MN maintains an interface configured with two CoA addresses: (i) its previous 

CoA, required for HandoffCast downstream communications, (ii) its new primary CoA, 

required for normal upstream communications with its peers. The handoff period is 

terminated by MN’s bindings update to its peers.

We note that such temporal usage of two CoA by the MN does not affect routing to

wards the candidate PoAs of the MN in any way. For the period of the handoff, the MN 

simply de-multiplexes bidirectional communication with its peers, through two identi

fiers: the previous CoA for downstream packet reception, and the new primary CoA for 

upstream communication. The notion of stream-demultiplexing under HandoffCast is 

illustrated in figure 5.11.

15 A single NIC interface can be configured with more than one IPv6 addresses.
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(previous CoA)
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unicast Handoff 
(bidirectional comms)downstream downstream

Figure 5.11: Stream-de-multiplexing under HandoffCast. The MN exploits temporally 
its previous CoA to de-tunnel HandoffCast packets within its network stack. Down
stream routing remains unaffected.

5 .4 .8  M a n a g in g  n e tw o rk -la y e r  p in g -p o n g  effects

Typically, the MN updates its peers with its bindings, whenever it moves to a new PoA. 

Excessive updates may, however, occur when the MN’s handoff rate increases as a result 

of ping-pong effects [325]. A ping-pong effect occurs inherently16 in direct sequence (DS) 

CDMA systems as a result of multiple-access interference (MAI) [326].

A wireless MN receiver employs typically interference cancellation, to discriminate 

between the receiving and interfering signals of multiple APs. To achieve this, the 

detector employs normally iterative techniques17 for (signal) matrix inversion [327]. 

Well-behaved reception achieves usually signal detection within a few18 iterations.

A ping-pong effect occurs as a result of a tendency of the iterative method, for the 

sampled bit-error rate (BER) of the detected signals, to alternate between two states 

as a function of the iteration index: the BER envelope for the odd appears to be better 

that the envelope of the even iteration per signal [304]. When the signal is affected by 

propagation effects (e.g. path loss, multi-path fading), the detector decision oscillates 

between the ‘best’ BER experienced by receiving and interfering (but competing) signals 

and thus triggers a link-layer handoff.

Propagation effects are in turn sensitive to MN’s movement trajectory and propa

gation obstructions. Ping-pong effects emerge typically at the boundaries of coverage

16 based on the impossibility of maintaining spreading code orthogonality
17e.g. Jacobi iteration
18as many as the size of the signal matrix
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areas. However, such effects may also be experienced when the MN appears to be well 

within the range of a particular PoA [306]. An example of such change of direction 

is the turning of the MN around corners returning temporally to the previous PoA 

before continuing towards the long-term destination, while PoA neighbours maintain 

some minimum overlap [328]. This is shown in figure 5.12. Ping-pong induced hand

offs in cellular systems account for 15-22% of the location update cost [305, 236]. It 

is intutive that a similar cost propagates at the network layer, translating for mobility 

management, to binding updates towards MN’s peers.

Ping-pong effects are traditionally handled at the physical or link layer. Depending 

on the measure of propagation variance [329], ping-pong effects can be reduced by 

introducing a measure of hysteresis at the physical/link layer whereby a conservative 

power (link) margin [330] of the wireless link is allowed to fall below a hysteresis margin 

of a few dB. Typical power margins for a wireless link have values of around 3-7 dB.

Ping-pong effect MN’s perspective of Ping-pong effect 
over WLAN coverage

• B

C case I

B*

case I (between APs)
case II (between AP and overlap area) case II

Figure 5.12: Ping-pong effect experienced by the MN amongst neighbouring APs.

Through a hysteresis margin at the MN, the wireless link caters effectively for a 

grace period (which is dependent on MN’s velocity) within which the MN may either 

return back towards its current cell centre or move over the neighbouring CA. For small 

propagation variance a < 7, hysteresis schemes perform satisfactorily with a typical 

hysteresis coefficient of h = 3dB [331].

From the perspective of the network layer and subsequently IPv6 handoff manage

ment, a ping-pong effect implies cascading IPv6 handoff between two AR neighbours 

in two distinct cases: (i) one where the MN oscillates fast between the previous A R p
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and the new PoA A R n, (ii) one where MN’s mobility pattern incurs a cascading IPv6 

handoff between the previous A R p and two different neighbouring new ARs A R n and 

A R n+\. In both of these cases, shown in figure 5.13, cascading IPv6 handoffs between 

two PoAs translate to an increase of MN’s binding updates to its peers. It is essential 

for the purposes of IPv6 mobility management to reduce unwanted binding updates 

until temporal PoA handoff oscillations have settled.

Figure 5.13: Ping pong between two APs (case I) or between an AP and an overlap 
area of two new AP neighbours (case II)

For both the above cases, a ping-pong occurs among adjacent AR neighbours di

rectly reachable by A R p within its R-neighbourhood. As shown in figure 5.14 in a case-II 

ping-pong, the apparent movement of the MN towards CAb forces it to experience an 

S N R b > S N R c , resulting an apparent L2-handoff to CAb. However as the MN turns 

momentarily towards C A c, the MN is found instantly out of range from CAb resulting 

a cascading L2-handoff to C A c

For mobility management mechanisms that do not explicitly support network layer 

ping-pong effects in either of the ping-pong cases, the above would result two con

secutive binding updates towards all of MN’s peers and thus double temporally the 

location update cost. Under HandoffCast, the MN continues to receive its traffic over 

its HCoA address until it attaches to some PoA neighbour, plus a small time period 

Te19; this period is identified as network-level (L3) hysteresis for the purposes of IP 

handoff completion.

An L3-hysteresis aims to reduce the temporal number of BU signals sent by the

Apparem Handoff (ping)

n

(case I) apparent handoff (ping) (case II) cascading handoff (pong)

C ascading H andoff (pong)

Direction of movement

(a) case I (b) case II

19defaults to  1000-1500ms
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apparent L 2 -hando ff (ping)

SNR_B > SNR_C

SNR_B = SNR.

SNR_B < SNR_C

cascading L 2-handoff (pong)

Figure 5.14: The SNR experienced by the MN incurs an apparent L2-handoff immedi
ately followed by a cascading L2-handoff as a result of temporal changes in MN’s short 
term direction.

MN to its peers as a result of ping-pong effects. During this period, packet reception of 

MN’s traffic is sustained through its HCoA address.

The MN maintains also a measure of its handoff rate compared against a threshold 

of 1 handoff/sec after each handoff; if the rate exceeds this threshold, then the MN 

increases exponentially its L3-hysteresis period up to an upper bound20 of 5000ms. A 

similar technique is adopted in modern cellular (UTRA/UMTS) systems for cells that 

belong in the Neighbour Set as likely candidates for the Active Set during a soft handoff 

[332].

Exceeding the handoff rate threshold is guaranteed to be caused only by temporal 

changes in MN’s mobility pattern, locally within its M-neighbourhood, as shown in 

figure 5.15; this because, the MN can only exceed such handoff rate either:

• due to temporal changes in MN’s direction with respect to the cell boundaries of 

APs within its current M-neighbourhood.

• due to a magnitude of velocity that on average is greater or equal to transmission 

range of the AP at the new PoA. In this case the MN must interact with APs 

outside its current M-neighbourhood.

To assess the possibility of occurrence for the second case, we evaluate the mag

nitude of MN’s velocity under the transmission range specification typically met in

20Majc_Random_HCoA_Rx Stop _D elay  in specification [129]
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Changes in M N 's direction 
within M -neighbourhood

Figure 5.15: The improbable case of a handoff rate > 1 handoff/sec due to velocity.

IEEE802.il vendor implementations. This may be found in Table E.l, Section E.2. If 

one assumes that each of the transmission ranges of Table E.l define the boundaries of 

a WLAN coverage area, then Table 5.1 shows the hypothetical velocities required by 

the MN to ensure a handoff rate equal to 1 handoff/sec.

propagation \  B/w (Mbps) 11 5.5 2 1
km/h

Obstructed environment (F loors) 
Semi-obstructed (Vin/mitdoars) 

Free Space (Voutdoors)

90
180
576

126
252
972

144
324
1440

180
414
1980

Table 5.1: Velocities required by the MN to ensure a handoff rate of 1 handoff/sec at the 
coverage boundary of each signalling rate. Such velocities are clearly unattainable and 
thus, render the 1 h/sec threshold due to MN speed, strongly improbable; for instance, 
for an indoor propagation environment the MN would require a velocity of 144 km/h 
to effect a handoff rate of 1 h/sec.

For all signalling rates, each defining its effective cell boundary21, the MN is re

quired to maintain vehicular speeds that are strongly improbable to attain over most 

terrain environments.

For instance, for obstructed indoors environments, the MN can only experience a 

handoff rate of 1 handoff/sec if it sustains an average velocity of 90-180 km/h, which 

is clearly impossible to attain. In a similar fashion semi-obstructed (city) or free space 

propagation environments (country/suburban) require that the MN maintains average 

velocities above 180 km/h, clearly an impossible case given current vehicular speed

Velocity >= to Tx range new PoA (CA_8) 
(Interaction with APs outside 
M N’s current M -neighbourhood)

21 at the particular sensitivity threshold.
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limits22 and terrain obstructions.

Hence, exceeding the handoff rate threshold of 1 handoff/sec over administrative 

domain that span horizontally is guaranteed to occur only as a result of temporal changes 

to MN’s direction with respect to cell boundaries of its current M-neighbourhood. The 

above shows that, a handoff rate above 1  handoff/sec is predominantly owed to ping-pong 

effects, typically near the coverage boundaries of the AP. An example of its measure may 

be seen in figure 5.16.

Ping Pong effects

i. 0 8

0 .4

0.2

20 2001 4 0
T im e (min)

Figure 5.16: Ping-Pong effects emerging from measure of MN’s handoff rate

Other causes of a handoff rate above 1 h/sec is the case of vertical handoffs [149], 

It is reminded that an M-neighbourhood operating under HandoffCast forwarding, is 

not limited by neither horizontal nor vertical service provisioning. Hence, the MN is 

able to effect a vertical handoff, subject to a minimum cell residence period and thus, 

yield a higher handoff rate.

With respect to handoff completion, when the L3-hysteresis period elapses, while 

MN’s handoff rate remains below 1 handoff/sec, as shown in figure 5.17, the MN sends 

a standard BU to its peers (CNs/HA) to inform about the new primary CoA. At the 

same time the MN sends a HCoA-Disable (HCoA-D) message to A R p, through its new 

primary CoA, to request suspension of traffic forwarding through the HCoA.

The HCoA-D message instructs further A R P to manage group membership of the 

HCoA address; it includes ‘pruning’ of PoA neighbours that do not belong in the MNV-

22It is important to  note that for high speed vehicles, such as aircrafts, different types of wireless 
technologies and thus transmission ranges would be applicable
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Po A_n 1 PoA_n6

PoA_c PoA_n5
PoA_n2

Handoff Rate >= 1 H/sec 
(MN ping-pong)

Handoff Rate < 1 H/sec 
(MN settled)PoA_n3

PoA n4

Figure 5.17: MN settles at a new Point of Attachment (AR+AP)

RNV mapping of A R n. A R P derives such set by comparing MN’s new primary CoA23, 

with its tentative mobility matrix.

5.4.9 R efreshing IP  R oam ing S ta te

Once the MN has settled onto some A R n, it is essential to maintain a valid PoA tuple, 

for its next IPv6 handoff transition; all of its allocated CoAs must be valid within its 

new current R-neighbourhood.

To that effect, the MN requests from the new PoA (A R n) an IP Roaming state 

update by means of a standard CtS-Request message with the update flag set; Such 

request initiates on the part of the new AR, a PoA tuple refresh for that MN, encom

passing a IP-Roaming state delta between the R-neighbourhood of MN’s A R p and A R n, 

identifying the new AR neighbours.

ARs in the R-neighbourhood of A R P maintaining group membership in MN’s HCoA 

group address leave the multicast tree, by means of an explicit request by the previous 

PoA. The new A R C is aware of the LLA of the MN, since it created a soft CoA for that 

MN during its movement at A R P. Hence, the new A R C simply confirms the CtS-Request 

based on trust, built during IP-Roaming state generation delegated in MN’s previous 

handoff by the previous PoA (A R p).

A refresh of IP-Roaming state in the M-neighbourhood is depicted in Figure 5.18; 

the schematic assumes an M-neighbourhood of 6 PoAs; however, the principle can be

23source address of the HCoA-D message
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partial PoA -tuple refresh

PoA_nl PoA_n6

PoA
PoA_c

PoA_n4'

PoA_n3

Figure 5.18: sCoA-tuple reuse within the MN’s PoA tuple during continuous movement

generalised for any M-neighbourhood size. During the first IP Roaming state allocation 

the MN receives a PoA tuple with six new sCoA-tuple constituents. After its first 

IPv6 handoff, MN’s PoA tuple need only be updated with another three sCoA-tuple 

constituents. For a random PoA neighbourhood size, an IP Roaming state update 

requires in general, about half the number of soft Co As allocated during MN’s first 

IPv6 handoff.

In the next subsection we present the algorithm in which resolution of redundant 

and new AR neighbours is performed. It encompasses further the PoA tuple update, 

that allows the MN to maintain valid IP-Roaming state during its next IPv6 handoff.

Resolution of the PoA -tuple delta

The CtS-Request update message sent by the MN includes also the address of the 

previous PoA (A R P) in a manner similar24 to MN hints under HARD, presented in 

Section E.3.2. On receipt of this message, the new PoA (A R n) determines the AR 

neighbours common to both A R n and A R P, by checking the address of A R P against 

the contents of its tentative mobility matrix (see Section E.3.3), shown in Figures 5.19 

and 5.20. Once the common PoAs have been determined, A R n initiates generation of 

the IP Roaming state update delta for the new PoA neighbours. Such signal directs 

implicitly the new AR neighbours to join MN’s existing HCoA address.

Furthermore, the HCoA-Disable signal sent by the MN, directs APp to prune from

24The signal may be optimised by combining M /R  neighbourhood discovery and context state estab
lishment (CtS-Request) into a single control signal
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'Common' operation

LEAVE HCoA

Figure 5.19: Sustaining accurate mapping of AR neighbours on MN’s HCoA group 
routing identifier

MN’s HCoA address, any redundant PoAs; these are PoAs that are not found in MN’s 

current R-neighbourhood.

Pruning of redundant PoAs is achieved by having the previous PoA send an im

plicit leave (I-Leave) to these PoA neighbours; the PoA neighbours common to the 

R-neighbourhood of both A R p and ARn remain onto the HandoffCast tree. The I- 

Leave signal, flags further the release of redundant IP-Roaming state, at redundant 

AR neighbours, namely addressing and reachability state pertaining to the sCoA tuple 

configured previously for the MN.

Derivation of the PoA-tuple delta is performed by means of 3 simple set operations: 

common, include, exclude. The PoA tuple update operations are defined as follows:

Com m on(CtSp,C tS n) = (CtSp,C tS n) (5.3)

Indude{C tSp, C tS n) =  C tSn — Common{CtSp, C tSn) (5-4)

E xdude{C tSp, C tS n) =  C tSp — Common(CtSp, C tSn) (5-5)

where rnvP)n are the RNV vectors of A R P and A R n maintained in their RNV Cache. 

Figure 5.20 illustrates the tentative mobility matrix maintained in the RNV-Cache of 

an AR; according to the above operations, the resulting vectors V cornrn0n , V include  and 

Vexclude  take the following sample values according to Figure 5.19:
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Figure 5.20: Resolving redundant AR participants through the tentative mobility ma
trix. The previous PoA determines the set of PoAs that are excluded from MN’s current 
R-neighbourhood according to Eqn. (5.5). The new PoA identifies the set of PoAs that 
are included in MN’s current R-neighbourhood according to Eqn. (5.4).

C tSp = C tS u  = {14,8,9,15,18,19,13}

C tSn = C tS 8  = {8,3,4,9,14,13, 7}

CtScommon(CtSi4 ,CtS8) {8,14,9,13}

CtSinclude((CtS1 4 ,CtS8 ) =  {3> 4, 7}

C tS Exciude((Cts 1 4 ,cts8) = {15,18,19}

Forced disruption of IP  connectivity

It is possible that due to limitations in wireless coverage, the movement pattern of a 

MN may enforce a disruption of IP connectivity in its current mobility neighbourhood; 

typical example is movement through road tunnels, or underground train stations. In 

these cases, the MN appears from the perspective of the network potentially as (i) 

performing a handoff or (ii) unreachable. The second case may also give rise to the 

scenario where the MN resumes IP connectivity at some AR out of the current PoA’s 

M-neighbourhood.

In the event of a forced disruption of IP connectivity, the current PoA initiates 

HandoffCast assuming the MN has performed an IPv6 handoff. Past the L3-hysteresis 

period, the current PoA, delays flow forwarding for an additional time Ttdi] this time
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period is identified as tra n s ie n t d isconnec tion  in terva l (T D I) and represents the in

terval permissible for transient IP connectivity disruptions before the MN is considered 

out of network coverage. Upon expiry of this time interval, the MN is assumed unreach

able by the network, and A R C expires the corresponding entry in its CS-Cache; A R C 

ensures further that all PoA neighbours remove their membership from MN’s HCoA 

address.

Upon re-connection with an expired TDI at the same A R C, the MN must re-acquire 

new IP Roaming state for its current R-neighbourhood. If the TDI interval has not 

expired, the MN simply refreshes its neighbour cache entry for A R C as REACHABLE 

according to [107]. Subsequently the MN must signal A R C with an HCoA-D to suspend 

flow forwarding.

In the event that the MN re-connects with an AR different than A R C, the MN must 

discard its existing IP Roaming state and provide its link layer address to the new A R n 

for the acquisition of fresh IP Roaming information.

5.4.10 D elay Seam lessness and Security C onsiderations

Most IPv6 mobility management standards currently proposed by the IETF, mandate 

MN authentication mechanisms common to the ones of the Mobile IPv6 standard. This 

is the case for both Fast Handoffs [33] and Hierarchical MIPv6 [301] specification or 

their derivatives [300].

One of the most important issues in terms security under IPv6 Mobility manage

ment is authentication of Binding Updates or control signalling in general, sent to peers 

by the MN. To this end, the Mobile IPv6 standard (and through it, most popular 

mobility management mechanisms) identifies a secure mechanism of binding updates 

identified as Return Routability (RR) described briefly in Section D.1.6.

The RR mechanism enforces authenticity of the MN as the true originator of a 

Binding Update sent to its CN peers, by means of a challenge-response test, initiated 

by the MN and conducted by the CN through two paths: (i) via the HA, (ii) through 

the route-optimised path between CN-MN (i.e. direct to MN’s new CoA). Such means 

of authentication, however, introduces significant latency in cases of increased RTT, 

as discussed in Section 3.7.1. The RR function incurs a BU delay component that is 

at least two times longer than that of an unauthenticated BU. This is the case for 

every handoff the MN performs between PoAs and applies for all existing mobility 

management extensions including as Fast handoffs and HMIP.

In an effort to reduce delay introduced by such security mechanisms, Proactive IPv6
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mobility management follows a different approach to the RR mechanism; authentication 

of BU control messages is enforced by means of public-private key non-repudiation [333] 

applied onto an extended form of Binding Updates, identified in Proactive IPv6 mobility 

as Signed-Binding Update (S-BU).

The mechanism removes the need for multiple cryptographic generation functions 

on the MN by placing the requirement for a single light-weight25 certificate authority 

that may be co-located on the HA or on-link with the HA host. To simplify the de

scription of the mechanism we assume that such certificate authority is co-located on 

the HA host; the mechanism assumes that the HA host is secure.

In advance of its IPv6 handoff, the MN sends proactively a Non-repudiation Qual

ifier (NRQ) message to the communicating26 CN. The message includes a digital signa

ture [333] (generated by the MN) and the address of the certificate authority (the HA) 

where MN’s public key may be obtained.

Once the CN receives an NRQ message, it extracts the NR-signature and contacts 

the HA through a PK-Request, requesting the public key for the source address of the 

node. The CN then receives MN’s public key, by means of a digital certificate; it then 

performs a test-MN-verification on the extracted signature by using MN’s public key. 

If the test is successful then the public key received by the HA (and compared with the 

one sent by MN), maps to one and only one address: the home address of the MN.

After the completion of its IPv6 handoff the MN sends a Signed-BU to the CN. 

The MN signs the BU and includes the signature into the NR option. The CN receives 

the BU message directly by the MN, extracts its NR signature and conducts an MN- 

verification.

It can be seen that the CN receives MN’s authentication credentials with no de

lay incurred during the period of MN’s binding updates. Hence, the non-repudiation 

mechanism of signed-BUs introduces no additional delay during the critical period of 

an IPv6 handoff. On the contrary, Mobile IPv6 doubles the RTT delay of a BU signal if 

authenticated under the RR mechanism. Figure 5.21(a) illustrates the amount of delay 

incurred during RR-authenticated BUs under Mobile IPv6, while figure 5.21(b) shows 

the delay incurred by means of the signed-BU mechanism.

The signature is first prepared by generating a hash of MN’s IPv6 address; such

25Such a certificate authority can easily accommodate a manageable number (in the order of 1000- 
10000) of MN certificates that can serve one or more links of a single M-neighbourhood

26Speculative NRQs are discarded. The MN has to establish first packet communications with the 
CN before it can send an NRQ message
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Figure 5.21: Comparative Delay incurred by the RR-authenticated BUs under Mobile 
IPv6 and signed-BUs under Proactive Mobile IPv6.

hash is identified as BU-digest. The BU-digest is then encrypted with MN’s private key; 

the encryption output forms MN’s signature.

A CN verifies27 the signature extracted from the NR option on the received packet, 

by means of decrypting the NR signature with MN’s public key, obtained from the 

HA (certificate authority). The resulting message digest is compared against the BU- 

digest yielding from the hash of MN’s current address. If the two digests agree then the 

originator of the packet is assured to be the MN.

With respect to non-repudiation arising from the allocation of HCoA address Sec

tion 5.4.4 proposes the generation of a handoff-hash that may be embedded onto the 

generated HCoA and associated with the LLA address of the MN, while at its home 

network.

Generalising signed-messages for critical control signalling

The above mechanisms of signed-BU may be generalised for any form of critical control 

signalling. For instance, discovery of M /R  Neighbourhood mappings discussed in Sec

tion E.3.2, exploits MN hints about the IPv6 address of their A R P. It is possible that 

MNs could provide false hints about the address of their previous AR maliciously. In 

such case it may prove beneficial to require the digital signing of such information from 

the MN, so that the receiving AR can identify accurately nodes that behave maliciously 

and revoke access privileges accordingly.

In a similar manner, the MN may be required to sign any initialiser data for the

27whether as a test at the home network or as a result of a BU message by the MN
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purposes of proactive context state establishment. Such is the case in IP Roaming state 

establishment. From a security perspective it is imperative that the MN signs ‘claimed’ 

identification information such as its link-layer address, when requesting establishment 

of state under some context, typically through a CtS-Request. Thus, any subsequent 

state generated is based on accurate information, as opposed to generating state that is 

based on false initialisation data. A false digital signature over any information signed, 

can ensure that access to malicious MNs is revoked according to some access control 

policy [].

We should note that the above mechanism does not assume a flat PKI infrastructure 

in the order of millions or hundred of thousands MN certificates. On the contrary, the 

size of the PKI infrastructure required to manage digital certificates under Proactive 

IPv6 mobility management can be successfully segmented into a hierarchy of light

weight certificate authorities tracking the number of (or potentially collocated with) 

Home Agents (HAs) allocated within an administrative wireless network domain.

5.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of HandoffCast as a complementary func

tion of proactive mobility management in support of delay seamlessness. This evaluation 

assumes IEEE802.il as the underlying wireless technology, given the increased measure 

of delay incurred during a link-layer (L2) handoff.

To this end, Annex F.5 looks first into the performance of the measure of persis

tent L2-handoff delay, as a result of the cross-layer optimisation of 802.11 scan latency 

proposed in Annex F.4.

5.6 HandoffCast Performance - M ethodology

Having shown that proactive guiding of the AP scanning process, can yield sufficient 

delay reductions, to allow an 802.11 WLAN L2-handoff to complete in < 100ms, we 

focus our evaluation, by means of NS-2 [250] simulations, on the performance of Hand

offCast flow forwarding. In particular, we are interested to know whether HandoffCast 

can support successfully delay seamlessness by complementing Proactive handoff man

agement over handoff delays beyond the control of the network layer. Such support to 

be efficient must incur a measure of persistent handoff delay below 200ms.

The above hypothesis rests on the performance of HandoffCast evaluated on three 

accounts:
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• L2-handoff delay performance aided with the aforementioned devised optimisation 

over 802.11 networks, with a target of < 100ms.

• a targeted forwarding delay of < 100ms between the new and old PoA during 

HandoffCast forwarding.

• a total end-to-end one-way delay between the CN and the MN at the new PoA 

< 200ms, during MN’s IPv6 handoff.

Furthermore, we assess the cost of HandoffCast in terms of signalling overheads, 

for the purposes of supporting delay seamlessness. It should be reminded that, delay 

seamlessness below the network layer may be afforded only at the cost of additional 

signalling overhead from a protocol optimisation.

With this in mind, we assess what is the measure of additional signalling required to 

establish and maintain HandoffCast forwarding for the duration of an IPv6 handoff, on a 

per MN basis. Such a measure will enable an assessment on the trade-off between delay 

seamlessness and signalling overhead. It provides further, a control measure towards 

future work on subsequent optimisations of predictive control on the effective size of 

MN’s underlying R-neighbourhood, that tracks the measure of signalling cost incurred 

under HandoffCast.

To this end, the simulated wireless network is assumed to operate under average 

error-free, load conditions. Traffic loading is simulated at 50% of the wireless link 

capacity (1Mbps), comprizing of a traffic mix28 identical to the one introduced for 

experimental measurements in Chapter 3 (see section 3.6.1).

The error-free simplification does not detract from the validity of the proposed 

mechanism, since all mobility management signals are acknowledged.

The simulation model employed adopts essentially the methodology of Section 4.9.1, 

modified by specific HandoffCast extensions. In particular, the L2-handoff delay model 

is adapted to reflect the aforementioned optimization, with an effective maxChannelTime 

of 8.2ms. The MN implementation is further augmented to support proactively guided 

channel probing, over the set of channels, operating solely within MN’s current PoA 

neighbourhood.

With respect to HandoffCast, a non-leaf AR is configured as the RP, fixed on a 

random non-leaf AR node within the topology for a different PoA density. Four PoA

28A total set of 4 unidirectional flows: 2 TCP flows at 15 Kb/sec and 1 UDP flow at 10 Kb/sec all 
destined to the same stationary wireless node in each WLAN cell. The measured VoIP flow consumed 
1.62 Kb/sec for a GSM (CBR) encoding at 13.3 kbps.
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Figure 5.22: Node degree and associated link distance for generated PoA topology 
participating in HandoffCast simulations

densities were evaluated, namely 45, 70, 140 and 200 leaf PoAs within the topology. 

During generation of such set of topologies, we found that on average a set of x  leaf 

PoAs requires the existence of nearly 2x (leaf and non-leaf) AR nodes. The random 

non-leaf AR node selected as the RP for each PoA density was kept fixed for all 20 

iterations generation in each PoA density simulation scenario.

Four different node-degrees29 were recorded during RP placement over an AR node, 

for the respective four PoA densities experimented; (i) for PoA=45 the RP has a node- 

degree=8, (ii) for PoA=70 the RP has a node-degree—6, (iii) for PoA=140 the RP has 

a node-degree—2 and (iv) for PoA=200 the RP has a node degree=3. Figure 5.22(a) 

illustrates the node-degree of a 45-PoA topology (RP placed on node 63). The under

lying multicast forwarding protocol is configured and extended over the bi-directional 

PIM-SM (sparse mode) NS-2 implementation.

Round trip times are synthetically pre-computed by assigning a one-way delay over 

the shortest path, between the assigned (fixed) CN and each of the candidate PoAs 

(leaf ARs) within the entire topology. The measure of one-way end-to-end (e2e) delay 

is generated from a shifted gamma distribution, according to Section 4.9.1, Section 2.3.3 

and Section 2.3.3.

■ Additionally, nodes with a higher node degree are assigned a delay weighting; this 

reflects the probability of non-leaf ARs with a higher node degree experiencing a higher

29Node-degree is defined as the number of connections to other nodes in an undirected graph. For a 
directed graph it becomes fan-in/out depending on the direction.
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traffic load and thus, due to queue build-up, experiencing a higher forwarding delay 

over the particular link. Such weighting is also influenced by propagation delay of the 

connecting link distance, illustrated in figure 5 .2 2 (b).
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Figure 5.23: Calculating the Shortest Path between the a source and a destination node, 
using Dijkstra’s greedy SP algorithm.

For the measure of one-way delay, the above configuration produces an e2e delay 

measure, which is differentiated by the size of the PoA topology, as shown in figure 5.24. 

For larger PoA densities the number of non-leaf ARs within the topology, with a node 

degree > 1, increases; this results into an increase of high-node degree ARs in the CN—* 

old/new PoA path, which in turn may increase the one-way delay contribution per fink 

traversed due to the above delay weighting.

Such link-delay conditioning is employed for the purpose of evaluating HandoffCast 

forwarding performance under an increasing measure of e2 e delay between the CN and 

candidate leaf-PoAs. The above setting gives an overall CN—> candidate PoA e2e delay, 

independent of the PoA topology, with the following percentiles: Q 2 5  — 35.4ms, Q$q = 

40.7ms, Q7 5  = 49.1ms, Q 9 5  =  83.8ms and Q9 9 . 9  =  138.3ms.

Delay over HandoffCast paths is monitored by measuring the one-way delay of 

packets forwarded upstream over the (old PoA—> RP) path and downstream over the 

(RP—> new PoA) path; to achieve this, we compute through Dijkstra’s greedy Shortest 

path algorithm [269, 334], the shortest path between the nodes: (i) old PoA, (ii) RP, 

(iii) new PoA.

In addition, to assess the measure of total e2e delay as a result of HandoffCast 

forwarding between the previous and new PoA, we compute further the shortest path
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Figure 5.24: Empirical p.d.f and 95% confidence interval for measure of one-way delay 
for the direct path between CN—► candidate PoA , as a function of PoA density. Such 
measure of e2e delay is applicable for both old or new PoA accomodating an MN.

between the CN and the old PoA, where the MN is residing. A visualisation of such 

computation during the simulation is illustrated by figure 5.23.

We note that measurements are traced past the transient period of HARD state 

convergence, where HandoffCast appears to perform at steady state. To this end, results 

focus solely on proactive handoffs assisted through HandoffCast flow forwarding.

5.6.1 S im ulation R esu lts

Persistent handoff delay and  forwarding delay component

Figure 5.25 presents the average measure of persistent handoff delay effected solely on 

the HandoffCast path between the previous and new PoA, as a function of PoA density, 

at a 95% confidence interval.

For AR topologies > 140 leaf PoAs, we note a steep increase (about 79ms) in 

the measure of persistent handoff delay from about 80ms to 158ms. Such increase 

in the measure of this type of handoff delay is due exclusively to the measure of the 

underlying one-way delay component between the previous and the new PoA, as opposed 

to increased L2-handoff delay measure. This behaviour can be seen also in more detail 

in Annex F.7.

Looking at the forwarding delay component of figure 5.26, when packets are path 

re-routed over HandoffCast towards MN’s new PoA, we find that the increase is critically 

dependent on the choice of AR node placement of the RP. Such rise in forwarding delay, 

emerges specifically from the differentiation on node-degree of the router where the RP
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is configured, rather than a hop increase due to explicit higher non-leaf AR density 

within the topology.

High HandoffCast delay incurred for small node degree

„  0 16

Node Degree = 2
Node Degree = 3

Node Degree =

Node Degree = 6

Low HandoffCast delay 
incurred for large node-degree

220
No of PoA

Figure 5.25: 95% Confidence Interval of Persistent Handoff Delay measure effected at 
previous PoA—>RP—>new PoA during HandoffCast forwarding, as a function of the 
number of PoAs.

Figure 5.27 presents the hop measure effected on different segments of the forward

ing path between the CN and the MN at both previous and new PoA. It can be seen 

that before MN’s handoff, packets arriving at the old PoA experience a nearly constant 

number of hops; namely, the forwarding segment (A=CN—> old PoA) exhibits a nearly 

constant average measure of 10-12 hops before MN’s IPv6 handoff, depending on the 

non-leaf AR density of the PoA topology.

On the contrary, during MN’s handoff, the average number of hops exhibits a mea

sure of variation over the HandoffCast forwarding path (B+C=previous PoA—>RP—>new 

PoA). Significant variation on the number of hops may influence the measure of one-way 

delay component between the previous and new PoA. The variation is predominantly 

dependent on the node-degree of the RP placement. This becomes evident by sim

ply comparing path (A) with each individual segment (B=previous PoA—>RP) and 

(C—R P—mew PoA) of the HandoffCast forwarding path (B+C).

The measure of hop variation for path (A) appears to range from 1-2 extra hops, 

when the non-leaf AR density increases discretely from 45 to 70, 140 and 200 nodes and 

the shortest path is not explicitly effected through the RP. On the contrary, for path (B) 

and (C) we note that when forwarding is effected through the RP, the average variation 

in hop count becomes pronounced when the RP node-degree varies significantly; while
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for a density of 45 (node-deg=8) and 70 (node-deg=6) non-leaf ARs topology, the path- 

15 length does not vary more than 1 hop, at a density of 140 (node-deg=2) and 200 

(node-deg=3) the length of path-B nearly doubles to an average of 12 and 10 hops 

respectively. A similar behaviour is noted for path (C).

The above effect becomes more pronounced, when accounting for the total hop- 

count of the complete HandoffCast forwarding segment (B-f-C). The average number of 

hops increases from 12 (node-deg=8) and 11 (node-deg=6) at 45 and 70 non-leaf AR 

density, to 22 (node-deg=2) and 18 (node-deg—3) hops at a density of 140 and 200 AR, 

respectively. These figures are confirmed by first order statistics derived in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.26: Components of one-way delay A=CN—̂ previous PoA, B=previous
PoA—>RP and C = R P —>new PoA comprising the total path between the CN and its 
MN peer during its IPv6 handoff

The aforementioned variation is magnified when considering the total path length of 

between the CN and the MN, namely (A +B+C=CN —̂previous PoA—>RP—mew PoA); 

when compared with the original shortest path (A), we notice an increase on the average 

number of hops per MN handoff, of 10 for PoA densities of 45 and 70 nodes, with 19 or 

15 additional hops emerging for PoA densities of 140 and 200 PoAs respectively. The 

latter attests a significant delay contribution by the additional 9 and 5 hops encountered 

when the RP placement experiences a small-node degree. This is confirmed by the total 

one-way delay measure of figure 5.28 tracking the average total CN-MN delay during 

the course of MN’s IPv6 handoff.

The above findings indicate, further that, small variations in the path length (1-2 

hops) is insufficient to distinguish between the RP node-degree or PoA density as the
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Figure 5.27: 95% Confidence Interval of hop measure effected between the CN and the 
MN before and during MN’s IPv6 handoff. It may be seen that for RP placement onto 
a node with a small node-degree, each path component experiences a larger increase on 
hop count than RP placements on nodes with larger node-degree.

dominant source of influence on the measure of increase in one-way delay between the 

CN and the MN. This is because such hop count fluctuation is absorbed, in terms of 

one-way delay contributions, by the individual link delay fluctuations experienced by 

other ARs along the path.
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Figure 5.28: 95% confidence interval for total one-way e2e delay for (CN —»old
PoA—>RP—> new PoA) effected during MN’s handoff through HandoffCast, as a func
tion of PoA density. Comparing with the previous graph, it appears that the increase 
in one-way delay and the significant increase in hope count are correlated events.
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Thus, the above evidence suggests, that RP placement on a AR node with a higher
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node-degree (a.k.a fan-in/out) experiences significantly smaller one-way delays over the 

(old—>RP—mew PoA) path, during HandoffCast forwarding. Reason for such behaviour 

appears to be path diversity in a high node-degree RP, allowing SP reachability towards 

more leaf-PoAs, with infrequent reverse traversal through parent nodes.

PoA density mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max
# No. of Hops in CN—►old/new PoA
45 8 8 8 0.9658 5 12
70 10 10 11 0.9212 8 15
140 12 12 12 0.8694 7 14
200 13 13 13 1.0611 7 17

No. of Hops in total e2e C d—>old PoA—>RP—mew PoA
45 (8) 18 17 17 1.8524 12 25
70 (6) 21 21 21 1.7045 16 29
140 (2) 31 31 31 1.8128 22 36
200 (3) 28 28 28 1.8730 22 34

No. of]dops old PoA—>RP—>new PoA
45 (8) 12 12 12 1.4682 7 16
70 (6) 11 11 11 1.1953 8 16
140 (2) 22 22 22 1.4148 15 25
200 (3) 18 18 18 1.3897 14 23

No.of Hops in path old PoA—»RP
45 (8) - 7 7 7 1.0696 3 9
70 (6) 6 6 6 0.8692 4 10
140 (2) 12 12 12 1.0002 8 15
200 (3) 10 10 10 0.9779 6 14

No. of Hops in path R P—mew PoA
45 (8) 7 7 7 1.1101 3 10
70 (6) 6 6 6 0.8695 4 9
140 (2) 11 11 11 1.0129 8 8
200 (3) 10 10 10 1.1197 6 14

Table 5.2: Moments of location (Central tendency) of the number of hops in the path 
between the CN and MN before and during the course of an IPv6 handoff under Hand
offCast.

Table 5.3 shows numerically the cumulative distribution of hop count for the average 

path length, for different PoA topologies over the individual path components of interest. 

Where the RP is involved in flow forwarding for MN’s traffic, PoA densities signify also 

the node-degree experienced by the RP. These percentiles attest a steep growth on the 

average number of hop count, for the majority of the paths used for traffic forwarding 

either at the HandoffCast path or end-to-end between the CN and the MN. A reduction 

in the RP node degree by 5, incurs a 69% increase on the number of hops along the 

path between the CN and the MN, encompassing the HandoffCast path segment. A 

reduction of 6 in R P ’s node degree causes a hop-count growth of nearly 88% in the
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CN-MN path during an IPv6 handoff.

Looking at the associated measure of one-way delay on the entire path end-to-end 

between CN-MN, as well as the HandoffCast forwarding path presented in Tables F.3 

and F.4 of Annex F, we can confirm that increased hop-count, as a result of a low RP 

node-degree and the observed measure of one-way delay during MN’s handoff are highly 

correlated; that is to say, the increase in e2e delay between the CN and the MN during 

an IPv6 handoff, is predominantly due to a low RP node-degree, which in turn increases 

substantially the hop count of the particular path.

Persistent handoff delay performance, however, encompasses further the measure of 

L2-handoff delay during an IP handoff. In the following section we analyse the measure 

of delay contributed by the optimised L2-handoff delay process over 802.11 WLANs, 

during MN’s IPv6 handoff.

PoA density (Node-deg) Q 25 Q75 Q 90 Q 95 Q99 Q99.9

# No. of Hops in CN—► old/new PoA
45 7 9 9 1 0 11 12
70 10 11 12 1 2 13 15
140 11 13 13 13 14 14
200 12 14 14 14 15 17

No. of Hops in total e2e CN—>old PoA—>RP—mew PoA
45 ( 8 ) 16 18 20 21 23 25
70 (6) 20 22 23 24 25 29
140 (2) 30 32 33 34 35 36
200 (3) 27 29 30 32 34 34

No. of Hops old PoA—>RP—mew PoA
45 ( 8 ) 10 12 13 13 15 16
70 (6) 11 13 13 14 15 16
140 (2) 21 23 23 24 25 25
200 (3) 17 18 19 20 21 23

No.of dops in path old PoA—>RP
45 ( 8 ) 5 7 7 8 9 9
70 (6) 6 7 8 8 9 10
140 (2) 12 13 14 14 14 15
200 (3) 9 11 11 12 13 14

No. of Hops in path R P—mew PoA
45 ( 8 ) 5 7 7 8 9 10
70 (6) 6 7 8 8 9 9
140 (2) 11 13 13 14 14 15
200 (3) 9 10 11 12 13 14

Table 5.3: Percentiles (cumulatively distributed) of the number of hops in the path 
between the CN and MN before, as well as during the course of an IPv6 handoff under 
HandoffCast.
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L2-handoff Delay contribution

Having looked at the forwarding delay component, we now examine the second delay 

contribution comprising the total measure of persistent handoff delay. This is the mea

sure of link-layer (L2) handoff delay focused explicitly over 802.11 wireless networks.

!
i

No. of PoA*.

(a) L2-handoff delay (b) L2-handoff delay as a function of PoA den
sities

Figure 5.29: L2-handoff delay achieved by means or proactive AP probe guiding over 
different PoA densities. Different PoA densities incur different M-neighbourhood sizes 
and thus the number of guided channel probes changes per M-neighbourhood

Figure 5.29(a) presents a scatter-plot of the average L2-handoff delay experienced 

over different PoA densities, during MN’s IPv6 handoff. We may see that the measure 

of L2-handoff delay stabilises around 60-64ms. A larger scatter in the observed delay 

appears for PoA=200, between 31-110ms, which is confirmed also, by the first order 

statistics of Tables F.3 and the percentiles of Table F.4 of Annex F. Such scatter is 

due to a larger variation on the number of operational channels experienced within an 

R-neighbourhood, over a denser leaf PoA topology; this is shown numerically by the 

statistics30 of Table F.5 and the respective percentiles31 of Table F.6 in Annex F.

Figure 5.31 presents the empirical probability density function of the average L2- 

handoff delay, for PoA densities. The larger scatter observed in figure 5.30(a) for 

PoA=200 is confirmed by heavy tails in the respective density function for that PoA 

density (figure 5.31-subplot 4).

To appreciate the underlying process of channel probing variation under large PoA 

topologies, it is important first to look into the average size of MN’s R-neighbourhood. 

Figure 5.30 presents the probability density function of R-neighbourhood size, together

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 ~  1
Movement Time (normalised)

30observe difference between mean and median
31 observed difference between the upper and quartile range
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with the number of PoA neighbours as a function of PoA density. Prom the density 

function we may see tha t the number of R-neighbours is normally distributed around 

6-7 neighbours independent of the PoA density. For larger PoA densities, the only 

difference between their respective density functions appears to be the scale32 of the 

distribution; larger PoA densities exhibit a smaller scale and thus, a larger variance 

around the mean. This is more evident from the 95% confidence interval, where the 

variance is maintained around 3 PoA neighbours for PoA densities of up to 140 nodes, 

while it increases to > 5 for PoA topologies > 200.

I
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No. of PoA neighbours

(a) Empirical p.d.f P(x) (b) 95% Cl

Figure 5.30: Empirical p.d.f and 95% confidence interval on the size of the R-
neighbourhood (PoA neighbours) as a function of PoA density

Plotting the number of HAR neighbours as a function of the PoA density provides 

a clearer measure on both average neighbourhood size as well as error bounds about 

the mean value for each PoA density. This is shown in figure 5.30(b) where for PoA 

topologies of up to 140 leaf PoAs, an R-neighbourhood does not exceed the size of 5-8 

HAR neighbours. For topologies > 140 the size of R-neighbourhood begins to vary 

between 7-11 PoA neighbours. The range of error bounds on the particular Cl curve 

indicates that more simulation iterations (i.e. > 20 would be required to attain a more 

representative performance curve with a smaller measure of variance at the particular 

confidence level. Despite the measure of error the coarse performance trend indicates 

that the size of the PoA neighbourhood increases slowly with respect to the PoA density.

Looking at Table F.5 we find tha t the average size of an R-neighbourhood does 

not imply an equal measure of 802.11 frequency channels operating within that neigh

32A smaller scale in a normal distribution reveals higher variance in the dispersion of the sample 
values around the mean
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bourhood. We find that the actual number of operational channels within that neigh

bourhood is in fact, lower than the size of the R-neighbourhood. Such measure may be 

expressed as the ratio where (cn) is the number of operational channels and sn the 

size of the underlying R-neighbourhood.

For neighbourhood sizes between 8-12 PoA, a number of 6-9 operational channels 

translates roughly to 70-80% of the R-neighbourhood size. Such ratio represents at least 

the 90-th percentile of the PoA population for each PoA density scenario explored.

From the data of Table F.6 it emerges that, less than 1% of the R-neighbourhoods, 

with a size of 12, for the maximum PoA density investigated (PoA=200), can sustain a 

measure of probed channels > 70% of the underlying R-neighbourhood size. We should 

note that such ratio may increase only for (infrequent) peak R-neighbourhood sizes, 

with an upper ratio bound of 86%.

The above ultimately suggest that the average number of operational channels 

within an R-neighbourhood varies realistically between 6  and roughly 70% of the R- 

neighbourhood size. Such upper bound is valid for R-neighbourhood sizes > 10 PoA 

neighbours.

The average number of channels probed per R-neighbourhood, exhibits a similar 

curve pattern to the one of L2-handoff delay, shown in figures 5.29(a) and 5.29(b), 

with a variation in the number of channels probed, between 4-6. By employing the 

proactive guiding algorithm during an active AP scan, the L2-handoff process achieves 

a significant reduction in the number of channels probed by about 61%. Coupled with 

an optimised maxChannelTime period, the total L2-handoff delay is reduced nearly by 

a factor of 7 from 420ms to about 60-67ms.

Figure 5.29(b) presents the measure of L2-handoff delay as a function of PoA 

density at a 95% confidence interval. For small PoA topologies (PoA=45,70) the average 

measure of L2-handoff delay increases marginally from 67 to 69ms. Interestingly, this 

average delay measure decreases to about 63 and 53ms for an increasing PoA topology 

(PoA=140,200), with a somewhat larger error bound, than that experienced in smaller 

PoA topologies. This is due to a higher probe response rate from PoAs ocuppying the 

same channel, as well as a larger number of PoAs per R-neighbourhood.

From the above analysis on L2-handoff delay performance we may conclude that, 

the average measure of L2-handoff delay does not exceed 60-70ms for PoA topologies 

between 45-200 leaf AR nodes. This is achieved by limiting the active AP scanning pro

cess over channels operational over MN’s R-neighbourhood. The measure of operational
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Figure 5.31: Empirical Probability Density Function of L2-handoff delay measure for 
different PoA densities

channels within an R-neighbourhood is dependent on its size.

Assuming disparity in the WLAN configuration efforts of WISPs, channel alloca

tion over 802.11 PoAs is effectively random. For random allocation of channels among 

AR members of an R-neighbourhood, we find that the average number of operational 

channels within an R-neighbourhood is normally distributed with a mean of 6. For 

an increasing R-neighbourhood size, the variance of the number of operational chan

nels appears to maintain an upper bound of 70% of the R-neighbourhood size (cn), for

Cn > 10.

For the vast majority of such variation in channel usage, within an R- 

neighbourhood, the L2-handoff delay remains well within the bound of 100ms. Fewer 

than 1% of the set of available R-neighbourhoods experienced a number of operational 

channels > 9. For the L2-handoff process this implies that < 1% of the monitored 

L2-handoffs experienced a delay measure > 100ms, that did not exceed 112ms. This 

finding suggests that usage of all 13 available channels is statistically rare with a 

probability of < 0.005 even for large R-neighbourhoods. Hence, blind scanning of all 

13 channels during an L2-handoff is concluded to be delay-inefficient, with very low 

statistical utility.
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The above demonstrate that proactive guiding of the AP scanning process over 

channels that are operational with MN’s R-neighbourhood can: (i) reduce L2-handoff 

delay significantly in a realistic operational scenario, (ii) support a low measure of per

sistent delay, capable of addressing delay seamlessness during MN’s IPv6 handoff, (iii) 

avoid energy-intensive and packet-loss prone interleaving [335, 336] between transmis

sion and AP scanning modes in search of available PoA.

HandoffCast Signal Overhead

Having identified the performance of HandoffCast forwarding from a delay-seamlessness 

perspective, it is now important to identify the signalling cost associated with the Hand

offCast flow forwarding management mechanism.

In particular, we are interested to know what is the signalling cost for the purposes 

of establishing and maintaining the current members of MN’s R-neighbourhood joined 

on MN’s HandoffCast CoA (HCoA) group address. This will provide a measure of 

scalability over signalling requirements for significantly large MN populations with an 

administrative domain.

In effort to economise on control signalling, HandoffCast adopts persistent mes

saging, as opposed to periodic multicast listener discovery (MLD) reports, employed 

normally by multicast membership protocols such as IGMP. Intuitively, the measure of 

saving between periodic and persistent messaging, is dependent on the interval period 

of MLD reports. However, for mobility management purposes, periodic MLD reports 

should maintain a frequent keep-alive signal. This is because, PoAs that do not re

ceive frequently an MLD membership report, can timeout forwarding participation over 

MN’s HCoA group prematurely and thus, potentially reinstate black-hole effects in the 

HandoffCast forwarding path between the old and new PoA.

Under persistent HandoffCast signalling, the current PoA would have to effect two 

signals to each PoA that is selected to participate on MN’s HCoA forwarding group. 

Under the periodic signalling counterpart, the number of membership signals would 

need to be more than two for the duration of MN’s cell residence period. Reason for it, 

is that the current PoA has no knowledge of the duration of MN’s cell residence period, 

to adjust the frequency of membership reports to the minimum possible.

Given that persistent HandoffCast signalling is for mobility management purposes 

more economic than its periodic counterpart, we now look at the number of signals 

incurred during the two essential operations in multicast group management abstracted 

under HandoffCast forwarding management: (i) excluding (a.k.a ‘pruning’) old invalid
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Figure 5.32: Estimating the number of common PoAs remaining grafted to MN HCoA 
group after a handoff, as a function of PoA density

PoA neighbours from MN’s HCoA group and (ii) including (a.k.a ‘grafting’) new valid 

PoA neighbours onto MN’s HCoA group. Common PoA neighbours need not be sig

nalled until they become invalid with respect to MN’s current R-neighbourhood.

Figure 5.32(a) presents the probability density function of the number of PoA neigh

bours, that remain common within MN’s previous and new R-neighbourhoods during 

an IP handoff. We may see that for small PoA topologies the probability of common 

PoA neighbours resembles a shifted-gamma distribution, with mean between 2-3 PoA 

neighbours. Such measure, appears to decrease slightly for a larger PoA density=70, be

fore it starts increasing very slowly, as shown in figure 5.32(b). This is counter-intuitive, 

since one would expect to see the number of common PoA increase (even marginally) 

with leaf-PoA density, as a result of larger R-neighbourhood sizes.

Looking at Annex Table F.5 we note that despite the increase in PoA density, the 

size of the R-neighbourhood does not increase significantly. In particular, the average 

size of a PoA neighbourhood for small PoA (density=45,70) topologies, varies between 

5-7 neighbours. Such neighbourhood size is representative of at least of 90% of the R- 

neighbourhood population. For PoA densities^140,200 the size of the R-neighbouhood 

changes marginally by 1-2 PoA neighbours, as shown in the respective percentiles of 

Annex Table F.6.

Despite this small increase the number of common neighbours does not increase 

in denser PoA topologies. The answer to such behaviour is found in the shape of the 

PoA topology. Because during our experiments a higher PoA density is confined within
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the same pseudo-geographical region33 the shape of the formed R-neighbourhood does 

not have the properties of the ideal PoA-neighbourhood model, namely circular (or 

hexagon) symmetry.
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Figure 5.33: Estimating the number of PoAs excluded (pruned) from MN’s HCoA group 
after a handoff, as a function of PoA density

As a result of the non-circular asymmetric shape of the R-neighbourhood, appear

ing mainly in dense PoA topologies (i.e. PoA= 140,200), the number of common PoA 

remains the one observed in smaller R-neighbourhood sizes. Thus, small PoA densi

ties prescribe, the lowest common denominator in common PoA neighbours irrespective 

of the PoA density up to 200 PoAs, when such density is confined within the same 

geographical region.

Figure 5.33(b) presents the measure of PoAs excluded from participation in Hand

offCast forwarding during MN’s IPv6 handoff, by leaving MN’s HCoA address. The 

density function of common PoA neighbours, for all PoA densities appears to be nor

mally distributed with a mean between 3-5 PoAs34. As shown in Table F.6 the respective 

Exclude-PoA percentiles indicate that 90% of the MN handoffs executed experienced 

between 4-7 leave messages per handoff, which is attested also by the scale of the respec

tive density function of figure 5.33(a). It is interesting to observe that the number of 

excluded invalid PoA neighbours is monotonically increasing, experiencing larger error 

bounds (2-3 PoAs) at larger PoA densities. This is, however, expected since the size of 

the respective R-neighbourhood experiences also similar variation.

Figure 5.34 presents the respective measure of PoAs included to participate in

33i.e. the mobility grid - see Section 4.9.3 and Annex E.9.
34depending on the PoA density.
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HandoffCast forwarding, during MN’s IPv6 handoff, by joining MN’s HCoA group ad

dress. The density function for all PoA densities appears to be normally distributed 

with an identical mean to the one of the exclude PoA neighbour group. The respective 

Include-PoA percentiles show an identical 90-th percentile to the one of Exclude-PoA 

set during an MN handoff. The number of included PoA neighbours appears to be 

nearly constant for PoA densities up to 140, increasing by at least 50% at PoA densities 

>  200.
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Figure 5.34: The number of PoAs included (grafted) to MN’s HCoA group after a 
handoff, as a function of PoA density

Looking at the average measure of prune and graft signals established on a per 

MN handoff basis under HandoffCast, we find that each MN’s HCoA group address 

requires on average 6-10 HCoA group membership management signals to sustain an 

accurate HCoA receiver set during HandoffCast forwarding. For the 90th percentile 

of all MN handoffs this signalling overhead would increase to 8-14 HCoA membership 

management signals per MN handoff for the topology densities explored.

For an increasing handoff frequency per MN, the aforementioned measure of sig

nalling becomes more pronounced since the number of signals becomes multiplied by 

the number of handoffs per unit time.

It is important to remind the reader at this stage that HandoffCast forwarding is 

effected only during the course of IP packet transmissions, such as during the course of 

a VoIP call. The former implies that a de-association trigger is utilised conditionally by 

the PoA on the basis of on-going packet forwarding to the MN. From this perspective, 

an increase on signalling load due to HandoffCast, is effected only for the proportion of
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communicating MNs rather than the entire MN subscriber population.

Furthermore, to assess the scalability of the HandoffCast mechanism under such 

signalling overhead it is important to consider the average number of handoffs experi

enced during the course of a voice call. We recall (see Annex F.2), that for an average 

offered load, depending on the MN speed and the PoA transmission range the number 

of handoffs per call can essentially vary between 2-20, for the entire duration of the 

(cellular) voice call.

Extrapolating this number of handoffs per VoIP call, on the 50th percentile of the 

number of MN handoffs experienced in our HandoffCast simulation study, we can esti

mate the expected number of HCoA management signals. In particular, for 8 join/leave 

HCoA management signals the respective HCoA signalling cost is bound within the in

terval [16,28]; for 14 join/leave HCoA management signals per MN handoff the respec

tive HCoA signalling cost is found within the interval [160,280], for the entire duration 

of the VoIP call. Assuming an average call duration of 150sec, the former yield an HCoA 

signalling rate of 1 HCoA membership management signal every 9.3 to 5.35 sec at 8 

join/leave signals per handoff. As the number of join/leave signals per handoff increase 

to 14, then the HCoA signalling rate changes to 1 HCoA membership management 

signal every 0.93 to 0.53 sec.

The above implies that for the average case, the 50th percentile of all MN hand

offs the network infrastructure would be required to afford 1 HCoA membership man

agement exclusively over the wireline infrastructure every 5-10 sec, depending on the 

frequency of handoffs. For the 90th percentile of all MN handoffs, the network in

frastructure would be required to afford 1 HCoA membership signal over the wireline 

infrastructure every 0.5-1 sec depending on the frequency of handoffs. We argue that 

such signalling cost is acceptable, considering that existing reactive Mobile IPv6 man

agement standards prescribe a router advertisement interval of 40ms for the IP-mobility 

purposes; such a router advertisement interval implies a router advertisement frequency 

of 1 signal every 0.04 sec over the wireless access link. The HCoA membership man

agement cost of HandoffCast under Proactive IPv6 mobility management is at least one 

order of magnitude smaller than the prescribed MIPv6 interval, in terms of (i) trans

mission frequency, (ii) control signalling overheads and (iii) bandwidth wastage over the 

wireless link.

From the above, we may conclude that HandoffCast signalling overheads remains 

scalable under realistic operational conditions, and perform significantly better than ex-
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isting reactive MIPv6 , in terms of signalling requirements. Such performance increase 

arises from (i) robust HandoffCast forwarding and reduction/elimination of black hole 

effects, typical on reactive MIPV6  standard solutions (ii) significantly smaller Handof

fCast signalling overheads compared to router advertisement overheads prescribed by 

MIPv6  standards.

Buffering/W aiting Delay

Having identified the performance of forwarding and L2-handoff delay, it is important to 

also look at the measure of persistent handoff delay that is transformed onto buffering 

of MN’s traffic, during an IP handoff.

Before analysing buffering performance under HandoffCast, it is important to note 

that, during an IPv6  handoff, an L2-handoff and HandoffCast forwarding are initiated 

concurrently, as the MN de-associates with its previous PoA.

Thus, forwarding delay performance during an IP handoff is tracked by the slowest 

of the above two functions. The emerging issue is to identify which of the two processes 

appears to be the slowest.

IP handoff initialed

200ras hard delay bound
Time

Case 1

Case 2

IP handoff complete

CN-old PoA forwarding delay

HandoffCast forwarding delay
200ms hard delay bound

Time

Case 1

Case 2

IP handoff complete

CN-old PoA forwarding delay

(a) Buffering within the RT hard deadline (b) Buffering exceeding the RT hard deadline

Figure 5.35: Buffering and Waiting delay depending on the difference in measure be
tween the L2 -handoff and HandoffCast forwarding delay. Depending on whether the 
total e2e path between CN and MN during an IPv6  handoff exceeds the 200ms delay 
bound packets arriving may unavoidably face a short late loss rate.

Figure 5.35(a) illustrates the two distinct cases, where: (i) the measure of L2- 

handoff delay is smaller than the HandoffCast forwarding delay (ii) the measure of 

HandoffCast forwarding delay is smaller than the L2-handoff delay. In the first case, the 

MN appears to arrive early at the new PoA link in comparison to the first HandoffCast- 

forwarded packet. As a result, the MN waits the arrival of packets at the new PoA. In 

the second case the MN appears to arrive late at the new PoA link compared to the 

first HandoffCast-forwarded packet. In such event, HandoffCast-forwarded packets are
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buffered at the new PoA, until MN’s re-association triggers the conditional forwarding 

of the buffer content to the attached MN.

In both of these two cases the e2e delay between the CN and the new PoA when 

the slowest of the two functions completes, remains below the 2 0 0 ms hard delay bound 

for interactive real-time services. Figure 5.35(b) illustrates the case where the e2e delay 

between the CN and the new PoA, when the slowest of the two functions completes, 

exceeds the 2 0 0 ms hard delay bound.
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Figure 5.36: Empirical probability density function of the measure of delay expended 
either in PoA packet buffering or MN waiting during HandoffCast forwarding, for small 
PoA densities (PoA=45,70)

Figure 5.36 presents the empirical probability density function of both buffering 

and waiting delay experienced at the new PoA and the MN respectively for small PoA 

densities. It may be seen that for a PoA topology of 45 ARs the probability of PoA 

buffering versus MN waiting is only marginally larger by about 4%. Such difference 

is eliminated for a PoA density=70; both events appear to be equiprobable for that 

topology size.

The above is confirmed by the respective percentiles of Table F.4; at the 90th 

percentile, we see that despite the somewhat greater probability of PoA buffering dur

ing MN’s IP handoff, at PoA=45 (ND= 8 ), the MN appears to spend only marginally 

more time in waiting than the PoA spends in buffering by approximately 10ms. Such 

difference reduces further to 5ms when the RP node-degree reduces by 2  for PoA=70 

(ND=6 ).

For large PoA densities where the RP node-degree is small, we observe that the 

measure of PoA buffering is negligible compared to the measure of MN waiting. For
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node=degree= 2  the MN appears to wait for the first HandoffCast-forwarded packet 

between 92-120ms, having arrived early at the new PoA due to a comparatively faster 

L2-handoff.

The above indicate that under HandoffCast forwarding management for a small 

RP node-degree, the MN is more probable to arrive early than late at a new PoA. This 

in turn implies larger waiting times and little or no PoA buffering. On the contrary, 

for a large RP node-degree, the probability of an early or late MN arrival at the new 

PoA is nearly equal.

Looking at the total e2e delay between the CN and MN at the new PoA through 

HandoffCast forwarding, we find that for a small RP node degree (=2,3), the consider

able wait delay experienced by the MN introduces a significant increase in the total e2e 

CN-MN delay during an IP handoff. Such increase causes the CN-MN delay to exceed 

the hard delay bound of 200ms by about 30-50ms for the average case. This increases 

to about 84ms for the 90th percentile of MN’s handoffs, while 1% of MN handoffs or 

less experiences an increase beyond the 2 0 0 ms watermark, by about 1 2 2 ms.
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Figure 5.37: Empirical probability density function of the measure of delay expended 
either in PoA packet buffering or MN waiting during HandoffCast forwarding, for large 
PoA densities (PoA= 140,200)

On the contrary for a large RP node degree (= 6 ,8 ), the e2e delay between the 

CN-MN path at the new PoA during an IP handoff appears to be well below the hard 

delay bound of 200ms; in particular, for an RP node degree= 8  the average e2e delay 

between CN and MN at the new PoA through HandoffCast forwarding is 98ms. For an 

RP node degree of 6  the average e2e delay increases by an extra 20ms (118ms). For the 

95th percentile of MN handoffs over HandoffCast forwarding employing large RP node
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degrees, the e2e delay experienced is 126ms (ND=8 ) and 146ms (ND=6 ) respectively. 

This is clearly within the delay performance bounds targeted by HandoffCast forwarding 

performance.

Ultimately, we may note that where PoA buffering is employed, the MN does not 

experience packet reordering for more than 1 0 0 ms, in the extreme case of ping-pong 

effects and 40-50ms under normal IP handoffs. Such measure of packet reordering is 

significantly smaller than the one encountered in the M&M micro-mobility management 

protocol proposed by Helmy et al [232], which also employs multicast-based forwarding, 

with the RP placed at the border router. In this proposal the authors report a packet 

reordering period of 500-600ms, which in turn suggests a rather slow-reacting forwarding 

management proposal, compared to the proposed HandoffCast function.

Packet re-ordering may only occur when the HandoffCast forwarding delay between 

the old PoA and each candidate PoA neighbour is significantly different. As the MN 

handoffs fast at PoAl packets are forwarded to the MN; however, in the event of a 

ping-pong (or other event that causes a very high instantaneous handoff rate) the MN 

oscillates its handoff between two or more PoA neighbours. At that stage either the 

slowest forwarding path or the fast switching between different PoA buffers causes the 

MN to receive again packets expected within the 200ms buffering window. The re

ordering runs do not exceed 2 0 0 ms since the buffer is circular and thus, the head is 

dropped as soon as the buffer fills up.

Packet reordering does not impose a performance constraint, over HandofCast for

warding management, since the MN can employ locally re-ordering buffers that aligns 

unique packets and discards duplicates.

5.7 Conclusions

This chapter has investigated the performance of HandoffCast as a proactive flow for

warding mechanism. HandoffCast is geared to complement the overall Proactive IPv6  

mobility management architecture towards support of delay seamlessness. Such ad

vanced network-layer capability is targeting robust support of real-time interactive ser

vices deployed over next generation wireless IPv 6  Access networks.

To the best of our knowledge this work is the first in its kind addressing system

atically flow forwarding management for IPv 6  mobility purposes. To this end, there 

exists little experimental evidence tha t may provide a comparative or validating mea

sure against the derived measure of delay performance. Necessary and sufficient criteria
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employed to ensure validity of the derived simulation results, have been the accuracy of 

network topology generation and RTT distribution within the generated network topol

ogy, all driven by actual experimental measurement results reported in the literature.

From a detailed set of simulations conducted to assess the coupling of HandoffCast 

performance with Proactive handoff management, we arrived at a number of important 

results that act in support of the experimental hypothesis: proactive forwarding man

agement through HandoffCast is capable of addressing successfully delay seamlessness 

over wireless access networks. Such capability is, however, directly related to specific 

performance factors, identified and optimised throughout this simulation study.

These factors stem from two fundamental delay sources that remain beyond the 

explicit control of the network layer: (i) the measure of link-layer (L2) handoff effected 

by the individual wireless technology at hand, (ii) the measure of one-way delay arising 

from the perspective of flow forwarding during MN’s IP handoff, in an effort to eliminate 

black-hole effect and reduce the measure of perceived flow disruption.

The above two factors have been collectively identified as the measure of persistent 

handoff delay, since both L2-handoff and one-way delay during flow forwarding persist 

to some minimum measure, during MN’s IP handoff. With respect to the L2-handoff 

process, our investigation has focused specifically over IEEE 802.11 WLAN networks, 

since cellular L2-handoff performance is well within the delay bound of 100ms targeted 

by HandoffCast performance requirements.

5.7.1 A ssessing exp lic itly  L2-handoff delay optim isations

We have identified that HandoffCast performance is critically dependent on the measure 

of the delay contributed by the standard 802.11 L2-handoff process. To this end, we 

have proposed an L2-handoff delay optimisation that aims to reduce drastically the 

latency incurred during the critical period of active PoA scanning with no negative 

impact to function robustness.

Such optimisation operates by means of (i) proactively guiding the AP scanning 

phase to probes over channels that operate explicitly over MN’s current PoA neighbour

hood, (ii) reducing the maximum dwell time (maxChannelTime) per probed channel. 

With respect to state pertinent to proactive guiding of the AP scanning process, such 

information is readily available during HAR discovery.

With respect to the measure of the maximum dwell time per probed channel, we 

have shown, through simulation, tha t such optimisation is feasible by considering a
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trade-off between the expected peak AP capacity3 5 , while increasing the PoA density 

for mobility management purposes. The combined effect of the two L2-optimisat.ions 

guided by network-layer triggers, was found to be capable of providing the targeted 

L2-handoff delay reductions and was thus, employed in subsequent HandoffCast perfor

mance analysis.

5.7.2 HandoffCast forwarding perform ance

With respect to HandoffCast forwarding, its performance in terms of bounded delay, be

low the 2 0 0 ms delay bound, appears to be satisfactory but dependent on the placement 

of the RP. Our simulation results suggest that HandoffCast performs well for an RP 

node-degree > 6 . On the contrary, for an RP node-degree of < 3, the measure of per

sistent delay grows significantly on the forwarding path (old PoA —>• RP —» new PoA). 

Such effect is exacerbated when considering the total e2e delay over leaf-PoA densities 

> 140, between the CN —* old PoA —> RP —► new PoA. There, the total one-way delay 

is found to be in excess of 200ms, with an average e2e delay value of 255ms and peaks 

around 300ms. This implies that inappropriate placement of the RP, namely, onto an 

AR with a low node-degree (< 3) renders HandoffCast forwarding delay prohibitively 

large for growing leaf PoA topologies > 140.

On the contrary, RP placement at an AR with a high node-degree (> 6 ) sustains 

scalable HandoffCast forwarding delay performance for increasing PoA densities. Our 

results suggest that by placing, instead, the RP on a high node-degree AR, even on 

topologies with a large leaf-PoA density, the HandoffCast path delay on the HandoffCast 

forwarding path (old PoA —» RP —* new PoA), remains near the delay measure observed 

for smaller PoA densities.

5.7.3 L2-handoff delay perform ance under HandoffCast

With respect to L2-handoff delay performance during HandoffCast forwarding, we have 

observed an average measure of L2-handoff delay that does not exceed 60-70ms for small 

or large PoA densities (i.e. 45-200 leaf-PoA nodes).

Given a random allocation of channels among members of an R-neighbourhood that 

comprises of different WISPs, we find that the average number of operational channels 

within an R-neighbourhood is normally distributed with a mean of 6 . For an increasing 

R-neighbourhood size, the variance of the number of operational channels appears to 

maintain an upper bound of 70% of the R-neighbourhood size (cn), for Cn > 1 0 .

35In the form of number of wireless stations or traffic load.
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Fewer than 1% of the monitored L2-handoffs experienced a delay measure > 1 0 0 ms, 

that did not exceed 112ms, making such L2-handoff delays a rare event.

The above results confirm that proactive guiding of the AP scanning process over 

channels that are operational with MN’s R-neighbourhood can: (i) reduce L2-handoff 

delay significantly in a realistic operational scenario, (ii) support a low measure of per

sistent delay, capable of addressing delay seamlessness during MN’s IPv6  handoff, (iii) 

avoid energy-intensive and packet-loss prone interleaving [335, 336] between transmis

sion and AP scanning modes in search of available PoA.

5.7.4 H andoffCast Signalling Overheads

With respect to the measure of signalling overheads, we find that each MN’s HCoA 

group address requires on average 6-10 HCoA group membership management signals 

to sustain an accurate HCoA receiver set during HandoffCast forwarding. For the 90th 

percentile of all MN handoffs this signalling overhead would increase to 8-14 HCoA 

membership management signals per MN handoff for the topology densities explored.

The above implies that for the average case 50th percentile of all MN handoffs the 

network infrastructure would be required to afford 1 HCoA membership management 

exclusively over the wireline infrastructure every 5-10 sec depending on the frequency of 

handoffs. For the 90th percentile of all MN handoffs, the network infrastructure would 

be required to afford 1  HCoA membership signal over the wireline infrastructure every 

0.5-1 sec depending on the frequency of handoffs.

We have argued that the above signalling cost is acceptable, considering that exist

ing reactive Mobile IPv 6  management standards prescribe control signalling pertinent 

to its operation (router advertisements), at an interval of 40ms; this implies a router 

advertisement frequency of 1 signal every 0.04 sec over the wireless access link. The 

HCoA membership management cost of HandoffCast under Proactive IPv 6  mobility 

management is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the prescribed MIPv6  in

terval, in terms of (i) signalling overheads and (ii) bandwidth wastage over the wireless 

link.

From the above we have concluded tha t HandoffCast signalling overheads remains 

scalable under realistic operational conditions, performing significantly better than ex

isting reactive MIPv6  signalling requirements. Such performance increase arises from (i) 

robust HandoffCast forwarding and reduction/elimination of black hole effects, typical 

on reactive MIPV6  standard solutions (ii) significantly smaller HandoffCast signalling 

overheads compared to router advertisement overheads prescribed by MIPv6  standards.
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5 .7 .5  H a n d o ffC a st  B u ffe r in g /W a it in g  d e la y s

In regards to the measure of buffering required at a new PoA, we have looked at the 

measure of L2 -handoff and HandoffCast forwarding delays. Given that an L2-handoff 

and HandoffCast are concurrent events, we have assessed the conditions under which 

the slowest of the two events tracks either: (i) the measure of PoA buffering or (ii) MN 

waiting.

We have found that during HandoffCast forwarding, a small RP node-degree, in

duces statistically an early MN arrival at a new PoA, compared to the arrival of the 

first HandoffCast forwarded packet. This implies larger waiting times and little or no 

PoA buffering. By contrast, for a large RP node-degree, early or late MN arrival at 

the new PoA are equiprobable events, giving rise to a uniform probability between PoA 

buffering or MN waiting.

Looking at the total e2e delay between the CN and MN at the new PoA through 

HandoffCast forwarding, we find that for a small RP node degree (=2,3), the consider

able wait delay experienced by the MN introduces a significant increase in the total e2e 

CN-MN delay during an IP handoff. Such increase causes the CN-MN delay to exceed 

the hard delay bound of 200ms by about 30-50ms for the average case. This increases 

to about 84ms for the 90th percentile of MN’s handoffs, while 1% of MN handoffs or 

less experiences an increase beyond the 200ms watermark, by about 1 2 2 ms. Based on 

these results, we have concluded that for a small RP node degree, buffering is not ap

plicable since the wait delay of the MN, renders all arriving packets a late loss rate for 

the duration of the handoff.

On the contrary for a large RP node degree (—6 ,8 ), the e2e delay between the 

CN-MN path at the new PoA during an IP handoff appears to be well below the hard 

delay bound of 200ms. For an RP node degree= 8  the average e2e delay between CN 

and MN at the new PoA through HandoffCast forwarding is 98ms. For a 60-70ms L2- 

handoff delay this implies an MN wait delay (i.e. early arrival) with respect to the first 

HandoffCast forwarded packet of 20-50ms.

For an RP node degree of 6  the average e2e delay increases by an extra 20ms 

(118ms). For the 95th percentile of MN handoffs over HandoffCast forwarding em

ploying large RP node degrees, the e2e delay experienced is 126ms (ND=8 ) and 146ms 

(ND=6 ) respectively. This implies an MN wait delay of 50-70ms, suggesting that dur

ing HandoffCast forwarding, no buffering occurs for an L2 -handoff delay up to 70ms. 

From that we may conclude that while flow forwarding delay sustains a one-way delay
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between the CN and the new PoA of < 200ms, the early arrival of the MN at the 

new link, tends to remove statistically the need for buffering while the L2-handoff delay 

remains smaller than the HandoffCast forwarding delay.

For 99% of the flows forwarded through an RP with a high node degree, the buffer

ing requirement at the new PoA did not exceed the measure of 50ms. Such delay excess 

accounts effectively for the possibility that the L2-handoff is slower than the Hand

offCast forwarding delay by an equal delay measure. This expected to occur only on 

very high PoA densities (>>  200PoAs) with R-neighbourhood size > 15. Hence, un

der HandoffCast forwarding and for a PoA density up to 200, the measure of packet 

buffering does not exceed 50ms, before MN’s IPv6  handoff is complete.



C hapter 6

Proactive M IPv6 vs Fast Handoffs for 

M IPv6

Latency reduction during a handoff, from the perspective of frequent change of IPv6  

PoA, has been also the objective of several mobility management mechanisms aiming 

to extend Mobile IPv 6  [301, 337, 338].

These IPv6  mobility management extensions have also been adopted as workgroup 

items in the MIPv6  Signalling and Handoff Optimisation (MIPSHOP ) 1 WG of the IETF 

[193, 339, 301, 338]. Amongst them, Fast Handoffs for MIPv6  [340], is emerging as the 

dominant work-group draft specification of IPv 6  mobility management optimisations, 

targeting to support frequent change of PoA for the MN on the move.

In this section we present a comparative analysis between the proactive IPv6  mobil

ity management architecture and the latest2  Fast Handoffs workgroup draft recommen

dation [33]. For brevity, Proactive IPv6  Mobility management is identified as PMIPv6  

and Fast Handoffs as FMIPv6 ; these terms will be used interchangeably, where neces

sary, throughout this analysis.

To provide an objective comparative analysis over performance and functionality we 

present briefly a functional evolution of the two proposals. This facilitates an assessment 

also as a measure of the functions employed, given that FMIPv6  has been subject to 

continuous development and thus, change. The latter makes a performance analysis 

between PMIPv6  and FMIPv6  difficult to track or compare, while retaining a realistic 

comparative basis, drawn from earlier reported performance [337]. It is for this reason 

that we provide a functional perspective of the two proposals, which ultimately comes 

to justify certain design trade-offs in each approach.

lrrhis IETF working group has branched-off the MOBILEIP WG during the last 1-2 years.
2At the time of writing its version is captured by the respective reference.
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6.1 Functional Perspective between PM IPv6 and FM IPv6
The PMIPv6  architecture was first proposed as an independent study towards seamless 

mobility management, in [341], as well as an individual draft recommendation to both 

MOBILEIP and SEAMOBY WGs in [129]. At the same time the Fast handoffs design 

team, established the basis of the FMIPv6  draft recommendation in [342].

A number of architectural and functional differences separated the two mobility 

management proposals at the time; these are summarised in table 6 .1 .

MM functions PMIPv6 FMIPv6

mobility-hop routing V X

CAR discovery V X

M-R neighbourhood mapping V X

context-state establishment V X

MN flow forwarding (unicast) X V
MN flow forwarding (multicast) V X

Lossless Ping Pong management V X

assumes accurate NAR determination X y/
Depends on Mobile IPv 6 y/ V

Table 6.1: Key functional differences between PMIPv6  and early revisions of FMIPv6 .

Proactive MIPv6  [47, 49, 50, 52] has remained in most part unchanged since 

then. The FMIPv6  specification has undergone a number of major revisions [343, 340, 

344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 33]; these revisions have gradually overloaded the 

semantics of the original FMIPv6  signalling (e.g. HI/HAck), by adopting key functions 

of the PMIPv6  architecture. An example of this is the M-R neighbourhood mapping in 

the form of an [AP-ID, AR-Info] tuple in FMIPv6 , as specified in [345].

Proactive MIPv6  mechanism Proactive MIPv6 Fast MIPv6

M-R Neighbourhood Discovery ver.00 (7/2001) -

mobility-hop Routing ver.00 (7/2001) -

M-R neighbourhood mapping ver. 00 (7/2001) ver.06 (3/2003)
HandofF Capability ver.00 (7/2001) ver.03 (12/2001)
Context Capability ver.00 (7/2001) ver.07 (7/2003)

proactivity /  predictive ver.00 (7/2001) ver.03 (12/2001)
HandoffCast (multicast) ver.00 (7/2001) -

Table 6.2: Key PMIPv6  mechanisms influencing subsequent revisions of FMIPv6 .

Table 6.2 provides a table of key functions found at the core of the PMIPv6  ar

chitecture [341, 129], and its adoption by subsequent revisions of the FMIPv6  draft 

specification.

The influence of the PM IPv6  architecture on seamless mobility specification is
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evident also over the mechanisms of Handoff AR discovery. Based on the work of 

[50] and the original protocol specification work in [129], Chalmers et al [147] and 

Trossen et al [351] have standardised issues arising in candidate access router discovery, 

giving rise to a recent candidate access router discovery draft specification, identified as 

D yC ard  [352] and fairly recently CARD [353] standard. It may be noted that our original 

proposal for M-R Neighbourhood discovery, encompasses a superset of the algorithms 

implemented in the DyCard draft specification.

Despite the positive contribution of architectural features of PMIPv6  over the 

FMIPv6  specification, our study finds that the latest FMIPv6  specification is presented 

with significant issues related to handoff delay performance towards interactive real-time 

services.

In the following sections, we analyse signalling and trade-offs between the two 

mobility management mechanisms. We present strengths as well as performance limita

tions of the FMIPv6  recommendation with respect to handoff delay optimisations and 

contrast it against the performance of PMIPv6 .

To the best of our knowledge, PMIPv6  is the first tightly-coupled protocol ar

chitecture aiming to address delay seamlessness at both the network (IPv6 ) and (for 

delay-prone wireless technologies) link layer in a systematic way. Such architecture 

identifies clearly performance gains through explicit link-layer triggers, while address

ing architecturally a multitude of mobility management signalling aspects pertaining to 

delay seamlessness for interactive IP services.

6.2 FMIPv6 vs Proactive M IPv6 performance
This section analyses functional aspects between FMIPv6  and PMIPv6  and identifies 

trade-offs and expected measure of handoff performance for the two mechanisms. While 

the set of technical issues identified in this analysis is not exhaustive3, its identifies 

significant issues in the design of the latest FMIPv6  specification revision. We feel these 

must be addressed before the recommendation matures to an experimental standard.

6.2.1 N C oA  determ ination  and tunnel configuration efficiency

This section elaborates on performance issues arising under FMIPv6  during the process

of NCoA determination, upon detection of new APs4  by the MN, over its wireless

interface. Such issues are contrasted with the performance of PMIPv6  under similar

3the exhaustive set of performance issues identified in our FMIPv6 comparative study is omitted in 
this analysis for brevity.

4through their respective AP identifiers, e.g. BSSIDs in 802.11b/g
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operational conditions.

Section 6.2.5 has elaborated on the performance of the abstraction5  of link-specific 

methods to support detection of new APs, by the MN while in active communications 

with its peers. We have seen that functions such as interleaving between AP scanning 

and packet transmissions, appear to impact negatively on the performance of any on

going interactive real-time flow between the MN and its peers. This has been shown 

also through experimental evidence [180, 354] particularly when the MN has to contend 

with other wireless stations for medium access.

However, for the purpose of elaboration we assume the hypothetical possibility that 

the MN can, by some yet to be defined, link-specific methods, identify new APs in its 

transit path, while: (i) in real-time packet communications with its peers (ii) in advance 

of a link-layer handoff.

According to the FMIPv6  draft specification, resolution of an AP-identifier to 

subnet-specific information, aims to allow an MN to configure a prospective new CoA 

(NCoA). To this end, an AP-ID identifier sent to PAR6  through an RtSolPr results in 

a PAR response specified by the FMIPv6  specification as follows:

Specification 6 . 1  ‘..In response the Access Router (PAR) sends a PrRtAdv message 

which contains one or more [AP-ID, AR-InfoJ tuples. (pg.6-7)

However, in the hypothetical7  situation that multiple AP-identifier information is 

available, the resolution of multiple AP identifiers to AR information does not provide 

any assurance that a particular PoA (A P /A R ) is a primary candidate for an IPv6  

handoff.

This is illustrated in figure 6.1(a). As the MN moves away from A P /A R CS we 

assume (according to the FMIPv6  specification) it identifies by means of link-specific 

methods, two new APs: A P /A R nq and A P /A R n5. For each of these APs the PAR 

responds with a PrRtAdv with subnet-specific information of their respective ARs, 

such that the MN generates with equal probability two NCoAs: N C oA q and N C 0 A 5 . 

However, as the MN departs unequivocally from the boundaries of A P /A R C, the MN 

is required (see Spec.6 .6 ) to instruct the PAR to bind MN’s previous CoA PCoA) to 

NCoA. Since there exists more than one prospective NCoAs configured (N C oA q and 

N C 0 A 5 ), FMIPv6  fails to determine how the MN identifies which NCoA to include in

5no such methods have been either identified, referred to, or specified by the FMIPv6 specification.
6termed as ARC under PMIPv6.
7In 802.11 WLAN networks, the MN can associate typically with only a single AP at any time
identified as PAR in FMIPv6
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Where to tunnel?
(NCoA_6 or NCoA_5)
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Fast Handoffs (FMIPv6 ) 
Proactive MIPvfl (PMN6)

(a) NCoA determination uncertainty in FMIPv6 (b) NCoA/NAR miss Probability

Figure 6.1: NCoA determination uncertainty under FMIPv6  with a cascading effect 
on FBU signalling sent to PAR. Associated probability of NCoA/NAR miss for an 
increasing number of overlapping CAs

its FBU to the PAR, for tunnel setup purposes. It can be seen that under such (not 

uncommon) conditions, FMIPv6  faces a probability of 0.5 of erroneous tunnel setup; we 

identify this as NCoA/NAR miss probability.

It is noted that a NCoA/NAR miss during FBU transmission time, will cause the 

PAR to forward MN’s traffic to the wrong PoA, hence re-introducing packet loss due 

to forwarding. This gives rise to migrant black-hole effects over the VoIP flows between 

the MN and its peers.

In fact, we deduce that the probability of a NCoA/NAR miss is proportional to 

the number of overlapping coverage areas (CAs) n within a single AP-cell; it is equal 

to P(x) =  1 — Such is the case with vertical handoffs, whereby multiple WISPs 

supporting the same wireless technology (such as 802.11b/g networks), overlay vertically 

over the same geographical location. The above indicate that the targeted performance 

of the FMIPv6  specification remains severely limited in cases of multi-ISP wireless 

overlay network deployment.

The issue of increased NCoA/NAR probability arises also under FMIPv6  for the 

common case of horizontal handoffs in overlap regions of typical M-neighbourhood con

figurations with six or more immediate PoA neighbours. In such M-neighbourhood 

configurations, the most frequent case of multi-cell overlap within a CA is the one of a 

3-cell overlap region, shown also in figure 6.1(a). Figure 6.1(b) shows the probability of 

NCoA/NAR miss for an increasing number of overlapping coverage areas (CAs) within
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the boundaries of a single cell, independent of the form9  of IP handoff. It can be seen 

that for a small number of overlapping CAs (n < 1 0 ) within an overlap region, the 

probability of NCoA/NAR miss increases rapidly to about 90%; for three overlapping 

CAs (n =  3), FMIPv6  exhibits a NCoA/NAR miss probability of about 6 8 % during 

NCoA determination time.

Such probability does not arise under the proposed PMIPv6  architecture, since for

warding is effected to MN’s HandoffCast address, which does not require encapsulation 

to a specific unicast NCoA. This is in fact one of the compelling reasons for adopting 

HandoffCast in PMIPv6  handoff management over horizontal or vertical handoffs.

6.2.2 Frequency of N C o A /N A R  m iss probability for FM IPv6

Besides the number of overlapping cells over a particular overlap region, the measure of 

NCoA/NAR miss probability is also dependent on the frequency of occurrence within a 

CA, as well as the measure of area overlap between neighbouring CAs. To this end, we 

analyse the behaviour of overlap between multiple CAs and demonstrate its impact onto 

the NCoA/NAR miss probability from FMIPv6 . This analysis focuses on the measure 

of NCoA/NAR miss probability of FMIPv6  as a function of inter-AP distance di and 

CA radius r*.

For the purposes of this analysis, CA radius is the defined as the measure of trans

mission range of an AP, assuming a circular coverage area pattern; the measure of 

inter-AP distance d between two APs is defined as:

• small, if at least one AP falls within the transmission range of the other (i.e. 

d < max(ro, r i)).

• large, if no AP falls within the transmission range of each other with no area 

overlap over their respective CAs (i.e. d — ro +  r\).

• normal, if no AP falls within the transmission range of each other while the 

measure of area overlap for their respective CAs is tracked by m ax(ro,r\) < d < 

ro -I- r x.

We analyse the behaviour of NCoA/NAR miss probability by means of devising 

a synthetic three-cell overlap model emerging from the clustering of multiple two-cell 

overlap regions comprising a 6/7 cell M-neighbourhood pattern. The model can be 

generalised for n-cell overlap, by incorporating the Edelsbrunner inclusion-exclusion

9horizontal or vertical
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formula [355]; the latter is applicable onto the simplicial complexes1 0  emerging within 

the overlap area. We, however, postpone the analytic modelling of n-cell overlap as 

future work extension, since it falls beyond the scope of this analysis.

Annex G.l presents the parametric derivation of a basic two-cell overlap model, 

extended subsequently into a three-cell overlap system explored through simulations.

Devising a  3-cell overlap model

The 2-cell overlap model is augmented with a third coverage area. To model the effect 

of transmission range on the measure of overlap, we assume that the two existing over

lapping CAs (C A a ) and (C A b ) have the same radius, i.e. (ro = r\ — R). The third 

coverage area (C A k ) is then represented with centre K (x 2 ,y 2  + 2 y + r) with radius r 

as shown in figure 6 .2 .

rt (x2,y2+y+r+z)

d  1

\  z <= y

(xO.yO)

Figure 6.2: 3-cell overlap model.

We introduce a second measure of inter-AP distance d\, identified as centre CA ad

jacency distance between an CAs neighbour and the centre CA of an M-neighbourhood; 

in figure 6 .2 , d\ is the distance between C A k  and C A b  as well as C A k  and C A a - 

Within a 3-cell overlap model, d is identified as neighbour CA adjacency distance and 

is assumed to be homogeneous for all neighbouring CAs (such as C A a and C A b ) sur

rounding the centre CA (C A k)  of the M-neighbourhood.

In this manner d and di, track the measure of area overlap between 3 CAs as a 

function of inter-AP distance in two dimensions, namely A^^iap  =  /(d , di); d\ has an 

upper bound1 1 of:

10polygons emerging from triangulation of an area, i.e. triangles
“ through application of Pythagorean theorem for triangle A AKQ.
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d\ = (y + r ) 2  + <=»

d2
d\ =  ? /2  + r 2 +  2 yr + —

\d\] =  -  \ /  4t/ 2  +  4 r 2  +  8 ?/r + d2 (6.1)

To monitor the effect of centre adjacency distance between neighbouring CAs and 

the centre CA of an M-neighbourhood, we maintain a constant cell radius of cell K while 

we vary its centre location on the y-axis by 2 , such that z < y where y is calculated

according to Eqn. (G.4). This implies that the lower bound for J is:

d'=r2+00
Id2 +  4 r 2

|_dij =  ^ V d 2  +  4 r 2  (6.2)

Hence, for the purposes of identifying the measure of overlap between C A a , C A b 

and C A k , di is bound by Eqns. (6 .2 ) and (6 .1 ) as follows:

-  yjd 2  +  4r 2 < d\ < -  \J4y 2  + 4r2  -I- 8 ?/r +  d2  (6.3)

3-cell overlap model

The total area of overlap between three coverage areas of different radii as the sum of 3 

circular segments and a straight edge triangle. By means of trigonometric manipulations 

presented in Annex G .l the area of overlap is found to be:

A{abc) A-CircSegA T ACircSegB T A a rcSegC T AAafcc (6*4)

Each circular segment AcircSeg is equal (see Annex G.l) to:

A-CircSegA  —  ( d  s i n 0 )

while the triangle area is:

(6.5)
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A(Aabc) = y/s(s — ab)(s — bc)(s — ac) (6 .6 )

where s is the semi-perimeter of the triangle. The shape of this area is shown in 

figure 6.3.

2 -c e ll  intersection

Figure 6.3: Calculating 3-cell overlap as circular segment contribution onto circular 
triangle

Measure of NCoA/NAR miss probability over 3-cell overlap 

To assess the significance of NCoA/NAR miss probability for FMIPv6  we employ the 

above overlap model into a set of Monte Carlo simulations through Matlab, as a function 

of three input parameters: (i) neighbour CA adjacency, (ii) centre CA adjacency and 

(iii) CA radius (centre and neighbour). The bounds of the variables are specified in 

Table 6.3.

Ransom [356] suggests that to offer significant wireless link service quality, the 

overlap of coverage areas between adjacent micro-cells, must be considerably large (upto 

50%). Wiggard [357] refines such bounds by showing through measurements that the 

measure of coverage ovelap varies between 10% and 39% the area of both overlapping 

cells for medium vehicular speeds of mobile hosts. To ensure valid simulation bounds, 

our overlap simulations are conditioned by the requirement that the measure of coverage 

overlap varies between 10-40 % of the coverage area of overlapping cells.

We then translate the measure of CA overlap as the respective density function of 

the NCoA/NAR miss probability as a function of inter-AP distance and cell radius.

The former density function represents the NCoA/NAR miss probability only 

within a single (multi-AP) overlap region of a single CA. To this end, we extend the
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simulation to consolidate the sum of density functions of NCoA/NAR miss probability 

for multiple (multi-AP) overlap regions of a single CA, as a function of AP neighbours 

(f ( N )); we consider typical M-neighbourhood cell configuration with 6  < N  < 10 AP 

neighbours, for a constant average neighbour CA adjacency distance d — 0.7667.

Type Variable value range
neighbour CA adjacency d m ax(r i, r2) < d < r\ +  r2

centre CA adjacency di \  y/d2 + 4r 2  < d\ < \  \J4y 2  +  4r 2 + 8 yr + d2

centre CA radius T 3 [R, 7R] | R  = n  = r 2

CA radius r \ ,r 2,rz r\ = r2  = rs = R, (homogeneous)
CA radius r \ ,r 2,rs r\ — r 2 — R, 7*3 =  2R, (semi-homogeneous)
CA radius r \ ,r 2,rz 7*1 =  R, 7*2 =  2 R, 7*3 =  4R, (heterogeneous)

No. of CA neighbours N [6 ,1 0 ]

Table 6.3: Input parameters for simulation of NCoA/NAR miss probability within a 
variable 3-cell overlap region

The neighbour CA adjacency distance d between C A a  and C A b  is expressed as the 

normalised measure of inter-AP distance between two (non-centre) AP neighbours (of 

the M-neighbourhood), over their maximum 1 2  inter-AP distance (i.e. dmax =  r l  + r2); 

this is identified as the neighbour CA adjacency distance ratio and denoted as p — 

d/dmax. It follows that, for an increasing p the measure of overlap area is expected to 

decrease; the simulation monitors the behaviour of this decrease.

In a similar fashion, the centre CA adjacency distance d\ between CAa  and C A k  

or C A b  and C A k  is expressed as the normalised measure of inter-AP distance between 

the centre AP and one of its AP neighbours within the M-neighbourhood, over their 

maximum inter-AP distance (i.e. dim0x = \  +  4r2  + 8 yr + d2); this is identified

as centre CA adjacency distance ratio and denoted as p\ =  d \/d \max. The expected 

value of p\ varies in a similar manner to the one of p.

For both neighbour as well as centre CA adjacency distance parameters, it is implied 

that d and d\ maintain a lower bound, sufficient to preclude any adjacency interference.

Simulation Results

Figure 6.4(a) presents the measure of area overlap as a function of the centre and 

neighbour CA adjacency distance ratio (pi,p), while all 3 intersecting cells maintain 

the same transmission range. It can be seen that for small neighbour (p) or centre (p i) 

CA adjacency distance ratios, the measure of area overlap between 3 cells experiences 

peak values. It appears that the NCoA/NAR miss probability for a single overlap region

12that is, the distance of zero CA overlap.
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within a single CA, varies between 2 and 16% for overlapping cells of the same radius, 

depending on the measure of inter-AP distance.

More importantly, the measure of cell overlap is more sensitive to the centre CA 

adjacency distance (d\) than the neighbour CA adjacency distance (d); for instance, for 

an 80% increase in d, the measure of area overlap between 3 cells reduces proportionaly 

by half simply by means of a 10% decrease in d\. This is also reflected in the respective 

density function of the NCoA/NAR miss probability shown in figure 6.4(b).

The above implies that the positioning of the centre CA with respect to their 

neighbours within an M-neighbourhood, is significantly more critical in generating larger 

overlap regions (per 3 cells) and thus a larger NCoA/NAR miss probability, than the 

positioning of neighbouring CAs with respect to each other. The latter is important in 

identifying the non-critical parameter (i.e. p) for which we choose a constant average 

value, as we proceed to observe the effects of CA radius onto area overlap and thus onto 

NCoA/NAR probability.

Figure 6.4(c) presents the respective measure of area in a single overlap region 

within a CA, as a function of its centre CA adjacency distance and the transmission 

range of its respective AP. It can be seen that the measure of overlap reduces with the 

same rate as the one of figure 6.4(c) only if the radius of the centre CA is significantly 

larger than the one of its AP neighbours.

In practice, such effect dilutes the NCoA/NAR miss probability since a single region 

of area overlap is accounted over a much larger CA area13; the manner by which the 

NCoA/NAR miss probability is diluted by a significantly larger radius at the centre CA 

can be seen by comparing figures 6.4(d) and 6.4(b). It appears that a 7-fold increase on 

the radius of the centre CA can reduce the NCoA/NAR miss probability down to less 

than 1 %. However, such variations in the transmission range of CAs are not typical 

within wireless networks, or last-hop WLAN infrastructures, in particular.

It may be observed from figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(c) that the effect of centre CA 

adjacency distance (d\) remains more significant than the transmission range of the 

individual AP; reducing (p), increases faster the area overlap between 3 overlapping 

cells as opposed to increasing the AP transmission range by the same amount. This 

becomes obvious from figure 6.4(c), where it requires an increase of the transmission 

range by a factor of 7 to achieve the same1 4  overlap region.

13this is because R increases significantly, bringing a proportional increase to the total CA area 
A(R) = nR2

14since the normalised centre CA adjacency ratio is achieved over a larger inter-AP distance
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Figure 6.4: Measure of 3-cell overlap region and its respective probability density func
tion

From the above we may conclude that a significant increase in the area of the 

overlap region is achieved more between CAs with homogeneous transmission range 

than semi-homogeneous or heterogeneous transmission ranges. The measure of increase 

in the overlap region tracks subsequently the probability of occurrence of NCoA/NAR 

miss probability by the respective adjacency distance ratio.

We proceed to explore further this derivation by identifying 2 new simulation sce

narios contrasted against homogeneous radii for CAs participating in a 3-cell overlap: 

(i) semi-homogeneous radii, (ii) heterogeneous radii. We further consolidate our conclu

sions on the behaviour of NCoA/NAR miss probability, by evaluating its total measure 

over multiple regions of (3-cell) area overlap within a single CA as a function of a varying
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number of CA neighbours.

Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) demonstrate the effect of cell radii homogeneity or het

erogeneity on a 3-cell overlap region for typical M-neighbourhood configurations of N  

AP neighbours. We remind that these figures assume a constant average neighbour CA 

adjacency distance (p =  0.7667).

r

(a) Homogeneous or Semi-Homogeneous Range (b) Semi-Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Range

Figure 6.5: Probability density function of total 3-cell overlap per AP cell as a function 
of AP-transmission range and number of CA neighbours

In the first case, where all three APs maintain the same (homogeneous) transmis

sion range, we observe that for a set of six AP neighbours (N  = 6 ) the area in the 

respective overlap region for all neighbours, yields a NCoA/NAR miss probability of 

about 0.35. For an increasing number of AP neighbours (N  = 10) with the same radius, 

the probability of forwarding the traffic of the MN towards an incorrect NCoA under 

FMIPv6  increases by about 0.22.

In the second case, where the surrounding CAs reduce their Tx range (semi- 

homogeneous) by half (i.e. rs = 2ri), we observe that the NCoA/NAR miss proba

bility drops (by about 0.26) to 0.095. For an increasing number of neighbouring APs 

(N  = 10) around the centre CA {CAk ) of the M-neighbourhood, we observe an increase 

of the NCoA/NAR miss probability by about 0.06. The former implies that in a semi- 

homogeneous M-neighbourhood, where the inter-AP distance between AP, on the edge 

of the M-neighbourhood remains constant, while their transmission range is reduced by 

half, the probability of an NCoA/NAR miss is significantly smaller compared to the case 

of homogeneous transmission range AP neighbours, but nevertheless non-negligible.

In the third case, where both the surrounding as well as central APs maintain a
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different transmission range (i.e. r\ — R, r2  = 2R, r$ =  4/2), we observe only a marginal 

decrease in the NCoA/NAR miss probability. This is the case for both a small number 

(N — 6 ), as well as an increasing number (N  — 10) of AP neighbours.

All three cases of transmission range heterogeneity amongst three neighbouring 

APs, suggest that the measure of overlap area introduces in the worst case, namely the 

one of maximum area overlap between three circular cells, a significant probability of en

capsulating MN’s traffic towards an incorrectly determined NCoA, under FMIPv6 . The 

above constitutes a significant limitation for FMIPv6  in handoff management perfor

mance, implying that reliance on exact prediction of a single next AR handoff candidate, 

as pursued in FMIPv6 , has significant adverse effects on the performance of the mobility 

management protocol.

Furthermore, recent work on the degree of accuracy in location prediction of a 

mobile node [358, 359, 360] in combination with variability in the direction of the MN’s 

mobility path, suggest strongly that determination of the exact identity of the next AR 

candidate remains highly inaccurate or at best computationally intensive to achieve. 

Hence, strong reliance on predictive functions, on the part of the mobility management 

protocol such as FMIPv6 , suggest an equally strong probability of adverse performance 

in sustaining the seamlessness of MN’s on-going interactive real-time flows.

On the contrary, PMIPv6  eliminates any possibility of NCoA/NAR miss probabil

ity; in its default (pessimistic) mode, PMIPv6  does not predict the exact identity of 

the next (single) AR handoff candidate. Instead it identifies and communicates with 

all members of the M-R neighbourhood, on the basis that the typical size of an M- 

neighbourhood is generally small (i.e. N  < 1 0 ).

The former, in the light of non-determinism in the direction of MN’s path, coupled 

with varying propagation characteristics of wireless links, allows to identify neighbours 

and establish IP-roaming state concretely1 5 for the entire M-neighbourhood with no 

need for complex, resource intensive AP detection methods on the part of the link-layer 

as required in FMIPv6 .

The above flexibility under PM IPv6  is afforded at the cost of some additional L3- 

signalling on the part of the wire-line network, with state established between the MN 

and all AR neighbours, in contrast to the optimal case of signalling between the MN 

and the ultimate AR handoff recipient. However, as we show in the following section 

even under such signalling regime, the measure of signalling cost under PMIPv6  is

15state that is verified and can be used with immediate effect
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significantly less than that of FMIPv6 .

It is emphasised that most of signalling under FMIPv6  is pushed to the MN in 

an effort to minimise signalling requirements on the part of the AR. This, however, 

introduces the cost of access contention on the wireless link, as well as reductions in 

good-put as a result of increased controlled signalling on the part of the MN.

By contrast PMIPv6 , in the light of seamlessness, considers imperative that the 

cost of access contention is minimised; for this purpose, PMIPv6  signalling is pursued 

over the wireline network (i.e PoAs), with limited signalling requirements on the part 

of the MN.

6.2.3 Signalling Efficiency

This section presents a comparative analysis of signalling efficiency between FMIPv6  

and the proposed PMIPv6  architecture.

We first identify the signalling cost incurred by FMIPv6  and PMIPv6 , by describing 

algebraically the number of signals required by each proposal, from two perspectives: (i) 

the one of the AR, (ii) that of MN. Figures 6 .6 (b) and 6 .6 (a) provide a collective view of 

the signalling incurred by FMIPv6  and PMIPv6 . With respect to FMIPv6  our analysis 

focuses mainly on the case of the ‘predictive’ handoff signalling. Derivations are then 

applied on individual components of FMIPv6 ’s alternate case of ‘reactive’ handoffs.

MN PAR NAR

PrR tA dv

FBU

I FNA

FBU  (p in g -p o n g ) ^

H ack

FBack

IPv6 Handoff initiated

IPv6 Handoff established (Binding Update initiated) 

IF*v6 Handoff complete (first VoIP packet received)

MN
(PAR) 

AR c
n

AR_nl . . . AR_nK

C lS-R equestflP -R oam ing)
M-R Neighbourhood Dimmer)

CtS-Rtsponst

C tS-G enera ie(IP -R oam i ng)>

CtS-A vaii:

(NAR)
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r...............
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IPv6 H andoff initiated

IPv6 H andoff established (B inding Update initiated) 

IPv6 H andoff Completed

(a) FMIPv6 Signalling (b) PMIPv6 Signalling

Figure 6 .6 : Core signalling for Proactive and Fast MIPv6
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Under PMIPv6 , signalling is classified according to three broad classes of messaging, 

all at the IP layer: (i) M-R Neighbourhood discovery16, (ii) state establishment (iii) 

forwarding (HandoffCast). Under PMIPv6  all state (IP-Roaming or other) established 

remains verified; that is, the MN can use it with immediate effect with no need for 

additional checks by an AR17.

On the contrary, FMIPv6  does not specify a method for discovering neighbour

ing ARs/APs; instead, it assumes that such information is readily available. As such, 

FMIPv6  encompasses two marginally different message classes: (i) state resolution sig

nalling for generation of routing state and addressing state, (ii) forwarding signalling 

(unicast). We note that in FMIPv6 , given that address generation is predominantly 

stateless, addressing state remains unverified until the MN signals its departure from 

its current PoA.

Given that FMIPv6  does not specify a mechanism for discovery of AP/AR Neigh

bourhood state, we exclude the M-R Neighbourhood discovery signalling of PMIPv6  

from subsequent analysis and assume, a priori, both proposals to have available such 

information where necessary. Furthermore, the analysis is limited to IP-Roaming state, 

that is, L2/L3 addressing as well as L3 routing information solely for the purposes of 

the IPv6  handoff; this is because FMIPv6  state establishment signalling is specifically 

limited to resolution of L3 addressing and routing information.

For simplicity, we homogenize the two message types from each proposal into two 

broader message classes: (i) IP-state establishment (stateless or statefull) and forward

ing.

Under FMIPv6 , IP-state is established by means of two messages, namely RtSolPr 

and PrRtAdv. Such state is generated typically in a stateless manner by the MN, by 

resolving detected APs onto their respective ARs by means of a RtSolPr request. In 

particular, FMIPv6  specifies that:

Specification 6 . 2  ‘..a M N sends RtSolPr to its Access Router to resolve one or more 

Access Point Identifiers to subnet-specific information. . . ’ (pg.6 )

whereas the response is returned to the MN through a PrRtAdv. From a per

formance analysis perspective the above clause does not specify whether it is one or 

multiple RtSolPr messages sent by the MN to PAR during its cell residence period. 

The specification does not, however, exclude the possibility that:

16see Section E.2
17or other relevant state establishment authority for that purpose.
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Specification 6.3 * ..The MN can also send RtSolPr more than once during its at

tachment to PA R ..’ (pg.8 )

<*) RtSolPrAP/AR_nl AP/AR_n6

*/AR_n2 AP/AR_n5

AP/AR_n4

AP/AR_n3

AP/AR_n 1 AP/AR_n6

(*) RtSolPr

AP/Al
AP/AR_n5

>/AR_n:

AP/AR_n4

AP/AR_n3

(a) Suburban mobility pattern (b) Urban mobility pattern

Figure 6.7: Multiple PrSolRt messages generated by FMIPv6  in the hypothetical case 
of simultaneous AP availability detection by the MN, while in ongoing packet commu
nications with its peers.

It appears, however, that the sending of multiple RtSolPr messages under FMIPv6  

is, in fact, not a possibility but a matter of necessity for AP-identifiers that may be 

discovered. We show that an MN is guarranteed to require more than one RtSolPr 

messages during its cell residence at the current PoA depending on the terrain environ

ment. A minimum of one RtSolPr message may be expected in the case of suburban 

wireless network envirnoments, as shown in figure 6.7(a). For urban wireless network 

deployment, the number of RtSolPr messages is expected to vary on average up to N /2, 

where N  is the number of AP neighbours with respect to MN’s current PoA; this is 

justified by the fact that in urban wireless network, MN’s mobility path is typically not 

a straight line across AP boundaries [361].

To this end, we first assert that the MN is expected to encounter overlap regions 

between its current AP and multiple AP neighbours crossing MN’s movement path. 

Typically, however, there exists no unique location within the range of the associated 

AP (in any direction), where the MN can detect immediatelly all AP neighbours omni

directionally; this is because, neighbouring APs in any direction, are installed to support 

a limited measure of overlap in proportion to the cell’s total area. Such overlap aims 

to sustain continuity in wireless coverage, while preventing a low inter-AP signal to
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interference ratio (SIR) as a result of co-channel interference [328].

With respect to WLAN networks in particular, we recall from Section D.6.1 of 

Chapter 3, that the RF design of a 802.11 host spreads each channel 5 MHz to the left 

and the right of its center (carrier) frequency; the former implies that, frame transmis

sions of adjacent APs with neighbouring channels are expected to interfere significantly 

with each other if the inter-AP distance is small (i.e. d < max(ro,ri))  and thus expe

rience a large overlap.

In the light of the above, coverage overlap is expected to be limited1 8  with respect 

to the total cell area; otherwise, SIR reduces significantly [] between channels1 9  of 

overlapping cells to the detriment of frame communications over the wireless (AP-MN) 

link.

The movement path of the MN is typically assumed to be non-deterministic with 

respect to MN’s direction towards particular cell boundaries of AP neigbours. With 

this in mind, and assuming limited overlap at cell boundaries, the mobility path of the 

MN is guaranteed to incur under FMIPv6  multiple RtSolPr/PrRtAdv message pairs 

between two consequtive handoffs. Figure 6.7(b) demonstrates a typical movement 

path of an MN within an urban environment. If cs is defined to be the number of 

RtSolPr/PrRtAdv message handshakes then it can be seen that its magnitude is bound 

by:

N
1 <  C s F M I P v 6  <  ( b - 7 )

for the average case of MN’s movement path trajectory, whereby on average N /2  

neighbouring APs are detected or

1 <  C s F M I P v 6 <  AT — 1 (6 .8 )

as a conservative worst-case scenario of MN’s mobility pattern where by the MN 

detects all AP neighbours except for one: its previous PoA; we identify this as postman 

movement. The aforementioned measure of state establishment signalling describes the

signalling cost from perspective of the MN; the respective cost from the perspective of

the AR becomes:

18such limits (inter-AP distance) have been defined in Table 6.3
19We remind that channel allocation in WLANs is deregulated with only a 3-channel reuse pattern; 

thus the only real safeguard to interference in dense WLAN environment is limited overlap
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m  < CsfmipV 6  < m — (6.9)

while for postman movement effects on the mobility pattern of the MN, such cost 

becomes:

m < CsfmipvG < m ( N  -  1) (6.10)

where m  is the number of mobile nodes attaching temporally at that PoA while in 

transit. The design consideration of such signalling regime under FMIPv6 , is intuitive: 

attempt to minimise AP resolution signalling on the MN by employing it on-demand, 

that is, when APs are detected and thus, signifying potential AR handoff candidates.

Prom the perspective of the MN, PMIPv6  incurs a single CtS-Request/ CtS- 

Response for IP-Roaming state per MN for the entire set of AR members of its R- 

neighbourhood. However, from the perspective of the AR, it incurs the constant cost 

of:

c s P M i P v 6  = m + N  (6-11)

With respect to forwarding and from the perspective of the MN, FMIPv6  incurs 

a constant cost of one handshake for forwarding initiation. From AR’s perspective the 

constant cost rises to 2m, since one handshake is expended in the FBU/FBack signals 

and one for the Hi/Hack signals, for m MNs. Furthermore, forwarding terminates with 

an FNA which accounts for 0.5 handshakes that conclude the handoff process. This 

reshapes the signalling cost of FMIPv6  forwarding at the AR to 2.5m handshakes.

PMIPv6  on the contrary expends only half a signalling handshake for forwarding

termination, since the activation/deactivation of the forwarding function is effected

through link-layer triggers. From the perspective of AR the forwarding signalling cost, 

under PMIPv6  rises to a mere m/2.

It may also be reminded that the signalling cost incurred by PMIPv6  is fixed since 

the establishment IP-Roaming state (e.g new CoA) is guaranteed to be verified. This 

is not the case for FMIPv6  under stateless address auto-configuration conditions. The 

signalling cost for both PM IPv6  and FMIPv6  proposals is summarised in Table 6.4. It 

may also be seen that both FM IPv6  and PM IPv6  attempt to preserve seamlessness at 

the cost of increased control signalling (handshakes) in comparison to Mobile IPv6 .
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Signalling Cost MIPv6 FMIPv6 PMIPv6

Perspective MN AR MN AR MN AR
IP Addr/Route 
Establishment 1 m 1 <  CsFMIPv6 <  T m < CsFMIPv* 1 m+N

Forwarding 0 0 1 2.5 m 0.5 m / 2

Table 6.4: Signalling Efficiency between FMIPv6  and PMIPv6

Figure 6 .8 (a) and 6 .8 (b) present the signalling cost of IP address/routing state 

establishment from the perspective of MN and AR. Subsequent figures 6 .8 (c) and 6 .8 (d) 

present the signalling cost of forwarding between FMIP and PMIPv6  of MN and AR 

respectively.
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Figure 6 .8 : Signalling cost for IP address/route establishment and forwarding

It can be seen from figure 6 . 8  that PMIPv6  incurs significantly less signalling in a 

consistent manner for both state establishment and forwarding message classes. Excep-
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tion to this, is the case of forwarding overheads experienced from the MN (figure 6 .8 (c)) 

where the constant signalling cost increases from one to two signals. W hat’s more, we 

can observe from figure 6 .8(b) that from AR’s perspective, the on-demand form of AP- 

AR resolution in FMIPv6 increases its respective signalling cost over the wireless link, 

for a growing number of bypassing MNs, in a multiplicative manner; on the contrary, 

in PMIPv6 the respective signalling increases in an additive manner, since each MN 

contributes a single CtS-Request/CtS-Response for the entire M-neighbourhood.

The result of such multiplicative increase under FMIPv6 has also a negative im

pact on the contention of the wireless channel, since the number of medium access 

requests for L3 control signals increase up to mJV/2, for m  MNs and N  AR neigh

bours. Under PMIPv6 , contention from control signalling grows linearly with a peak of 

m  control-signal transmission requests, by enforcing a single handshake that provides 

IP address/routing from all AR neighbours. This proves our claim that FMIPv6 in

curs significantly higher signalling overheads than the PMIPv6 ’s pessimistic mode of 

operation.

The signalling cost incurred under a predictive handoff under FMIPv6 is applica

ble to the alternate case of reactive handoff, with the exception of the signalling cost 

experienced by the AR; in the latter the signalling cost incurred is 2m  for the AR, since 

the FNA message is encapsulating also the FBU signal.

The above exhibits a signalling cost similar to the one of PMIPv6 for flow forward

ing, by imposing a significant trade-off: it incurs to the MN a delay of 2 RTTs before 

the first packet can be received. The first RTT is incurred by the establishment of 

FBU/FBack signalling between PAR/NAR, while the second RTT arises between the 

establishment of the tunnel and the receipt of the first encapsulated packet by the MN. 

We have seen already in Chapter 3 that a realistic worst-case RTT experienced by VoIP 

flows in production wire-line networks, is in the order of 70-80 ms. Under such network 

conditions a reactive FMIPv6 handoff guarantees a delay of 140-160 ms. Such delay 

overhead is significantly limiting for seamlessness over interactive multimedia services, 

when additional context state, such as AAA or QoS needs to be established once the 

MN has attained addressing and routing reachability at the new PoA.

6.2 .4  IP -R o a m in g  s t a t e  e s ta b l is h m e n t  t im in g

The sending of an RtSolPr message, under FMIPv6 , is highly dependent on the avail

ability of AP-identifier information through some hypothetical ‘link-specific’ (trigger) 

event available from MN’s link-layer.
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It is intuitive that, the rate of arrival of detected AP-identifier information at the 

MN, is further dependent on MN’s crossing within the transmission range of an AP 

neighbour, as well as the number of AP neighbours within its M-neighbourhood. This 

is typically manifested as the amount of cell overlap between the CA of the AP currently 

accommodating the MN and its AP neighbours, crossing MN’s mobility path. Given 

the non-determinism in the mobility pattern of an MN and for the purposes of analysis, 

we have identified three distinct cases of MN movement with respect to AP discovery, 

after MN’s last IP handoff: (i) straight (suburban) movement (see fig. 6.7(a)), incurring 

one to two detected APs, (ii) non-straight (urban) movement (see fig. 6.7(b)) incurring 

on average N /2  AP detections, (iii) heavy (urban) movement (postman movement) 

incurring an average of N  — 1 AP detections.

Under FMIPv6 , resolution of AP-identifier information is crucial to the determina

tion of MN’s NCoA address for the purposes of subsequent tunnel establishment (FBU 

transmission) in advance of MN’s next IPv6 handoff. It implies that AP-identifier in

formation must be resolved regularly, that is through multiple RtSolPr messages; this 

is essential to ensure that the MN receives in a timely manner the resolved AR infor

mation to determine its NCoA before tunnel establishment (FBU) is signalled to A R C. 

It is noted that a single RtSolPr for all detected AP-identifier information within MN’s 

residence time within a cell is precluded, since the MN cannot predict with certainty the 

timing of its next IP handoff, due to continuous variations in movement and propagation 

characteristics.

In the light of the above and with respect to the timing of an RtSolPr message the 

FMIPv6 draft specifies that:

Specification 6.4 The M N may send RtSolPr at any convenient time, for instance 

as a response to some link-specific event (a ‘trigger’) or simply after performing router 

discovery. . . ’ (pg.7)

The above specification does not make clear the default timing of an RtSolPr send 

to A R C. To aid elaboration, it is assumed that an RtSolPr is generated immediately 

after some hypothetical link-specific method has signalled the detection of one or more 

APs in a single scan.

We study the effect of such timing in the respective control signalling over the 

performance of random access over a single channel multi-access control mechanism. 

The measures of performance sufficient for the purpose of this analysis are limited to
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the probability of successful transmission of an MN as well as the probability of collision 

between transmitting MN associated with the same AP. We compare such measure 

with the respective probability of collision arising under PMIPv6 as a result of a single 

signalling exchange during MN’s IP-Roaming state establishment.

Let m  be the number of MNs associated with a single AP, n is the number of slots 

comprising the available residence time at an AP for all MNs. Let j  be the slot selected 

randomly by an MN for its transmission. For the perspective of collision probability, 

let k be the number of MNs attempting to transmit simultaneously over the j th slot. It 

is assumed that each MN performs exactly one transmission (that of the control signal) 

which consumes exactly one slot accounted as unit time.

For a fixed number of m  MNs we note each j m of the available n slots with sample 

slot probability ( l /n )m. For all slots j i , . . . ,  j m- i  remain n — j  possible random slots. 

Hence the probability that an MN transmits on the j th slot becomes equal to:

The respective collision probability between two or more MNs transmitting at the 

same time, may be found by considering the equivalent problem of putting m  balls into 

j  out of the n available cells [213]; in this manner we find the probability that k or more 

balls (MN’s transmitting each a single message) occupy cell (slot) j i  at the same time, 

where k = {2, . . .  ,m}; k balls can be chosen in (™) ways, and placed in j  cells, while 

the remaining (m — k ) balls may be placed in the remaining n — j  cells in (n — l ) m-fc 

ways. For instance for k =  2 the collision probability is

for k =  (k — 1) the respective collision probability is

From 6.13 and 6.14, it follows that the probability that two or more MNs col

lide during an RtSolPr transmission becomes the sum of all individual probabilities as

(6 .12)

(6.13)
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follows:

m  /  \  /  t  \  k /  • \  m —k

O H r )  < «  “ >

Equations 6.12 and 6.15 describe the probability of success and collision, respec

tively, for m  MNs each transmitting a single (control) message at a random time slot j  

with cell residence period n. As such these are applicable in the case of PMIPv6 control 

signalling effected for IP-Roaming state establishment. Under PMIPv6 , these probabil

ities remain the same for any mobility pattern since it incurs contently a single control 

signal irrespective of the path trajectory followed by the MN during its cell residence 

period.

From Eqn. 6.12 and 6.15 we can derive the respective probabilities for FMIPv6 

for urban and postman movement mobility patterns. To do this we first identify each 

MN continues to transmit one message at a time. However, the number of transmitted 

messages (balls) to be placed in n slots (cells) increases from m  t o  ( m  * N/2) for an 

urban mobility pattern and [m(N  — 1)] for postman movement under FMIPv6 . Thus, 

in the case of urban mobility pattern the probability of successful transmission at the 

j th slot is:

while the probability of collision becomes:

=£(f) (9*
For postman movement the respective success and collision probabilities are:

while the probability of collision becomes:

Equation 6.15 represents the collision probability of a message transmitted over 

the wireless link over PMIPv6 , while 6.17 identifies the average collision probability for
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signalling over FMIPv6 . The exponents reveal instantly that the collision probability 

of control signalling over FMIPv6 is significantly larger than the one of PMIPv6 over 

the last hop wireless link.

Furthermore, completion of router discovery from the perspective of RtSolPr trans

mission timing, implies receipt of a router advertisement message according to [103]. 

Clearly, in this case that the sending of an RtSolPr message under FMIPv6 depends 

on receipt of Router Advertisement messages; from the perspective of timing, however, 

such dependency does not provide any particular performance benefits; it effectively 

allows the sending of an RtSolPr at any time during MN’s cell residence period at the 

new PoA.

PMIPv6 does not impose such a dependency either by means of existence of link- 

specific event or by router discovery; the MN refreshes its IP-Roaming state with a 

single control signal after MN’s handoff has completed; namely, when bindings have 

been updated with MN’s peers. In fact, PMIPv6 eliminates the need for RtSol/RtAdv 

messages for mobility management purposes altogether.

6.2.5 A P  N eighbour Identification Efficiency

Prior to resolution of AP-identifier information, discovery of ‘available’ AP neighbours 

must be performed. To this end, FMIPv6 specifies that:

Specification 6.5 ‘..the expectation is that prior to sending RtSolPr, the MN has dis

covered the available APs by link-specific methods. (pg.7)

What is also important, however, is that the process of AP discovery does not 

impact adversely any on-going, interactive, real-time communications. The capability 

of combining AP discovery while sustaining packet communications relies fundamentally 

on the type of wireless link employed by the respective wireless technology at hand. Two 

abstract types of wireless link are typically available among wireless technologies: (i) 

half-duplex, (ii) full duplex. We show, that AP discovery over half-duplex wireless 

links impacts negatively the performance of on-going interactive real-time services in 

production wireless network infrastructures.

A half-duplex wireless link employs a single frequency for both transmission and 

frame reception. On the contrary, full-duplex transceivers in wireless technologies em

ploy typically two frequencies, one for the up-link and one for the down-link. Full-duplex 

is inherently expensive to implement and requires typically, frequency planning [362]; 

the latter imposes an upper limit on the amount of available channels with acceptable
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frequency separation for both up-link and down-link communication.

Typical wireless technologies with full-duplex transceiver capabilities are cellular 

networks [328]. These are frequency-regulated wireless infrastructures, whereby channel 

pairs allocated to wireless nodes are frequency-planned, on a per-cell basis. In cellular 

networks, pilot signal reception from multiple BSs allow immediate resolution of the 

next PoA of the MN; this is achieved by means of dedicated control channels that do 

not interfere with the operation of the terminal’s allocated data channels; as a result, the 

exact AP may be identified in parallel with packet communications effected over MN’s 

data path and potentially resolved, under FMIPv6 , with a single RtSolPr/PrRtAdv 

handshake.

On the contrary, wireless technologies operating in the 2.4 or 5 GHz ISM band, like 

802.11b/g/a WLANs, are exclusively half-duplex and thus cannot support reception 

while transmitting.

Such a constraint limits significantly the ability of the MN pursue AP discovery20 

while engaging in active communications with its peers over the shared channel. In 

particular, discovery of ‘available’ APs blocks the transmission of 802.11 frames (i.e 

IPv6 packets) on the wireless link [354] for the entire scanning period of all available 

channels. This pertains to the fact the MN needs to: (i) enter into a monitor mode 

during which packet transmission is precluded (ii) discover APs typically by scanning 

through channels that are different than the one associated with the current AP, (iii) a 

scan can discover an AP only if propagation conditions with that AP permit to do so.

Techniques, such as interleaving AP discovery with frame Tx/Rx while promising 

appear to suffer [354, 336] from buffer exhaustion on the AP and subsequent attendant 

packet loss. Derivatives of interleaving techniques such as Syncscan [335] assume perfect 

synchronisation of AP clocks on a millisecond basis. Furthermore, the effectiveness of 

such method depends on the MN scanning frequency per channel as well as the dwell 

period over each channel. Ramani [335] suggests a nominal scanning period of 500ms 

with a typical wait period of 20-40 ms depending on the hardware implementation. 

Given that there are 11 available21 ‘channels’, a complete scan requires about 5 sec 

before all channels are probed. Hence, a delay of 220-440ms or 11-22 lost packets22 is 

incurred for each complete scan of the channel space, every 5 seconds; we note that 

the wait period remains the same even if the nominal scanning period reduces by half;

“ traditionally effected during an L2-handoff
2113 in US (FCC).
22 assuming a packetisation rate of 20ms
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in fact for a shorter scanning period the rate of delay or accompanying loss increases 

proportionally.

Furthermore, for an AP to be detected, the MN must remain, within the overlap 

area of the relevant AP neighbours during the scan of all 11 channels. Even if interleaved 

there is no guarantee that an full channel scan can provide accurate information on 

available AP neighbours, since the MN is in motion.

From the above it can be seen that, AP discovery in 802.11 networks, by means 

of link-specific methods, can incur significant disruption on interactive real-time com

munications between the MN and its peers. On the contrary, PMIPv6 is independent 

of the wireless technology, since it does not attempt to scan and resolve L2-specific 

information such as AP beacon signals. PMIPv6 ’s M-R neighbourhood discovery func

tion is specifically designed to provide a concrete AP/ AR neighbourhood mapping with 

minimal signalling cost23 with no requirement for complex and disruptive AP detec

tions methods that can affect adversely the performance of MN’s on-going interactive 

multimedia flows.

6.2.6 Tunnel Setup Efficiency

So far we have shown in Section 6.2.1 (Spec.6 .1) of the FMIPv6 draft that, the resolution 

of multiple AP identifiers to AR information does not provide any assurance that some 

particular AR emerges as the primary candidate for MN’s next IPv6 handoff. However, 

FMIPv6 specifies further that:

Specification 6.6 ‘ .. With the information provided in the PrRtAdv message, the MN  

formulates a prospective NCoA and sends an FBU message. The purpose of FBU is to 

authorise PAR to bind PCoA24 to NCoA, so that arriving packets can be tunnelled to 

the new location of the MN. .. ’ (pg.7)

Given the availability of multiple subnet-information from resolved AP-identifiers 

according to Spec.6 .1, it follows that the above specification cannot determine with 

certainty the correct prospective NCoA of the MN. This has a cascading effect on 

determining which is MN’s correct new PoA so that: (i) a tunnel can be established at 

the correct NCoA by means of a subsequent FBU, (ii) packets can be tunnelled to the 

correct NAR.

231 handshake between AR neighbours, from previous AR information provided by the MN as pre
sented in Section 4.7 and 4.7.1.

24 Previous CoA
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Thus, during the stage of tunnel establishment to a single NAR, FMIPv6 faces sig

nificant limitations in identifying the correct new PoA before PAR can setup a tunnel to 

MN’s new NCoA. It is noted that mult-tunnel establishment to MN’s unicast candidate 

NCoAs, is guaranteed to be inefficient, due to multi-tunnel setup overheads per MN 

and packet replication on paths towards multiple PoA destinations. On the contrary, 

the PMIPv6 is guaranteed to generate one and only one HandoffCast tunnel based on 

MN’s verified HCoA address; HandoffCast ensures by means of multicast routing that 

multiple copies of MN’s traffic are eliminated towards its new PoA.

State establishment on ARs

With respect to establishment of state, the FMIPv6 draft claims that:

Specification 6.7 .. The RtSolPr and PrRtAdv messages do not establish any state 

at the access router..(pg.6)

The statement is found to be false by subsequent specification clause found in 

the same FMIPv6 specification. We focus on the most important one. In particular, 

FMIPv6 specifies that:

Specification 6.8 ..If the PAR does not have an entry corresponding to the new access 

point, it MUST respond indicating that the new access point is unknown..(pg.9)

The above indicates that A R C (PAR) must maintain some form of state (table 

entry) providing a mapping between some AP identifier and its respective AR neighbour. 

Such state, allows to match an AP-identifier received through an RtSolPr message, 

against an entry that maps the new A P  onto its A R , implying router-prefix entry (i.e. 

subnet-specific information).

Clearly, AP-identifier information does not typically exist in routing tables. The 

mapping between an AP-ID and its respective subnet-specific info must be stored at the 

AR (whether PAR or NAR25). In this light, an RtSolPr message does introduce some 

state to be stored at the AR. This is similar to state stored on ARs by PMIPv6 , in the 

form of RNV-MNV vector mapping between the AR and the AP constituent of a PoA.

From the above we can conclude that both FMIPv6 and PMIPv6 proposals require 

state maintenance on AR neighbours for the purposes of MN state establishment.

6.2.7 Tunnel A ctivation

Typically under FMIPv6 an FBU is sent any time after receiving a PrRtAdv. However, 

FMIPv6 does not specify the timing of an FBU message sent by the MN to PAR. This

25 Each NAR is a PAR for its set of attached MNs
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is critical to the performance of a handoff mechanism; an FBU establishes immediately 

both disruption of received traffic at its current PoA and tunnel forwarding of MN’s 

traffic towards its NCoA, according to the respective specification clause:

Specification 6.9 ‘..the PAR MUST continue to forward packets to the MN on its 

current link until the FBU is received. . . ’ (pg.7)

In fact, the FMIPv6 specification considers the dispatch of an FBU a trivial event 

by assuming an ideal link-layer trigger. In particular:

Specification 6.10 ‘ .. The FBU SHOULD be sent from P A R ’s link whenever feasible. 

For instance, an internal link-specific trigger could enable FBU transmission from the 

previous link..’ (pg.6 )

From a performance analysis standpoint the above cannot be accounted without 

significant delay or packet loss being incurred, after the dispatch of an FBU signal 

onto MN’s on-going interactive flows with its peers. An FBU sent too early before the 

handoff of the MN will cause traffic to be tunnelled to the NCoA configured by the MN 

at the candidate NAR. During this period: (i) the MN would not receive any traffic 

(since it is tunnelled to the NCoA) (ii) while the tunnel traffic is buffered at NAR, its 

delay variance (jitter) begins to increase unacceptably, (iii) buffered packets would miss 

their play-out scheduling deadline simply by having the MN sending the FBU 500ms 

earlier than the ultimate handoff of the MN (iv) buffer exhaustion at the NAR will 

result in guaranteed packet loss. An FBU sent too late with respect to the timing of 

MN’s IPv6 handoff, will cause the FBU to be lost. This in turn will cause MN’s flow 

to experience a temporal black hole effect, with packet loss implications until the MN 

attaches reactively on the new wireless link.

Furthermore, the variability of propagation characteristics in a wireless environ

ment makes extremely difficult to predict the exact period for FBU transmission; such 

prediction measurements require accounting for MN’s instantaneous velocity per frame 

transmission, the buffer capacity on the neighbouring AP/AR handoff candidate, as 

well as the angle of direction, with respect to the intra-cell residence location at which 

the MN dispatched the FBU signal. Most of the aforementioned metrics present a 

prohibitive management cost; hence, they are typically not accounted or managed in 

anyway by the link-layer of most wireless technologies.

We should also note that the assertion by the FMIPv6 specification, positing that 

there exists a link-layer trigger such that it can predict when the link margin will be
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exhausted and thus, cause an IP-handoff, appears to be unattainable for the purposes 

of FBU signalling. Non-determinism in the mobility pattern of the MN or propaga

tion effects, can offset with strong probability [28] the prediction of such timing with 

cascading effects on the timing of FBU signalling.

Figure 6.9: Uncertainty on determination of FBU dispatch period before a disruptive 
SIR that causes the MN to detach from its current CA.

Figure 6.9 presents a potential IPv6 handoff scenario from PoA A to B; while the 

MN is departing from direction T0, it encounters a hypothetical critical soft-handoff 

point whereby it has to schedule an FBU. Even by aid of some ideal link-layer trigger, 

the MN or its link layer cannot predict which of the directions {T i, T2, T3, Tn} the MN 

will follow; more accurately, which of the respective angles will be effected in MN’s 

next move? Here the ideal link-layer trigger asserted by FMIPv6 , fails to provide an 

accountable answer even if it can monitor MN’s velocity on a continuous basis. It is 

reminded that each of the directions mentioned above are bound to have different buffer 

requirements, but above all a different impact on the typical delay bound of 200ms of 

MN’s interactive multimedia flows (e.g. VoIP).

The above suggest ultimately that: (i) such an ideal link layer trigger does not 

exist or at best (ii) any well-defined link-layer trigger is bound to introduce unavoidable 

delays which for interactive services and above the nominal bound of 200ms, translate 

to packet loss.

PMIPv6 does not introduce such complexities; the HCoA activation/suspension 

mechanism can afford to be conservative since traffic can also be received at MN’s 

current PoA, while forwarded to MN’s HandoffCast (HCoA) address.

Which angle applies 
to M N ’s next move 

^o that an FBU can be scheduled?
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For robustness, packet duplication on MN’s current PoA, is handled by conditional 

forwarding over the wireless link, subject to the availability of an ATTACH L2-trigger.

6.2.8 N A R  N eighbourhood D eterm ination

We have seen from the Spec. (6.1) that in the case of MN-controlled handoffs, a so

licited PrRtAdv provides the MN with one or more [AP-ID, AR-Info] tuples. A similar 

specification clause is identified in FMIPv6 for network-controlled handoffs, whereby:

Specification 6.11 ..The unsolicited PrRtAdv also allows the network to inform the 

MN about geographically adjacent subnets without the MN having to explicitly request 

that information..(pg.7)

However, the FMIPv6 draft fails to specify (or identify) a mechanism for AR dis

covery between such adjacent subnets. According to FMIPv6:

Specification 6.12 ..The method by which Access Routers exchange information about 

their neighbours and thereby allow construction of Proxy Router Advertisements with 

information about neighbouring subnets is outside the scope of this document..(pg. 1 0 )

On the contrary, PMIPv6 establishes a M-R Neighbourhood discovery [50, 52] 

as the very core of its mobility management approach. Recent work by Chalmers et 

al. [147] confirms that the M-R Neighbourhood discovery mechanism devised by the 

proposed Proactive MIPv6 architecture is the first to set the foundations for adjacency 

information exchange. We augment, this confirmation by arguing that the proposed M- 

R Neighbourhood discovery mechanism extends beyond adjacency information exchange 

towards capability exchange in any context or ontology related to mobility management.

DAD Handling

With respect to duplicate address detection FMIPv6 specifies two potential functions 

applicable at the A R n (NAR): (i) A R n has special knowledge of all MN addresses under 

its subnet (ii) A R n does not have such special knowledge. The FMIPv6 specification 

fails to identify which is the default mode of operation and which the optional. To this 

end, both alternatives are analysed, with particular emphasis on the repercussions of 

each approach on the complexity of subsequent implementation.

In regards to the first potential mechanism of DAD resolution, the FMIPv6 specifies

that:
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Specification 6.13 ..the NAR can have a list of all nodes on its subnet, perhaps for 

access control, and by searching this list, it can confirm whether the M N ’s address is a 

duplicate or not..(pg.l4)

While the above may appear to be a convenient solution it puts reliance on a mechanism 

external to the Neighbour Discovery standard that has been traditionally used for DAD 

resolution. If this is supposed to be the default mode of operation, given that DAD 

resolution is a mandatory function, irrespective of the low probability of unicast ad

dress collision, then an FMIPv6 implementation would require the implementation of a 

special access control list for DAD purposes on a per-subnet basis. Such an assumption 

appears to be unrealistic, since FMIPv6 implies by design, support of access control, 

or alternatively, an interface between the FMIPv6 specification and some well-specified 

access control mechanism. On both accounts FMIPv6 fails to identify which of the two 

modes it is supporting and by means of what state or signalling. It is clear, nevertheless 

that in such case the DAD function would incur either the generation of additional state 

or additional control signalling26.

With respect to the second potential form of DAD resolution, the FMIPv6 specifies

that:

Specification 6.14 ..If such knowledge is not available at the NAR, it may indicate 

this by not confirming NCoA in the HAck message. The NAR may also indicate this in 

the NAACK option as a response to the FNA message. In such cases, the MN woidd 

have to follow the address configuration procedure according to [6] after attaching to the 

NAR..(pg.l4)

If this is the default mode of operation for DAD resolution, it is expected to incur a 

constant delay of 1000ms in the handoff process of the MN at NAR, as shown experi

mentally in Chapter 3. Even if buffering is allowed at NAR, the MN is guaranteed to 

experience, by-design, a packet loss of around 800-850ms from the DAD process alone; 

this is because during the period of standard DAD resolution (i.e. 1000ms) 800ms worth 

of VoIP packets would have already exceeded their payout schedule deadline27, even if 

the NAR can buffer 1000ms worth of packets per MN. In fact, it can be easily deduced 

that buffering may yield a saving of only 0.15-0.2 of the delay incurred by the DAD 

process.

26 to an access control host
27or for a high degree of interactivity in VoIP communication with the peer the loss can be as big as 

850ms
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On the contrary, in both of the above cases, PM IPv6 imposes no such delay during 

the period of MN’s handoff. The MN requests the establishment of IP-Roaming state 

(including the set of tentative sCoAs28) at the PAR which in turn delegates the request 

to its AR neighbours, candidates for MN’s handoff. Generation of MN’s sCoA (NCoA) 

address at each candidate PoA is performed by the NAR through a proxy-stateless 

address auto-configuration, proposed in Section E.6.1; that is, the NAR configures itself 

the soft CoA (NCoA) address and submits it for standard DAD resolution on-link, by 

means of a standard Neighbour Solicitation [107]. Because the proxy-stateless address 

configuration mechanism is effected well in advance of MN’s next IPv6 handoff, the 

standard DAD delay of 1000ms does not affect MN’s packets communications during 

its handoff.

6 .2 .9  U n ic a s t tu n n e ll in g  v s  H a n d o ffC a s t

PMIPv6 employs HandoffCast for the purposes of traffic forwarding towards its new 

PoA within its current M /R neighbourhood. The underlying routing mechanism of 

HandoffCast is IPv6 Multicast, in contrast to FMIPv6 ’s unicast tunnel. HandoffCast 

does not alter multicast routing in anyway. Furthermore, it remains independent of the 

underlying multicast routing protocol.

While the benefits from employing HandoffCast for the purposes of flow forwarding 

towards MN’s new PoA have long been elaborated throughout this Chapter, its weakness 

lies not on performance, but in deployment.

For instance, the speed of prunes and grafts of new AR neighbours with the main

tained R-neighbourhood of the MN is typically fairly low, and for the period of state 

establishment, well in advance of MN’s handoff, negligible. In particular, for sparse 

mode algorithms [185], the signalling delay of prunes/grafts incurs about 0.5 RTTs 

between the source and the receivers; for shared-trees multicast algorithm [185] this 

increases to 1 RTT for the graft between the receiver and the Rendezvous Point (RP) 

including the subsequent data back to the receiver. For worst-case variability in round 

trip times an AR prune/graft is not expected to exceed the measure of intra-domain 

round trip delay (in the order of 40 and 80 ms respectively). Given that such signals are 

effected well in advance of MN’s handoff, it is easy to see that such delays are negligible 

for mobility management purposes.

However, inter-domain multicast deployment is limited by policy considerations 

of ISPs on cooperative multicast routing . This is due to the inherent nature of the

28The term soft CoA used by Proactive MIPv6 is semantically equivalent to NCoA used by FMIPv6.
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underlying multicast forwarding tree; the generation of a shared multicast tree relies 

fundamentally on what is known as a reverse path forwarding (RPF) check.

What appears to be essential for an ISP (e.g. I S  Pa ), is to effect control on routing 

prefixes that are to be used for RPF checks; namely, select what are the routes that con

stitute the forwarding tree connecting the source to one or more interested destinations. 

If there exists no policy control over an RPF check, then establishment of the multicast 

forwarding tree (and thus the availability of multicast routing) is largely dependent on 

other external network domain entities (e.g. IS P b )•

Without BGP policy controls, external ISPs (e.g. IS P b ) are attached unwillingly 

as part of a multicast forwarding tree setup at domain IS P  a ', IS P b acts essentially 

as an involuntary carrier of traffic from domain IS P  a - Domain IS P b maintains no 

control29 over this, except for enabling or disabling multicast routing; that is to say, 

inclusion of an ISP onto a multicast forwarding tree arises as a matter of algorithmic 

performance rather than provisioning policy. Such inclusion is enforced even when the 

IS P b has no sources or receivers onto that forwarding tree.

Fortunately, the above mentioned issues are currently the subject of on-going re

search [363] addressed by extensions to standard border gateway protocol (BGP) [364], 

termed as Multicast BGP. Multicast BGP extensions provides well established BGP- 

policy controls to specify RPF-check routing prefixes and thus, provide a finer grain of 

control for inter-domain multicast forwarding. What remains, before multicast is fully 

deployed in production IP networks as a ubiquitous routing service, is provisioning 

policies that can benefit mutually participating wireless ISP (WISP) domains.

To this end, it is interesting to observe that each wireless ISP is expected to be in 

control of some set of PoA clusters, serving a particular geographical location, in the 

form of a horizontal or vertical wireless network overlay.

Furthermore, HandoffCast is geared to serve as an L3-control protocol targeting IP 

mobility management of flows associated with mobile users. From this perspective, the 

demand for better tariffs or connection quality combined with user mobility, is expected 

to strengthen cooperation between multiple WISPs, towards cooperative support of 

delay seamlessness, for users in need of interactive IP services on the move.

Mobile users can, thus, be expected to traverse over multiple ISP domains max

imising their benefit utility over multiple temporal carriers of their communications 

flows, within a certain geographical location. The former departs from the traditional
OQ or revenue
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multicast service model of application services forwarding where usage is bound by the 

availability of interested but static users.

We argue that the above can act for WISPs, as an incentive of meshing their 

PoA infrastructures on the edge of their domains (through inter-domain routing), in a 

unified mobility management service. The latter would act, through HandoffCast, for 

all participating WISPs, both as a revenue accrual avenue, as well as a infrastructural 

provisioning unifier of ubiquitous, proactive but above all seamless mobility management 

service.

We may, thus, conclude that the usage of multicast for IP mobility management 

purposes, in a mesh of wireless network overlays, provides promising incentives of de

ployment amongst all WISP irrespective of their size. These incentives stem from 

guarantees towards a proportional share of priced network utility, for WISPs within the 

wireless Internet last-hop infrastructure, readily consumable by mobile users. The for

mer encourages a proportional opportunity to multi-lateral pricing/provisioning policies 

amongst WISPs. Hence, the function of multicast coupled with the proportional share 

of WISP utility, emerging as a result of the user mobility, encourages shared pricing 

policies among all WISPs multiplexed onto a unified last-hop wireless Internet.

6.3 C onclusions

This chapter presented a comparative analysis between proactive MIPv6 and the emerg

ing Fast handoffs proposal of the IETF.

From the analysis we have concluded that in its current instantiation, the FMIPv6 

proposal is found to be hindered by a number of performance issues, over which PMIPv6 

appears to perform significantly better.

The handoff delay performance of FMIPv6 is found to be sensitive to a significant 

NCoA/NAR miss probability during PoA determination for MN’s next IPv6 handoff. 

The latter cascades into incorrect tunnel establishment and thus, recurrent black-hole 

effects and associate packet loss, in cases where multiple AP candidates are detected 

during an active PoA scan.

Furthermore, the signalling efficiency of PMIPv6 appears to be significantly better 

from both the perspective of the MN and AR, both for IP Roaming state establishment 

as well as forwarding during the critical period of the IP handoff.

PMIPv6 does not impose a dependency on link-specific event signalling or router 

discovery, when proactive IP-Roaming state establishment must be effected, as is the
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case with FMIPv6 . Instead, PMIPv6 resolves all required state with a single control 

signal after MN’s handoff has completed.

FMIPv6 does not specify accurately a viable tunnel activation method. On the 

contrary PMIPv6 guarantees instant activation of HandoffCast with no reliance on 

timeout periods.

Furthermore, FMIPv6 effects a DAD handling approach that would incur either 

the generation of additional state, additional control signalling or ultimately a delay 

measure similar to reactive DAD delay met in Mobile IPv6 . On the contrary, PMIPv6 

imposes no such performance overheads during the period of MN’s handoff; the MN 

simply requests the establishment of IP-Roaming state at the previous PoA which in 

turn delegates the request to its PoA neighbours. Generation of MN’s sCoA (NCoA) 

address at each candidate PoA is performed through proxy-stateless DAD resolution 

on-link, by means of standard Neighbour Solicitation. Since the proxy-stateless address 

configuration function is performed well in advance of MN’s next IPv6 handoff, the 

standard DAD delay of 1000ms does not affect MN’s packets communications during a 

PMIPv6 handoff.



C hapter 7

C ontributions and Future Research  

D irections

7.1 C ontributions

Reactive mechanisms in IPv6 mobility management standards, with respect to the MN’s 

IPv6 handoff, are insufficient for the support of interactive IP application services. The 

deficiency pertains to reactivity in current functions of MN registration/association with 

its new point of attachment (PoA), supported by current IPv6 mobility management 

standards. Such deficiency introduces significant IP handoff delay and associated packet 

loss that becomes exacerbated as the MN experiences increased handoff rates. Mobile 

node registration or association with a single PoA has been defined as the process of 

state establishment of one (or more) contexts pertaining to MN’s continuous IP link 

connectivity.

The central goal of this thesis has been to investigate factors that can impede delay- 

transparent performance in interactive applications, as a result Mobile IPv6 support. 

In view of these factors, this study has reconsidered the architectural framework set 

by the Mobile IPv6 standard and its derivatives. To this end, this thesis has looked 

into advanced, forms of IP handoff and flow forwarding management in support of 

delay-seamlessness, for interactive IP application services as well as capability-based 

norms for intelligent handoff control. The core contribution of this investigation may 

be summarised as follows:

By means of proactive registration to immediate candidate points of IP attach

ment, the handoff and flow forwarding management task can support realistically delay 

seamlessness in support of interactive IP application services. As a result, of proactive 

capability-based signalling IP mobility management can provide a sound basis towards 

intelligent handoff control
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Our investigation encompassed a detailed set of experimental measurements, ex

posing performance short-comings in current reactive Mobile IPv6 standards, during 

an IP handoff. To this end, we devised a Mobile IPv6 experimental testbed supporting 

VoIP communications between the MN and its fixed CN/HA peers. As part of our 

experimental methodology we separated traffic monitoring at two distinct levels: (i) the 

network and (ii) the link layer where a handoff is manifested. Results derived looked at 

three individual signalling areas pertinent to handoff performance: (i) core IPv6 control 

signalling, (ii) core MIPv6 control signalling (iii) core link-layer (802.11) signalling. We 

identified and exposed intrinsic influences between these classes of signalling pertinent 

to the overall process of handoff handled by the current Mobile IPv6 standard. Find

ings from this investigation provided the basis of subsequent study reconsidering the 

architectural foundations of reactive norms in IPv6 mobility management

The following sections provide a summary of our contributions, discussing possible 

limitations as well as alternative approaches to addressing the problems at hand. To 

this end, we look at possible next steps of future research efforts.

7.2 Identifying perform ance strengths and trade-offs

In Chapter 2, we focused on an in-depth analysis of standard as well as most prevalent 

mobility management proposals. In this investigation, our contributions have been:

• We engaged into a signalling analysis of important mobility management mecha

nisms (see Annex C.l) and presented the benefits and design trade-offs involved. 

We found that simplistic protocol design becomes an unavoidable trade-off in 

handoff performance. It appears that the signalling of simplistic mobility man

agement mechanisms is significantly influenced by external delay factors such as 

end-to-end delay. This introduces unwanted delay components in the handoff 

performance of the mobile node (MN).

• We concluded that, global location management signalling in IP network infras

tructures, does not meet the limitations of cellular networks; this is because IP 

networks can massively over-provision the Internet backbone to deal with packet 

switched signalling that gets eventually distributed to autonomous systems. Au

tonomous systems support higher routing path redundancy that can accommodate 

the routing of such signalling. On the contrary, legacy cellular systems have very 

little routing redundancy in the face of signalling congestion. At the same time, 

over-provisioning the cellular network core with similar bandwidth to that of the
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Internet backbone becomes prohibitively expensive. For this reason, we have con

cluded that micro-mobility mechanisms, although appealing in terms of observed 

inter-domain locating update savings, may not significantly contribute to IP mo

bility management performance, other than the reduction of signalling round trip 

times.

We have identified that RTT latency savings, become a function of the network 

domain size and the rate of inter-domain mobility (see Section 2.3.3). For very 

large network domains an RTT of 50-150ms is not statistically uncommon; in such 

cases delay reduction must be balanced with system resiliency. For multi-overlay 

network infrastructures inter-domain vertical handoffs are bound to be the norm 

rather than the exception. In such cases, we showed that inter-domain hand

off incur more signalling to micro-mobility protocols than their macro-mobility 

counterparts.

We have shown that micro-mobility protocol mechanisms introduce significant 

complexity in terms of failure resiliency as well as localised mobility agent config

uration and distribution over network partitions within an administrative domain 

(see Annex C.3). We find that micro-mobility protocols are expected to incur 

either:

— extensive changes to the existing IP routing infrastructure

— increased routing state on IP routers in the form of host routes

— additional configuration mechanisms for load balance of traffic over multiple 

mobility agents (LMAs) distributed at the edges of the network domain

— sub-optimal routing in cases where multiple border routers identify multiple 

edge routing paths to the Internet backbone. This is incurred by the fact 

that the MN registers with one LMA at one edge routing path, while traffic 

arrives to the MN from a different (edge) routing path.

Despite their performance trade-offs, simplistic macro-mobility management 

mechanisms such as Mobile IPv6 , can be increasingly scalable with little effect 

on the network infrastructure. This is clearly not the case for micro-mobility 

protocols. The benefits introduced in the micro-mobility management function of 

dominant proposals are questionable, since operational scenarios reveal the need
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for additional mechanisms to sustain localised mobility management savings, orig

inally praised under ideal operational conditions.

The above lead us to conclude that macro-mobility management design strategies 

are to be preferred over micro-mobility techniques. Clearly, this is in line with the 

doctrine of Fast handoff extensions for Mobile IPv6 . FMIPv6 attempts to augment the 

mobility management function to accommodate provisions for delay seamlessness ac

ceptable for interactive real-time applications. While the proposed extensions are still 

under investigation, emerging results from independent investigations on the perfor

mance of FMIPv6, report prohibitively large handoff delays as a result of an increased 

number of wireless hosts attached to a wireless link. Reason for this pertains clearly 

to the dependency of FMIPv6 signalling on access contention before signals can be 

propagated between previous and new ARs.

From the perspective of flow forwarding we find that:

• two viable alternatives may exist: (i) forwarding over a unicast tunnel (ii) for

warding to a multicast group. Solutions of multiple tunnels impose replication of 

forwarded traffic onto multiple paths. Multiple tunnels to remain scalable have 

to remain fixed between old and new ARs. This presents the additional complex

ity of identifying individual flows for the particular mobile node; once the flow is 

de-tunnelled at the new AR, the packet has a topologically incorrect destination 

(the previous CoA of the MN valid at the old AR). As a result, nested (pair-wise) 

encapsulation is required for the AR to distinguish the destination MN at the new 

point of attachment once the outer header has been removed.

• for unicast tunnelling at the new CoA, the significant limitation appears to be 

the accuracy of resolution of the MN’s prospective new CoA. If the latter is not 

accurate, MN’s traffic will be forwarded to the wrong PoA, reinstating the tran

sient black holes - in terms of packet loss - that Mobile IPv6 introduced. On the 

contrary, forwarding to a multicast group appears to be free of such limitations. 

However, it becomes apparent that multicast forwarding cannot be effected at the 

peers of the MN, that is, HA or CN as is the case with the Mysore et al and 

DAEDALUS proposals; this is because the multicast tree management becomes 

prohibitively expensive. On the contrary such cost becomes more manageable 

when the multicast tree is emanated within the network domain visited by the 

MN. This is the case with the IDMP and M&M proposals.
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• the fundamental limitation of multicast forwarding, when rooted at the edge of 

a network domain, is the classic limitation of micro-mobility protocols: a single 

point of failure can collapse the operation of the mobility management protocol 

across the entire domain. In cases where the RP is co-located at the edge LMA, 

a node failure implies also total failure of the flow forwarding mechanism. Where 

the RP is not co-located with edge LMA then in the case of an LMA failure the 

flow forwarding mechanism requires an additional LMA discovery and re-election 

mechanism to direct all traffic to the RP, assuming that all traffic on the failed edge 

can be successfully routed to the back LMA. In any case, in such situations flow 

forwarding is guaranteed to experienced sub-optimal routing, as well as increased 

end-to-end delay. The latter may impact the delay performance of interactive 

communications between the MN and its peers.

Both current unicast and multicast forwarding approaches suggest that a more robust 

and distributed flow forwarding mechanism is required. It is imperative that such 

mechanism can sustain failure of the forwarding node without destructive effects in flow 

redirection to all MNs in the network domain.

7.3 Perform ance shortcom ings o f M IP v6

In Chapter 3, we presented a detailed set of experimental measures regarding VoIP per

formance over Mobile IPv6 enabled Wireless LAN communications. Prom the measure

ment traces collected and subsequent statistical analysis we identified a comprehensive 

set of findings contributing to a detailed model of Mobile IPv6 behaviour, in terms of 

delay performance. In particular:

• Duplicate address detection incurs a significant amount of delay consistently for 

all handoffs measured.

• We have shown that a high rate of router advertisements1 does not, by itself, 

assure a faster handoff (see Annex D.5.1). We have shown that in best cases 

a minimum average of 80ms of hangover delay arises from the moment the L2- 

handoff has completed until any subsequent neighbour discover function. The 

fundamental reason is that movement detection on the MN relies two possible 

time-based events: (i) the expiry of the router advertisement lifetime (ii) untimely 

initiation of router solicitation.

1 average router advertisement interval reduced to 50ms
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• We have shown the timing of a router solicitation during a MIPv6 handoff is found 

to be inappropriate, in a way that it impacts significantly the movement detection 

process (inducing the sap-reactive hangover delay component) and thus, impedes 

the prompt completion of the MIPv6 handoff process.

• the rate of router solicitations during movement detection was found to be such 

that impedes an expedient movement detection. As a result the MIPv6 movement 

detection delay impacts in turn, the handoff process, incurring significant delay.

• Response to router solicitations, excluding the one that originated during an L2- 

handoff in progress was found to consume around 50-60ms, before a unicast router 

advertisement is sent to the MN.

• An authenticated binding update to a single corresponding node is found to incur 

significant delay that is guaranteed to increase the delay of MIPv6 handoff (see 

Section 3.7.1). For statistically derived worst case RTT scenarios this ranged up 

to 484ms in the path between the MN-HA, MN-CN or HA-CN host pairs.

• The delay of a MIPv6 handoff for the MN return back to the home network 

(v2h MIPv6 handoff) is found to be significantly smaller (see Section 3.7.1) than 

the respective delay incurred during a handoff to a visited network (h2v MIPv6 

handoff). Nonetheless it remains excess of 200ms and thus capable of impeding 

interactive delay performance.

• The significantly smaller measure of MIPv6 handoff delay on an v2h MIPv6 hand

off is accounted by the existence of the HA entity co-located on the same host as 

the Access Routing function. This implies, that the MIPv6 protocol effectively 

requires the existence of the HA function at the router devices to allow for low 

MIPv6 handoff delays incurred by the Mobility-enabled IPv6 layer2.

• The delay imposed by the neighbour unreachability detection process is significant 

(see Section 3.7.1), so as to impact receipt of the Binding acknowledgement from 

the HA as well as the subsequent update of bindings (with or without authenti

cation) at the communicating peers.

• Hangover delay cause during movement detection (see Section 3.20) is found to 

contribute a significant delay component to the total MIPv6 handoff latency.

2that is excluding the L2 handoff delay which is owed to delays incurred by the wireless technology.
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While this may be possibly accounted by inefficiencies in the implementation of 

the IPv6 specification (i.e. neighbour discovery), it attests that for different mo

bile devices, potential inefficiencies (induced heterogeneity), dependence on IPv6 

neighbour discovery signalling has a cascading effect on the total MIPv6 handoff 

delay component.

• From the perspective of packet loss for a packetisation rate of 20ms and no sup

pression of silence packets, an h2v handoff was found to incur loss runs above 

between 150-154 packets. While voice activity detection (VAD) can reduce the 

amount of packet loss within the same period of handoff delay, the amount of 

reduction is dependent on the degree of activity of the voice conversation between 

the participants or the composition of a voice conversation. For experimental 

purposes VAD-enabled VoIP flows are left as future work for the purposes of this 

investigation.

• MIPv6 is found to incur significant jitter during a MIPv6 handoff (see Section

3.8). The measure of jitter induced is accounted by actual packet loss during the 

MIPv6 handoff, and is capable to offset significantly lip synchronisation in poten

tial interactive multimedia that comprise of both audio and video. The measure 

of the MIPv6 handoff and imposes a minimum jitter amortisation period before 

which any subsequent handoff will simply worsen the amount of jitter experienced 

as well as the loss of lip synchronisation .We remind that these packets cannot 

be recovered by either increases play-out delay at the receiver or by packet loss 

concealment techniques

With respect to delay incurred at the link layer of IEEE802.il, as the wireless 

technology of choice during this set of experimental measurements, we found that link- 

layer delay is independent of the MIPv6 handoff delay observed at the IPv6 layer. At 

its current form we concluded that it affects the prompt completion of a MIPv6 handoff 

in the following ways:

• The MAC layer of the 802.11b WLAN specification is found to incur significant 

delay (see Section 3.7.1) which by itself can impede any guarantees of real-time 

delivery for VoIP packet flows between the MN and its peers.

• The dominant delay component in an L2-handoff is incurred by the AP-discovery 

phase, as the MN scan reactively the channels triggered by a low SNR threshold.
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• During an L2-handoff all channels are scanned before an AP is selected (see Annex 

D.6). While the algorithm of AP-discovery and in particular the ordering in which 

channels may be scanned is not mandated by the protocol, it is clear that the 

scanning process remains agnostic of the candidate APs surrounding the MN, 

unless explicitly scanned in reaction to signal loss below a certain SNR threshold.

• For an increasing number of associated MNs under the same AP (see Annex D.7), 

any reliance of the MIPv6 to small measures of router advertisement interval was 

found to be detrimental to the completion of the movement detection process and 

as a result, the completion of the MIPv6 handoff. This is because the size of 

the advertisement interval is offset by a significant amount of frame delay which 

effectively results into a prolonged movement detection before the first router 

advertisement is received.

It may be seen that even by ignoring the L2-handoff delay component incurred by 

the MAC layer of 802.11b, the delay incurred by the MIPv6 layer alone is sufficient to 

place a VoIP flow below any guarantees of interactive real-time delivery of IPv6 traffic.

The above provide overwhelming evidence that the MIPv6 protocol standard incurs 

significant delay at the IPv6 layer, such that it cannot preserve the seamlessness principle 

so as to sustain real-time guarantees in the delivery of interactive multimedia services 

to wireless IPv6 mobile devices.

While in both v2h and h2v handoff cases there exists a significant L2 handoff delay 

components of about 420ms which is beyond the control of MIPv6 mobility management, 

the MIPv6 mechanism:

• experiences significant delays at the IPv6 layer of the network stack on handoffs 

away from the home network.

• remains agnostic of the link-layer mechanism at the cost of a significant L2 handoff 

delay component and makes no provisions that can alleviate such delay compo

nent, characterising the total MIPv6 handoff delay measure.

Furthermore, as part of our contributions we have:

• we have also derived a number of statistical distributions for the individual de

lay components experienced during a MIPv6 handoff (see Annex D.4 and D.5). 

This set of statistical distributions are used in subsequent simulations to describe 

stochastically the statistical measure of MIPv6 handoff delay during simulations,
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when compared with any novel IPv6 mobility management proposed in later sec

tions.

• we have shown that true MIPv6 handoff performance is conflicting with per

formance claims made by Mobile IPv6 specification 3.7.1. Mobile IPv6 cannot 

guarantee a handoff rate of 1 handoff/sec; a MIPv6 handoff away to a visited 

network (h2v) is guaranteed to last a minimum of 2.6 sec. Our results show that 

the Mobile IPv6 specification should align its claims of handoff rate support to a 

rate of a handoff every 3 seconds 0.35 h/sec), without including any influence for 

network externalities such as RTT disparity over Internet links.

7.4 P roactive IP v6  H andoff M anagem ent

In Chapter 4, we reconsidered the architectural foundations of Mobile IPv6 , by inves

tigating novel Mobility management mechanisms that support by design delay trans

parency. To this end we proposed Proactive IPv6 mobility management. Proactive 

handoff management is found to eliminate reactive handoff delay arising at the network 

layer, by:

• identifying the immediate handoff AR neighbours (see Section 4.7) with respect 

to MN’s current point of attachment through Handoff AR discovery (HARD).

• promoting state establishment pertinent to MN’s (IPv6) network connectivity at 

the next PoA, well in advance of its IPv6 handoff transition.

• establishing a sufficiently abstract mapping between the network and the link layer 

that allows expedient movement detection at the network layer with no reliance 

on network layer signalling (such as router advertisements).

• ensuring that cross-layer optimisations are abstract and generic enough to be 

feasible/available across all wireless technologies.

Core contributions arising from this study may be summarised as follows:

• we identified a robust mechanism for proactive state establishment (see Section

4.8). We found that for these purposes the MN must remain associated with it 

current PoA for a minimum cell residence period. The measure of this period 

is dependent on the complexity and the delay requirements for state establish

ment/evaluation at the HAR neighbour.
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• we proposed and evaluated a mechanism for discovery of MN handoff AR can

didates (HARD). There we showed that the abstraction between a Routing 

(network-layer) and a Mobility (link-layer) Neighbourhood enables the MN to 

transform physical node movement into mobility-hop Roaming state. Such trans

form can effect a proactive IPv6 handoff with no dependence on traditional func

tions of IPv6 neighbour discovery such as Address Resolution or router advertise

ment signalling.

• we have identified a generic set of cross-layer optimisations (see Section 4.8.3) to 

support robust initiation or termination of core proactive handoff management 

functions. Such optimisations utilised a generic set of AP identification infor

mation available at the link layer, in the form of triggers for accurate handoff 

management. Such type of information can be safely generalised for any wire

less networking technology, since APs must remain at all times identifiable for 

management purposes.

• by combining the above we have identified forms of reducing (i) dependence on 

core IPv6 signalling (ii) the measure of core IPv6 signalling required and (iii) its 

associated probability of MAC contention.

• we identified and evaluated (see Section 4.11.1) a mechanism that increases MN’s 

service utility by allowing PoA diversity based on selection policies during the IP 

handoff decision.

From the performance analysis of proactive versus standard reactive handoff man

agement we concluded that proactivity handoff management can address successfully 

delay seamlessness at the network (IPv6) layer.

However, looking at the total handoff delay measure, we found that proactive hand

off delay is well above the 200ms requirement imposed by interactive real-time services. 

Thus, while proactive handoff management can eliminate delay incurred by network 

layer functions during an IPv6 handoff, it is found to be insufficient by itself to address 

the total handoff delay.

The measure of delay incurred in proactive handoffs is owed primarily to two latency 

factors over which the network layer can exert no control: (i) the link-layer handoff delay, 

(ii) round trip time delay. In the observed proactive handoff delay measure, 380-420ms 

of the delay is owed to the link-layer handoff, while 80-100ms to the average round trip 

time delay.
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We have indicated further that, different WLAN implementations and in general 

different wireless technologies achieve different L2-handoff latencies. For instance, cer

tain WLAN implementations can achieve L2-handoff delays as low as 150-160ms.

Assuming a hard delay bound of 200ms for interactive real-time services and 80- 

100ms as the dominant measure of round trip time observed during the simulation 

study, it appears that provision of any realistic guarantees towards delay seamlessness 

in proactive IPv6 mobility management requires a maximum L2-handoff delay bound 

of < 100ms. In this manner, the combined upper bound of these two delay components 

may thus, be attacked through proactive MIPv6 management by ensuring that MN’s 

traffic is also redirected towards it new PoA while a proactive handoff is in progress.

7.5 Seam less flow forwarding through H andoffCast

In Chapter 5 we investigated the performance of HandoffCast as a proactive managed 

flow forwarding mechanism. HandoffCast complements the overall Proactive IPv6 mo

bility management task towards support of delay seamlessness.

From a detailed set of simulations conducted we showed that HandoffCast forward

ing is capable of addressing successfully delay seamlessness during MN’s IP handoff. 

Such capability is, however, directly related to specific performance factors, identified 

and optimised throughout this simulation study. Our contributions in this study may 

be summarised as follows:

• We showed that these such factors stem from two fundamental delay sources that 

remain beyond the explicit control of the network layer: (i) the measure of link- 

layer (L2) handoff effected by the individual wireless technology at hand, (ii) the 

measure of one-way delay arising from the perspective of flow forwarding during 

MN’s IP handoff, in an effort to eliminate black-hole effect and reduce the measure 

of perceived flow disruption.

• We identified that HandoffCast performance is critically dependent on the measure 

of the delay contributed by the standard 802.11 L2-handoff process. To this end, 

we have proposed an L2-handoff delay optimisation that reduces drastically the 

latency incurred during the critical period of active PoA scanning with no negative 

impact to function robustness.

• We showed by means of simulations that HandoffCast forwarding delay perfor

mance, appears to be below the 200ms threshold, but remains dependent on the
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placement of the multicast RP (see Section 5.6.1). Our simulation results sug

gested that RP placement at an AR with a high node-degree (> 6) sustains 

scalable HandoffCast forwarding delay performance for increasing PoA densities. 

On the contrary, for an RP node-degree of < 3, the measure of persistent delay 

grows significantly on the forwarding path (old PoA —> RP —> new PoA). Such 

effect is exacerbated when considering the total e2e delay over leaf-PoA densities 

> 140, between the CN —> old PoA —> RP —> new PoA

With respect to L2-handoff delay performance over 802.11 WLANs, during Hand

offCast forwarding, we attained an average measure of L2-handoff delay that does not 

exceed 60-70ms for small or large PoA densities (i.e. 45-200 leaf-PoA nodes) with the aid 

of proposed optimisations (see Annex F.5). Such L2-handoff delay measure approaches 

the level of L2-handoff over cellular networks.

Given a random allocation of channels among members of an R-neighbourhood that 

comprises of different WISPs, we showed that the average number of operational chan

nels within an R-neighbourhood is normally distributed with a mean of 6 (see Section 

5.6.1). For an increasing R-neighbourhood size, the variance of the number of opera

tional channels appears to maintain an upper bound of 70% of the R-neighbourhood 

size (c^), for Cn > 10.

The above results (see Annex F.5), confirm that proactive guiding of the AP scan

ning process over channels that are operational with MN’s R-neighbourhood can: (i) 

reduce L2-handoff delay significantly in a realistic operational scenario, (ii) support a 

low measure of persistent delay, capable of addressing delay seamlessness during MN’s 

IPv6 handoff, (iii) avoid energy-intensive and packet-loss prone interleaving [335, 336] 

between transmission and AP scanning modes in search of available PoA.

7.6 Perform ance o f P roactive versus Fast M IP v6

in Chapter 6 we presented a comparative analysis between proactive MIPv6 and the 

emerging Fast handoffs proposal of the IETF. Contributions from this investigation 

encompassed:

• a parametric model of three-cell overlap (see Section 6 .2 .2) essential for signalling 

analysis through simulation.

• the identification of the NCoA/NAR miss probability metric for the purposes of 

assessing the accuracy of NAR determination in fast handoff proposals (see Section
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6.2.1).

• a signalling analysis between the two protocol proposals (see Section 6.2.3).

From the analysis we have concluded that in its current instantiation, the FMIPv6 

proposal is found to be hindered by a number of performance issues, over which PMIPv6 

appears to perform significantly better.

In particular, the handoff delay performance of FMIPv6 is found to be sensitive to a 

significant NCoA/NAR miss probability during PoA determination for MN’s next IPv6 

handoff. The latter cascades into incorrect tunnel establishment and thus, recurrent 

black-hole effects and associate packet loss, in cases where multiple AP candidates are 

detected during an active PoA scan.

Furthermore, we found that the signalling efficiency of PMIPv6 appears to be 

significantly better from both the perspective of the MN and AR, both for IP Roaming 

state establishment as well as forwarding during the critical period of the IP handoff.

We found that PMIPv6 does not impose a dependency on link-specific event sig

nalling or router discovery, when proactive IP-Roaming state establishment must be 

effected, as is the case with FMIPv6 . Instead, PMIPv6 resolves all required state with 

a single control signal after MN’s handoff has completed.

We have shown that FMIPv6 does not support a fast tunnel activation method 

(see Section 6.2.5 and 6.2.6); as a result it can reintroduce reactive mobility latencies 

and associated packet loss. On the contrary PMIPv6 guarantees instant activation of 

HandoffCast with no reliance on timeout periods.

7.7 C ritical R eview  and Future R esearch D irections

This section provides a brief elaboration on the assumptions made in parts of this 

investigation and contemplates certain design issues and technical decisions taken. To 

this end it proposes a number of suggestions to mitigate potential limitations and present 

options for future work.

7.7.1 S im p lify in g  a s s u m p tio n s  a n d  p o te n t ia l  l im ita t io n s

During our investigation by means of simulation, a number of simplifying modelling 

assumptions were made. In particular, the propagation environment was assumed to be 

free-space and unobstructed; the AP coverage area was assumed to be circular; random 

way-point movement was assumed as the mobility pattern of the MN; small transmission 

ranges were modelled in proportion to the movement grid.
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We revisit these assumptions and their potential limitations showing new avenues 

of future research directions in the evaluation of the proactive MIPv6 architecture.

Wave propagation in real-world wireless environments is not free-space nor prop

agation environments are unobstructed. Terrain obstructions or foliage can induce 

multi-path fading or loss on the energy of the propagated wave. Such effects can in

crease the bit error rate (BER) over the air interface by corrupting communicated frames 

at the link layer. However, corrupted transmissions as a result of propagation effects 

are typically managed by means of power control (temporal increase of power at the 

transmitter) and/or by retransmission and error correction techniques, effected over the 

air interface on sub-millisecond basis at the link and physical sub-layers. Depending on 

the harshness of the propagation environment the BER metric may exhibit small (i.e. 

negligible) fluctuations that does not affect the packet communication flow or large (i.e. 

significant) fluctuations that impacts packet transmission at the network layer. This 

work has looked at the performance of interactive real-time services over the a novel mo

bility management architecture, whereby the wireless interface exhibits negligible BER 

fluctuations by assuming open space unobstructed propagation environments. From the 

perspective of IP mobility management performance over handoff and flow forwarding 

management signalling, an interesting future research direction would be to investigate 

the measure of influence of high BER fluctuations over harsh propagation environments. 

It would be interesting to quantify the robustness of signalling acknowledgement and 

under what conditions (e.g. high offered load emergencies) additional optimisations 

may be required.

With respect to the assumption of circular AP coverage areas, we identified in 

Section 4.9.3 that for cross-polarised transmit/receive environments the coverage area 

is not necessarily circular but lobe-shaped. We have argued however, that cell shape is 

not expected to affect the performance of mobility management mechanisms from a BER 

perspective; this is because the mobility mechanism at hand depends on the availability 

of some minimum measure of overlap between coverage areas (whether circular or lobe

shaped) rather than their shape; otherwise dis-connectivity at the link-layer should be 

expected. The only influence that cell shape may have on the performance of mobility 

management mechanisms is on the measure of handoff rate. Irregular cell shapes may 

affect the measure of handoff rate as well as the number of ping-pong effects depending 

on their placement with respect to MN movement path. For proactive MIPv6, variation 

of the handoff rate may affect the rate of HARD state convergence and the number of
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handoffs per interactive communication session. To this end, future research direction 

would encompass the influence of irregular AP cell shape on the measure of handoffs 

during an interactive communication session.

With respect to the mobility model adopted, this work looked at the behaviour of 

random way-point MN mobility patterns. However, in actual terrain mobility environ

ments MN movement is not necessarily random; it is bound by particular obstructions 

such as buildings or hills as well as the placement of APs with respect to these ob

structions. Furthermore, the number of changes in direction, available to the MN at 

each way point is not always small (see Section 4.9.4); for instance under the circular 

or Manhattan mobility models, the number of available changes in directions may be 

larger (1-6). Future work will be looking at the influence of alternative MN terrain mo

bility models, encompassing building obstructions, on the performance of the proposed 

mobility management architecture. Particularly interesting is expected to be the as

pect of adaptation of the respective wave propagation model, to reflect the obstructions 

emerging under either M anhattan or circular movement terrain models. Use of different 

mobility models is expected to influence the handoff rate per communication session by 

either increasing3 or decreasing4 MN’s cell residence period.

It should be also noted that for most part of this investigation simulations or 

experimental measurements have adopted the IEEE802.il WLAN specification as the 

wireless interface. Main reason for such choice is the pronounced measure of L2-handoff 

delay over such wireless technology in contrast to cellular networks.

7.7.2 E xperim en tal resu lts  and  lim itations

The experimental results of MIPv6 delay performance attained in Chapter 3 are based 

on a well-known, nonetheless particular, implementation of Mobile IPv6. During our 

investigation we have acknowledged that the sap/numb-reactive hangover delay com

ponent (see Section 3.7), cannot be clearly attributed on the actual performance of the 

movement detection of MIPv6 or an implementation inefficiency. Such ambiguity may 

be attributed to:

• lack of a protocol standard function for MIPv6 movement detection purposes, 

which also accounts as a shortcoming in MIPv6 delay performance.

• implementation inefficiencies tha t causes the MN to remain insensitive to Router 

Advertisement during the period of hangover delay; this may be the result of an

introduction of obstacle-based changes in direction and as a result decrease in MN speed
4removal of obstacles with constrains in direction and increase in MN speed
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inconsistent or erroneous router advertisement timer implementation that is not 

strictly adherent to fast resolution.

To this end, it is important to acknowledge that the reported MIPv6 delay per

formance may have been influenced to a small degree by implementation inefficien

cies or issues, while exposing potential MIPv6 protocol/implementation shortcomings. 

Nonetheless, the degree of influence from potential implementation inefficiencies remains 

small; the measure of hangover delay is significantly smaller than the measure of delay 

incurred by DAD and NUD that are explicitly protocol specific. Future work would re

visit the issue of hangover delay over a commercial MIPv6 implementation and contrast 

(as well as validate) its delay performance components against the HUT experimental 

implementation.

7.7.3 Q ualita tive perform ance of V A D -assisted VoIP flows

With respect to interactive service performance over reactive or proactive MIPv6, the 

results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 have been based on constant bit rate (CBR) VoIP 

flows with no voice activity detection. Due to the CBR character of the VoIP flows 

explored and given that the correspondent node remained fixed during communication, 

our measurements focused on unidirectional component flows of the VoIP conversation. 

This is because the pattern of both latency and associated loss was found to be identical 

at the CN. Under such setting the measure the measure of handoff delay, loss and jitter 

identify provide an upper bound of IPv6 mobility management performance.

However, in a commercial setting where capacity over the wireless last hop is a 

limited resource it is expected that VoIP sessions would utilise voice activity detection 

functionality, for the purposes of bandwidth savings. Under such scenarios a VoIP flow 

would exhibit a variable bit rate pattern, where silence packets are suppressed. To this 

end, we are interested in looking at MIPv6 handoff delay performance during VAD- 

assisted (VBR) VoIP flows. Under such experimental scenarios both unidirectional 

VoIP flows need to be monitored, since their pattern is asynchronous and asymmetric.

It is expected that under such communication scenarios MIPv6 handoff delay per

formance, interactive IP application flows would experience unidirectionally a smaller 

measure of both handoff delay and packet loss. To get a coarse measure of such delay we 

recall from Section 3.3 that voice may be approximated by considering the characteristic 

measures of talk-spurt (on) and silence (off) periods from actual VoIP session. Such pe

riods may modelled as exponentially distributed interval with mean 352ms (talk-spurt)
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and 648ms (silence) respectively.

Statistically these mean values may also represent a probability of 0.35 of voice 

content and 0.65 of silence during the period of MIPv6 handoff delay. By looking the 

performance of the talk-spurt probability within, or at the boundaries of the measure 

of MIPv6 handoff delay we can derive an expected measure of MIPv6 handoff delay 

affecting VAD-assisted VoIP sessions. In particular, assuming a talk-spurt probability 

of 35% over a MIPv6 handoff delay of 2.8 sec, it is easy to see that the expected delay 

incurred by a full talkspurt occuring within this period is of the order of around 980ms. 

Such delay measure translates to nearly 49 packets lost (assume 20ms packetisation 

rate) during a handoff. To account for the talkspurt occuring at the boundaries of the 

handoff delay, we may approximate the measure of delay incurred by considering half 

of the original talkspurt probability (i.e. 17%). In such case, the delay incurred would 

be 476ms or nearly 24 packets lost during a handoff.

To strengthen the validity of this brief analysis, we consider further an ideal MIPv6 

implementation, without hangover or neighbour unreachability delay effects and zero

time acquisition of router advertisements. Under such ideal operational scenario the 

sole source of delay is assumed to be DAD delay, L2-handoff delay and round trip delay. 

Assuming that for these 3 factors the measure of MIPv6 handoff delay is 1.5 sec and 

by applying the talk-spurt probability within this delay period, we find that a MIPv6 

handoff experiences a minimum of 525ms and a loss run of 26 packets. In the event 

that the talk-spurt period falls at the boundaries of the handoff period, the minimum 

expected measure of MIPv6 handoff delay appears to around 255ms with a loss run of 

13 packets.

It is important to note that in all above scenarios the expected measure of MIPv6 

handoff delay is the minimum  since we do not account for the number of on-off occur

rences within a MIPv6 handoff delay period.

Without entering a more elaborate analysis by either experiments of simulations, it 

is easy to see that VAD-assisted VoIP communications experience a significant measure 

of delay during a MIPv6 handoff. Despite the above, we remain interested in exploring 

the deviation of experimental results from the above coarse expected measures of MIPv6 

handoff delay.

Alternative direction to this research is to expand our performance analysis towards 

objective or subjective quality measures of VoIP services of IPv6 mobility management 

mechanisms.
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7.7.4 O ptim ising th e  size of th e  PoA  R /M -N eighbourhood

To optimise the signalling cost incurred under PMIPv6’s pessimistic mode of operation 

in the management of PoA receivers during flow forwarding, PMIPv6 prescribes further 

an optimistic mode of handoff AR determination; in this, the full set of AR neighbours 

is reduced to a minimal subset of AR neighbours that exhibit the highest probability 

ranking for handoff candidacy. Such mode of candidate AR determination does not 

aim to detect precisely the identity of a single AR handoff candidate, as pursued by 

FMIPv6. To this end, future work will be looking at investigating the effect of predictive 

techniques on the measure of PoA neighbours, exhibiting prime candidacy for MN’s next 

handoff.
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Glossary

This Appendix provides a glossary of all acronyms and abbreviated terms used during 

the course of this thesis.

Abbrev. Technical Term
AR Access Router
BA Binding Acknowledgement
BSS Basic Service Set
BU Binding Update

CAP Current Access Point
CoA Care-of Address
CoT Care-of Test
CoTI Care-of Test Initiate
CN Correspondent Node

DAD Duplicate Address Detection
DHCPv6 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6

ESS Extended Service Set
FBA Fast Binding Acknowledgement
FBU Fast Binding Update
FNA Fast Neighbour Advertisement
HA Home Agent

HACK Handover Acknowledgement
HoA Home Address
HoT Home Test
HoTI Home Test Initiate

HI Handover Initiate
MN Mobile Node
NA Neighbour Advertisement

nAP New Access Point
nAR New Access Router

nCoA New Care of Address
NeighSol Neighbour Solicitation



Abbrev. Technical Term
pAP Previous Access Point
pAR Previous Access Router

pCoA Previous Care of Address
PrRtAdv Proxy Router Advertisement

QoS Quality of Service
RA/RtAdv Router Advertisement

RR Return Routability
RS/RtSol Router Solicitation
RtSolPr Router Solicitation for Proxy
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
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Wireless Technology Task Groups

Section B.l provides a short description of new and emerging technologies populating 

commercially the air interface.

Section B.2 presents a brief description of important task groups, current active 

in the arena of wireless technologies. In addition, it provides a brief view of non-IEEE 

wireless technologies receiving increasing popularity in the domain of IP networks.

B .l New and emerging Wireless Technologies
Currently, the space of wireless communications is segmented in four distinct classes 

of wireless networks, each offering diverse performance characteristics. These are in 

the macro-cellular (satellite), the cellular (PCS/WiMax), micro-cellular (WLAN) and 

pico-cellular (Bluetooth/Zigbee).

With respect to macro-cellular environments, depending on the generation of satel

lite technology, wireless communications support aggregate band widths of 2-166 Mbps 

over a regulated frequency band. On the other hand, propagation delays may range from 

20-100ms (LEO), 110-150ms (MEO) and 250-280ms (GEO), with national or multi

national coverage footprints [365].

For cellular networks, the underlying cellular infrastructure uses a network of base 

stations (BS), each identifying a cell coverage area, from 1 to 50 km in radius over 

a regulated frequency range. Typical aggregate data rates over cellular networks can 

range, depending on the technology, from 120KBps (GPRS), 384Kbps (EDGE) up to 2 

MBPS (UMTS)1..

During the last decade the cellular paradigm has been adopted for the creation of 

micro-cellular networking environments, aiming to support user mobility at smaller 

transmission ranges over de-regulated carrier frequencies. Numerous consortia and

!with corresponding (per-user) available data rates around 38 (GPRS), 70 (EDGE) and 100-384 
Kbps (UMTS)
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standardisation bodies have been working on independent and often non-interoperable 

micro-cellular network specifications. Today, more than 20 candidate technologies, 

working groups and standard specifications already exist; annex F.8 presents briefly 

important wireless technology efforts.

B.1.1 M icro-cellular environm ents: W ireless LANs

Amongst them, IEEE802.il [17] is perhaps the most mature wireless protocol for wire

less LAN (WLAN) communications, tested and deployed for years in corporate, enter

prise, private and public environments, also posed as the favoured technology for many 

home networking applications.

The IEEE 802.11 standard supports several derivative 802.11 technologies in the 

unlicensed bands of 2.4 and 5GHz, while sharing a common medium access control 

(MAC) sub-layer over two physical (PHY) layer specification technologies: (i) direct- 

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) (ii) frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS).

Initially IEEE 802.11 systems operating at the 2.4GHz band, provided data rates up 

to 2 Mbps and propagation delays below 5 ms. However, its wide acceptance, initiated 

new revisions to the specification base giving rise to high rate (HR) extensions. The 

most important of these is the IEEE 802.11b PHY layer specification; 802.11b achieves 

aggregate signalling rates of 5.5 and 11 Mbps, using complementary code keying (CCK) 

modulation [51].

Recently, the IEEE 802. l lg  task group has formed a draft standard that achieves 

data rates higher than 22 Mb/s, adopting either single-carrier trellis-coded 8-phase 

shift keying (PSK) modulation or Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

modulation schemes.

In the unlicensed 5GHz band, 802.11a [366] and HIPERLAN/2 [18] technologies 

support data rates up to 54 M b/s at transmission ranges smaller than that of 802.11b; 

802.11a achieves this using OFDM modulation, while HIPERLAN/2 through Time 

Division Multiplexing (TDM).

It is interesting to note that even standardisation by itself, is not guaranteed to 

produce interoperable implementations of a specified wireless technology. To this end, 

IEEE 802.11 product manufacturers have established an interoperability alliance iden

tified as Wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance (WECA). Under this consortium, 

all participating partners ensure interoperability and compatibility of their 802.11 im

plementations through a suit of interoperability tests collectively identified as Wireless 

Fidelity (Wi-Fi) standard. Equivalent standards have been adopted for 802.11a imple
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mentations collectively identified as Wi-Fi5.

Along with the adoption of new modulation schemes in support of high data rate ex

tensions to the 802.11 base specification, other 802.11 task groups have been formulating 

individual MAC or PHY protocol recommendations, aiming to enhance or supplement 

specific areas of the base 802.11 specification. A brief overview of these groups together 

with other competing technologies is presented in the following Section.

B.2 Wireless Technology Task Groups
A number of wireless technology task groups has emerged during the last decade. In 

an effort to provide perspective in breadth and depth of issues concerning wireless link 

performance, this section presents briefly, a set of important wireless technology efforts 

supported by individual standardisation groups.

802.l i d  802.l id  task group (TG) works towards 802.11b versions at other frequencies, 

for countries where the 2.4GHz band is not available.

802.l i e  802.l ie  TG works towards the specification of a new 802.11 MAC protocol 

extensions, to support Quality of service provisions at the 802.11 MAC sub-layer. These 

extensions facilitate prioritisation of data, voice, and video transmissions by limiting the 

amount of back-off delay enforced for special types of multi-protocol data units (MPDU). 

802.I l f  802.I l f  TG aims to improve the handover mechanism in 802.11 so that users 

can maintain a connection while roaming between access points attached to different 

networks.

802.l l h  802.l lh  TG aims to enhance the power control and radio channel selectivity 

of 802.11a, to ensure acceptance by European regulators.

802.H i 802.l l i  TG aims to address security issues arising from the current forms of 

security adopted by the 802.11 standard. Instead of the Wired Equivalent Privacy 

(WEP), a new authentication/encryption protocol based on the Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) is currently under investigation.

802.l l j  802.1 lj TG aims to resolve HiperLAN/2 and 802.11a interoperability issues. 

802.11k 802.11k aims to standardise mechanisms that allow a wireless local area net

work (WLAN) to perform channel selection, host roaming, and transmit power control 

(TPC) to optimise network performance.

802.11k is primarily intended to improve the way hosts and traffic is distributed 

within a network. Normally, a WLAN host device connects to the access point (AP) 

that provides the strongest signal. Depending on the number and geographic locations
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of the subscribers, this arrangement can sometimes lead to excessive demand on one AP 

and under-utilisation of others, resulting in degradation of overall network performance. 

In a 802.Ilk-conformant network, if the AP having the strongest signal is loaded to its 

full capacity, a wireless device is connected to one of the underutilised APs. Even though 

the signal may be weaker, the overall throughput is greater because more efficient use 

is made of the network resources.

There is a general disagreement in the networking community about the formal 

adoption schedule of this specification and subsequently how soon after any device 

implementation supporting it will become available. While working groups estimate 

deployment as early as 2005, vendors suggest that such process is still at its very early 

stages.

802.l l u  Referred to as the Wireless Inter-networking with External Networks (WIEN) 

Study Group, 802.l lu  is establishing standards for the integration of 802.11 and macro- 

cellular communication systems such as EDGE/UMTS. The task group is studying 

access router identification, MAC address anonymity, scalability, policy enforcement, 

access control, quality of service, and billing administration; in addition to the other 

requirements for inter-operation between network systems.

802.16a/e 802.16 is a group of broadband wireless communications standards for 

metropolitan area networks (MANs). The original2 802.16 standard, specified fixed 

point-to-multipoint broadband wireless systems operating in the 10-66 GHz licensed 

spectrum. Officially identified as Wireless MAN, the 802.16 specification is expected 

to enable multimedia applications with wireless connectivity with a range of up to 30 

miles, providing an extended last-mile technology.

802.16a is a recent3 a wireless communications specification for metropolitan area 

networks (MANs). Known as WiMAX specification, the 802.16a/e standards comple

ment the older 802.11 family of specifications.

The 802.16a standard has been developed for wireless MANs operating on licensed 

and unlicensed radio-frequency (RF) bands between 2 GHz and 11 GHz, at data speeds 

of up to 75 Mbps, with low latency and efficient use of spectrum space. Security 

is enhanced by encryption features. Forward error correction (FEC) and space/time 

coding optimise accuracy under marginal signal conditions. The maximum range can 

be extended to approximately 30 miles (48 kilometres) with associated trade-offs in

2 published in December 2001.
3approved in January 2003 and released in April 2000.
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throughput. The 802.16a specification is ideally suited for advanced communication 

methods such as voice over IP (VoIP) and prioritised data traffic. 802.16e is expected 

to combine 802.16a and 802.20 capabilities with backwards compatibility for 802.11b/g 

under a single interface for mobile hosts.

802.20 The IEEE 802.20 WG aims to develop the specification for an efficient packet 

based air interface, optimised for the transport of IP based services.

Such interface fosters by design interoperable mobile broadband wireless access 

systems, operating in licensed bands below 3.5 GHz, with peak data rates per user in 

excess of 1 Mbps. It aims to support various vehicular mobility classes up to 250 Km/h 

in a MAN environment for cell ranges up to 15 kilometres.

802.20 targets sustained user data rates and numbers of active users that are sig

nificantly higher than achieved by existing mobile systems [241]. The 802.20 interface 

seeks to boost real-time data transmission rates in wireless MANs to transmission speeds 

similar to that of rival DSL and cable connections.

5GHz Unified Protocol

IEEE 802.11a supports far higher data-rates than 802.11b. However, it fails to sup

port differentiated data rate services over the OFDM carrier, as a result a application 

implementing an 802.11a interface has to either implement the full 54 Mbps modem 

capability or require that during its transmission all other stations must await until the 

low-rate transmitter can get off the carrier.

As a result, 802.11a has not met wide acceptance by European regulators or mar

kets, who favour the ETSI HiperLAN/2. To overcome such limitation, ETSI and IEEE 

have jointly formed the 5GHz Partnership Project (5GPP); this aims to merge 802.11a 

and HiperLAN2 into a single standard, tentatively known as the 5GHz Unified Protocol 

(5-UP).

By allocating a variable number of channels on a device transmission, this stan

dard differentiates between different data rates and usage models. This is achieved by 

allocating the carriers within the OFDM signal on an per-device basis; multiple devices 

simultaneously transmit to an access point utilising different OFDM carriers. In this 

manner the 5-UP specification enhances the existing IEEE 802.11a standard by cater

ing for cost-effective interface implementations supporting a wide spectrum of devices - 

from cordless phones to HD-TVs - over a single wireless network.
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pico-cellular networks: Personal/H om e Area Networks

B lu e to o th  A wireless technology intended to serve as a low cost, universal air interface 

in replacement of a large number of cable interconnects for a variety of personal devices 

[21]. It is supports a short-range (10m) frequency-hop wireless link, providing up to 

1 Mbps in the unlicensed 2.4GHz band. Bluetooth supports both point-to-point and 

point-to-multipoint connections, with a maximum of seven (slave) devices communicat

ing with a single (master) device. Its supported service discovery function allows for 

several pico-nets to be linked together, enabling flexible ad-hoc node configurations. 

H om eR F It is an effort that aims to tackle the interoperability limitations of many 

2.4GHz wireless networking products. It is supported by the HomeRF Working Group 

(HRF-WG), formed to establish the mass deployment of interoperable wireless network

ing access devices both for local and Internet data communications including voice, data 

and streaming media.

At the same time a growing part of the home networking industry is aligning with 

the HRF WG to develop the Shared Wireless Access protocol (SWAP), for radio-based 

home networks. The SWAP specification reconsiders interoperability through a new, 

common air interface that supports both wireless voice and LAN data services in the 

home environment with higher data rate provisions.

It is interesting to note that HomeRF/SWAP integrate DECT [367] as a dedicated 

transport for voice applications while IP is primarily for data streaming applications.
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Background literature Review  

supplement

This annex present supplementary description of individual protocols and their sig

nalling performance, where necessary. In addition, it provides a brief view of alternative 

approaches with respect to naming and routing for the purposes of mobility. Although 

these approaches are geared towards ad-hoc networks they aid in providing alternative 

insight

Section C .l an overview of Mobile IPv4 and its signalling performance.

Section C.2 presents a brief overview of identity systems used to manage both host 

routing and identity.

Section C.3 presents an in-depth description of current and emerging micro-mobility 

proposals targeting to optimise signalling overheads and, indirectly, end-to-end sig

nalling latency.

C .l Mobile IP(v4)

Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) sustains host reachability and routing by associating the mobile 

node (MN) with two addresses, while preserving the addressing and routing model of 

Internet: (i) its permanent home address assigned while resident at its home network 

(ii) a temporal care-of address (CoA) attained and refreshed at each visited network 

[368]. A visited network is identified as a subnet with a different subnet identifier and 

default route.

While away from its home network, MN’s permanent home address acts as an 

host identifier for the purposes of identity resolution and security. On the contrary, its 

temporally-acquired CoA address serves as a location, as well as, routing identifier; both 

latter characteristics act in combination for the purposes of packet forwarding towards
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the MN at its new PoA, from its communicating peers.

Two principles become apparent from the above MN addressing configuration, dif

ferentiating between IP stationarity and IP  mobility. The first principle dictates that 

while the MN remains IP stationary, identification/location and routing semantics over

load the permanent home IP address associated with the MN. For the purposes of mo

bility management, the emerging second principle prescribes that, overloaded semantics 

of MN’s home IP address are being split, to effect permanency in the host identification 

but dynamics in its network location and routing.

The above is achieved, by introducing a level of indirection between the existing per

manent and a dynamically-acquired temporal IP address allocated to the MN. Through 

this norm, MIPv4 enforces a transparent mapping between the home and visited net

work of the MN on a per network-transition basis; this is achieved by mapping MN’s 

home address onto the CoA acquired at the visited PoA. The mapping is instigated 

when the MN performs an IP handoff between two different IP subnets.

MN nFA oFA HA CN

L2-Handoff

gent Solicitation

data pucka flow destined lo MN

Agent Advert

Rinding Update
Reg Request

packet flow tunneled to MN' a CoA
AR/FA

Home Network

0  : IPv6 Handoff initiated 

0  : IPv6 Handoff Completed

HA forwards lo old FA 
Black hole effect during handoffVisited Network

(a) MIPv4 handoff (b) MIPv4 signalling

Figure C.l: Mobile IPv4 operation and signalling

To assure that the MN remains reachable while away from the home network, the 

aforementioned address mapping, commonly referred to as address binding, is main

tained by a serving host entity, present at the home network of the MN. In IP mobility 

management parlance, such host is identified as MN’s Home Agent (HA). The HA is 

empowered with the capacity to ’defend’ MN’s home IP address, by acting on its behalf, 

while the MN is away from its home network

Figures C .l(a) and C .l(b) illustrate the modus operandi for MIPv4 and the accom
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panied signalling. The MN initiates its movement path from its home network making 

normal use of its home address, while in packet communications with the CN. Upon its 

departure from the home network the MN performs an IP handoff (a) once its link-layer 

handoff has completed. At this stage the MN solicits a Agent Advertisement so as to 

configure a new CoA address.

Depending on whether the CoA configured is an FA address1 or a co-located one 2, 

a registration request is issued either via the FA or directly by the MN towards the HA 

(b). The HA creates a binding entry associating MN’s home address with its current 

CoA.

The change of MN point of IP attachment is transparent to the CN who continues 

to send packets to MN’s home address (c). The HA acts as an interceptor of MN’s 

incoming packet traffic, independent of the application service. This is achieved by 

means of enforcing on-link, an address resolution of MN’s address onto its own link- 

layer (MAC) address. To ‘intercept’ MN’s traffic, the HA identifies itself as the MN over 

the home network link through two potential methods: (i) Proxy ARP (ii) Gratuitous 

ARP messaging. In the event of an ARP Request for the MN’s MAC address, while 

the MN is away from its home network, the HA responds to the request, providing its 

own MAC address ‘on behalf ’ of the MN. Such messaging is identified as Proxy ARP 

messages sent by the HA on behalf of the MN.

Alternatively, the HA may broadcast Gratuitous ARP message upon MN’s new IP 

handoff; this is an unsolicited ARP Reply advertisement sent by the HA immediately 

after MN’s location bindings have been updated; in this manner, all the hosts on-link 

update their ARP cache on a per-handoff basis for each MN away from the home 

network.

Packets received by the HA are subsequently tunnelled to MN’s CoA (d). Depend

ing on the type of MN’s CoA, packets are either received by the FA and subsequently 

relayed to the MN or received directly by the MN.

It can be seen from figure C .l(b) that the MIPv4 signalling is extremely simple (2 

signalling handshakes). At the same time, however, packets originating from the CN 

follow a considerably suboptimal route typically referred to as triangular routing; this 

is more important for inelastic applications such as IP telephony or video, than elastic 

types of IP traffic such as E-mail or HTTP, with respect to latency.

The tunnel end-point terminating at the FA
The tunnel end-point terminates at the co-located CoA
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Figure C.2: MIPv4 operation and signalling with route Optimisation

To alleviate sub-optimality in the routing path between the MN and its CN peer(s), 

MIPv4 was extended by introducing the mechanism of route optimisation [369]. Figure 

C.2(a) elucidates the effect of route optimisation; on receipt of the first packet destined 

for the MN, the HA signals the CN of the MN’s CoA address (e)3. Subsequently, the 

CN encapsulates any packet traffic destined to the MN and sends them to MN’s CoA 

address (f). In this manner, the HA redirects the tunnel end-point from itself to the 

CN, while triangular routing between the MN and its peers is eliminated.

With or without route optimisation both MN and CN must implement mobility 

management functionality to ensure that packet headers reflect the original home ad

dress of the MN in their communications.

C .1 .1  S ig n a llin g  P e r fo rm a n c e

Figure C.2(b) contrasts the signalling overheads incurred by MIPv4 extended with route 

optimisation; the number of signalling handshakes becomes three or more depending on 

the number of communicating CNs.

Table C.l presents the signalling cost4 of MIPv4 from the perspective of the MN 

and the FA. It becomes apparent tha t route optimisation is afforded at the cost of in

creased signalling overhead, in comparison to its unoptimised counterpart experiencing

3depending on the protocol family, the RO is either signalled explicitly (IPv4) by the HA, or implicitly 
by the MN through a Binding Update (UB)

4The fact that in Mobile IPv6 AR discovery is required by default in IPv6 does not make the 
handshake a free signal. Lack of such signal can paralyse the IP mobility protocol without similar 
effects to IPv6 operation
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Signalling Cost Mobile IP
Perspective MN FA (AR)
without RO 2 2 m

with RO 2 -Fn (2 + n)m

Table C.l: Signalling Cost (handshakes) for MIPv4 with or without route optimisation. 
A single Agent Solicitation/Ad vert is accounted in the signalling cost since it is required 
for FA/AR discovery.

triangular routing effects; that is to say, route optimality in the IP mobility management 

function imposes the trade-off of increased signalling overheads.

Tr£ RoutOpt (jcNI -  100)

   " ........................

I f

(a) Csig of MIP with or no Route Optimisation (b) variation of Csig in MIP with RoutOpt

Figure C.3: Comparative Signalling Cost (Csig) performance for MIPv4 with or no 
Route Optimisation as well as the associated variation of such cost as a function of the 
number of MNs each communicating with a small number of CN peers.

Figure C.3(a) presents the signalling cost of MIPv4 with or without route optimisa

tion. It is evident that the signalling cost is significantly higher when route optimisation 

is employed, in contrast to the MIP signalling cost characterising triangular routing ef

fects.

Figure C.3(b) presents a more detailed view of the variation of signalling as a 

continuous function of a small number of CNs communicating with each MN. The spine 

of the plotted surface indicates clearly that the number of CN’s communicating with 

each MN contributes non-linearly to the buildup of signalling traffic in comparison to 

the number of visited MNs. From the perspective of the FA/AR this implies that 

small increases on the number of CNs per MN produce significantly more MIP control 

signalling in comparison to a large number of MNs with three or less communicating 

CNs.
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The latter has important implications in the event that the MN acts as a router 

of a mobile network segment, serving multiple hosts each communicating with at least 

one CN. Such is the case of network (as opposed to host) mobility [370]; for such 

mobility scenarios entire network segments represented by mobile routers, manifest the 

abstract (super)-MN entity that multiplexes user flows from multiple attached hosts 

destined to multiple different correspondent nodes. In this manner, the multi-user 

network segment served ’hidden’ behind the communicating mobile router, appears to 

the point of attachment as a mobile node with multi-CN  packet flow transmissions.

Healthy examples of such mobility scenarios are met as soon as the mobile ’user’, 

as an abstract entity, increases in scale. This is the case for vehicular entities such as a 

bus, train, ship or aircraft that can afford to accommodate a large enough set of (static) 

users, so as to justify and effect an entire IP network on the move. There is a growing 

interest towards this direction of mobility management from the research community 

with initial point of reference the Network Mobility (NEMO) Working Group of the 

IETF. However, Network Mobility extends beyond the scope of this thesis and thus 

does not receive the focus of further investigation.

C.2 Alternate mobility nam ing/routing approaches

A number of other research efforts have looked at alternative naming schemes to support 

addressing semantics; in such schemes the name indicates a possible set of destinations 

based on quantitative metrics. While such scheme have found direct application to 

sensor or peer to peer networks, they provide contrasting approaches to mobile host 

identity compared to the doctrine of standard IP mobility management.

The Intentional Naming System  (INS) proposal [371] introduces a resource discov

ery protocol designed for mobile hosts. Under INS, service or resource names consist of 

a (key,value) tuple hierarchy. An application-level network overlay emanating from a set 

of self-organising resolvers, identify intended service requests; through late-binding they 

effect association of identified resources with routes in response to expressible interest 

by peers. INS relies on existing DNS mechanisms.

The Directed Diffusion proposal [372], transcends the notion of intention or inter

est by injecting an expressible availability of interest for certain information into the 

network; such interest floods the network such in turn, creates a reverse-gradient [372]. 

Responses follow this gradient back to the original source.

Under the GeoCast mobility management approach [373], packets are addressed to
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some location in the form of a single point or a bounded polygon region. Its routing 

function maintains coordinates of the total area reachable through each of its interfaces; 

to route traffic towards a destination, the GeoCast router calculates the intersection of 

that area with the GeoCast destination.

In all of these cases, changing the semantics of addressing has a direct effect on 

the processes of host location and packet routing. It can be seen that the techniques 

introduced by the aforementioned proposed alternatives, follow a contrasting different 

approach to the one of Mobile IPv6; while they introduce an original angle to the 

problem of addressing and routing in IP mobility management, they also require far 

more involved mechanisms with improvements, that overall, may be arguable.

C.3 Refining Macro-mobility: Micro-mobility
From the above description of dominant IP mobility standards such as Mobile IPv6, 

it can be seen that the underlying management function, entails essentially two core 

component processes:

• Handoff Management; the process by which the MN transits between successive 

points of IP attachment while sustaining on-going IP communications with peers

• Location management: the process which enables the mobility management func

tion to track the IP location of the MN by means of its care-of address (CoA).

While macro-mobility approaches are characteristic of their simplicity and reduced 

signalling requirements, they introduce location binding updates to MN’s peers on a 

per IP handoff basis. For location management, such requirement incurs a constant sig

nalling overhead per mobile node. Additionally, it introduces further associated round 

trip time latencies with potentially adverse effects for MN’s application performance. 

The delay incurred by location updates may be augmented if the binding update is 

authenticated. This is one of the fundamental trade-offs arising from simplifying the 

architectural paradigm of cellular networks when ported over its packet-switched Inter

net counterpart.

From a design perspective, the introduction of latency as a result of binding up

dates, attains two viewpoints: (i) round trip time (RTT) as a latency externality over 

which the mobility management function has little or no control, while in need of sim

plistic control signalling; (ii) the mobility management function must be conscious of 

the RTT variability as an external delay factor; as such it must ensure that appropriate
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steps are taken to reduce its emergence.

The existing Mobile IPv6 standard adopts the first design choice. While away 

from its home network, multiple RTT components arise between the MN and its HA as 

well as its communicating CN peers. However, the requirement for scalable deployment 

and interactive application service performance calls for attention at the second design 

choice. To this end, micro-mobility schemes are set to refine the performance of existing 

macro-mobility standards.

C.3.1 M icro-m obility  principles

In essence a micro-mobility management mechanism borrows from a more refined ar

chitectural analog of cellular communication systems; it attempts to improve the per

formance of MN’s IP handoff with the introduction of additional mobility agents, at 

the edge of a network domain. From a design standpoint, it can be seen, that system 

complexity is readily traded for mobility performance5.

Micro-mobility has been primarily concerned with reducing the signalling overhead 

towards the home network and MN’s peers. The underlying problem being addressed is 

that macro-mobility as currently manifested through MIPv6, requires frequent signalling 

end-to-end; that is, MIPv6 requires each MN to update its location bindings with its 

HA and all of its communicating CNs, on a per IP handoff basis.

To address this problem localised IP mobility management (IP LMM) mechanisms 

[374] attempt to exploit MN’s locality of mobility reference [375]; this encompasses the 

property that a mobile host does not move frequently out of its provisioning domain. 

Hence a micro-mobility protocol attempts to mask localised IP mobility from the rest of 

the network by eliminating end-to-end host signalling for IP relocations within a domain, 

as shown in figure C.5(a). This design approach differentiates immediately between two 

types of IP handoff: (i) intra-domain, namely within a domain (ii) inter-domain, namely 

across domains.

By localising IP micro-mobility management mechanisms attempt to provide col

lectively significant reductions in signalling overheads, and latency dependencies on 

control signalling for the completion of MN IPv6 handoff. To this end, the architectural 

framework of IP LMM protocols, introduces a third IP address referred to as the Re

gional care-of address (RCoA), in addition to MN’s home6 care-of address. The RCoA

justifying the design complexity met in cellular networks.
6as well as link-local address under IPv6.
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Figure C.4: Architectural framework of IP Localised (aka micro-) Mobility Management 
(IP LMM) protocols

address represents MN’s globally reachable care-of address for the purposes of traffic 

forwarding and location updates at both the HA and the CNs. Intra-domain IP mo

bility is handled through localised location binding updates to a Local Mobility Agent 

(LMA) [374]. Incoming packets are routed to the LMA, as they are destined to MN’s 

RCoA; on arrival at the LMA, the latter ’redirects1 them to MN’s local CoA (LCoA). 

Figure C.4 illustrates the architectural framework of IP LMM protocols.

Signalling savings from localised routing decisions are significant as long as high 

mobility is effected by the MN within, a single provisioning domain. This is not neces

sarily the case when high mobility is effected across multiple access provisioning domains 

[46].

We have shown [44] that, in fact, application of IP LMM protocols in cases of 

frequent inter-domain IP mobility has adverse effects on signalling overheads, compared 

to Mobile IPv6 signalling overheads; that is to say, micro-mobility protocols incur higher 

signalling overheads when the rate of inter-domain IP handoffs increases significantly 

in comparison to the rate of intra-domain handoffs.

This above is the case in when the MN increases its handoff rate in vertical IP 

handoffs within a network domain as shown in figure C.5(b). The MN must update its 

binding both at intra-domain and inter-domain level. IP handoff oscillations between 

different network domain as a result of capability, tariff or QoS dynamics, generate an 

adverse effect on signalling overheads that is counteracting the fundamental requirement 

of micro-mobility protocol; this is because frequent vertical handoffs, micro-mobility
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mechanisms incur clearly higher signalling overheads than standard macro-mobility, 

namely Mobile IPv6.

: Intra-domain IP handoff 

Inter-domain IP handoff
Internet Core

Domain

Domain A

(a) Horizontal IP Handoffs (b) Vertical IP Handoffs

Figure C.5: Increase in inter-domain handoffs as a result of multiple vertical handoffs 
over different network domains within a certain geographical area

As we see in subsequent sections, lack of signalling optimisations for vertical hand

offs is the fundamental limitation in all micro-mobility protocols. This is introduc

ing limited scalability in signalling performance over future ubiquitous multi-wireless 

network-overlay infrastructures envisaged as the next generation IP wireless-access en

vironments.

Furthermore, what is interesting to note in terms of latency is that, while micro

mobility protocols do manage to localise signalling latencies, they still remain under 

the influence of increased RTT variability within a network domain, as discussed in 

Section 2.3.3. Such variability accounts for 75% of the regional paths experiencing RTT 

variations above 50ms and up to 200ms.

C .3 .2  C u r r e n t  a n d  e m e rg in g  I P  M ic ro -m o b ili ty  m a n a g e m e n t so lu tio n s

Despite adverse performance over vertical handoffs, micro-mobility protocols can reduce 

significantly the number of location updates as a result of high mobility within a single 

network domain.

Depending on the design assumptions and techniques adopted, different micro

mobility proposals present different scaling properties. To this end, they consider dif

ferent design trade-offs and experience different performance characteristics.

From this perspective, micro-mobility mechanisms may be classified as a taxon

omy of three broad redirection techniques: (i) tunnel-based (ii) routing-based and (iii)

Intra-domain IP handoff 
Intcr-domain IP handoff

Internet Core
Domain

Donum A
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multicast-based IP LMM protocols.

Based on this taxonomy, the following sections survey the most important advances 

on micro-mobility management; we outline issues and challenges addressed or emerging 

by each of these networking techniques.

C.3.3 Tunnel-Based Solutions

Tunnel-based schemes apply the concepts of location binding updates and encapsulation 

in a local or hierarchical manner; in this fashion they create a flexible concatenation of 

(possibly several) local tunnels. The distinction between proposals lies predominantly 

in the number of tunnels chained together for the routing of MN’s traffic at its new 

PoA.

Caceres and Phadmanaban [376] first proposed a hierarchical IP mobility man

agement scheme based on Mobile IPv4. Their proposal defines a two-level hierarchy 

of FAs. In this proposal, each subnet visited by the MN has one (or more) FAs. At 

the root of the FA hierarchy, a domain FA manages mobility across subnets within the 

network domain. MN’s HA keeps track of MN’s movement across administrative do

main boundaries. As a result, MN’s motion within an administrative domain remains 

transparent to its HA and communicating peers. Gustafsson [377] expands on the HMIP 

architecture of the Caceres et al with a similar architecture using a multi-level hierarchy 

of FAs identified as MIPv4 with Regional Registrations (MIPv4Reg). In this scheme 

FAs identify the crossover point between FAs and as a result increases the degree of 

localisation in both signalling and its associated latency.

While lower signalling overheads and latency can be observed in both of these 

proposals, their basic limitation stems from the requirement of FAs in every point of 

attachment. In addition, the MIPv4Reg proposal requires further the introduction of FA 

within the core of the administrative domain, so as to formulate its multi-level routing 

hierarchy. This implies effectively the introduction of host routes within each FA and 

the bypassing of dynamic routing mechanisms, in view of crossover-based routing.

The Caceres et al. proposal is subsequently optimised with extensions over of IPv6 

proposed by Castellucia [378]. This is augmented by the HMIPv6 protocol specification 

proposed jointly by Soliman and Castellucia et al. [30] in the IETF. The proposal 

encourages the perspective of localisation of the HA in the locality of the domain visited 

by the MN; the former is emerging as the root local mobility agent (LMA) also referred 

to as Mobility Anchor Point (MAP). This is shown in figure C.6(a).

Table C.2 provides the measure of signalling cost for HMIPv6 versus the respective
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Figure C.6: HMIPv6 operation and signalling

Signalling Cost MIPv6 with RO HIdIPv6
Perspective MN AR MN AR

Intra-domain 2 + n (2 + n)m 2 2m
Inter-domain 2-1- n (2 +  n)m 3 + n (3 + n)m

Table C.2: Signalling Cost (handshakes) for MIPv6 with RO and HMIPv6. A single 
Solicited Router Advertisement is included in the signalling cost since it is essential in 
MAP discovery

cost of MIPv6. Clearly, both the MN and AR experience higher signalling overheads 

over HMIPv6 for an increasing rate of inter-domain handoffs.

M IPv6 R egional R eg is tra tio n s  In a rationale similar to MIPv4Reg, Perkins and 

Malinen propose a similar form of hierarchical mobility, termed as MIPv6 Regional 

Registrations (RegRegv6) [230].

In a fashion similar to MIPv4, RegRegv6 attempts to approach also some form of 

signalling distribution by employing the notion of crossover LMM agent router, such 

that regional signalling need not propagate all the way up to the gateway LMM agent. 

This, however, does not reduce or load balance the gateway LMM agent, and as such 

it still suffers from scalability issues; scalability fails also to be addressed through auto

configuration and placement of the LMM agent in optimal paths that avoid further 

introduction of triangular routing, with respect to MN’s handoff path.

Much like its IPv4 predecessor, RegRegv6 does introduce multiple levels of routing 

hierarchy with host routes which counteracts the dynamic routing function of existing 

routing engines, and subsequently amplifies its scalability limitations [46].
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H M IP v6  The improvement brought by the HMIPv6 proposal is that in principle the 

explicit existence of the FA in the form met in Mobile IPv4, is essentially eliminated 

with the introduction of IPv6. In addition global signalling is reduced significantly 

significantly as seen from the set of signalling interactions of figure C.6(b). However, in 

practice, part of the FA functionality can emerge at the points of attachment within a 

network domain in an implicit form. This is the case when multiple MAP routers are 

required to handle the traffic forwarding load of large numbers of MNs within a scalable 

deployment scenario7.

Since each RCoA of the multiple MAP routers must be made available to the ARs 

to advertise it to the MN, the HMIPv6 proposal encounters significant complexities of 

MAP configuration, particularly for large network domains. In such cases the emerging 

problem is how will the RCoA addresses of multiple MAPs be configured at ARs such 

that: (i) each MAP can be either load-balanced or support replication consistency to 

avoid single points of failure (ii) each segment of the network domain is serviced by 

exactly one MAP (iii) the correct MAP at the edge of the network domain will service 

the MN originally associated with [46].

To this end, HMIPv6 identifies the outline of a MAP discovery mechanism which, 

however, requires propagation of MAP options towards the ARs; that is diffusion of 

multiple MAP discovery signals across the entire domain [301]. It can be seen that 

for multiple MAPs such discovery mechanism introduces more signalling within the 

domain, than the original signalling overheads incurred by macro-mobility mechanisms. 

We remind that the amount of such signalling becomes a fixed overhead signalling cost 

for HMIPv6 since MAP can dynamically change their preference options for load sharing 

purposes. We argue that such signalling and configuration complexities counteract the 

benefit of localised IP mobility management

On the contrary, in the case of a single MAP all ARs can be configured with a 

single RCoA. However, this introduces significant concerns over both scalability and 

reliability over single points of failure, since it concentrates the traffic load of the entire 

set of accommodated MNs through a single mobility management gateway [46].

HMIPv6 [301] attempts to approach auto-configuration through extensions in the 

router renumbering process of the core IPv6 protocols. However, there is no evaluation 

for the proposed auto-configuration approach with respect to the rate of convergence 

on LMM info availability to the MN, especially when a new LMM agent is introduced

rSuch issue arises also in the case of MAP replication aiming to fight single points of failure
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in a domain.

In latest revision of its draft specification HMIPv6 allows the MN to register with 

multiple MAPs (if available) for the purposes of efficient usage of access network band

width. This however, creates significant replication and redundancy of regional LCoA 

registrations to multiple MAPs, augmenting the total amount of intra-domain signalling 

for large number of MNs. It can be seen that such technique re-introduces the problem 

of significant signalling overheads, this time, localised within the domain.

It is noted that none of the aforementioned approaches deals with issues of state 

establishment, in particular IPv6 addressing. This implies that existing tunnel-based 

solutions fail to preserve IP mobility seamless from a delay transparency perspective.

It is worth noting S-MIP [379] as a derivative of HMIPv6 that aims to enhance the 

handoff process by means of movement pattern heuristics; it employs signal strength 

measurement obtained from the link-layer of APs, in an attempt to predict an impend

ing IP handoff by the MN. The S-MIP proposal presents improved handoff performance 

by means of introducing an additional mobility management entity identified as decision 

engine (DE). A DE has the same scope as a MAP agent by maintaining an intra-domain 

view of the mobility pattern of all MNs transiting within that domain. It can be seen 

that such proposal introduces additional scalability limitations by concentrating the 

prediction processing and signalling at the MAP. It however, suggests that under par

ticular movement scenarios predictive techniques can achieve significant improvements 

in IP handoff delay performance.

C.3.4 R outing-B ased  Solutions

For routing-based solutions, the micro-mobility management function, exploits solely 

the robustness of conventional but simple IP forwarding. This is complemented by 

introducing special routing functionality at network layer, serving the specification of 

the particular mobility management design.

Borrowing from cellular architectures, routing-based micro-mobility schemes intro

duce a mobile host location database tha t is created and maintained within a domain in 

a distributed manner [130, 380]. The database consists of individual flat mobile-specific 

identifier8 lookup routing tables, while maintained by all mobility agents within the 

serving network domain.

Such techniques are employed by HAWAII [229] and Cellular IP [130] protocols 

with distinct approaches only in the functionality of the nodes and the construction

8address or address-like
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methods of the routing tables. The following sections presents briefly its operations 

together with associated benefits or limitations arising from their deployment.

HAWAII

Ramjee et al. proposes in [229, 381] the HAWAII micro-mobility management archi

tecture in support of efficient intra-domain mobility management. In this proposal, a 

network domain comprises of IP routers supporting HAWAII-specific host routing. To 

allow this the HAWAII architecture requires the existence of a domain gateway, han

dling all incoming or outgoing MN traffic; such gateway is identified as Domain Root 

router (DRR).

It is important to distinguish between a mobility router and a mobility agent; a 

DRR is a routing engine, not a mobility agent. A mobility agent (e.g HA) may exist 

independent of the routing device although its performance improves if both are co

located. A mobility agent typically intercepts, tunnels and redirects traffic for the MN 

towards MN new point of attachment (PoA); a mobility router routes traffic destined 

to the MN with no need either for interception (ARP resolution) or tunnelling.

A DRR router exists at the edge of any network domain, whether home or visited. 

Traffic destined for an MN at the home domain is routed always through the DDR 

towards the MN.

HAWAII adopts the notion of Home (network) Domain, as opposed to notion 

of home subnetwork typically employed in tunnel-based micro-mobility solutions (e.g 

HMIPv6). For home intra-domain movement of the MN between successive PoA, the 

DRR routes always traffic towards the MN with no intervention by the HA; that is, 

the HA does not intervene when the MN changes its point of IP attachment within its 

home domain. This is shown in figure C.7(a)

When the MN transits onto a foreign network domain, the HA intercepts the traffic 

routed to it by the DRR and tunnels it to MN’s new CoA. The immediate limitation 

arising from this is that unless the DRR and the HA are co-located such forwarding 

approach results into significantly sub-optimal routes. At the same time co-location 

imposes significant traffic load bottlenecks as well as configuration complexities in the 

event of multi DRR configurations.

The DRR routes the packets towards the MN using host-routes stored at each 

HAWAII-aware router, on each hop along the path. When the MN moves between 

different subnets of the same domain, only the intra-domain route between the DRR 

and the serving base station (BS) is modified. Hence, in a fashion similar to tunnel-
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Figure C.7: HAWAII and CIP operation and signalling. It should be noted that in CIP 
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the MN is inactive with no paging enabled

based solutions (such as HMIPv6), global signalling load and handoff latency, as a result 

of inter-domain RTT variability, can be reduced.

To establish and maintain a dynamic path to the MN, HAWAII uses explicit path 

setup messages, as shown in figure C.7(b). These messages establish a host-specific path 

from the DRR to the MN by creating host-specific forwarding entries in the routers along 

the path, commonly referred to as host routes.

Whether a power-up or an inter-domain IP handoff, the MN is first assigned dynam

ically an IP address. Within the domain such address is used solely for identification 

purposes; this is because routing is handled explicitly by the path enabled through 

host-route setup. Outside the domain the address maintains it standard IP semantics 

identification and addressing, until the packet arrives at the DRR.

Path setup state (host-routes) maintains a lifetime (soft-state); the MN must refresh 

such state by means of periodic signals sent to its current AR. The AR subsequently 

propagates this message to the next hop along the path to the DRR. In this manner, 

the micro-mobility protocol maintains an active intra-domain route between the DRR 

and the MN. Table C.3 presents the signalling cost of HAWAII in terms of Path setup 

signalling overhead from the perspective of both the AR and the MN, compared to 

MIPv6; n represents the number of CNs, m  represents the number of MN’s and k the 

number of path refresh messages per IP handoff.

The typical signalling cost encompasses a handshake for address allocation and a
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handshake to inform the DRR and any path refresh messages. For paging the protocol 

incurs one extra signal sent only during call-setup time (i.e. not per IP handoff). Paging 

cost in the table encompasses the extra paging signal (3 +  k ) during the n-th IP handoff. 

At handoff n -1-1 the cost becomes 2 + k (MN) and (2 +  k)m  (AR) respectively.

Signalling Cost MIPv6 with RO HAWAII
Perspective MN AR MN AR

always active active inactive active inactive
Intra-domain 2 + n (2 +  n)m 2 + A: 2  + k (2 k)m (2 + k)m

Intra-domain+Page N/A N/A 0 3 + k 0 (3 +  k)m
Inter-domain 2 + n (2 + n)m 3 -f n 3 + 71 (3 + n)m (3 + n)m

Table C.3: Signalling Cost (handshakes) for MIPv6 and HAWAII. A single Solicited 
Router Advertisement is included in the signalling cost since it is essential in DRR 
discovery

In addition, the DRR maintains a flat address lookup table with forwarding metrics 

for all active MN within its domain, while each routing node maintain part of this table.

Furthermore, HAWAII makes forwarding provisions during the period of the IP 

handoff in four different approaches:

• multi-stream (MSF) : by means of propagating path update messages from the 

new BS, each hop emanating from the old AP, forwards MN’s traffic to the new 

AP where the MN is.

• single-stream (SSF) : similar to MSF with the difference that only the old AP can 

forward packet to the new AP.

• unicast non-forwarding (UNF) : the crossover router unicasts incoming traffic to 

the new AP

• dual-cast non-forwarding (MNF) : the crossover router dual-casts9  incoming traffic 

to both new and old APs

According to the authors of the HAWAII protocol, UNF and MNF at the crossover 

router exhibit the best performance, with MNF consuming marginally larger buffer size 

at the routers.

For idle MNs, HAWAII supports also an IP paging function. It uses IP multicast 

to page idle MNs when packets destined to an MN arrive at the DRR while no recent 

routing information is available.

9commonly known as bi-casting
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L im itations As it may be seen from the signalling requirements of the HAWAII proto

col, in routing-based micro-mobility management the location update signal is effectively 

replaced by the path update message propagated hop by hop. In addition, the scheme 

requires the introduction additional routing state which grows linearly as a function of 

the number of MNs. In effect, such design approach requires changes not only at the 

access routers but in all routers within the domain, with scalability concerns about the 

growth of host-route state under real deployment scenarios for large number of MNs.

Additionally, HAWAII remains an intra-domain protocol. Inter-domain movement 

is handled by MIPv6. For frequent inter-domain handoffs the scheme, introduces ad

ditional signalling overheads while lacking delay transparency as a result of IP state 

establishment.

W hat’s more, while Hawaii can incur significant signalling savings by confining 

location management to intra-domain routing signalling, it suffers considerably from 

single points of failure; only the routers along the path between the serving AR and 

the DRR know how to route packets towards the MN over the access network (intra

domain) [382, 383]. If either the DRR or any of the routers along the path fails then 

the forward path towards the MN breaks and the mechanism fails to deliver traffic to 

the MN. On the contrary, by means of dynamic routing all routers know how to route 

packets towards the MN.

Ultimately, while the soft-state character of signalling is considerably appealing, 

it effectively inflates the signalling cost of the micro-mobility protocol. In fact, it ap

pears that if the number of path refresh messages is bigger than the number of MN 

communicating peers10, HAWAII introduces higher signalling overheads than MIPv6 or 

HMIPv6.

Cellular IP

Cellular-IP (CIP) proposed by Valko et al. [228, 130] is another important routing- 

based micro-mobility management mechanism. CIP shares a number of similarities 

with HAWAII while it adopts a different signalling and routing approach.

CIP identifies for mobility management purposes its own means of routing within 

a network domain. Inter-domain mobility is handled by MIPv6 and routing by IPv6, 

while both intra-domain mobility and routing is handled by CIP. Individual network 

domains are connected to the network backbone by means of routing gateways (GW).

10it can be seen that this in fact may be the common case: while the MN may communicate on average 
1-2 CNs at any time, we anticipate that path updates will be greater on average than 1-2 refresh signals 
along the path to the DRR.
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Similar to HAWAII, the forwarding lookup table of GW contains entries for all active 

MN in the domain. Outside a network domain, any MN is identified by the IP address 

of that CIP gateway

Instead of path setup messages explicitly sent by HAWAII, CIP instigates on rout

ing nodes the ability to learn the source IP address of upstream data packets and derive 

from them the corresponding downstream interfaces. The upstream path towards the 

domain CIP-specific router is inferred by each AR within the domain using beacon 

packets periodically transmitted by the GW; all packets sent upstream by MNs are 

routed towards the gateway using this path.

Perhaps the greatest contribution of CIP is the differentiation, with respect to 

signalling, between active and idle MN in its location management function. While 

active MNs update their downstream route by on-going (data) packet transmissions, 

idle MNs send periodically explicit route update messages towards the GW. If active 

during a handoff, the MN updates its downstream routing path by sending its first 

packet towards the GW using the beacon-formulated upstream route. If inactive, the 

MN simply sends a route-update towards the GW using the same upstream route. Table

C.4 presents the signalling cost from the perspective of MN (active or inactive) and AR.

Signalling Cost MIPv6 with RO CIP
Perspective MN AR MN AR

always active active inactive active inactive
Intra-domain 2 +  n (2 -(- n)m 0 1 + k 0 (1 + k)m

Intra-domain+ Page N/A N/A 0 CP + 1 0 (Cp +  l)m
Inter-domain 2 T n (2 + n)m 3-1- n 3 +  n (3 + n)m (3 + n)m

Table C.4: Signalling Cost (handshakes) for MIPv6 and CIP. A single Solicited Router 
Advertisement is not included in the signalling cost since CIP does not allocate addresses 
within a CIP network domain

By enforcing such differentiation, while exploiting on-going data packets commu

nicated upstream to the CN to piggyback signalling, CIP achieves reductions of explicit 

intra-domain signalling. However, such reduction comes at the cost of placing active 

routing [384] processing rules on the routing engine; this implies that a CIP active router 

must constantly process the content of data packets to infer mobility signalling. Reason 

for this is the fact that routers do not have explicit knowledge of when the CIP handoff 

of a single MN occurs. Hence they must check the packet routed constantly to infer the 

potentially new crossover point emerging as a result of a CIP handoff. Such routing 

extensions introduce prohibitive processing load on routers of CIP network domains
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handling very large numbers of MNs.

Two CIP handoff schemes are supported: hard CIP handoff allowing some packet 

loss while being efficient in the amount of signalling overhead and latency; ’semi-soft’ 

CIP handoff aims to minimise the transient packet loss. It is noted that the use of 

semi-soft or hard handoff is dependent on the wireless technology used by the MN and 

not on the CIP protocol. To expedite handoffs, CIP exploits the crossover between CIP- 

routing paths, such that packets arriving downstream are instantly routed towards the 

new path at the crossover point between old and new CIP routes. This is possible under 

CIP routing, since the problem of maintaining a mapping between two addresses (home 

and CoA) is eliminated; the MN maintains its home IP address throughout its mobility 

pattern, whether inter-domain or intra-domain, solely for identification purposes.

CIP encounters similar limitations to the ones of HAWAII with perhaps the most 

significant one being the requirement of replacing the existing IP routing function; inter

mediate routers are required to maintain host-specific routes that are updated indirectly 

by packets sent by the MN. Although applicable to small, campus-sized environments, 

this technique meets significant scalability concerns in large-scale Internet deployment. 

In addition, Eltahir and Dunlop identify that CIP may not suit all network topologies 

since certain types introduce a significant number of crossover cache updates [385].

Furthermore, Castellanos et al [386, 382] identifies that in the event that the stream 

duplicate flowing towards the new AR has a shorter RTT then there is the potential 

of packet loss at the new access point; this can impede seamlessness for delay sensitive 

applications.

T IM IP  TIMIP [387] is a recent combination of design principles of CIP and HAWAII. 

Here the IP layer is coupled with link layer handoff mechanisms of the underlying wire

less technology. The fundamental difference from the above is the inclusion of a context 

transfer mechanism in support of expediting IP handoffs. While the solution is limited 

in a manner identical to CIP and HAWAII it promotes use of context transfer mech

anisms similar to those currently under discussion within the IETF Seamless mobility 

(SEAMOBY) working group [233].

EMA

EM A [388, 389, 390] employs a different routing mechanism than standard IP for

warding/routing. This is adhoc routing, in particular, the temporally ordered routing 

algorithm (TORA) [391] protocol. This requires that all networks must implement the 

TORA features for the proposal to work. This is potentially unrealistic, since TORA
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has only been used in ad hoc mobile environment, not fixed infrastructure one. It is 

highly unlikely that routing protocols would encompass TORA as a means of routing 

as opposed to classic routing protocols like ISIS [392] and OSPF [393]. While the pro

posal is argued to be scalable [382], it remains to be seen that it is also fault tolerant, 

since its reliability depends on the TORA forwarding features which are not commonly 

deployable in infrastructure networks.

C.3.5 M ulticast-B ased  Solutions

IDMP and M&M

Intra-Domain Mobility Protocol (IDMP) [231] originating from the TeleMIP proposal 

of Das et al [394] and Multicast Micro-mobility (M&M) [395] are two other micro

mobility protocols that localise mobility management signalling. Both schemes depart 

from the CIP and HAWAII designs by forwarding traffic during an IP handoff through 

a multicast group rooted at the Mobility Agent (MA); this is illustrated at figure C.8(a). 

In a similar fashion to tunnel or router-based micro-mobility protocols, the MA requires 

placement at the edge of the network and in particular co-located with the border router 

(BR) of that network domain. Since the two protocols are fundamentally similar11 in 

their forwarding function, we focus our elaboration on IDMP; performance issues or 

benefits from the use of IDMP are identical for M&M as they stem from the use of 

multicast routed at the edge of the network domain, not from the design internals of 

each proposal.

In comparison to CIP and HAWAII, IDMP simplifies the forwarding function while 

capturing more robustly transient ping-pong effects, as a result of the unpredictability 

of MN’s movement pattern relative to its point of attachment (PoA). It achieves a 

similar signalling budget to HAWAII for its paging function as shown in figure C.8(b); 

this is lower than paging signals in CIP which requires legacy paging mechanisms, since 

IDMP-paging is performed over a multicast group; such multicast group clusters sets 

of ARs so as to create bounded paging areas. However, in an manner identical to 

previous tunnel- or routing-based micro-mobility proposal, the IDMP approach suffers 

the standard LMM limitations [46, 45] described already in previous sections.

In addition, IDMP protocol introduces sub-optimal routes occurring from forward

ing traffic to a fixed Rendezvous Point [185]; the IDMP proposal makes no provisions 

for optimisation of such issue, other than to assume that the RP is co-located at the

n M&M differs from IDMP in that it introduces soft-state in multicast group management and allo
cates a multicast address for each MN. However, the multicast decapsulation is always performed by 
the last hop AR in both schemes.
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Figure C.8: IDMP operation and signalling requirements

MA. Such approach, however, amplifies the dependency on particular topological as

sumptions which incur both performance bottlenecks and candidate failure points. The 

latter has detrimental effects for operation of all MNs within a domain.

Furthermore, the period of packet loss from the moment of the handoff initiation 

signal sent from the MN until the moment of its receipt by the MA, is a function of the 

one-way delay between the MN and the MA. The latter is typically dependent on the size 

of the administrative domain assuming each administrative domain is serviced by one 

MA. However, as seen in section 2.3.3 even intra-domain the RTT variability can reach 

from a lower bound of 50ms as high as 200ms for 75% of the regional traffic. It implies 

that the RTT between the MA and AR points of attachment introduce significant delay 

when signalling the initiation of a handoff. In addition, all transient packets en route 

to the previous PoA, while an IP handoff has been signalled by the MN to MA, are 

guarranteed to be lost. This is confirmed also by reported results in [396], showing 

that IDMP does not eliminate the delay incurred by the actual handoff1 process12 and 

requires additional protocol mechanisms.

To fight single points of failure a micro-mobility protocol is required to support 

multiple MAs. Such requirement introduces typically additional signalling and con

figuration complexities. With reference to IDMP configuration of multiple MAs per 

administrative domain imposes an additional configuration, route optimality as well as 

synchronisation/reliability task; this is because:

1. The address of each individual MA must be configured to be advertised in different

12particularly when extended with more context signalling such as QoS [397]
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subnet clusters of the domain. This imposes an additional configuration task in all 

SAs across the entire domain. IDMP proposes no protocol mechanisms to ensure 

dynamic configuration of MA availability; for large domains manual handling of 

such configuration tasks become unmanageable.

2. All traffic has to be routed first to the MA before it can reach the MN. Thus, in 

the majority of topological configuration, sub-optimal routes with respect to MN’s 

point of attachment are expected to occur; exception to this is the single case that 

the MA is co-located at the Border Router (BR) at the edge of the domain.

3. In the event that the MA is co-located with the BR, the scheme limits its capability 

of recovery from MA failure, since alternative MAs cannot be utilised (even at the 

cost of a suboptimal route). In the event of multiple MAs within the domain, 

complex consistency mechanisms are required to handle the failure of an MA by 

remapping MNs to a new MA within the domain.

Critical point to the operation of the multicast forwarding is the lack of reliability 

in the handoff initiation signal sent by the MN to the MA; whether emanating from the 

SA or the MN, the IDMP proposal prescribes no reliability in the transmission of such 

signal by the MN, in the face of increased access network congestion or loss. We remind 

that under the current mode of operation in IDMP there exists no guarantee that the 

Movementlmminent message will be received by the MA before the MN detaches from 

the wireless link of its current PoA.

The lack of robust handoff initiation signalling is augmented by the fact that the 

MA is multiple-hops away from the PoA of the MN; hence the probability of loss for the 

handoff trigger signal becomes the sum of the loss probabilities on each individual hop 

towards the MA. Thus, while the trigger may work with reasonable statistical reliability 

on lightly loaded networks, this is not necessarily the case under heavy load conditions. 

It is noted that handoff initiation is critical factor for the operation and performance 

of any mobility management protocol mechanism at hand. It is thus of question if the 

IDMP approach can effect reliably the initiation of a handoff over a loaded or congested 

network infrastructure.

Furthermore, the IDMP proposal furthermore has no means of identifying the set 

of neighbour subnet agents (SAs) such that they can all join the same multicast group 

for the purposes of forwarding or paging. It is important to note that in a spanning tree 

network topology there is no guarantee that the neighbouring SA belong to the same
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Signalling Cost MIPv6 with RO IDMP
Perspective MN AR MN AR

always active active inactive active inactive
Intra-domain 2 + n (2 + n)m 2 1 2m m

Intra-domain+Page N/A N/A 2 2 2 m 2 m
Inter-domain 2 + n (2 + n)m 3 -T n 3 -t- n (3 +  n)m (3 + n)m

Table C.5: Signalling Cost (handshakes) for MIPv6 and IDMP. A single Solicited Router 
Advertisement is included in the signalling cost since it is required for the purposes of 
address allocation within a domain

administrative domain; from this perspective it becomes increasing difficult to configure 

SA neighbours by manual means of topological assumptions.

It can be seen that the IDMP proposal does not eliminate the issue of handoff 

latency incurred by the acquisition of a GCoA (at inter-domain) or the LCoA (at intra

domain) level. This is the case for addresses that may be acquired either statelessly or 

statefully, that is through DHCP mechanisms (see section 2.3.4).

The delay introduced by stateful DHCP address allocation under IDMP, coun

teracts the amount of signalling expended for fast handoff management. This is be

cause both inter-domain and intra-domain IP address allocation approaches incur multi- 

second delays (l-5sec) [398]. Such delay during address configuration, irrespective of 

the amount of buffering effected at the new PoA(s), is guaranteed to render the buffered 

packets as lost for the purposes of interactive communication services; any delay above 

200ms renders by definition the buffered packets as ’lost’ since they will arrive at the 

MN much later than their scheduled play-out deadline.

From a configuration perspective, the management of SAs under a multicast group 

assumes a fixed network topology. This meets fundamental limitations in cases of in

cremental deployment of the IDMP mechanism in routing infrastructures; the new AR 

neighbours have no means of attaining information that will allow them to attach onto 

some multicast forwarding address that describes the group of neighbouring SAs.

Ultimately, the IDMP proposal relies on standard MIPv6 for inter-domain handoffs 

and hence introduces the standard MIPv6 delay for inter-domain handoffs. In large 

wireless administrative domains, inter-domain handoff may be assumed to be infrequent 

if not rare for the mobility pattern of the majority of MN; as a result the signalling 

cost of IDMP may be deemed acceptable for horizontal handoffs; table C.5 provides a 

breakdown of intra-domain and inter-domain signalling for IDMP.

The same however, does not apply for vertical handoffs; the signalling cost grows
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faster at the AR as a result of multiple (vertical) inter-domain handoffs. Multiple 

vertical handoffs in future heterogeneous wireless networks [147] are expected to be the 

result of dynamic tariff, bandwidth or congestion differentiation amongst competing 

wireless ISP domains [224].

From the above it can be seen that the IDMP solution overall evolves satisfactorily 

the micro-mobility management function towards fast handoff management , but remains 

severely limited in terms of scalability in a wireless Internet supporting both types of 

(horizontal or vertical) IPv6 handoffs.



A p p en d ix  D

Experimental M IPv6 evaluation 

supplement

This annex provides supplementary results relevant to the experimental evaluation of 

MIPv6 handoff performance.

Section D.l presents a critical view of the MIPv6 handoff process emerging from 

the underlying protocol design of both MIPv6 and core IPv6 protocols.

Section D.2 presents a delay analysis of key component functions comprising the 

MIPv6 handoff process.

Section D.3 presents the mechanism for calculating the delay variance during a 

MIPv6 handoff.

Section D.5.1 presents an in-depth analysis of Neighbour Discovery performance 

monitored over both v2h and h2v MIPv6 handoffs.

Section D.4 presents the delay distribution induced by neighbour reachability dur

ing a MIPv6 handoff.

Section D.5 presents the statistical distribution of the measure of handoff delay 

experienced during a v2h MIPv6 handoff.

Section D.6 presents a detailed treatise on the influence of the wireless medium, 

with focus on 802.11b Wireless LAN, over the MIPv6 handoff process. By means of 

simulations it demonstrates the effect of wireless MAC contention onto the efficiency of 

router advertisement interval.

Section D.7 presents the derived statistical distributions of the L2-handoff delay 

component arising over 802.11 WLANs, contributing to the total measure of MIPv6 

handoff delay.
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D .l A detailed view of the M IPv6 handoff process 

D.1.1 M ovem ent D etection

In Mobile IPv6, it is generally the responsibility of the MN to detect that it has moved 

between networks. Determining whether or not a MN has moved networks is not always 

a simple issue. However, the general rule of thumb that a MN has moved can be seen 

as:

• the current access router is no longer reachable

• a new (different) Access Router (AR) is available

To determine if its current AR is still bi-directionally reachable the MN performs Neigh

bour Unreachability Detection on a continuous basis.

Neighbour Unreachability Detection (NUD) works in the following manner: when 

an IPv6 host has a packet to send, it checks the Neighbour Cache to determine the 

link layer address of the next hop node (either an on-link neighbour or a router). The 

Neighbour cache has also reachability state associated with each neighbour entry. A 

neighbour cache entry in REACHABLE state, indicates that the neighbour is considered 

reachable on-link.

In IPv6 a host considers a neighbour reachable if it has recently received confir

mation that packets sent to the neighbour have been received. This is achieved in two 

ways: the receipt of a neighbour advertisement from the neighbour in response to a 

neighbour solicitation sent by the host, or a hint from upper layer protocols. The IPv6 

stack utilises the acknowledgements of upper layer protocols to register the fact that a 

packet has recently been received from a given destination address and so is considered 

reachable.

The IPv6 host will send a neighbour solicitation in the event that the neighbour 

cache entry is not set to REACHABLE when there is a packet to send1.

Note that the NUD function occurs only when the MN has a packet to send. 

Thus, for the worst-case scenario where the MN is not sending any packets, it may not 

notice that it has moved networks until it receives an unsolicited router advertisement 

from the new on-link router (consistent with the normal router advertisement interval). 

Unfortunately, this may be the case when the MN is receiving real-time streams when an 

interruption in connectivity can cause packet losses and unacceptable latency while the

1This may involve a wait of DELAY_FIRST PROBE_TIME seconds if the neighbour cache entry is 
in the DELAY state
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new handoff is taking place. In such a scenario, the MN may not actually be transmitting 

much data itself, perhaps occasional TCP or application layer acknowledgements, but 

nothing that will allow the unreachability of its current AR to be discovered in a timely 

fashion.

It should be noted that the availability of a new router advertisement serves only 

as a hint that the MN has moved networks; it does not guarantee the occurrence of 

an IP handoff. This is the case where a new (additional) router has been activated on 

the existing link. Furthermore, as prescribed in [107] unsolicited router advertisements 

must not be used as confirmation of bi-directional router reachability since they only 

confirm reachability in AR-to-MN direction.

D .l .2 R o u te r Discovery

Router Discovery is achieved through the receipt of a router advertisement sent from 

the new AR. This will either be in the form of a router advertisement sent periodically 

to the all-nodes multicast address, or in response to a router solicitation sent by the 

MN. There is a potential race condition here; the MN will send a router solicitation if it 

discovers that its current AR is considered unreachable (i.e. its neighbour cache entry is 

not set to REACHABLE), and will thus, receive a solicited router advertisement from 

the new AR, or it will receive an unsolicited router advertisement from the new AR as 

part of its periodic broadcasts.

There is no guarantee as to which method will occur first. It depends on the 

exact circumstances at the time of handoff: (i) the period of router advertisement 

transmissions by the NAR and (ii) the exact value of the various timers at that moment 

in time. One may hypothesise that reducing the period of router advertisements will 

increase the likelihood of receiving an unsolicited router advertisement on the new link 

before realising that the PAR is no longer reachable. However, as we see from results 

of Section 3.7, the reduction of the router advertisement interval does not guarantee 

faster router discovery. Our results report a nominal hangover period of 84ms, while 

the router advertisement interval is configured at an average value of 40ms.

In addition, as noted earlier the receipt of a new unsolicited router advertisement 

is not necessarily a explicit indication of an IP network transition. Thus, the MN may 

also decide to confirm that its current AR is definitely unreachable before deciding to 

use the new AR. In the case of the IP handoff, this would translate into transmitting 

a number of neighbour solicitations for a pre-determined time without (i) receiving a 

corresponding neighbour advertisement from the current AR (transiting to previous
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state), (ii) utilising a periodic router advertisement from the new AR. This type of 

numb reactivity on the part of the MN, as prescribed by current protocol standards 

would yield a significant delay, when pursued during an IP handoff.

D .l .3 C are of A ddress C onfiguration

The MN must configure itself with an IPv6 address to be used on the new network. This 

will be the MN’s New Care-of Address (NCoA). Address configuration can be performed 

in a stateful or a stateless manner. An IPv6 host may use both stateless and stateful 

address configuration completely independently from one another. The precise method 

to be used can be signalled with the setting of various flags in router advertisement 

messages.

If DHCPv6 (stateless or stateful) is to be used by the host for address configuration 

it incurs an extra overhead that is detrimental to expedient handoffs. DHCPv6 requires 

an extra request/response exchange on the new network in addition to normal router 

discovery mechanism.

Stateless Address Configuration

There are two ways in which an IPv6 node can configure its address in a stateless 

fashion:

• Using automatic address configuration with prefix discovery

• Using stateless DHCPv6

Automatic address configuration utilising prefix discovery is specified in [399]. If the 

‘autonomous’ flag of a Prefix Information Option contained in a router advertisement is 

set, the IPv6 host may automatically generate its global IPv6 address by appending its 

64-bit interface identifier to the prefix contained in the router advertisement. There are 

different ways in which the host may choose how to generate its interface identifier (e.g. 

based on MAC address, random or cryptographically generated). Description of such 

techniques is, however, beyond the scope of this investigation . Stateless DHCPv6 is not 

mentioned as an option given in router advertisements [399]. However recent discussions 

in the IETF IPNG WG have suggested signalling the usage of stateless DHCPv6 via the 

’O’ flag in router advertisements. At the time of writing the exact way of signalling that 

hosts should use stateless DHCPv6 is not clear. However, since there are few available 

implementations, this is not a major concern.
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Stateful Address Configuration

With respect to IP handoff delay, using stateful DHCPv6 is not significantly different 

to using stateless DHCPv6 as the observed request/response time reported by work in 

[399] indicates the two being nearly similar in most cases.

D .l .4 D uplicate  A ddress D etection

An MN must perform Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) when it bootstraps onto an 

IPv6 network to ensure that its configured care-of address (CoA) is unique on that link.

In IPv6, the DAD procedure is defined in IPv6 Stateless Address Auto-configuration 

[110], and uses the Neighbour Discovery procedures defined in [107]. An MN cannot 

use a new CoA until the DAD procedure has been successfully completed. During that 

period, the MN’s new CoA is seen as tentative, and can be used solely for neighbour 

discovery purposes (of which the DAD procedure is part of). If an MN is allowed to 

use its new CoA before the DAD function is complete, while another node is using the 

same address on-link, the MN would erroneously process packets intended for the other 

host.

To perform DAD, the MN sends out a neighbour solicitation message with its own 

new CoA address as the target address of the solicitation message. The destination 

address in the IPv6 header of the neighbour solicitation is set to the solicited-node 

multicast address of the target address with the source address being the unspecified 

address. If there is another node on the link that is using the same address as the MN’s 

new CoA, one of two things will happen:

• The node holding this IPv6 address will receive the MN’s neighbour solicitation 

message and reply with a neighbour advertisement (sent to the all-nodes multicast 

address). In this manner, the MN is informed (and prevented from) configuring a 

duplicated IPv6 address.

• The MN will receive a neighbour solicitation with its new CoA as the target 

address from a competing host that is also in the process of performing DAD.

Thus, the DAD procedure will give an explicit indication to the MN should there be 

another node on the network that is using its new CoA. However, (and to the detriment 

of any node wishing to perform auto-configuration at haste) the DAD procedure provides 

no explicit indication that a MN’s new CoA is not being used by another node on the 

network.
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In fact, the point at which DAD can be considered to have succeeded is quite vague. 

According to [110], a node performing DAD can consider its tentative address unique 

if no indication of a duplicate address is observed within RETRANS-TIMER ms after 

sending DUP-ADDR DETECT-TRANSMITS number of neighbour solicitations.

Both the values of RETRANS-TIMER and DUP _ADDR DETECT-TRANSMITS 

are configurable parameters and by default are set to 1000 and 1 respectively. Therefore, 

under default conditions DAD is expected to take a minimum2 of 1000 ms.

Note that [110] states that a node should delay sending its neighbour solicitation for 

DAD by a random time interval between 0 and MAX_RTRJSOLICITATION_DELAY 

seconds if it is the first packet sent from the interface after (re)initialisation

In [107], MAX-RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY is defined as being 1000 ms in du

ration. Therefore, unless the MN has previously sent a router solicitation, it will incur 

further delay during its auto-configuration process. In the average case this will be an 

extra 500 ms, and up to an additional 1000 ms in the worst case.

D .l .5 C are-of A ddress R eg istra tion

Once the MN has detected that it has moved networks, obtained a new CoA and has 

been granted access to the network, it must inform its HA (Home Agent) of its new 

location. During the period from the moment the MN lost connectivity with its previous 

AR until the moment it informs its HA of its new location, all packets that have been 

sent to it will have been lost, while the MN is unable to send packets towards any of its 

CNs.

The MN registers its new CoA with its HA by sending a binding update (BU). 

The HA acknowledges this by replying with a binding acknowledgement (BAck) and is 

then able to tunnel packets bound to the MN’s home address (HoA) towards MN’s new 

location (i.e. MN’s new CoA).

D .l .6 B inding U p d a te  C om pletion

This stage refers to the MN informing all CN peers of its new reachable location at its 

new CoA.

In a similar fashion to a HA binding update, the MN sends a BU to each CN. 

However, to protect against redirection attacks, a CN binding update is subject to 

an authentication procedure known as a Return Routability (RR) test. Such test as 

an authentication step whereby the CN receiving MN’s binding update, can confirm its

2plus any additional delay for link transmissions and logic computation.
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authenticity and thus exclude the possibility of malicious attack. An in-depth discussion 

of RR is out of scope for this study; a more detailed elaboration of RR signalling is found 

in [400].

In brief, RR uses a Home Test (HoT) and a Care-of Test (CoT). The tests are 

initiated by the MN but conducted by the CN (on the return path). The CN issues 

the two tests to the MN via the HA and the route-optimised path (i.e. direct to the 

new CoA) respectively. The MN replies with the answer to the two tests in the BU 

message sent to the CN. If the tests have been responded to (by the MN) correctly, the 

CN acknowledges the authenticity of MN’s BU.

Once the MN has received the Binding Acknowledgement (BAck) from its CN, the 

handoff process is complete. Where route optimisation is not possible the IP handoff is 

complete once the new CoA has been registered with the HA.

D.2 Delay anatomy of the M IPv6 handoff process 

D.2.1 M ovem ent D etection  tim e td

Movement detection time, denoted by td, is defined as the sum of two individual latency 

components:

• link-switching delay 7/2: this is the time delay pertaining to attachment of the 

MN with new PoA at the link-layer. With respect to 802.11 this refers to the 

(re-)association of the wireless station with the Access Point (AP) serving the 

new PoA.

• link-local IPv6 address configuration delay TuC(mfig'■ this is the time between the 

first time that the MN encounters a new link by receiving neighbour adverts over 

its all nodes or solicited-nodes multicast address and configuration of a link-local 

address. Configuration of a link-local address is effected as well as L2 information 

is exchanged with the new AR.

The movement detection time can thus be expressed as:

I'd T/2 T Tllconfig (D.l)
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D.2.2 IP v6  CoA C onfiguration T im e t c

We define CoA configuration time (tc), as the time commencing from the moment of 

the receipt of a router advertisement (including the router advert solicitation if so used) 

to the moment that Duplicate Address Detection and the update of the routing table 

has completed. Depending on the mechanism employed to configure an IPv6 CoA, t c 

may vary. However, the generic form of CoA configuration delay component is of the 

form:

tc — ^pre/ytdw “1“ A d d r C o n f ig  T Tftoiiiei/pdate (D.2)

where TprefAdv is defined as:

T p r e f A d v  —  ^

TrtAdv -  TrtSoi if rtAdv is solicited,

r t A d v l n t e r v a l (a y g  ) if  r tA d v  p e r io d ic
(D.3)

For stateless IPv6 address auto-configuration [110], TA d d r C o n f ig  denotes the time 

required by the MN  to employ an address configuration rule to produce a unique, 

globally routable IPv6 address, as shown in Figure 3.5. For instance if the EUI64 

address configuration rule is employed, the T A d d r C o n f i g  delay component becomes:

T A d d r C o n f i g  =  T e U I 6 4  +  T o  A D  (D -4 )

We anticipate that for the stateless case, Teuiqa or other address configuration rule 

employed on the MN, that requires no protocol interactions with another host, should 

be dependent on the processor speed of the MN; as such the address configuration rule 

delay may be negligible compared to the total t c.

T d a d  is the time required to resolve uniqueness of the configured IPv6 CoA. The 

mechanism to effect this is typically address resolution by transmitting a Neighbour 

Solicitation for this address to the all-nodes multicast address and then waiting for Re- 

transTimer interval (Default 1000ms) before transmitting up to DupAddrDetectTrans- 

mits (Default 1). If during or after RetransTimer interval there has been no Neighbour 

Advertisement on the particular tentative CoA, the address is assumed to be unique
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Figure D.l: IP handoff delay incurred under Statefull (DHCPv6) address auto
configuration by MIPv6 signalling

and assigned to the interface.

For the purposes of comparison we assume use of the default values in Mobile IPv6 

since these are expected to be the standard default configuration values.

Thus, the Toad delay component is algebraically represented as:

D upA ddrD etectT  ra n sm its

T d a d  =  T N e i S o l +  E T R etran sT  im er (D.5)
k — 1

In the event of stateful address auto-configuration [401] the time for CoA configu

ration becomes:

T A d d r C o n f i g  — T o H C P s o l i c i t  +  T D H C p a d v e r t  +  T o H C P r e q  +  T o H C P r e p l y  (D.6)

T d h c p solic i t  and T o h c p a d v e r t  denote the round trip time (RTT) required to solicit 

a DHCPv6 advertisement. T o H C P a d d r R e q  and T o H C P a d d r R e s p  denote the second RTT 

delay incurred by requesting and acquiring an IPv6 address by the DHCPv6 server. 

Hence, the delay overhead incurred by these two signalling handshakes represents the 

total transmission delay incurred by stateful configuration of a CoA via a DHCPv6 

server.
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Figure D .l illustrates the MIPv6 handover procedure where DHCPvG is used for 

CoA configuration.

We may note that a DHCPv6 server is not necessarily available on the same link 

of the IPv6 handoff; hence, the delay component incurred by each DHCPv6 signal is 

tracked by the end-to-end delay between the DHCPv6 server and the MN.

Note it is quite likely that DHCPv6 is used even in the case of the MN using 

stateless address configuration as instructed by the received Router advertisement in 

Neighbour Discovery [107]; for example, a list of local DNS or NTP servers can be 

provided by the DHCPv6 server. We assume that such signalling exchanges do not 

affect the handoff latency as long as they are done ’out of band’3 with respect to the 

address configuration task. The case where DHCPv6 is not used explicitly for address 

configuration purposes, but may affect in sequence of events the total handoff latency, 

is out of scope in this study.

DAD is more critical from a security perspective as opposed to accidental con

figuration of an IPv6 address already configured in that link (duplicate). While the 

latter is statistically very rare4 with a probability of 1/264, the former is a certain de

nial of service security risk for the visiting MN resulting into a false address resolution 

and reachability that is guaranteed to disrupt MN’s active IP service sessions. Such 

disruption may manifest itself as through malicious address hijacking either as connec

tion hijacking in the case of connection- less transport protocols or connection resetting 

in the case of connection-oriented (TCP) applications. It is thus, imperative that for 

stateless address configuration purposes the DAD process is enforced.

D .2.3 C oA  R egistration  tim e t r

The CoA registration time (t r ) is defined as the transmission delay incurred during 

registration of the MN CoA with its HA. This is essentially the RTT between the MN 

and HA plus associated processing of the BU and BA messages.

Tr — R T T m n - ha  +  BUproc +  BAckproc (D.7)

D .2.4 R oute O ptim isation  T im e tQ

The route optimisation time (tQ) is defined as the transmission delay incurred during 

registration of the MN bindings with its corresponding peer. During communications 

with multiple CN’s, such transmission delay is accounted by the delay incurred during

3asynchronously
4assuming a unique interface ID allocation algorithm like EUI64
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signalling interactions with the CN with the longest RTT from the MN.

Depending on the mode of security effected in the BU registration process, there 

are two forms of binding updates: (i) unauthenticated and (ii) authenticated.

Unauthenticated BU

In the event of unauthenticated BU, the route optimisation time (t0) is defined as the 

time period between a BU dispatched to the CN and the first data packet received by 

the MN from the CN. The BAck signal from the CN is typically piggybacked in the 

first data packet.

Tn =
R T T m n -C N  + B U moc + BA.ryf.Qc if BU not authenticated,

(D.8)
T r r  -f (R T T m n - c n  + BUproc +  B A p r o c ) if BU authenticated

Authenticated BU

In the event of an authenticated BU using return routability (RR), the MN must first 

initiate the Home Test (HoT) and Care-of Test (CoT) before it can send a binding 

update to the CN. The RR procedure is illustrated in both Figure 3.5 and Figure D.l. 

The idea of these tests is that the MN ’proves’ the authenticity of its network bindings 

(home and visited) by supplying proof that it received security data (keygen tokens) that 

the CN sent to these bindings. Such ’proof’ ensures the authenticity of the upcoming 

BU signal dispatched to the CN.

The T r r  delay component is tracked by the RTT between the MN and CN and 

the sum of RTTs between the MN and HA as well as the HA and the CN. It has the 

following algebraic form:

T r r  =  <
R T T r r  + 2(ThoTIptoc +  THoTproc) if R T T r r  > R T T m n - c n ,

(D.9)
R T T m n - c n  + CoTIproc +  CoTproc if R T T r r  <  R T T m N -C N

where R T T r r  is the composite round trip time of a combined HoT-CoT signalling 

handshake expressed as:

R T T r r  — R T T h A - M N  + R T T jiA -C N  (D.10)

The above imply an additional RTT for the purposes of securing an authenticated 

BU subsequently sent to the CN.
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Note that once the HA has acknowledged the registration of the MN’s new CoA, 

any new CN attempting communications with the MN will succeed due to the HA 

being able to tunnel packets destined for the MN to its new CoA (i.e. using triangular, 

non-optimised routing). However, communication with any existing CN at the time the 

handoff occurred and with whom route optimisation was being used, cannot resume 

until the MN has successfully registered its new CoA with it by the RR procedure.

We emphasise that the frequency of RR establishment is dependent on the life

time of tokens generated to protect the authenticity of the MN sending the BU; that 

is, under certain MIPv6 parameter configuration the RR process need not be ap

plied on a per handoff basis. Token lifetime is controlled by timer parameters are 

MAX_RRJBINDINGJLIFETIME and MAX_TOKEN-LIFETIME. These parameters, 

however, have 0 as their default value implying that the RR process by default is 

applied on a per handoff basis. For the purposes of this study we choose to analyse 

protocol behaviour under default parameter settings.

D .3 C alcu lating jitter  in experim ental m easurem ents

Jitter is calculated through an autoregressive moving average, according to the speci

fication of ??. For the purposes of our measurements investigation, jitter is calculated 

as follows:

J(i) = J(i  -  1) +  ^ — 1,8)1 J ( ' 1— ^  (D .ll)
16

where difference D(i — 1, i) in packet spacing between packets P i-\ and pi may be 

derived from :

D ( iJ )  =  (Rj - R i ) -  (Sj -  St) =  {Rj -  Sj)  -  (Ri -  Si) (D.12)

where Si is the (sender5) RTP time-stamp from packet i, and Ri  is the (receiver) 

time of arrival in RTP time-stamp units for packet i. Jitter is calculated off-line from 

traces obtained from packet captures obtained.

5It is intuitive that (Sj — Si) identify the Packetisation rate at the sender (e.g. tgsm =  20ms)
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D .4 N eighbourh R eachability delay d istributions during  

an h2v M IPv6 handoff
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Figure D.2: MIPv6 handoff delay component induced by neighbour reachability sig
nalling on-link
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Figure D.3: P-P and Q-Q plots for latency induced by neighbour reachability signalling 
during a MIPv6 handoff
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D .5 S tatistical d istribution of delay during an v2h M IPv6  
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Figure D.4: Distribution of total (v2h) MIPv6 handoff delay for the MN returning to 
the home network
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Figure D.5: P-P and Q-Q plots for the derived distribution applicable to total (v2h) 
MIPv6 handoff delay
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D.5.1 M IPv6-specific N eighbour Discovery Perform ance

Neighbour Solicitations /Advertisements

We have seen that the three key functions of IPv6 Neighbour Discovery, namely, address 

resolution, DAD and neighbour reachability, rely fundamentally on solicited neighbour 

advertisements, as these functions are applied successively during a MIPv6 handoff. 

It is thus important that we monitor closely the performance of such class of IPv6 

signalling by identifying patterns of signalling behaviour that characterise the delay 

measure identified in previous sections.
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Figure D.6: Single Neighbour Solicitation performance

Figure D.6 presents a Neighbour Solicitation ’vital signs’ graph which we term as 

N-Soligram; it monitors the behaviour of neighbour solicitations sent during an h2v or 

v2h MIPv6 handoff. An N-Soligram comprises of (i) the distance between consecutive 

NeighSol messages (ii) the number of NeighSol packets per handoff (iii) the arrival rate 

NeighSol messages (iv) the instantaneous average distance between router solicitations. 

In all four subgraphs the monitoring is confined to the critical period of the handoff 

which is the focus of our investigation. Furthermore handoffs alternate between visited 

(h2v) and home (v2h) networks.

In the case of (i) an h2v MIPv6 handoff is identified by a high distance ’peak’,
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whereas v2h handoff is described by low distance spikes. The high distance peak is 

justified by the delay incurred by the DAD process and the subsequent delay incurred 

by NUD. Subplot (ii) show the frequency of NeighSol messages; clearly an h2v handoff 

incurs more NeighSol messages (around 5) than a v2h handoff (only 1). This is because 

a visited network (AR) has no information about the address6 of the MN or its reacha

bility, in contrast to the home network whereby the HA constantly ’defends’ the MN’s 

home address.

Subplot (iii) shows a higher arrival rate of NeighSol message in the v2h handoff 

case. This is justified by the fact that a v2h handoff completes significantly faster 

and thus the two NeighSols are sent within a smaller period of time; this is clear by 

combining the respective measures of subplots (i) and (ii). Graph (iv) simply shows 

the instantaneous average distance between NeighSol messages. We may see that in the 

case of an h2v handoff the average interval between NeighSol is about 659ms while in 

the case of an v2h handoff this decreases down to 280ms.
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Figure D.7: Solicited Neighbour Advertisement performance

The second N-Soligram of figure D.7 shows the performance of a solicited NeighAdv 

message pair, which we term as N-SolAgram. An N-SolAgram comprises of (i) the 

distance between NeighSol and NeighAdv messages, (ii) the number of solicited advert

6MAC address and uniqueness of the IPv6 CoA address
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message pairs, (iii) the instantaneous distance average between the two messages. Both 

(i) and (iii) agree that the distance of a NeighSol from a NeighAdv message is about 

3.6ms, while (ii) confirms that the actual number of solicited NeighAdv messages is 

3-4. The arrival rate of these message pairs is tracked by the arrival rate of NeighSol 

messages shown in figure D.6.

From the above it becomes obvious that while the solicited NeighAdv message incur 

insignificant delay to the MIPv6 handoff process, the distance of successive NeighSol 

messages result into significant delays during the MIPv6  handoff, given that different 

NeighSol messages signify different functions of the Neighbour discovery process. This 

is particularly important during the functions of DAD and NUD which account for the 

majority of NeighSol/NeighAdv signals during a MIPv6 handoff.

Router Solicitations/Advertisements

In a similar fashion to N-Soligram and N-SolAgram plots we produce the respective R- 

Soligram and R-SolAgram monitor plots. Solicited router advertisements are essential 

for the purposes of MIPv6 movement detection and stateless address auto-configuration.
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Figure D.8: Single Router Solicitation performance

The R-Soligram of figure D.8 shows the performance of single router solicitations 

for (i) inter-RtSol distance during a handoff, (ii) no of RtSol messages per handoff, (iii)
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RtSol arrival rate during a handoff (iv) instantaneous average distance. The monitor 

graph focuses solely on h2v handoff since a v2h MIPv6 handoff requires no router 

solicitation; it simply employs the RtAdv message arriving periodically to the MN from 

the home network AR.

We may observe that the mean distance between RtSol messages is 378ms. This 

is offset by the first router solicitation which is separated by the second one by a time 

distance of 500ms with subsequent RtSols sent every 250ms. While this is faster than 

specification (RtSol interval is 1000ms), to make provisions for faster movement detec

tion, it proves to be insufficient, given the amount of RtSol messages sent by the MN in 

search of a RtAdvert before address configuration and subsequently DAD process gets 

initiated.

Furthermore, we have observed that the function of soliciting a router advertise

ment, characterising collectively the movement detection process, consumes 1-3 RtSol 

messages before a CoA is configured and DAD function is initiated. The precise number 

of RtSol messages depends on whether an RtSol message has been lost during the type 

of hangover delay experience by the MN during the MIPv6 handoff.

Given the distance observed between RtSol messages it comes as no surprise why 

the MN experiences this kind of hangover delay, at instances where the MN remains 

insensitive to periodic router advertisements. Hence, given the insufficiency of the 

observed interval between successive RtSol messages, what is of significance to the 

handoff process is the rate of arrival of router solicitations such that it can provided 

guarantees for a fast IPv6 movement detection.

With respect to the performance of solicited RtAdv messages, figure D.9 presents 

the respective R-SolAgram monitoring the average response time of unicast router ad

vertisements to RtSol messages sent by the MN. Interestingly enough we may observe 

in many cases during a VoIP session call of the MN while roaming between WLAN 

networks, that while the first unicast RtAdv response arrives about 200ms after the 

RtSol message, for the remaining 3-4 RtSol-RtAdv pairs the distance between the two 

messages does not exceed 50-60ms.

The latter while significantly lower than the specified random delay interval of 0- 

500ms imposed by the Neighbour Discovery specification, it induces a non-negligible 

delay component that fast detracts from the golden 200ms VoIP one-way delay budget 

pertaining to interactivity in the communication pattern between the two peers.
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Figure D.9: Solicited Neighbour Advertisement performance

With respect to the first solicited RtAdv pair, it should be noted that the delay 

peak is experienced due to 802.11b link-switching. That is to say, such delay spike 

is not caused by the delay on the part of the router to respond, but because during 

the L2-handoff MAC retransmission attempt to deliver the frame to the new AP and 

subsequently to the new point of AR attachment.

Also it appears from the above, that the boundaries of 0-500ms random delay 

imposed by the ND specification for solicited routers advertisements is a rather rare 

event and thus does not affect the handoff process as reported in [402, 403], according to 

the results derived by our experimental measurements dataset over a protocol-compliant 

MIPv6 implementation.

Table D.l provides a summary of the first statistical moments on Neighbour discov

ery performance with respect to Neighbour solicitations, solicited Neighbour adverts as 

well as router solicitation and solicited router advertisements. The performance of these 

signals summarise the rate of availability of control signalling with respect to neighbour 

discovery for MIPv6 mobility management purposes. The statistics collected focus on 

the h2v case of a MIPv6 handoff since the v2h case consumes very little ND signalling.
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Type of Signal min max mean 50% st. dev 90% 99%
Single Neighbour Solicitation Performance

Distance (sec) 0.000212 1.62 0.4596 0.3298 0.4742 1.273 1.611
Messages/Hoff (pkts) 1 9 2.8 2 1.8 5 8.78

Arrival Rate (pkts/sec) 0.68 6.065 2.166 1.589 1.5 5.213 6.04
Avg. Distance (sec) 0.1649 1.455 0.6591 0.6292 0.3456 1.176 1.431

Solicited Neighbour Advert Performance
Sol-Adv Distance (sec) 0.0032 0.044 0.0035 0.0035 0.00016 0.0036 0.0044

Msg Pairs/Hoff (pair pkts) 1 5 2.4 2 1.2 4 5
Avg. Distance (sec) 0.0033 0.0039 0.0035 0.0036 0.00012 0.0039 0.0039

Single Router Solicitation Performance
Distance (sec) 0.27 0.55 0.3294 0.295 0.0806 0.48 0.55

Messages/Hoff (pkts) 1 6 3.08 3 1.563 5 6
Arrival Rate (pkts/sec) 1.81 3.14 2.698 2.83 0.3629 3.07 3.14

Avg. Distance (sec) 0.3183 0.55 0.378 0.3533 0.0593 0.48 0.55
Solicited Router Advert Performance

Sol-Adv Distance (sec) 0.01099 0.291 0.0778 0.041 0.0827 0.2313 0.2854
Msg Pairs/Hoff (pair pkts) 1 7 3.113 3 1.738 5.3 6.88

Avg. Distance (sec) 0.0627 0.291 0.1228 0.0993 0.0604 0.2138 0.2731

Table D.l: Statistical moments of Neighbour discovery signalling during h2v MIPv6 
handoff
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D.6 Influence of the Wireless medium
So far we have seen that the L2-handoff as effected at the MAC layer of 802.11b 

MAC/PHY protocol incurs a significant (above 200ms) latency component, which is 

by itself capable of impeding the interactivity of VoIP communications.

While we proceed to analyse the behaviour or an L2-handoff over an 802.11b 

(WLAN) interface, it is worth noting that observations from this section offer little 

space to generalisation for all wireless interfaces. Reason for that is the fact that wire

less technologies differentiate from one another due to the disparity of medium access 

control (MAC) mechanisms supported by each one. Such disparity is justified by differ

ent design considerations and decisions made for each wireless protocol specification.

For instance the wireless medium (MAC-fPHY) of WLANs differs fundamentally 

from cellular protocols such as GSM/GRPS or UMTS with most of the observations 

made being non-applicable for cellular protocols. This is because the initial specification 

of WLANs is geared towards short-range packet-switched communications multiplexed 

over a single wireless carrier; on the contrary GSM or UMTS wireless specifications are 

geared predominantly towards long-range, low-bandwidth (compared to WLAN) circuit- 

or on occasions packet-switched communications over allocated frequency channels.

Furthermore, a WLAN does not require per-flow channel setup/establishment as 

all traffic is multiplexed over a single carrier onto a deregulated frequency domain. On 

the contrary, GPRS and UMTS technologies require frequency planning/allocation on a 

per-subscriber basis, as each subscriber negotiates the allocation of a channel during call 

setup time. In addition, IPv6 control signalling is not effected over native IPv6 signals 

but interfaces over the GPRS/UMTS signalling stack. This is one of the main reasons 

why IPv6 handoffs over cellular networks require significantly more time to complete 

over native GPRS/UMTS signalling, as shown in [404, 293].

Nevertheless, while our wureless medium observations may be of limited value for 

every wireless technology, they provide in-depth guidelines on trends of wireless per

formance in the constantly growing family of IEEE802.1x WLANs, characterised by 

deregulated frequency domains where no frequency band licensing is required. In this 

light, (circuit and/or packet-switched) cellular (or hybrid) wireless interfaces such as 

GPRS or UMTS are out of scope in this part of investigation.

D.6.1 T he IE E E 8 0 2 .il link-layer handoff process

The handoff process employed by the link layer (L2) of the MN during its roaming 

between two neighbouring 802.11 WLAN is identified by 4 distinct processes as shown in
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Figure D.10: The WLAN (IEEE802.il) L2-handoff process

figure D.10 : (i) de-association (ii) AP discovery (iii) Authentication (iv) re-association.

Depending on the signalling rate that the WLAN MN may be operating, the signal 

strength and signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the waveform (modulated digital frame) 

communicated with the AP, is expected to degrade due to path loss effects or attenua

tion factors [29] as the MN roams away from the AP. Such signal degradation may be 

manifested by obstructions in the line of sight between MN and AP [405] or attenuation 

factors such as trees, geo-climatic conditions etc.

In such case, the sensitivity threshold associated with the SNR experienced, is 

exceeded and the bit error rate (BER) increases beyond acceptable levels for commu

nication purposes, to the extent that neither MAC retransmissions nor error correction 

techniques [406, 407] are capable of recovering lost information in the received MAC 

frame at the MN or AP.

At this point the MN (WLAN station) needs to discover other APs within its range 

(bound by the lowest signalling rate), amongst which it may choose one to associate. 

To this effect the MAC sublayer of the 802.11 protocol at the MN, engages into a AP  

discovery phase. The 802.11 specification defines two types of AP discovery: passive or 

active.

During a passive scan, the WLAN interface of the MN listens for beacon MAC 

protocol data units (MPDUs), that announce the availability of an AP. Beacons are 

sent out periodically by the APs at the default rate of 100ms on their pre-assigned 

channel. The MN awaits at each individual channel a fixed period before passively
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sensing the next available channel. The wait period is the same for both passive and 

active scans and cannot be preempted by receipt of a single Beacon frame for one 

AP. For this reason we focus on the active scan mechanism which is also part of our 

experimental setup.

During an active scan, the WLAN interface of the MN engages reactively (upon 

exceeding the sensitivity threshold associated with the experienced SNR) to discover 

new APs by initiating probe (MAC) frames broadcast on each channel scanned in suc

cession. During the wait period, it awaits a response by candidate new APs potentially 

available with its range. Figure D.10 shows the sequence of control frames exchanged 

during an active scan7

Upon completion of the discovery phase, the MN creates an ordered set of candidate 

APs ordered by received signal strength. For a passive scan, this implies that the sole 

criterion of AP  selection at the MAC layer is signal strength, with cascading effects onto 

both the IP and (VoIP) application layers. That is to say, signal strength effectively 

decides which network, should the MN continue its ’roamed’ VoIP call.

Reactive discovery of candidate APs allows the MN to actively seek candidate (or 

a particular) APs, while the selection decision may also be based on criteria other than 

signal strength, such as 802.11 network ID (ESSID). That is to say, reactive AP discovery 

allows greater flexibility in selection criteria to the MN when associating with an AP. 

This can affect positively the QoS or billing experienced by an MN as it roams among 

different visited WLAN last-hop networks. As we see, however, in following sections 

and witnessed already in previous ones, the reactive character of AP discovery imposes 

significant delay so as to impede interactivity and real-time guarantees to multimedia 

services such as VoIP calls.

Figures D .ll and D.12 illustrate the breakdown of the L2-handoff component from 

the total MIPv6 handoff delay described in previous sections. It can be seen from figure 

D .ll that a set of 5-6 Probe Request messages are being broadcast before the first 

one that is responded to by the new AP of the visited network. This set of messages, 

actually, receive a response by the AP of the home network (and thus the response in 

this set of probe requests is not picked up by the sniffer monitoring the visited WLAN 

network).

On the contrary, as the MN sweeps the remaining 5-6 channels with probe requests,

7in a passive scan the probe request cease to exist while the probe requests are replaced by periodic 
beacons
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Figure D .ll: Total (h2v) L2 handoff delay

we can see that the new AP neighbour at the visited network provides a probe response 

to all requests despite the fact that each request is sent to a different ’channel’. This is 

owed to a channel leaking effect that is characteristic of the 802.11 specification at the 

physical (RF) layer. We describe the effect and its importance to MIPv6 handoffs in 

the following section.

It is noted, that the devised 802.11 link-layer measurement setup exploits such 

channel leaking effect [408] in the frame analyser employed in the ensemble of the two 

WLAN monitor hosts8 , for the purposes of eliminating capture losses in the frame traces 

recorded during each the VoIP call. Our measurements eliminate the loss percentage 

imposed by the sniffing process, in contrast to similar measurements conducted in [409].
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Figure D.12: (h2v) Association latency component

8We have used AiroPeek NX kindly provided by WildPackets Inc. for monitoring robustly the 802.11 
interface at all signalling rates
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Figure D.13: Total L2-handoff delay for the MN returning back to the home network 
(v2h MIPv6 handoff)

It is found that the average number of Probe request messages varies between 8 

and 13. While this is not characteristic of all 802.11 vendor implementations [303] 

it signifies that out of the 13 available channels (ETSI spec.) almost all are being 

searched sequentially before an association decision is made, with no preemption by the 

first available AP candidate. This has a negative impact on both L2-handoff delay and 

subsequently the total MIPv6  handoff delay and packet loss imposed during a VoIP call.

The impact of delay incurred by such design decision at the AP discovery phase is 

more pronounced at the v2h MIPvfi handoff than the h2v handoff, since in the latter case 

the MIPv6 delay contribution is far greater than the L2 handoff delay. Nevertheless, 

both delay components (in either case of MIPv6 handoffs) incur significant packet loss 

(> 90) that cannot reconstructed by loss concealment methods at the application layer.

Following discovery of candidate APs, the measurement trace exhibits a small delay 

period, whereby the MAC layer of the MN decides on the best AP available in terms 

of signal strength. This is followed by a subsequent association latency component, 

whereby the MN performs an authentication step and upon successful authentication a 

subsequent association step. Given our experiments employ shared-key WEP authenti

cation, two authentication handshakes are required before the process is complete. For 

open key (null) authentication only a single handshake is required before an association 

request is placed by the MN.

Figures D.13 and D.14 show the breakdown of the v2h L2-handoff component 

contrasted by the MIPv6 delay incurred by signalling exchanges by both Neighbour
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comprising the total L2-handoff latency

Discovery and MIPv6 protocols. It can be seen that the L2-handoff delay is significantly 

greater than the actual delay incurred by the MIPv6  process when the MN handoffs back 

to the home network.

Figures D. 15(a) and D. 15(b) show the breakdown of the discovery authentication 

and association delay components during an 802.11 handoff as part of the MIPv6 handoff 

process. The AP-discovery phase exhibits a delay that is logistically distributed (a =

0.3325 and (3 = 0.024864) with a mean of 332ms and Std. Dev.= 0.04509.

Figure D. 16(a) shows the delay incurred periodically while the probe request is 

sent out by the MN scanning the available channels for candidate APs. It can be 

seen that probe response take minimal time (around 3ms) in comparison to the probe 

request interval (around 38ms). These results are in agreement with independent results
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reported by Misra et al. in [303].
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Figure D.16: Scan-specific delay pertaining to probe request intervals and probe re
sponse delay as well as authentication and association delay during an L2-handoff

Figure D. 16(b) demonstrates variation of delay in the four subsequent authentica

tion comprising the two authentication handshakes. The spikes are due to the decision 

delay imposed as the MN selects the AP with the highest SNR and proceeds with the 

first authentication handshake. Last the association handshake takes less than 4ms to 

complete with around 1ms spent in the request and approximately 3ms spend in the 

response by the AP.

Table D.2 provides a summary of the statistical moments characterising the indi

vidual components of L2-handoff delay at a data rate of 1 Mbps, as well as key delay 

measures such as the periodicity of probe request messages. These handoffs are effected 

during, both h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoffs which have been analysed individually in 

previous sections.

Table D.3 provides a summary of the statistical moments characterising the in

dividual components of L2-handoff delay while both MN and AP communicate at a 

signalling rate of 11 Mbps, during both h2v and v2h MIPv6 handoffs.

It is interesting to observe that, as the signalling rate increases the mean L2-handoff 

delay remains approximately constant, but the number of control frames increases; this 

is particularly the case for the AP-Discovery phase which involves a significant number 

of L2 frame exchanges between the MN and an AP. This is counter-intuitive since as 

we see in Section F.8 a faster signalling rate driven by an underlying faster modulation 

scheme, should complete transmission of the same number of control frames in an L2

1 ' H
»—•  Probe Request (Interval) 
•  •  Probe Response (Delay)

40
A P Discovery m sgs (No.)
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L2 Handoff min max 50% 95% Mean Std Dev Variance
per handoff Delay (sec)

Total 0.248 0.536 0.407 0.501 0.423 0.08623 0.00246
Discovery 0.221 0.471 0.336 0.405 0.332 0.04509 0.00203

Authentication 0.040 0.046 0.044 0.046 0.043 0.00182 3.319E-06
Association 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.00079 6.359E-07

per Msg Delay (sec)
Probe Req Interval 0.016 0.092 0.037 0.058 0.039 0.0095 9.0809E-05
Probe Resp Delay 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.0005 2.9856E-07

Authentication Msg Delay 0.004 0.038 0.003 0.050 0.010 0.0150 0.0002238
Association Msg Delay 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.0004 1.7978E-07

per handoff Msgs (No. of)
Total no of frames 23 32 24 to 00 to 2.332 5.4397

Probe Requests 9 13 11 12 11 0.974 0.949
Probe Responses 6 15 7 9 7 2.3116 5.3436

Probe Pairs 5 8 5 7 6 0.6759 0.4568
non-paired Prob Req 3 6 4 3 4 0.809 0.654
non-paired Prob Resp 1 8 2 4 2 2.907 8.445

Table D.2: L2-handoff delay statistics while both MN and AP operate at 1 Mbps (P = 
5mW, AP-AP and AP-MN distance = 3m)

handoff within a smaller amount of time and hence effect a faster L2-handoff.

Looking at the number of messages we observe an increase in the total number of 

messages exchanged at the MAC layer during the L2-handoff as captured by the 802.11 

frame analyser.

A more careful examination of these frames reveals that a percentage of these 

frames are actually retransmitted9 during the course of the L2 handoff. Looking back 

at the percentage of retransmissions at 1 Mbps signalling rate we observe that the 

number of retransmitted frames is significantly smaller during the respective L2-handoff. 

This attests that during a lower signalling rate the amount of ARQ retransmissions 

is significantly lower, since a lower signalling rate employs by design a more robust 

modulation scheme that packs fewer bits per symbol (e.g. BPSK at 1 Mbps) [51]. On the 

contrary for a higher signalling rate the amount of retransmission increases significantly 

as a result of a less robust modulation scheme packing more bits per symbol (e.g. CCK 

at 11Mbps).

Thus for a transmission range which is attainable for both signalling rate boundaries 

in 802.11b (i.e. 1 and 11Mbps) and for the same amount of SNR we may conclude that, 

under the same propagation conditions, a lower signalling rate ( 1  Mbps) will experience

9as attested by the relevant flags of the 802.11 header
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L2 Handoff min max 50% 95% Mean Std Dev Variance
per handoff Delay (sec)

Total 0.271 0.478 0.431 0.469 0.43 0.025 0.00064
Discovery 0.272 0.442 0.353 0.433 0.355 0.044 0.00196

Authentication 0.040 0.044 0.041 0.042 0.041 0.00044 1.9360E-07
Association 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.00031 1.0198E-07

per Msg Delay (sec)
Probe Req Interval 0.016 0.113 0.040 0.068 0.042 0.014 0.0002013
Probe Resp Delay 0.0004 0.0007 0.0004 0.001 0.002 0.02635 0.0006945

Authentication Msg Delay 0.0004 0.005 0.0017 0.020 0.010 ■ 0.01528 0.0002316
Association Msg Delay 0.0023 0.0043 0.0026 0.0037 0.0028 0.00047 2.2773E-07
per L2-Handoff Msgs (No. of)
Total control frames 30 45 36 43 38 3.5621 12.6885

Probe Requests 15 23 18 18 17 3.850 3.178
Probe Responses 8 16 10 15 14 2.9037 8.4317

Probe Pairs 5 8 6 8 6 0.714 0.5107
non-paired Prob Req 6 15 12 10 11 1.5653 2.4503
non-paired Prob Resp 4 8 4 7 8 2.5811 6.6621

Table D.3: L2-handoff delay statistics while both MN and AP operate at 11 Mbps (P 
= 5mW, AP-AP and AP-MN distance =  3m)

the same L2-handoff delay as seen at the highest signalling rate (11 Mbps). This is 

because the (propagation) speed of a faster modulation scheme at the highest signalling 

rate is diluted by an increased number of ARQ re-transmissions.

It can thus, be said that the lowest signalling rate effects indirectly, a proportionally 

faster L2-handoff than the highest signalling rate, given that the low data rate employs 

a slower modulation scheme than the faster data rate.

To contrast the propagation speed between high and low signalling rates we may 

compare signalling effected with one or two control frames at 1 and 11 Mbps. For 

instance, both probe response and authentication frames experience a transmission delay 

of approximately 400 usee at 11 Mbps; the respective signals experience a transmission 

delay between 2-4ms. This almost half to one order or magnitude more at 1 Mbps than 

at 11 Mbps.

AppendixD shows details of the distributions for the respective statistics shown in 

tables D.2 and D.3.

MAC/PHY layer intrinsics

In the previous section we noticed briefly the channel leakage effect that is character

istic of the 802.11 specification, at the physical layer. We describe briefly the reasons 

and design decisions of the 802.11 specification behind such effect while we also dis-
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cuss its implications over a dense multi-domain WLAN cloud effecting a geographically 

continuous coverage area for the MIPv6-enabled MN on the move.

The notion of ’channel’ of IEEE802.il WLANs, bears slightly misleading semantics 

when compared to the one of cellular communications. This is because in cellular 

communications a channel allocated to a mobile device maps uniquely to a discrete 

frequency band that does not overlap with other adjacent channels (enjoying a minimum 

frequency separation).

In 802.11, the channel over which the MN is associating (with an AP) and trans

mitting its VoIP frames, does not refer to a discrete, single frequency band. This is due 

to the nature of (direct sequence) spread spectrum (DSSS) in 802.11 signal modulation. 

The spreading implies that the actual RF signal energy is not constrained within a sin

gle discrete frequency; instead it is spread over a small frequency range. This is shown 

in figure D.17.

The above implies further that signal discrimination in 802.11, allows RF signals 

to slightly interfere with each other if an acceptable inter-channel separation is not 

maintained. In particular, the centre frequencies of each ’channel’ are separated by 5 

MHz but the signals are spread + /-  10 MHz from the centre frequency. Such design 

approach in 802.11 specification results into an intentional overlap with neighbouring 

discrete frequencies.

The number of configurable channels is dependent on regional specification of the 

802.11 protocol; the European specification (ETSI) allows for 13 configurable channels,
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while the US specification (FCC) allows for only 11 channels.

From the above it follows that while the number of configurable channels on either 

the AP or the MN are 13 (ETSI) or 11 (FCC), the number of true channels with 

acceptable frequency separation, reduce down to 3; that is, in a 3-channel configuration 

the air interface of the MN experiences no interference from neighbouring APs, since 

the energy of transmissions over their operating channels is carried at a frequency that 

is clearly separated between neighbours).

By testing MIPv6-handoff performance over APs with overlapping channels, we 

find that transmissions of VoIP packets from neighbouring APs leak (get received by) 

to the MN, while the latter is not explicitly associated with these APs. This is because, 

during an MIPv6 handoff the VoIP packets gets delivered first to the MAC address of 

the wireless MN.

If the MN operates on the new AP at a channel overlapping with the AP of the 

previous network, then the MN can receive such packets, given that the MN has still 

configured its home address on its WLAN interface. Such effect may report significantly 

reduced10 L3-handoff times [409, 105] that do not reflect accurately the true MIPv6 

handoff performance shown in previous sections.

The only means to avoid such channel leakage onto the MN is to enforce an inter-AP 

channel separation11 of > 25M H z.

From the above we may conclude that performance of a MIPv6 handoff mechanism 

cannot be objectively measured unless sufficient frequency separation between the oper

ating channels of neighbouring APs is guaranteed. This is because in the event that 

neighbouring APs with operating channels bearing little or no frequency separation 

with each other, the effect of channel leakage, may be accounted during a MIPv6 or L2 

handoff as reduced handoff delays.

D .6.2 Link conten tion  and  R o u te r A dvertisem ents

We have seen that Mobile IPv6 relies predominantly on the periodic transmission of 

Router advertisements to effect a fast movement detection and a subsequent IPv6 hand-

10On a number of experimental studies reporting significantly lower L2 or MIPv6 handoff times or 
latency optimisations [105, 410] we find little detail on the setup of the underlying channels over which 
neighbouring AP devices are operating. In such setup if APs are configured on neighbouring channels, 
an L2-handoff may experience better performance as a result of energy (and thus frames) leaking onto 
the neighbouring channel (i.e. being received from a neighbouring channel).

11 It is important to distinguish between the channel leakage exploit used during the monitoring of 
the air interface by dedicated 802.11 monitor hosts and the avoidance of channel leakage at the MN by 
enforcing an inter-AP frequency separation of >  25MHz.  We achieve this configuring APs to channel 
2 and 9, while the WLAN monitors are configured at 4 and 8.
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off. To this end, Mobile IPv6 requires a constant bit rate of router advertisement with 

a nominal average advertisement interval of 50ms; that is, Mobile IPv6 relies on near 

real-time guarantees of (periodic) delivery of this class of control signalling if the IPv6 

handoff is expected to complete quickly.

While, timely (periodic) delivery of router advertisements works well for a single 

MN associated with the AP of the WLAN network, it is unclear if the such performance 

persists when more than one MNs associate and effect their communications over the 

same WLAN IPv6 network.

To assess the performance of router advertisements and the accuracy of the re

spective transmission interval we conduct a series of simulations whereby a constant bit 

rate flow simulating the router advertisement packets is sent by the AP over the air 

interface, while a number of wireless hosts associated that AP effect a non-saturating 

traffic mix of VoIP and HTTP communications with each other.

To magnify the effect of contention, without saturating the WLAN link we vary 

the size of the Beacon interval, identifying the magnitude of contention-free period 

repetition rate (CFPRate), also known as CFP repetition interval. CFPRate identifies 

the time period between which the PCF access method may12 alternate in succession 

with DCF at the MAC sublayer of 802.11b, as shown in figure D.18

Supporting IPv6 flows with real or near-real time guarantees in IEEE 802.11 Wire

less LANs, requires that the medium access control (MAC) layer provides similar guar

antees for delivery of such MAC frames to participating MNs within a WLAN coverage 

area [411]; this is dependent on the number of wireless STAs that can be accommodated 

at a given bandwidth with specific delay bounds for wireless medium access [412].

Beacon Frame

CFP repetition interval

CF Period (CFP) Contention period (CP)Contention period (CP) i

DCF DCF
Variable Length per CFPri

PCF PCF

CP dragging due to Busy Medium

Figure D.18: Inducing contention (DCF) by varying CFPRate

12 if implemented
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Effectively, by varying the Beacon interval, both contention-free (CFP) and con

tention (CP) periods are affected; thus for a small number of MN associating with the 

AP, increased contention would reflect 011 the mean delay experienced by an 802.11 

frame (MPDU13) prior its transmission.

Recent work by Suzuki & Tasaka [413], shows that if CFPRate is set too long (well 

above 300 ms), the guarantees for real-time delivery of IP traffic deteriorate drastically. 

Their results claim that for C FPRate  =  80 ms a number of 18 STAs can be accom

modated, transmitting a video IP flow with average MPDU delays between 100-130 

ms.

Simulation Model

The scenario simulated, was implemented under the NS-2 simulator provided an imple

mentation of both PCF [414] and DCF services. The simulation environment was ex

tended by incorporating delay values with respect to the transmission of 802.11 frames, 

from our previous work in [51].

In this scenario, both PCF and DCF access methods were employed within a special 

node acting as AP in a simulated distribution system14 (DS) comprising of a maximum 

of 10 STAs. Over PCF and for a period Tc/P, a set of p STAs transmitted real-time 

traffic, with the remainder 10 — p STAs transmitting, (over DCF and for time Tcp), non 

real-time data frames. Table D.4 provides the STA configuration sub-cases within the 

respective simulation scenarios.

No. of Voice STAs No. of Http STAs
PCF DCF

0 10
4 6
6 4
8 2
10 0

Table D.4: STA configuration sub-cases for simulated transmissions

During these communications the AP transmits a CBR flow emulating the router 

advertisement, sent every 50 ms. For the communications of wireless hosts, Two differ

ent traffic models were implemented in NS-2, namely a real-time and a non real-time 

traffic model. For real-time traffic, a two-state voice traffic model was considered [197]; 

During the ON-state (talk-spurt) it generates packets with fixed inter-arrival time ,

13MAC Protocol Data Unit
14a DS represents an 802.11 link operating at infrastructure mode, i.e requires the existence of an AP
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while no packets are generated during the silence period (OFF-state).

Both states are distributed exponentially with mean for the ON-period Aon =  1000 

ms and OFF-period A0jj — 1350 ms in accordance with the well-established speech 

conversation model proposed by Brady [200]. During the ON-period the voice IP flow 

carried a payload of 24 bytes transmitted at 30 ms intervals. Such data rate specification 

is compliant with G.723.1 codec at 6.3 Kbps. An extra 40 bytes of headers above the 

MAC sublayer was also accounted (i.e IP+UDP+RTP).

In terms of non real-time traffic, a web traffic pattern was generated, by means of 

HTTP agents on STAs. HTTP client agents were located within some non-AP STA, 

while the server agent was assigned to the STA that acts as the AP. In a similar fash

ion, the HTTP client produced requests according to a two-state model, where the 

OFF-period was Pareto-distributed, while the ON-period followed a Weibull distribu

tion [415]. The packet size for HTTP requests maintained a constant size of 250 bytes. 

Responses to HTTP requests were also Pareto distributed with a  =  1.06 and average 

response size kaVg =  17.5 Kbytes, while kmin =  1 Kbyte.

At the physical layer, the simulation considered a short physical layer convergence 

protocol (PLCP) preamble and header, resulting a maximum transmission cost of 96 

/isec. Turnaround times and propagation delay were considered to be negligible since 

an error-free channel was assumed during all simulations. Three signalling rates were 

simulated, namely 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps to establish discrete behaviour of dynamic rate 

shifting, as the STA moves towards the perimeter of the coverage area; in an IP mobility- 

enabled WLAN, this is where an IP handoff will be imminent.

Each simulation run had a duration of 1000 sec, while each variation of p as the 

number of CFP-active STAs was simulated for 40 iterations. Frame delay values were 

plotted against CFPRate at a 95% confidence interval of statistical significance. Ta

ble D.5 provides a summary of parameters configured during the simulations. T s i f s > 

T d i f s  and T p j f s  denote the time periods for the respective types of interframe spacing 

(IFS). Tsiot denotes the period of a single time slot. CW min and CW max denote the 

minimum and maximum contention window during DCF while CFPRateMax [17] denotes 

the maximum CFPRate considered in the simulation environment.

Simulation results

Figure D. 19(a) shows the mean frame delay of router advertisements sent by the AP 

for 4 associated nodes. Frame delay is significantly higher for a low signalling rate as 

opposed to a high signalling rate. This is because the modulation scheme effected at
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Parameter Value
Ts if s 10 /us
Tslot 20 [is

TpiFS Ts if s  T Tsiot
Td if s Ts if s  +  Tsiot
CWmin 31
cwmax 1023

CFPRateMax 30 ms
Voice 1000 ms
Voice A0f f 1350 ms
HTTP q 1.06

HTTP kaVg 17.5 Kbytes
HTTP kmin 1 Kbyte

CFPMaxDuration [4,25]
No. of STAs [4, 10]

Sig. Rate 2, 5.5, 11 Mbps
BER 0

PHY header 96 /xs

Table D.5: MAC Layer Simulation Parameters

this signalling rate (QPSK), packs only two bits/symbol [51] transmitted.

By contrast, 5.5 and 11 Mbps employ a much faster modulation scheme (CCK), 

which can pack twice as many bits per symbol than the 2 Mbps rate can; while both 5.5 

and 11 Mbps rates use the same modulation scheme, 5.5 Mbps rate packs 4 bits/symbol, 

while the 11 Mbps rate packs 8 bits/symbol.

- • 2  Mbps 
a 5.5 Mbps 

-•  II Mbps150

1 
5 
•8 100

50

0
5 10 2015 25

-•2  Mbps
•  5.5 Mbps
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(a) 4 nodes (b) 6 nodes

Figure D.19: Mean frame delay of router advertisement flow for 4 and 6 associated 
nodes

The above imply that, the 5.5 and 11 Mbps rates would complete their symbol 

transmission sooner than the 2 Mbps rate. It can be seen from the graph of Fig
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ure D. 19(a), that for small CFPRate values (around 6.2 ms), the 2 Mbps rate does not 

have sufficient time to complete frame transmissions from all 4 voice STAs (apparently 

exceeds CFPMaxDuration). Thus, polling of the STA fist tail in PCF is postponed 

until CFPRate is renewed; but renewal of CFPRate is only effected at the end of Tcp,

i.e. at the end of DCF. Hence, the excessive delay difference between 2 and 5.5 Mbps.

The observation is further verified as the number of voice STAs is increasing (figures

D. 19(b) and D.20(a). In particular, increasing the voice STAs by two, approximately 

doubles the frame delay at 2 Mbps for C FPRate  < 8 ms with the respective router 

advertisement interval offset by that amount of delay shown in Figure D. 19(b). While 

the peak frame delay value does not increase further as the number of voice STAs 

increases, it is reached sooner15 by voice traffic sent at 5.5 and 11 Mbps, as shown in 

Figure D.20(b). In particular, the 2 Mbps rate, sustains high frame delays for larger 

C FPRate  < 11 ms, while 5.5 and 11 Mbps approach delays in excess of 100 ms very 

quickly for C FP Rate  < 7.5 ms.

It can be seen, thus, that when the CFP repetition interval becomes small in relation 

to the number of associating MNs, the frame transmission delay increases significantly 

such that it effectively offsets the accuracy of isochrony in CBR transmissions. The 

importance stems from the fact that for small beacon renewal periods in relation to the 

number of associating MNs the MAC layer witnesses increased contention during busy 

(but not saturated) IP WLAN cell conditions; this becomes clearer from figure D.20(b); 

within a beacon interval of 6-10ms and for a small number of wireless STAs (ten) the 

transmission delay can increases due to MAC contention up to 300ms, depending on 

the signalling rate.

From the above it may be concluded on the establishing trend that for a set Bea

con interval, increased MAC contention -that is increasing number of associating MNs- 

causes significant delay to transmitted frames; from the perspective of router advertise

ments as the control signal essential for the timely completion of a MIPv6 handoff such 

delay translates to a shift of the expected transmission interval.

For instance, in the event that the packet was scheduled for transmission every 

50ms (router advertisement), due to increased contention the configured time interval 

would be offset by 250ms becoming an effective transmission interval of 300ms (Fig

ure D.20(b)). It follows that, such interval shift becomes worse if the advertisement

15 steeper climb of curve at peak values
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Figure D.20: Mean frame delay of router advertisement flow for 8 and 10 associated 
nodes

interval is reduced; this is so because by scheduling more frequently advertisement 

frame transmissions, the MAC layer will experience increased contention, given that 

all MNs under 802. l lx  have an equal probability of capturing the air interface during 

DCF.

Thus, for an increasing number of associated nodes in a WLAN cell, the router 

advertisement interval is expected to dilate and as such, vary significantly the receipt 

time of this signal from an MN attaching the underlying visited AR; this is guaranteed 

to introduce significant latency during the MIPv6 handoff.

D .6.3 O perational V iability  of M IPv6 in In te rn e t Service Provisioning

While the Mobile IPv6 standard caters for a transparent mapping of addressing and 

routing state of the MN between previous and new points of IP attachment, it makes no 

explicit provisions for tight coupling of signalling context critical to IP connectivity. For 

instance, despite the fact that a transparent mapping - however fast, robust or reliable

- allows the MN to roam between networks, there is no explicit coupling mechanism(s) 

to signalling provisions, by MIPv6, that would enforce access control of the MN; the 

same applies for providing Quality of Services assurance either through Integrated [416] 

or through Differentiated Services [417] for the MN that is IPv6-mobility capable.

Such coupling of signalling provisions are important not only as a transparent 

mapping of credential exchange or QoS setup, but also as a mapping that would provide

- at the same time - delay transparency to the application layer. The latter has already 

been attested by previous elaboration on the sensitivity of interactive real-time services 

to delay overheads.
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The above thus, two suggest once more the need for the IP mobility management 

standards, such as Mobile IPv6, to further support tightly coupled provisions of other 

signalling context that pertains to IP connectivity, while preserving the seamlessness 

principle. The two design considerations are paramount for the commercial viability as 

an IP mobility management networking protocol.

AAA State

If a MN moves across different administrative domains it is likely that will encounter 

some form of AAA infrastructure that must be negotiated before access to the new 

network can be granted. In the event of AAA establishment the set of interactions 

involved encompass a handshake between the MN, the local AAA server (AAAL) and 

the MN’s home AAA server (AAAH). An attendant in the local network will ask for 

credentials from the MN and pass this on to the AAAL. The AAAL will then need to 

verify the identity of the MN with the MN’s AAAH before it can grant access to the 

network. This implies that there is a requirement for at least one RTT between the 

AAAL and the AAAH to verify the MN and then another RTT between the AAAL 

and the MN to acknowledge verification. This may be reduced to a single RTT if the 

AAAL is co-located at the NAR. The important point is that one full RTT is required 

to authenticate and bill the MN. The size of this latency is dependent on the exact 

locations of the MN, AAAL, AAAH and the particular type of AAA implementation 

involved. Suffice to say, the incurred latency will be beyond that which is needed for 

the handoff to be considered seamless.

It is intuitive that a failure of AAA establishment due to lack of credentials, errors 

in the network, or errors with authentication protocols, is disastrous to the successfully 

completion of an IPv6 handoff, since access to the new network will be refused.

QoS State

Should the MN have particular QoS requirements it may need to convey this information 

to the new network. Using an Integrated Services/RSVP approach, the QoS signalling 

occurs separate to actual data transmission and therefore should not incur any addi

tional latency for the handoff. In other words, no QoS state has to be established in 

order for the handoff to be successful. Of course, should required QoS parameters fail 

to be negotiated before the handoff completes, or the QoS requirements are rejected by 

the new network, then existing application sessions may suffer as a result.

A similar situation exists when using Differentiated Services (DS). No prior nego

tiation with any DS QoS broker and related policy servers need to have happened for
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the handoff to be successful and so handoff latency should not be affected. However, 

late successful negotiation of DS parameters or failure may harm existing application 

sessions that rely 011 certain levels of QoS in the network. One obvious example here is 

of using VoIP from a MIPvG-enabled WLAN device while performing a handoff between 

networks.

Contribution of other IP connectivity sta te  to IPv6 handoff latency 

The time between the establishment of a globally routable care-of IPv6 address and the 

establishment of the appropriate context state defines an additional latency component 

contributing to the total delay of IPv6 handoff latency. Example contexts of such 

state pertaining to IP connectivity have been elaborated in previous sections for both 

authentication and billing as well as quality of service bounds.

We thus, introduce IP context establishment time, denoted by t ct; it is defined as the 

delay required to establish/configure specific context pertaining to the IP connectivity 

context of the MN. Specific contexts of reference in IP mobility management in relation 

to Wireless LANs are:

The new total IPv6 handoff delay may incorporates also the t ct component as 

follows:

fh — td. +  tc +  tr + tct +  tQ (D.13)
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A pp en d ix  E

Proactive H andoff M anagem ent 

Supplem ent

This annex provides details on particular aspects of proactive IPv6 handoff management.

In particular, Section E .l presents state extensions relevant to a differentiation in 

the type of propagation environment, together with bootstrap learning dynamic for 

HAR discovery (Section E.2).

Section E.3 provides a detailed description of both direct and indirect HAR updates 

together with minor optimisations to boost HARD state convergence.

Section E.4 presents a mechanism to support robust resolution of malicious HAR 

hints during HAR discovery.

Section E.5 presents an analysis on the measure of proactivity for the signalling 

purposes in the proposed mobility management architecture.

Section E.6 presents operations intrinsic to proactive IP Roaming state establish

ment, such as Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) and state collection at MN’s serving 

AR.

Section E.7 presents the methods employs for statistical identification and removal 

of extreme values from collected traces.

Section E.8 presents an analysis on the measure and degree of influence of these 

factors on HARD state convergence for the purposes of proactive handoff management.

Section E.9 provides visualisations of varying MN densities employed during this 

simulation study for a nominal network topology of 45 PoAs. Section E.10 presents the 

corresponding density of random way-points for different MN populations sizes

Section E .ll  provide the plotted confidence intervals for Handoff Performance under 

varying pause movement periods.

Section E.12 provides the plotted measure of service utility emerging as a result
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of proactive handoff management for larger variations on the density of PoA topology. 

These are accompanied by the respective probability density functions for these PoA 

densities.

Additionally it augments the set of experimental results on HARD and proactive 

handoff performance coupled with more complex PoA topologies employed during the 

course of the simulations.

E .l Differentiation of Indoor/Outdoor coverage for an M- 

neighbourhood

For the purposes of optimising the set of handoff PoA neighbours, that are candidates 

for MN’s next IP handoff, different predictive handoff techniques may be employed 

depending on the type of the propagation environment [418, 419, 420]. To this end, the 

M-neighbourhood identification process may distinguish between two forms of wireless 

coverage: indoor and outdoor.

For the purposes of outdoor coverage, with little or no obstructions within the serv

ing CA, its respective AR, may support a pre-configured Coverage Area Tuple (CAT), 

encompassing A P’s geodetic coordinates. This is denoted as:

CATAPIDi =  {{ lu L ^ n )  : AP ID i e M N V k£  (E.l)

where Zj the latitude position of AP I Di ,  (Li) it longitude and its radius. Range 

information is typically available for AP wireless technologies in the form similar to the 

one of table E .l. Location information is assumed to be available during installation of 

the AP in a similar fashion as in [421].

Depending on whether the AR is configured for indoor or outdoor IP handoff 

management, a CAT tuple may, thus, augment the MNV-element of each PoA:

M N V ek,i =  (APID i, Channelapieh, ® A P i D i , D om ainID i,C ATAPIDi) (E.2)

For indoor coverage the MNV-RNV mapping may not support location coordinates, 

since the distance between APs as well as the size of their coverage areas is expected to 

be small. Table E .l, presents a typical transmission range specification for indoors and 

outdoors deployment of IEEE802.11b WLAN APs.
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It is also noted that closed-space propagation environments make impractical1 to 

attain latitude/longitude position coordinates. Thus, for indoors wireless access net

works the respective CAT tuple has a null value.

propagation \  B/w (Mbps) 11 5.5 2 1
Obstructed (indoors) range (m) 

Semi-obstructed (in/outdoors) range (m) 
Free Space (outdoors) range (m)

25
50
160

35
70

270

40
90
400

50
115
550

Table E.l: Transmission range specification of IEEE802.11b

E.2 Bootstrap learning dynamics for Handoff AR discov

ery

Typically, the topology of the wire-line segment of fixed infrastructure wireless networks 

does not change often. The same is the case for wireless technologies implementing APs 

within licensed frequency bands.

However, for deregulated wireless technologies operating in the unlicensed indus

trial, scientific, manufacturing (ISM) frequency bands of 2.4 and 5GHz, AP implemen

tations allow fast deployment and expansion of the wireless access segment. As a result, 

new PoAs comprising of single AR-AP systems may augment the access network infras

tructure. Alternatively, providers may expand bandwidth capacity or wireless coverage 

by simply increasing the number of serving AP within a access network domain.

In such cases it appears increasing difficult to initialise manually each member of 

a joint M-R-neighbourhood, with operational APs and associated ARs. This requires 

a bootstrap process of initial M NV-RN V  mapping discovery supported by a dynamic 

learning and configuration mechanism.

Such form of dynamic learning, however, may be supported by information con

veyed proactively to AR members of the R-neighbourhood, by the MN. Handoff AR 

(HAR) identification may, thus, exploit the temporal existence of bypassing MNs.

Dynamic learning of this type fits naturally to MN movement; bypassing MNs 

discover explicitly the identity of associated APs, as well as the address of the serving 

AR, when associating with each point of attachment (PoA), while in transit towards a 

destination. As a result the MN can provide two types of information: (i) the identity 

of the associated APi during attachment to the controlling ARf, (ii) the identity of

position coordinate implementation aids such as Global positioning system (GPS) cannot operate 
in closed-space environments
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both AP and AR (APID i, ARi) at the previous PoA{ during attachment with the new 

PoAi+1.

AP identity information is usually available to the link-layer of the MN. the AP 

identifier is essential for the MN to differentiate between APs that are detected during 

the link-layer handoff process. For certain wireless access technologies this is essential 

to allow multiple APs to operate on the same frequency channel. The identity of the 

AP provides a differentiator for the purposes of selection amongst the APs available 

during the scanning stage of an L2 handoff. The AP identity is also used by the MN 

for the purposes of association with an AP, since certain technologies allow association 

only with a single AP; this is the case for instance with 802.11 WLAN technology.

It should be noted that for certain technologies AP identity information is typi

cally available to the user for access diversity purposes. This implies that link-layer 

information can be available to other layers of the network stack. As such it can also 

be available to the network layer for handoff management purposes. From a bootstrap 

perspective, AP identity information allows the AR to identify all APs directly attached 

to it, with no need for manual configuration from the network administrator. In this 

manner, the initial MNV-RNV mapping between an AR and its locally attached APs 

can be automated and remain accurate independent of the deployment requirements of 

each wireless access network.

HAR discovery exploits the availability of AP identity information at the MN to 

initialise the MNV-RNV mapping at the attached AR. It requires the MN to commu

nicate proactively to the associated AR, the identity of the AP currently associated 

with the MN. Beyond the bootstrap stage, HAR discovery must identify the handoff 

AR neighbours to MN’s current AR.

E.3 Handoff AR discovery algorithms

E.3.1 Ind irec t (H inted) H andoff A R  u p d a tes

Prior to formation of a joint M-R-neighbourhood, each AR bootstraps HAR discovery 

by initialising its own MNV-RNV element from the local AP information provided by 

the MN. When the MN establishes an association with the first PoA, its current AR 

(ARC), conveys its RNV-element onto the MN comprises of the information identified 

in Section 4.7.1.

Upon completion of its next IPv6 handoff to the new AR (A R n), the MN receives 

a router advertisement, announcing the IPv6 address of the AR serving that network
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link. The MN checks the prefix against a small cache of visited PoAs, to ensure that 

it resides on a different network, compared to past IP-cell transitions. As soon as it 

verifies that a new IPv6 network has been encountered, it sends an indirect R N V  update 

to A R n as shown in figure E .l (a). The new AR updates its corresponding MNV and 

RNV vectors stored in an Mroute Cache, while the entry’s flag is set to TENTATIVE. 

The incoming RNV-element cannot be used until an acceptance threshold M routeaCcept 

of q identical RNV updates have been reached, by an equal amount of different MN 

arriving in A R n. Assuming a unique MN identity M N idi such measure confirms the 

validity of the received RNV-element confirming HAR neighbourhood of MN’s previous 

AR (A R P).

When the Mroute acceptance threshold has been reached, the A R n can remove the 

restriction of the tentative RNV-element, by changing its status to ACTIVE. Entries that 

do not increase their acceptance threshold after q RNV updates received2 return back 

to their TENTATIVE state; as such they cannot be used in the buildup or propagation of 

MNV-RNV mappings to other HAR neighbours. Entries that remain in the TENTATIVE 

for more than q bypassing MNs (handoffs), are removed from the Mroute cache. The 

algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

For optimisation purposes, an indirect RNV update may be conveyed to A R C as 

an option of a Neighbour Advertisement sent by the MN towards A R C. A similar 

practice may be followed when A R C conveys its own RNV element back to the MN. 

In this manner, the HARD mechanism refrains from generating additional signalling. 

Hinted-HAR updates allow new PoAs to identify AR neighbours with no inter-AR 

communication. As a result, the efficiency of such mechanism is highly dependent on 

the rate of bypassing MN from a particular PoA.

E.3.2 C harged  H andoff A R  u p d a tes

A charged HAR update places less emphasis on the content of the AR neighbourhood 

information hinted by the MN, while focusing on inter-AR communication for the pur

poses of deriving Handoff AR neighbourhood characteristics.

The underlying algorithm can be viewed from two perspectives depending on the 

implementation: (i) a hinted HAR update is extended such that the new PoA can 

also propagate its RNV to the previous PoA; (ii) an MN hint that carries no RNV 

information except for the IPv6 address of A R P at the previous PoA and any local AP 

identifier that may initialise the MNV of the new PoA. Such hint acts only as a trigger

2or alternatively a fixed period t r e V o k e
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Algorithm 1 Indirect RNV update through MN hints 
Require: M N idi is unique 
Ensure: MN{ interface is up 

while M Ni is roaming do 
A R {-1 send M routec to MN{
M routec overwrites any previous Mroute entry M Ni

M Ni handoff to ARn 
% ARC transits to ‘previous’ state 
ARp <= ARC
if A R p re fixRtAdv <£ PoAcache then 

M Ni send (M routec, APcurrent) to A R n
%Augment bootstrap MNV A R n ----------------
Append (M W e ,  APcurrent)
%Compute m-routing at A R n ----------------
MrOUteaccept ~  Qupdates 
if M routec E M routetabie[j} then  

if MrouteMNid <> SrcAddrMN then  
r++
M routefiag A C T IV E
Update(M routevand[r}, M routec) 

end if 
else

j+ +
M routef iag <= T E N T A T IV E  
M routewait Air out e accept
MNid 4= SrcAddrMN
M routecheck[j] = (M routec, M routefiag, M routewait, M routeMn id)

end if

else
Ignore(RtAdv) 

end if
% Remove stale ‘TENTATIVE’ HAR hints A R n ------------------
for k =  1 to j do

if (M routefiag[k] = =  TE N TA TIV E )k.k ,{E xpired{M routewait[k})) then 
Delete(M routecheck [&], M routec [/c]) 

else
M routewait[k\ + + 

end if 
end for
% New AR transits to Current s ta te ------------------
ARC <= ARn 

end while
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current AR cot

< D irect R N V  updates 
(B id irectional)

Indirect RNV Update
(Unidirectional)

(a) Indirect RNV HAR update (b) Direct RNV HAR update

Figure E.l: Handoff AR discovery as a result of indirect or direct RNV updates hinted 
by the MN

for the new PoA to initiate a handoff AR identification signalling exchange, where both 

ARn and AR P provider their MNV-RNV mapping to each other.

In both cases, the difference amounts to the level of trust put on an MN; in the 

first case the MN is trusted to convey RNV-MNV mappings between two PoAs; in the 

second the MN cannot be trusted with the content of RNV-MNV mappings between 

two PoAs for reasons of infrastructural security. The network does not want to divulge 

wireless transmission capabilities of its APs or their exact coordinate location when a 

CAT tuple is supported. However, the amount of signalling remains the same in both 

implementation scenarios. To simplify description, the second implementation scenario 

is assumed.

Under the charged-HAR update algorithm, the current AR (ARC) does not convey 

any MNV-RNV elements to the MN. Instead, the MN simply stores the IPv6 address 

of A R C within its visited PoA cache, identified from periodic router advertisements 

received at that network link.

As soon as the MN completes its handoff to the new AR (A R n), it receives a 

router advertisement, announcing the AR’s IPv6  address. The MN checks such address 

against the cache of visited PoAs, to confirm a new PoA and hints with the address of 

the previous AR  the new AR (A R n). A R n stores the ARP address hint in its Handoff 

AR neighbours table. In a manner similar to indirect RNV updates, A R n refrains from 

using such information immediately until an acceptance threshold on the number of 

HAR-hints about the same A R P have been received. Once the acceptance threshold at 

ARn is satisfied the HAR hint is pursued to establish HAR neighbourhood information
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between the two ARs; AR n sends its own RNV-MNV elements to A R P, through a 

unicast direct RN V update as shown in figure E.l(b). The receiving A R P updates its 

RNV-MNV elements with the new mapping, and acknowledges its receipt with a unicast 

direct RNV update, carrying its own RNV-MNV elements. The outline of the charged 

HAR update algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2 .

Now, both A R P and AR n can proceed in the next phase of HAR discovery, to 

augment the measure of m-routing state that begins to describe all HAR members of 

the R-neighbourhood.

E.3.3 B oosting  m -routing sta te  convergence betw een Handoff A R s

In the previous sections, both indirect as well as direct RNV update algorithms have 

described a means of exchanging RNV-MNV mapping between the previous and the new 

PoA of a MN. In an effort to boost convergence of m-routing state information between 

all members of a handoff AR neighbourhood, the HAR discovery algorithm introduces 

a third HAR identification step described as HAR discovery boost (HARD-boost).

A HARD boost supplements, essentially, the step of a charged HAR update. Algo

rithm 2 prescribes that when MN’s new PoA decides to pursue a verified HAR neigh

bourhood hint, it contacts the identified AR neighbour, to exchange R-neighbourhood 

information, through a direct RNV update. In the event that such direct RNV update 

is boosted to expedite m-route convergence, the dispatched direct RNV update includes 

two types of RNV-MNV mappings: (i) a single RNV-MNV mapping describing the 

particular A R n, (ii) all established RNV-MNV mappings, verified by previous direct 

HAR neighbour exchanges.

In the above manner, during a single direct RNV update between each pair of HAR 

neighbours, can achieve fast convergence of m-routing state for a small number of MNs 

transiting within the R-neighbourhood of the serving PoA. Figure E.2(a) illustrates how 

a partial HAR neighbourhood of four ARs begins to form as a result of MN movement. 

Figure E.2(b) presents the steps of the algorithm. For the purposes of description, each 

step is described sequentially. However, under operational conditions these steps occur 

asynchronously and thus potentially in parallel.

The first movement emanates from P 0 A 14 towards PoAiq. The underlying ARs 

have no existing HAR state and as such, exchange only their bootstrap RNV vectors. 

The second movement arising from PoAg towards PoA  14 causes an RNV exchange 

including HAR state pertaining to PoA  1 9 . After five different MN movements between 

four neighbouring PoAs, the Tentative Mobility Matrix (TMM) describing their HAR
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Algorithm 2 ‘Charged’ (Hint-fExchange) Handoff AR updates 
Require: M N idi is unique 
Ensure: M Ni interface is up 

% At MN
while M Ni is roaming do 

M Ni handoff to ARi 
% Current AR transits to Previous state 
ARp 4= ARC 
MN{ receives RtAdv 
if A R p re fixn £ PoAcache then 

M Ni send IPaddrARp to new ARi

Append(M N V e, APcurrent)
% Compute m-routing at A R n --------------- -
M route accept — Qupdates
if I  PaddrARp G C A R taMe[j] then 

if MNid <> SrcAddrMN then 
SrcAddrMN <*= A C T IV E  
ARn send M routen to ARp

% At A R p -------------------------------------
if M routen Mroutetabie then  

r+ +
Update(Mroutetabie[r}, M routen) 

else
Discard (M r outen) 

end if
ARp responds with RNV-MNV element to A R n

% At ARn -------------------------------------
if Mroutep  ̂ Mroutetabie then  

\Jpdate(M routetablei M routep) 
else

Discard (M r outep) 
end if 

else
Discard {IPaddr aRp) 

end if

else
j+ +
SrcAddrMN <= T E N T A T IV E  
M N ^  ^  SrcAddrMN 
C A R tabie[j] = (IPaddrARp, MNid) 

end if
\Jpdate(ARpref ix n, P oA cache) 

else
Ignore (RtAdv) 

end if
% Remove stale ‘TENTATIVE’ HAR hints ARn -[see Algorithm 1]-
% New AR transits to Current s ta te -------------------------
A R C <= A R n 

end while
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(a) MN movement and HAR update sequence

1 4 - > { 1 9 }  9 - > { 1 4 }  1 5 - > { 9 }

19 - >  { 14 } 

14 ->*{ 1 9 } 1 4 ^ > {  1 9 , 9 }

9  - >  { 14 } 9 < > {  14 , 15

15->7 9}

19 - > { 1 5 }

1 9 - >  { 14 , 15

^C>

15 - >  { 9 , 1 9  }

1 5 - > { 1 4 } TMM =  { 14 ,15 , 9 , 19}

1 9 - >  { 1 4 , 1 5 }

1 4 - > {  1 9 , 9 , 1 5 } 1 4 - >  { 1 9 , 9 , 1 5 }

9 - >  { 14 , 1 5  }

15 - >  { 9 , 1 9 , 1 4  } 15 - >  { 9 , 1 9 , 1 4  }

(b) HAR boost algorithm

Figure E.2: Boosting Handoff AR discovery with RNV vectors from all HAR neighbours 
per direct RNV update

neighbourhood is complete in all AR neighbours.

The maximum number of steps required by the HARD algorithm to produce a com

plete tentative mobility matrix in all members of a HAR neighbourhood, is dependent 

on the size of the HAR neighbourhood. A HAR neighbourhood can be represented as 

an undirected wheel graph of order n with each vertex representing a single PoA [422]. 

A wheel graph contains a cycle graph of order n — 1 and a trivial complete graph of one 

vertex identified as the hub. The number of edges connecting the wheel’s vertices are 

2 n.

This implies a total of 4n possible mobility paths available to the MN in any 

direction between adjacent AR within a HAR neighbourhood. Boosted HAR updates 

allows any AR member of the HAR neighbourhood to obtain a complete TMM within 

2n MN movements in any different direction within that neighbourhood such that each 

PoA is visited only once. The complete TMM at the current AR of an MN is shown in 

figure E.3.

Convergence of m-routing state provides robust support of IP-mobility-hop routing 

within that HAR neighbourhood. This is also essential for seamless flow forwarding 

management purposes presented in Chapter 5.

In addition, knowledge of HAR neighbourhood information allows the serving AR 

to make advance planning about MN’s next IPv6  handoff. The form in which, proactive 

planning of MN’s next IPv6  handoff must be pursued, is dependent now on the type of 

IP connectivity state required by the handoff process.
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ARI4): 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:5C::l/64

R-Neighbourhood vector (RNV) 
for CURRENT Handoff AR

AR8 :3FFE:A4A3:68BD:5D::l/64i 
AR9 : 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:5E::l/64: 
AR15 : 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:5F::l/64 
AR19: 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:6A:: 1/64 
AR18: 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:6B::l/64 
AR13: 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:6F::l/64i 
AR7 : 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:6C::l/64; 
AR17 : 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:6D::l/64 
AR12 : 3FFE:A4E3:65BD:6E::l/64

14

18 - > { 1 3 ©  19, 22, 21,17}
19 -> | 0  15, 20,23, 22, 18} 
15 -> {9, 10 , 16,20, 19,[T4)J

13 -5| {7, 8 , 14, 18, 17, 12}

9 ->{4, 5, 10, 1 5 ,0 , 8 } 
8 ->{3 , 4, 9, 14, 13, 7}

AR3 : 3FFE: A4E3:65BD:20F:: 1 /64

RNVs o f  other HAR neighbours

Handoff R-Neighbourhood Index

Complete Tendative Mobility Matrrix (TMM)

Figure E.3: m-routing state (tentative mobility matrix) maintained in P oA u  for its 
underlying HAR neighbourhood

E.4 Identifying m alicious M N  hints

To identify misbehaving MNs, it is first assumed that AR entities within a network 

domain operate securely. Misbehaving MN’s in the context of HAR discovery may take 

two main forms in terms of erroneous MN HAR hint: (i) mistaken PoA information that 

is not adjacent to the previous PoA (ii) malicious PoA information targeting Denial of 

Service attacks for targeting either existing MNs or the serving AR.

For the first class of erroneous HAR hints provided by the MN, the problem does 

not amount to a malicious MN, but rather to erroneous protocol implementation at the 

MN; that is the MN does not attempt to maliciously misrepresent itself with different 

Co A identifiers at the new PoA.

In this case, erroneous HAR hints can be quickly identified by applying basic swarm 

intelligence [423] on the validity of such mappings. Swarm intelligence (SI) is the 

property of a system whereby the collective behaviours of (unsophisticated) agents that 

interact locally with their environment, cause coherent functional global patterns to 

emerge. Such emergent behaviour has been observed in biological organisms such as 

bacteria or insects.

For the purposes of HAR discovery based on MN hints, the new A R n at the new 

PoA{+ 1 can apply differential swarm intelligence extracting the erroneous MN hint 

from the correct ones. In particular, as a number of MNs are moving from one PoA to 

another, each MN hints a HAR update to the new PoA identifying the previous PoA
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that the MN came from. For MNs arriving from the same previous PoA, it is intuitive 

that the new PoA will receive a number of identical hints for a HAR update pointing 

to the same previous PoA. The AR of the new PoA maintains a running probability of 

correctness for each HAR hint, which is defined as the ratio of the number of hints for 

the particular HAR update X{ over the total number of HAR hints observed at that 

PoA. Thus the probability of a correct HAR update is:

P(HAR Ui  = correct) =  (E.3)

X >
i = l

For an increasing number of by-passing MNs between two ARs, false RNV-MNV 

mappings emerge clearly as singularities and hence, can be eliminated.

In the case of malicious MN HAR hints additional control is required primarily as 

a result of robust identification of the MN:

• the MN can misrepresent itself to the new PoA by attaining multiple new CoAs. 

It is important to note that under IPv6 cannot spoof the IPv6 address of another 

host, since during Neighbour Discovery the Duplicate Address detection will detect 

the duplicate and thus, will deny usage of this address to the malicious MN. Thus, 

attacks are not expected as a result of spoofed IPv6 CoA addresses.

•  the MN can reconfigure its MAC-layer address

• the MN can attain multiple public-private keys if the association is dependent on 

the MAC identifier of the network interface.

• the MN can temporally change its Home address.

• the MN may identify itself with a bogus Home Agent

Under such such conditions and assuming that the home network of the MN can 

be trusted, the MN must be subject to remote authorisation and authentication by the 

local AAA authority of its home domain, while a Network Access Identifier (NAI) must 

be required [424]. That implies that the authenticity as well as authorisation of MN’s 

identity can only be decided on the basis of validating MN’s credentials with the local 

AAA authority of MN’s home domain. This is the case for cellular systems, whereby 

each mobile terminal handset is assigned a unique International Module Subscriber 

Identifier (IMSI) permanently associated with the mobile subscriber identity module
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(SIM) card [425, 426]. For bootstrap purposes, the AR may check the AP within the 

HAR update provided by the MN, whether it belongs to the list of authorised APs 

within that domain [282].

The following sections present the HAR discovery algorithms based on hinted-HAR 

or HAR-charged updates. For the scope of this study, these algorithms are limited to 

erroneous HAR updates as a result of misconfiguration or erroneous implementation. 

For the purposes of malicious MN hints these algorithms must be extended to include 

AAA authentication and authorisation checks, which is beyond the scope of this study.

E.5 M easure o f proactivity

Proactivity in state establishment, is an abstract time-based intervention with respect 

to the act of an event; in the case of mobility management, such event is MN’s IPv6 

handoff. However, by itself proactivity does not define the exact timing that state 

establishment must be initiated. It is, thus, important to address how early should 

context state be established or relocated before MN’s next IPv6 handoff.

Essentially, the measure of proactivity is tracked by MN’s cell residence period; this 

is defined as the time period between the time instant of MN’s previous IPv6  handoff 

completion (T0) and the initiation of its next IPv6 handoff (Tn), as shown in figure 

E.4(b). T/ represents the latest period where proactive state establishment must be 

pursued for enhanced IPv6  handoff management.

CA2

12, L2)(11,L l

CAl

(a) Model of overlap distance

of proactivity

cell residence period

(b) time measure of proactivity

Figure E.4: Measure of proactivity as a function of cell residence period
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For handoff management purposes it is imperative that the time instant of state 

establishment is located as closely as possible to the completion time of MN’s previous 

handoff (T0); that is, state establishment has to be pursued at the earliest time deadline, 

Te. The reason is intuitive: if delay seamlessness is to be preserved, the MN must ensure 

that critical IP connectivity state for its next IPv6  handoff is pre-configured before 

the end of its cell residence period. Where proactivity acts in preparation of MN’s 

next IPv6  handoff, the cell residence period remains unknown to the MN. As such, 

pre-configuration of IP connectivity state becomes a critical function with immediate 

deadline. This is particularly the case for vertical handoffs.

On the contrary, when proactivity acts in anticipation of MN’s next IPv6 handoff, 

predictive techniques can provide some measure of its cell residence period. This can 

be exploited to delay proactive state establishment until absolutely necessary. Such ob

servation is of particular significance for highly volatile capability information conveyed 

on-demand to the MN. If handoff bandwidth information capabilities are conveyed to 

the MN on-demand, then the MN must ensure that the request of such capabilities is 

made when close to the end of its residence period; this will prevent the MN enforcing 

a handoff decision based on inaccurate or time-variant3 information.

For the purposes of IP Roaming state establishment, the information provided by 

the HAR neighbours is persistent. For this reason, the proposed model allows state 

establishment to be initiated immediately after the completion of MN’s previous IPv6 

handoff; namely, it assumes that T0 = Te.

The upper bound of cell residence period t r and for this matter, measure of proac

tivity period is, in turn tracked by:

where r is the transmission range of the AP and v the velocity of the MN and Tdn 

is the measure of delay experienced as a result intermittent stationarity due to traffic 

lights, roundabouts, traffic; dQ is the measure of overlap distance calculated through the

(E.4)

Pythagorean theorem (for simulation purposes) or spherical coordinates as follows:

3The HAR neighbour producing such information may want to attach an expiry time based on 
time-of day statistics.
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hi  =  d i - n  

ki+ 1 d[ f i + 1  

d0 = di -  (ki + ki+i) (E.5)

The distance between the APs4, shown in Figure E.4(a), may be expressed as:

di — R x d a  : R  — 6.37123 x 106 m  (E.6 )

I 51 5L
da =  2 flsm(m m(l, y  s ^ n { ~ ^ ) 2 + cos(li)cos(li+i)sin( —  )2)) (E.7)

where, SL = Li+1 — Li A 51 — /j+i — U

Assuming spherical5 earth shape, da has been optimised by means of half angles to 

effect higher accuracy for small distances between APs. The value of dQ signifies the 

following:

f

> 0 , (APIDi ,  A P I D i +1) adjacent

dQ — < — 0  , (APIDi ,  A P I D i +1) adjacent, but no overlap (E-8 )

< 0  , (APIDi ,  A P I D i +1) non-adjacent

Results show that equations (E.6 ) and (E.7) provide reasonable accuracy for ad

jacency purposes for CA radius above 100m, while reasonable overlap measures can be 

provided for CA radius above 300m.

E.5.1 Signalling overheads and sta te  establishm ent optim isations

From the perspective of signalling overheads, the above mechanism may be identified as 

a pessimistic state establishment approach (see figure 4.7(a)); it requires no prediction 

of the exact next IPv6 handoff AR candidate at the cost of additional HAR signalling.

Under pessimistic state establishment, all members of the HAR neighbourhood 

have the same probability of being selected as the next PoA as shown in figure E.5(a). 

This is the case when the short-term direction within MN’s movement remains highly 

irregular. In such case, all HAR neighbours need to establish state for that particular 

context requested by the MN ahead of its upcoming IPv6 handoff.

4centre of two adjacent CAs.
5Purther distance optimisations may be effected by considering an ellipsoid Earth shape. However,

this involves somewhat more complex calculations.
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To reduce the amount of signalling overheads between HAR neighbours, an op

timistic state establishment approach may be pursued. Under such scheme, handoff 

management takes the optimistic approach that certain AR neighbours emerge as low 

probability candidates for MN’s next IPv6 handoff; this can be the case for regular (e.g. 

straight line) mobility patterns typically expressed through forward movement, as illus

trated to figure E.5(b). Anticipatory proactive handoff management through optimistic 

forms of state establishment is beyond the scope of this study and thus proposed as 

future research direction.

(a) Pessimistic Approach (b) Optimistic Approach

Figure E.5: Pessimistic or Optimistic perspective in state establishment within MN’s 
HAR neighbourhood

This study focuses on the description and performance of the pessimistic state 

establishment approach for the purposes of IP roaming state establishment.

E.6 IP -R oam ing sta te  intrinsics

E.6.1 D A D  during proactive sta te  establishm ent

Duplicate Address Detection of an IPv6 sCoA is essentially address resolution for a 

tentative address [110]. This is usually performed link-locally upon generation of the 

new IPv6 address by the host. If a neighbour solicitation for that IPv6 address is not 

responded with an advertisement within RetransTime interval of 1000ms the newly- 

formed IPv6 address is considered to be unique.

For the purposes of IP-roaming state establishment, in particular sCoA generation, 

the IPv6 CoA must be generated off-link at some HAR neighbour (H A R n), while the 

MN resides on the link of A R C, as shown in Figure 4.8(b). Each HAR neighbour,
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generates statelessly the IPv6 sCoA on behalf of the MN, identified under proactive 

IPv6 handoff management as proxy-stateless address auto-configuration. In a manner 

similar to stateless address auto-configuration, the HAR neighbour A R n, subjects the 

generated sCoA address to a DAD check: H A R n first checks its neighbour cache against 

that sCoA to see if it is already existent; if not, it creates an entry with the sCoA and 

link layer address of the MN. The entry is marked with a P flag as proactive and set to 

INCOMPLETE state.

It can be seen that the only difference between proxy stateless address auto

configuration and the standard stateless address auto-configuration, is that the address 

is proxy-autoconfigured by A R n. It does not require stored state or lease-lifetime con

figuration and hence, does not qualify as a stateless sCoA configuration through DHCP

[U2].
H A R ^  then proceeds to complete DAD through standard address resolution: it 

sends a Neighbour Solicitation to the solicited-node multicast address mapping to the 

sCoA. It further includes as source Link Layer address option its own one on as the 

sender6. The sCoA address is found to be unique if no neighbour advertisement is 

received back within R e tra n sT im e = 1 0 0 0 m s  interval.

As soon as uniqueness of the soft Co A is ensured, the HAR neighbour marks the 

respective neighbour cache entry as proactively reachable or P-REACHABLE. This is a new 

state in Neighbour discovery [107] introduced for the purposes of enabling proactive 

reachability on that neighbour cache entry, representing the MN; in this manner, the 

particular entry does not require a solicited neighbour advertisement by the MN. This 

is because a neighbour solicitation is used in two broad occasions:

• when neighbour reachability or DAD is effected. The last degrades to address 

resolution which has the same effect on-link. Here the HAR neighbour is aware 

that no packet has arrived, to enforce a reachability test through a neighbour 

solicitation.

• when a packet arrives at the HAR neighbour for some host on its link, but its 

corresponding neighbour cache entry must be set to REACHABLE. The fundamental 

difference with the above case is that the HAR is aware that it acts in response 

to a packet that has arrived for the host on-link.

In both cases, the neighbour solicitation requires the link-local and L2 address of

6this function is usually performed by the MN when on-link
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the MN. For each of the two cases the proposed model reacts differently. In the first 

case the HAR defends the sCoA with its own link-local and L2 address, by means of 

standard proxy-neighbour discovery; in the second case it simply returns the actual 

link-local and L2 address of the MN. However, the second case cannot occur unless 

some packet is routed towards the particular unicast sCoA; no CN or the HA knows the 

sCoA generated before the completion of MN’s IPv6 handoff, typically revealed through 

a binding update.

By setting the link-local and L2 address of the MN in its neighbour cache while 

defending the entry with its own addressing, the HAR neighbour requires minimal 

information to activate the MN’s link-local address; under IPv6 an active link-local 

address is typically required for forwarding to and from MN’s particular soft CoA over 

the last hop.

Both MN and the HAR neighbour are configuring their neighbour cache entry in 

advance of IPv6 handoff with the particular entries set in the P-REACHABLE  state. 

In this manner, communication between the two entities does not require a solicited 

neighbour advertisement; it can effect communication of packet traffic immediately. 

The P-REACHABLE state of the cached entry is reduced to REACHABLE as soon as 

the MN has sent a Binding Update (BU) to its peers. The BU ensures that a stable 

primary CoA has been activated.

E .6 .2 C ollection  o f IP-R oam ing sta te  at A R C

With DAD completed, each HAR neighbour returns its own IP-Roaming state con

tribution though a unicast a CtS-Avail message, back to A R C of the MN. Each state 

tuple received by A R C, is grouped together in a sCoA tuple comprising the requested 

IP Roaming state of the MN.

Note that generation of soft CoAs is distributed among AR members of the R- 

neighbourhood, while the DAD function is performed at the HAR neighbour link during 

sCoA-generation time. Thus, no messages need to be proxied between A R C and its 

AR neighbours for either CoA generation or DAD, as is the case with Fast MIPv6 

handoffs. Such architectural decision saves a minimum of 1 RTT between the MN and 

the candidate HAR neighbour with the longest RTT.

The A R C subsequently injects the state established, through a single CtS-Response 

message, onto the visiting MN for the type of context originally requested. In this 

manner the MN attains addressing and routing for the entire R-neighbourhood, ahead 

of its next IPv6 handoff as shown in figure E.6.
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P0 A6

PoA2

Figure E.6: The proactive set of soft CoAs provides 1-domain lookahead network con
nectivity

In addition to the sCoA tuple, the CtS-Response message may also include the 

following information per AR neighbour:

• the prefix length for that neighbour HAR interface. This is essential to derive 

link layer information for updating the MN’s neighbour cache. It is required to 

minimise or eliminate neighbour discovery signalling when the MN handoffs to 

some AR neighbour.

• the AR neighbour link layer address. It is derived by using the prefix length to

gether with standard EUI-64 rules for interface identifier generation; alternatively 

it may be explicitly provided by the A R C as stored in its RNV Cache. It is used 

in the neighbour cache of the MN, marked with the P flag (PROACTIVE) and 

set in the P-REACHABLE state.

• the AR neighbour’s link-local address. Such address is essential to the MN for the 

purposes of responding to neighbour solicitations initiated by the AR neighbour.

Hence the PoA tuple of Section 4.8 may be augmented to:

CtSARi = ('Roaming ' , sCoAi, D efaultRoutei, P re fL en *, M acARi, LLari, APID i)

(E.9)

where P refLen i is the length of network prefix identified by D efaultRoutei and 

MacARi is the link-layer and LLari the link-local address of the AR.

- M N

PoA4
PoA3

PoAl
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Despite the appeal of stateless address auto-configuration at the MN, proactive 

handoff management framework refrains from such mode of state configuration in an 

effort to guard against any dependence on the response of the MN back to the A R C 

over the wireless link. Proactive handoff management targets responsive signalling 

interactions that remains unaffected from contention for medium access over the air 

interface.

An address that is autoconfigured by the MN in advance of its IPv6 handoff, is 

guaranteed to require (i) interaction over the wireless link for its validity (ii) proxy 

communications with a HAR neighbour. Such approach not only can be influenced by 

MAC contention, but also contributes to this contention over the local air interface. 

This is currently the modus operandi of Fast Handoffs for MIPv6. Clearly, in densely 

MN-populated coverage areas MAC contention effects become particular important as 

elaborated in Chapter 2 and shown by the work of Montavont and Noel [180].

In addition, as presented in chapter 6, MN-controlled proxy signalling introduces 

additional overheads for mobility-control interactions pertaining to address configura

tion, neighbour discovery, DAD or other context-specific action between the MN and 

the HAR neighbours

E.T S ta tistica l filtering o f outliers from  trace output

Before arriving at any statistical measure of central tendency (location) we identify any 

potential outliers from the produced trace output from individual simulation runs. This 

is significant, since outliers are bound to affect both confidence intervals and estimates 

of central tendency subsequently derived.

A typical method of determining outliers is to identify whether the output dataset 

of each simulation run is derived from the same population, by observing whether each 

run follow the same mean. To achieve this, dataset traces are first subject to a normal

ity test. Figure E.7 plots the handoff delay values against a normal probability plot; 

the discontinuity in the plot shows clearly that datasets are not normally distributed. 

However, piece-wise normality appears to be hinted for the set of proactive handoffs 

(lower left) in contrast to the reactive handoffs (upper right)

Handoff delay traces are, thus, further split between reactive and proactive delay 

components to identify whether the individual handoff delay components are normally 

distributed. Piece-wise normality effectively implies that reactive handoffs are consid

ered to be the transient outliers of the measurement as the handoff AR neighbourhood
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Figure E.7: Evaluation of handoff delay output trace versus a normal probability plot. 
The composite trace of handoff delay performance clearly is not normally distributed

gets discovered.

The normality test of both reactive and proactive handoff delay components is 

shown in figures E.8(a) and E.8(b). For the reactive trace data subset, it appears that 

samples at the centre of the dataset follow a fairly accurate linear pattern. This is not 

however the case for tails of the distribution. This indicates that the normal distribution 

is not the correct fit for the reactive handoff delay component. For the proactive handoff 

delay component there exist no linear relationship with a normal distribution; hence 

proactive handoff delay is clearly not normally distributed.

Normal Probability Ptol Normal Probabifety Ptol

166 1.7S1.6 1.6 1 95 2 2.05 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.450.44 0.46 0.47 0.46
Data

(a) reactive handoffs component of trace output (b) proactive handoffs component of trace out
put

Figure E.8: Representative Probability plots for reactive handoff and proactive handoff 
samples. Irrespective of the removal of the handoff delay outliers (reactive handoffs) 
the set of proactive IPv6 handoffs is not normally distributed

To verify the above a Lilliefors test is further conducted assessing numerically the
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goodness of fit to a normal distribution. For reactive handoffs, the respective test 

statistic ls = 0.0779 appears larger than the cutoff value of 0.0395 at a 5% significance 

level, hence the (null) hypothesis of normality is rejected; this agrees with the respective 

p-value =  0.0034. In a similar fashion, for the set of proactive handoffs before and after 

removal of reactive handoff outliers the test statistic is ls = 0.04524 and ls — 0.04167 

which is still larger than the cutoff value of 0.0395. The same test has been performed in 

all remain dataset traces, confirming that both reactive and proactive handoffs dataset 

do not follow a normal distribution.

Failure of normality test and use of Wilcoxon Rank test

Since the aforementioned dataset is not normally distributed the outlier assessments 

necessitates the use of a Wilcoxon Rank test, to identify whether the two samples come 

from a common (non-normal) population. For p-values significantly greater than zero we 

accept the null hypothesis, and hence confirm that the two samples come from the same 

population. For p-values near zero we accept the alternate hypothesis implying that 

the data do not come from the same population, that is one of the two is significantly 

different and thus does not represent the measurement population expected. Such 

dataset is eliminated from subsequent statistical analysis. The p-value of the Wilcoxon 

Rank test are shown in table E.2.

Sample Id Reactive Proactive Sample Id Reactive Proactive
Wilcoxon p-value Wilcoxon p-value

1 0.652 0.88 7 0.844 0.788
2 0.254 0.607 8 0.979 0.588
3 1 1 9 0.789 0.404
4 0.48 0.424 10 0.479 0.452
5 0.426 0.769 11 0.652 0.061
6 0.784 0.677

Table E.2: P-values from Wilcoxon Rank test identifying whether datasets come from 
the same sample population, for the purposes of outlier elimination

From table E.2 it can be seen that for the chosen subset of 11 traces the last 

one appears exhibits a much smaller probability (near zero) of belonging to the same 

population as the other samples. The results of the test statistic are visualised through 

the box-plots of figures E.9(a) to E.9(b).

The lower and upper lines of the ‘box’ are the 25th (Ql) and 75th (Q3) percentiles 

of the sample. The distance between the top and bottom of the box is the interquartile 

range (IQR =  Q3-Q1). The interquartile range is a more stable measure of spread or
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Figure E.9: Handoff Delay distribution of the upper, lower and inter-quartile range, 
including perceived outliers

dispersion [427, 428] in comparison to sample means. The line in the middle of the box 

indicates the sample median. If the median is not centred in the box (i.e. not identical 

to the mean), that is an indication of skewness. The ’whiskers’ show the extent of the 

rest of the sample (unless there are outliers). In the case of no outliers, the maximum 

of the sample should be the top of the upper whisker. The minimum of the sample is 

the bottom of the lower whisker. By definition, an outlier is a value greater by about 

1.5 times the interquartile range away from the top or bottom of the box. Points at the 

top of the plot indicate such data outliers. The ‘waistline’ median indicates graphically 

at its top and bottom the respective confidence intervals for each of the sample subset 

taken from the simulation measurement.

While in the case of the reactive handoff, the test statistic (its p-value) shows that 

the null hypothesis can be accepted (i.e. all generated samples are emerging from a 

homogeneous sample population (i.e. no simulation artifact or significant outliers), this 

is not the case for all trace samples of proactive MIPv6 handoff delay component. In 

particular, the 1 1  —th  dataset while it maintains a median nearly identical with the rest 

of the samples, it experiences significantly more reactive IPv6 handoffs during Handoff 

AR discovery.

This behaviour has been investigated in the remaining 19 (out of 20) sample traces 

and it appears to be an artifact in the generation of the mobility pattern of MN. In 

particular, MN trajectories that pass with a less than uniform probability near the 

boundaries of the grid, appear to delay the discovery of Handoff ARs. This incurs a
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significantly larger amount of reactive handoffs, before the state about the respective 

Routing-Neighbourhood starts to build up.

Figures E.10 and E .ll illustrate percentile behaviour for the respective packet loss 

runs and jitter associated with the aforementioned measure of handoff delay of figure 

E.9. It can be seen that with the exception of one dataset all remaining datasets come 

from the same population since the median

I
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1
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Proactive I

7
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8

(a) Reactive Handoff (b) Proactive Handoff

Figure E.10: Packet Loss Runs distribution of the upper, lower and inter quartile range, 
including perceived outliers
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(a) Reactive Handoff (b) Proactive Handoff

Figure E .ll: Jitter distribution of the upper, lower and inter quartile range, including 
perceived outliers
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E.8 Param eters of influence in H A R D  convergence  

E .8 .1  In flu en ce  o f M o b ile  N o d e  S p e e d

To assess the effect of a varying measure of speed, the above simulation setup was 

augmented to an extended set of MN trajectories for the 10 participating MNs, with 

a maximum measure of MN speed varied between 1 and 90m/s7. All plotted curves, 

co-plot the respective 95% confidence interval.

85% Cl

6 m/s

1 m/s'

I 12 m/s

18 m/s

(a) 1-18 m /s  (b) 24-90 m /s

Figure E.12: Reactive Handoff probability during HARD state convergence, for different 
MN speeds (scales zoomed in where necessary)

Figures E.12 and E.13 show the performance of reactive and proactive handoff ratio 

for a monotonically increasing maximum MN for each individual set of simulation runs8. 

For an increasing MN speed the rate of growth of reactive handoffs while HARD state 

builds up, appears to be steadily decreasing.

It is interesting to observe that for pedestrian velocities (lm /s) alone, HARD state 

convergence is prohibitively slow with a direct impact on handoff delay performance as 

shown in figure E.20. It can be seen that in the total simulation period reactive handoffs 

occur with a probability of 0.7, implying little relative improvement over plain reactive 

MIPv6.

The effect becomes clearer through the pronounced negative handoff gain, shown 

in figure E.14; the graph shows clearly that at lm /s the curve of negative handoff gain 

(due to reactive handoffs) maintains a positive value throughout the simulation, instead 

of becoming negative (< 0) as is the case for higher MN speeds (e.g. 6m/s). Likewise in

7for very high speed motorways available in countries like Germany
820 iterations per speed value variation
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Figure E.13: Proactive Handoff probability during HARD state convergence, for differ
ent MN speeds

figure E.15 the proactive handoff gain does not receive a positive value (> 0) throughout 

the simulation, as is the case for MN speeds > lm /s .  This, indicates that a better mix 

of MN velocities is required if HARD state convergence is to provide significant benefits 

towards significant handoff delay reductions under proactive handoff management. In 

the context of these results, better implies higher MN speeds.

96% Cl
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(a) 1-18 m /s  (b) 24-90 m /s

Figure E.14: Reactive Handoff Gain during HARD state convergence, for different MN 
speeds

Indeed, performance as a result of faster HARD state convergence improves signif

icantly for speeds > 6m /s. In particular about a 40% increase in proactive handoffs 

when the sparse set of 10 MNs maintain a speed mix with upper bound of 6m/s. From 

figure E.14 it may be seen that the rate of proactive handoffs appears to overtake its

45 m/s
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reactive counterpart at about half the simulation time. Doubling the maximum MN 

speed to 12m/s the probability of a proactive handoff increases by a 10% (see figure 

E.13).
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Figure E.15: Proactive Handoff Gain during HARD state convergence, for different MN 
speeds

However, the interesting improvement, as shown in figure E.14, is that the positive 

gain from the dominant proactive handoff delay component emerges at about 60% less 

the simulation time period emerging at 6m/s; that is, while at 6m/s the positive gain 

appears at 750sec (0.5 of simulation time), at 12m/s the same positive gain appears at 

15 at 300sec.

It is interesting also to observe that an increase of 6m/s (from 12-18m/s) bring 

little improvement in the probability of proactive handoffs and hence in expediting the 

rate of HARD state convergence; a marginal decrease of only 5% in reactive handoffs, 

which none the less occurs much earlier during the course of the simulation time as seen 

from figure E.12.

An identical, albeit marginal, improvement is noted also for maximum MN speed 

between 24 and 30m/s, confirming that between 12 and 30m/s (i.e. a speed increase by 

a factor of 2.5) brings an improvement in HARD state convergence and subsequently in 

proactive handoff delay by about 10%. From there on proactive handoff gain gradually 

diminishes for speeds above 30m/s. In particular, an increase of 15m/s (from 30m/s) 

results an improvement in HARD state covergence of only 1.6%, where as a speed 

increase of 30m/s (from 60m/s) brings a reduction in reactive handoffs of only 1.5%.

This is a better-than-linear improvement in HARD state convergence, as illustrated
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Max MN speed Q25 Q75 Q 90 Q95 Q99 Q99.9

m /s [mphj-(type) Handoff Delay (sec)
1 [2.23]-(pedestrian) 0.468 1.920 1.934 1.940 1.956 1.959

6 [13.42]-(cycle) 0.424 0.465 1.910 1.924 1.942 1.956
12 [26.84]-(slow car) 0.422 0.437 1.881 1.919 1.941 1.966

18 [40.26]-(city) 0.422 0.433 0.466 1.903 1.940 1.972
24 [53.68]-((suburban) 0.421 0.433 0.462 1.898 1.942 1.962

30 [67.10] 0.421 0.431 0.444 1.877 1.925 1.951
35 [78.29]-(highway) 0.421 0.432 0.445 1.883 1.932 1.966

45 [100.66] 0.421 0.431 0.441 1.859 1.930 1.980
60 [134.21] 0.421 0.431 0.448 0.470 1.920 1.949
75 [167.77] 0.420 0.430 0.440 0.461 1.922 1.948

90 [201.32]-(autobahn) 0.421 0.430 0.440 0.456 1.915 1.942

Table E.4: Percentiles of handoff delay performance for varying MN movement speeds

of IP connectivity state established. For instance, for proactive establishment of IP- 

Roaming state the mechanism requires 1 RTT between MN’s current AR and the far

thest handoff AR neighbour; in addition, it requires 1000ms for DAD purposes; hence, 

the total cell residence period for IP Roaming state establishment purposes is bound 

between 1.08 and 1.16 sec for a typical RTT between 80-160ms.

Situations where the MN speed can outpace the transmission radius of the PoA over 

successive horizontal handoffs do not occur in practise since AP installation typically 

adapt their power budget and transmission range capabilities to accommodate practical 

maximum vehicular velocities attainable in the surrounding terrain [328].

Figure E.21 plots the respective probability density function of proactive handoff 

management through its respective proactive and reactive handoff probability densities 

for speeds of l-30m/s (see figure E.22) and 30-90m/s (see figure E.23) respectively. It 

may be seen that for speeds of l-30m/s the probability of a proactive handoff is 0.91; 

surprisingly even by increasing the maximum speed by a factor of of 3 (i.e. from 30 to 

90m/s) the probability of a proactive handoff increases only by 5% to 0.96.

The implications of such performance behaviour is two-fold: (i) MN speeds above

24-30m/s do not increase significantly the rate of convergence of HARD state and sub

sequently the probability of a proactive handoff as a result of HARD state availability; 

(ii) MN speed alone is a significant factor in achieving fast HARD state convergence for 

an MN speed mix > 6m /s.

Figure E.24 shows the collective measure of proactive handoff probability as a 

function of MN speed expressing the rate of HARD state convergence for a sparse set 

of 10 MN moving within a topology of 45 PoAs and pause time lOsec. It may be seen
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that variance in the attained results decreases as the measure of speed increases.

Furthermore, the graph contrasts the performance of proactive handoff manage

ment in the light of varying MN speed measure versus the reactive MIPv6 standard; 

under reactive MIPv6 all handoffs are treated with reactive-type measures of delay (in 

the region of 1.6-1.9sec). On the contrary,under proactive handoff management the set 

of handoffs are mapped in terms of delay onto transient reactive, while HARD state 

builds up in PoA caches and proactive as supported by proactive IP Roaming (i.e. 

context-specific) state establishment.

It may be seen that for a maximum of 12m/s the probability of a reactive handoff 

drops from 0.7 down to 0.2; this is a 50% increase achieved for very slow vehicular 

speeds. At 30m/s (motorway speeds) the reactive handoff probability drops down to 

0.1, with proactive handoff probability reaching 0.9. The above imply that for small 

maximum MN velocity measures, MN speed should be complemented by other factors 

(such as smaller pause periods or higher MN densities) if HARD state is to coverge 

significantly faster.

In the following section simulations investigate the effect of pause period of MN 

movement on the measure of proactive handoff probability.
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manifested as an oscillating delay pattern, during HARD state convergence, between 

reactive and proactive handoffs. As the density of the topology increases (see Table E.7) 

convergence of HARD state appears to be more scattered throughout the simulation 

period. On the contrary, for a low PoA density (e.g. PoA=45) HARD signalling tends 

to appear early during simulation, compressing state convergence at the start of the 

simulation period. The density of the plotted histogram for PoA=1000 hints further 

about the significantly increased measure of handoffs performed in comparison to low

PoA densities.

No of PoA PoA Density mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max
# \P oA \/m 2 Handoff Delay (sec)
45 1.1 0.654 0.430 0.484 0.529 0.415 1.971
70 1.7 0.711 0.433 0.559 0.577 0.415 2.009
140 3.38 0.743 0.436 0.602 0.599 0.415 1.950
200 4.8 0.804 0.436 0.681 0.638 0.415 1.978
300 7.25 0.775 0.436 0.644 0.622 0.416 1.995
400 9.7 0.811 0.435 0.689 0.643 0.416 1.965
500 12.1 0.829 0.437 0.715 0.652 0.416 1.977
600 14.5 0.816 0.437 0.697 0.643 0.414 1.9524
700 16.9 0.795 0.442 0.667 0.632 0.415 1.983
1000 24.2 0.821 0.437 0.704 0.647 0.415 1.980

Table E.7: Measures of location (central tendency) in handoff delay performance for 
varying PoA densities between 45-1000 PoAs serving a sparse set of 10 MNs

No of PoA PoA Density Q25 Q 75 Q90 Q95 Q 99 Q99 .9

# |PoA |/m 2 Handoff Delay (sec)
45 1.1 0.423 0.446 1.888 1.916 1.957 1.971
70 1.7 0.424 0.462 1.906 1.927 1.955 2.002
140 3.38 0.425 0.466 1.904 1.919 1.944 1.95
200 4.8 0.425 0.467 1.91 1.922 1.955 1.978
300 7.25 0.425 1.847 1.914 1.928 1.948 1.995
400 9.7 0.425 1.856 1.912 1.925 1.950 1.965
500 12.1 0.426 1.864 1.908 1.925 1.95 1.976
600 14.5 0.426 1.859 1.907 1.923 1.947 1.952
700 16.9 0.428 1.842 1.915 1.932 1.957 1.983
1000 24.2 0.426 1.856 1.909 1.929 1.958 1.979

Table E.8: Percentiles of handoff delay performance for varying PoA densities between 
45-1000 PoAs serving a sparse set of 10 MNs

Tables E.7 and E.8 show the measure of central tendency and respective percentiles 

of handoff delay performance for varying PoA densities. From table E.8 that at 75-th 

percentile of handoff delay measure, ; it, thus, becomes clearer that for topologies above 

200 PoAs at least 25% (but < 50%) of the handoffs are expected to experience reactive-
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It appears that the absolute minimum period of cell residence for an MN is the 

RTT between it and the farthest HAR neighbour allocating proactively state of any 

particular context. This implies that for an average worst case RTT of 160ms, the MN 

cannot transit between successive PoA with a handoff rate greater than 6.25 h/sec. 

This results are also in agreement with preliminary performance results in the study 

of Chalmers et al [147]; however, this study did not provide any results towards the 

tradeoff of cell residence period and the delay incurred by proactive state establishment 

before the next successive handoff for an MN.

From the above it is concluded that for a sparse set of (10) MNs operating in very 

dense PoA topologies, a handoff rate > 1 h/sec  prevents proactive handoff management 

from supporting handoff delay seamlessness when the minimum cell residence period is 

> 1 sec; this is the case when proxy-stateless address auto-configuration is employed for 

the purposes of IP Roaming establishment. On the contrary, statefull address autocon

figuration, enables significantly better performance for proactive handoff management 

since the measure of cell residence period can be significantly reduced when IP Roaming 

state context is established with HAR neighbours and thu,s enable conservative handoff 

rates of up to 6 handof fs /sec .

The reason for degraded proactive handoff performance is the slow HARD state 

convergence as a result of (i) sparse MN population and (ii) a significantly larger num

ber of HAR neighbours per routing neighbourhood. Notwithstanding, the encouraging 

observation is that in a typical mobile environment typical MN populations within a 

single geographical area range between 10,000-50,000 subscribers. In addition, it is very 

rare14 statistically, tha t all MN may communicate simultaneously. The following sec

tion in this study evaluates the effect of large numbers of MNs operating within a PoA 

topology.

E .8.4 Influence o f th e  num ber o f M N

To assess the effect of MN population size on the rate of HARD state convergence, 

we adapt the simulation model, to encompass an increasing number of MNs within 

the PoA topology. To this end, seven distinct simulation scenarios are identified with 

MN population size between 25-1000. The remaining parameters of importance, namely 

speed, pause period and PoA size, employ default nominal values: these are lOm/s, lOsec 

and 45 PoAs respectively. A number of 20 iterations is produced for each MN population

14the frequency of occurrence of such events is perhaps 2-3 per year including significant national 
holidays or states of emergency
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requires an MN velocity of > 60m/s. The former implies, that the MN population size 

emerges as the most influential parameter for HARD state convergence, while MN speed 

appears to be the second most influential parameter in the performance of proactive 

handoff management.

While the measure of reactive handoff probability (and, thus, its respective measure 

of delay) appears to remain less than 6% for high MN densities (e.g. 1000 MNs), figure 

E.41(a) illustrates a rather counter-intuitive effect: as the number of MNs increases from 

25 to 200 the measure of reactive handoff probability appears to decrease monotonically 

with an (inversely proportional) linear rate of decrease; that is, as the number of MN 

doubles (from 25-50 and 50-100) the rate of decrease in reactive handoff probability 

halves (from 3.2% to 1.7%).

However as the number of MNs becomes > 400 (e.g. 500) the measure of reactive 

handoff probability becomes proportionally (monotonically) increasing, in a non-linear 

manner; for an increase of 200 MNs the probability increases by 0.3%, for a subsequent 

increase of 250 MNs, reactive handoff probability notes an additional increase of 1% 

while for the next (last) increase of 350 MNs it notes an additional increase of 0.3%. 

The effect magnifies as the number of MN increases asymptotically, but terminates 

within shorter initial transient periods during simulation.

The cause of such behaviour is sought in the sheer amount of MNs transiting 

simultaneously onto a new PoA, during their first few reactive handoffs. During these 

first simulation moments, a large number of MNs transiting between PoAs experience 

simultaneously, their first reactive handoffs. This causes the instantaneous ratio of 

reactive handoffs (over the total (running) measure of handoffs performed) to shoot at 

significantly high values of about 5% (for 1000 MNs - see figure E.41(b)) within a small 

period (0.01) of the simulation time (about 15 sec).

Such high jump of the total reactive handoff probability is only temporal (in effect 

for asymptotically small periods of time) at the start of the HARD state convergence 

period. Nonetheless, such effect inflates the measure of reactive handoff probability in 

its overall value, for an increasing number of MNs, as shown in figure E.41(b). Such 

measure, however, does not reflect the average value of reactive handoff probability 

throughout the simulation. The latter is reflected clearly in figure E.43(b), plotting 

the measure of reactive handoff gain and the measure of instantaneous reactive handoff 

decay of figure E.45.

Similar observations apply for the measure of proactive handoff probability shown
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Number of MN M N / m 2 mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max

# Handoff Delay (sec)
25 1/8100 0.492 0.424 0.425 0.305 0.415 1.977
50 1/4050 0.472 0.424 0.425 0.258 0.414 1.994
100 1/2025 0.461 0.424 0.425 0.226 0.414 1.996
200 1/1012.5 0.453 0.423 0.424 0.202 0.414 1.995
400 1/506.2 0.457 0.424 0.425 0.214 0.414 1.997
650 1/311.5 0.471 0.429 0.425 0.255 0.414 2.0033
1000 1/202.5 0.488 0.425 0.425 0.297 0.414 1.996

Table E.9: Measures of location (central tendency) in handoff delay performance for 
varying MN densities between 25-1000 mobile nodes over a topology of 45 PoAs

Number of MN M N / m 2 Q 25 Q 75 Q90 Q 95 Q99 Q99 .9

# Handoff Delay (sec)
25 1/8100 0.420 0.430 0.440 0.463 1.931 1.972
50 1/4050 0.421 0.430 0.438 0.447 1.925 1.961
100 1/2025 0.420 0.429 0.436 0.444 1.914 1.954
200 1/1012.5 0.420 0.428 0.435 0.441 1.908 1.950
400 1/506.2 0.420 0.429 0.436 0.442 1.916 1.962
650 1/311.5 0.420 0.430 0.438 0.445 1.925 1.966
1000 1/202.5 0.421 0.430 0.441 0.461 1.933 1.976

Table E.10: Percentiles of handoff delay performance for varying MN densities between
25-1000 mobile nodes over a topology of 45 PoAs
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between the communicating peers. Conversely, small amounts of fixed play-out delay 

improves interactivity, but incurs higher packet loss in the play-out buffer, degrading 

the quality of VoIP speech output. The value of Te2e must be chosen based on some 

knowledge of the delay in the network. However, such metrics may not always be 

available and/or the statistics of the network delay may vary with time. To this end, 

adaptive play-out schemes are considered.

Adaptive play-out schemes monitor the network delay and its variations and ad

just accordingly the play-out time of voice packets. A number of algorithms have 

been proposed managing delay on a talkspurt-by-talkspurt basis; [429] investigates the 

monitoring of network delay estimating both delay and its variance, using moving av

erages, to adapt the play-out time at the beginning of each talkspurt but keeping it 

constant throughout the talkspurt. The scheme improves by detecting delay spikes, 

adapting faster play-out delay during the spike periods. The latter has been adopted 

by a number of subsequent schemes proposed in [430], exhibiting improved performance 

by employing percentiles instead of moving averages, at the cost of increased state and 

processing.

A different group of play-out algorithms adapt play-out delay on a per-packet as 

opposed to a talkspurt-by-talkspurt basis, allowing for tracking of delay variations even 

within a single talkspurt; [294] adopts such a technique, but does not take into account 

the voice signal itself, with an impact on the pitch of the speech signal during play-out. 

The work in [298] adjusts such effects by scaling voice packets through a time-scale 

modification scheme.

It may also be noted that, most play-out algorithms incur or allow for some packet 

loss. For instance, it is observed that managing delay through moving averages, causes 

packets with delay value located at the tail of the distribution to be lost. To this end, 

most of the schemes allow also to specify a target loss rate [298, 431, 432, 430, 298]

Given the interactive nature of voice conversations, it is intuitive that voice packets 

arriving after the scheduled play-out deadline are too late to support continuity in the 

uttered speech signal at the receiver and thus must be discarded. That is to say, delay in 

the receipt of packets translates to late loss rates over interactive real-time IP services.

F.2 E m pirical m easure o f w ireless handoff rate

For robust protocol design in IPv6 mobility management, it is important to identify the 

average number of handoffs, occurring during a voice call effected of wireless networks.
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To this end, we utilise data drawn from the realm of cellular circuit-switched commu

nications. Such information, provide a realistic measure, indicative of how frequently 

an IPv 6  handoff is expected to occur (assuming a different subnet per PoA) and thus, 

disrupt the flow of communication of the MN with its peers while in transit.

Holub et al [433] provide a short statistical analysis of average call duration, derived 

from the quality call record database of 1,000,000 calls of an operational GSM network. 

The authors report a median (50-percentile) call duration of 107 sec. Their derived 

empirical probability distribution function of call duration appears to resemble a gamma 

distribution whereby, 95% of the calls complete within 350 sec, while only 3% and 2% 

of the calls complete within 400 and 450 sec respectively. Nanda [273], in his teletraffic 

model analysis employs an average call duration of 150 sec derived from empirical data, 

while Gavish and Sridhar [434] converge to the median call duration identified by Holub, 

using an average call duration of 120 sec based also on empirical data. The above 

indicate an average call duration with range between 120-150 sec.

W ith respect to handoff frequency during a call, Feuerstein et al [435] shows ex

perimentally that the measure of average number of handoffs depends on the measure 

of hysteresis of the wireless terminal. The authors show that for intra-city cell ranges 

of about 275m, the mobile terminals register over a cellular TDMA system, on average 

5 and 20 handoffs during a 500-sec voice call, for typical hysteresis levels of 7 and 3 dB, 

respectively, at pedestrian speeds (0.8-1.2m/s). Approximating these values onto the 

average call duration identified above, indicates an average frequency of 1 - 2  handoffs 

for a high and 5-6 handoffs for a lower hysteresis margin, per call.

Nanda [273] provides a different classification of handoff rates over production 

cellular networks, by looking at the relation between cell size and the respective measure 

of traffic load.

Their results are based on the observation, that in the face of increased traffic 

load, WISPs provide more capacity by reducing cell size, while populating the same 

geographical area with more base stations [436]. The increase in system capacity is 

proportional to 1 / r 2  where r is the cell radius; for instance, a reduction in cell radius 

by a factor of 4 (e.g. 4 to 1 km) would result in a 16-fold (i.e. 42) increase in capacity.

Their results suggest tha t an increase in traffic load causes a reduction in the 

effective cell size, through the deployment of shorter range1 base stations that cover 

the same geographical area. Such management decision has a knock-on effect on the

1and thus non-interfering
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number of handoffs per voice call.

In particular, for intra-city cell sizes between 395-500m and a congestion factor c = 

0.1, Nanda reports that a pedestrian MN experiences approximately 2-3 handoffs/call. 

As the congestion factor increases to c = 0.5 the cell size reduces from 395 to 158m 

with the handoff rate for fast moving vehicles (25m/s) of over 20 h/call. For fast- 

moving vehicles over macro-cells the mean handoff rate reaches about 4 handoffs per call. 

Interestingly enough, as the number of slow (pedestrian) MN increases (0.4 > c > 0.8), 

the average number of handoffs experienced by slow MNs increases to about 3-5 handoffs 

per voice call. Thus, for an average congestion factor of c = 0.5, fast moving MNs 

observe an average handoff rate of 8  h/call, while slow moving MNs experience an 

average handoff rate of 4 h/call. Table F .l summarises the operational measure of 

handoffs/call as reported in results of [273].

cell size MN speed congestion factor handoff rate
m m /s no of MN/ cell handoffs/call

395-790 lm /s c =  0 . 1 2-3
158-395 25m/s c -  0.5 > 2 0

790 25m/s c =  0.5 7-9
1 0 0 0 25m/s c =  0.5 4
1 0 0 0 lm /s c =  0.5-0. 8 3-5

Table F .l: Empirical handoff rates observed in operational Cellular networks

The above imply that for pedestrian speeds (lm /s), a voice call would experience at 

the MN/ CN on average, a flow disruption (as long as the measure of persistent handoff 

delay), every 30-37.5 sec for a call duration between 120-150 sec. For vehicular speeds 

(up to 25m/s) a voice call would experience at the MN/CN a flow disruption every 15- 

18.75 sec. The measure of disruption becomes more critical for fast moving MNs, since 

packet loss detracts more frequently from the intelligibility of the voice conversation. 

Thus, for both MN-speed classes, the measure of persistent handoff delay establishes a 

noticeable degradation in voice communication at a significant frequency.

For IEEE 802.11 WLAN networks, the measure of handoff rate becomes more 

pronounced, given tha t a typical maximum cell size < 300m. Henderson et al [306] 

report on the monitored usage of an intra-campus WLAN network, that wireless nodes 

appear to associate and re-associate with several APs many times in succession, despite 

the host’s physical stationarity within the AP cell.

If 802.11 MNs perform such measure of L2-handoffs while stationary, it becomes 

obvious that the average handoff rate per voice call would increase significantly. Indeed
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the authors report an average AP visit per MN trip of 12 APs. Had the WLAN envi

ronment supported IPv6  mobility management and assuming that each AP is attached 

to an individual AR, each MN would experience an average IPv6  handoff rate of 12 

h/call, with a reported call duration of 31 sec. The former implies a potential VoIP 

flow disruption every 2.58 sec, with a persistent handoff delay in excess of 350ms per 

handoff.

Prom the above observations it emerges further that IP flow disruption effects 

are exacerbated, when the MN considers apart from horizontal, also vertical handoffs 

between competing WISP wireless cell overlays, as a result of higher handoff rates. A 

vertical handoff may occur as a result of multi-PoA diversity while the MN is stationary, 

as opposed to physical MN movement beyond the bounds of a coverage area.

F.3 L 2-handoff delay in IE E E 802 .11b /g  W LA N s

The process of a link-layer handoff has been elaborated in detail in Chapter 3; ex

perimental measurements over a particular WLAN vendor implementation exhibited a 

significant measure of L2-handoff delay, well over 200ms. This section provides a pass

ing view of the state-of-art in schemes or recommendations aiming to reduce L2-handoff 

latency. We focus on the trade-offs that such mechanisms make establishing the ratio

nale for proposing subsequently particular generic L2-handoff optimisations extending 

the performance of proactive handoff management.

Before looking at trade-offs of existing solutions, it is important to note that the 

IEEE 802.11 specification [80, 17] prescribes only the mechanisms to implement the link- 

layer handoff. The duration of the L2-handoff is not specified, allowing implementation 

vendors to balance trade-offs between fast response and low power consumption.

It is further im portant to highlight the process of L2-handoff initiation: during a 

frame transmission failure, the MN assumes at first stage, frame collisions and retrans

mits several times using lower bit rates (through dynamic rate shifting). If transmission 

remains unsuccessful, then radio fading is assumed and a probe request is sent to check 

the link. After several unanswered requests, the station declares itself in out-of-range 

status and thus, commences an active scan.

During an active scan each channel is probed briefly for active APs. The dwell 

period for each channel scan is bound by [M in C h an n elT im e,M ax C h an n e lT im e]. If the 

channel is idle for MinChannelTime, namely there is neither response nor any kind of 

traffic in the channel, the scan in tha t channel is complete and the channel is declared
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empty. I f  there is any traffic during this time, the station must wait M axC hannelT im e.

M a x C h an n e lT im e  should be large enough as to allow the AP to compete for the 

medium and send the probe response. It is noted that a scanning station is not able 

to sense other stations communicating with the AP, but can receive the acknowledge

ments sent from the AP. Hence, unless the channel is idle the station always waits for 

M a x C h an n e lT im e  for probe responses. While this period may vary per vendor imple

mentation, a M a x C h an n e lT im e  of 38ms per channel may be assumed, as identified in 

Section D.6.1 and confirmed by [303].

Yokota et al [105] propose a method for expediting an 802.11 L2-handoff that 

employs an inter-AP link-layer protocol and a dedicated MAC bridge. The protocol 

is based on broadcasting of MAC addresses from candidate APs over local WLAN 

segments connected through the MAC bridge. An AP broadcasts its MAC address when 

the MN performs an association (during an L2-handoff) with it. The MAC bridge is 

responsible for redirecting a flow of frames from the old to the new AP, achieving thus 

an L2-handoff. This proposal while appealing at local segments, appears to suffer from 

significant limitations. First, the solution assumes that all neighbouring APs can be 

connected through a single MAC bridge so that the MAC address broadcast by the AP 

can be feasible. Normally, this is not practical, since the WLAN deployment suggest 

multiple competing WLAN domains over a single geographical region. A number of 

AP neighbours would be connected over MAC bridges that span across different IP 

networks. Hence, for spanning tree last-hop WLAN networks a broadcast would not 

work. Furthermore, it is unlikely that WISP would allow redirection of packets at the 

MAC layer between domains, as this would require additional: (i) configuration effort,

(ii) L2 devices (iii) topology-specific assumptions, (iv) security considerations.

Misra et al [409] propose a proactive caching of neighbouring APs through an inter- 

AP protocol. The scheme is based on WLAN re-associations being enriched with the 

identity of the previously visited AP, passed by the MN during its next AP association. 

This is essentially similar to proactive handoff management presented in Chapter 3, 

but applied exclusively to the link-layer. This mechanism appears to offer significant 

reduction in L2-handoff delay. However, it presents a number of inconsistencies on 

claimed performance that casts shadows on the accuracy of the reported results.

The authors report a re-association latency reduction from 15.37 to 1.69ms. From 

an implementation perspective, an L2-re-association latency of 1.69ms is impossible
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for the simple reason that link-local (ping) latency has been experienced to be 3.8ms2  

during measurements (see Section D.6.1, Chapter 3). In addition, as shown in Table 

D.2 of Section D.6.1, authentication incurs by itself a delay of 3-5 ms. Ultimately, the 

authors provide no information about the configured dwell time per channel scan (i.e. 

MaxChannelTime), to identify the duration of a single channel scan.

W hat’s more, for APs with more than one neighbour, the MN would have to scan 

at least two channels. With very optimistic channel dwell periods of 5ms this implies a 

minimum of 10ms before the MN can proceed to the authentication stage. Furthermore, 

the lack of signalling sequence and the delay cost of each signal during the active scan 

in this mechanism makes impossible to confirm the claimed L2-handoff latencies.

Ultimately, the reported L2-handoff delay figures encompass a maximum of 3 op

erating channels. From monitoring measurements conducted over real WLAN network 

infrastructure3, we found that nearly all 13 frequencies were used in the deployed Dis

tributed Service Sets. The former implies a significantly higher L2 -handoff latency. We 

are currently unable to assess how long this latency is since the maximum dwell period 

is not provided by the authors.

Velayos and Karlsson [437] propose a modification to the 802.11 L2-handoff mech

anism whereby the probe process commences as soon as collisions have been excluded 

as a reason of frame transmission failure. The process meets significant complexities, 

however, when the wireless station is not transmitting. Furthermore, the authors pro

pose that the active scanning should not scan all available channels, but do not suggest 

how to derive a shorter list of channels, or under what criteria should such channels be 

selected over others.

Ultimately the proposal by Sharma et al [438] encompasses interleaving during 

transmissions between infrastructure and active scan mode for the purposes of detecting 

APs while the MN is engaged in communication with its peers. The authors claim an 

L2-handoff delay of 60ms under such scheme with a probing interval of 10ms. In addition 

they report a delay of 1 0 0  /is per invocation.

These figures are, however, conflicting with results reported in similar implementa

tion efforts. In particular, Chandra et al, in a similar implementation called MultiNet 

[336], report that each channel switching requires from the wireless interface a delay 

of 25-30ms. Ramani et al report under the Syncscan implementation [335], that it is

2 at 1 Mbps and 2.14ms at 11 Mbps
3Intra-UCL Computer Science campus neighbouring with the UCL-Hospital WAN network
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unrealistic to effect a scan more frequently than every 500ms since jitter and packet loss 

grow prohibitively for interactive real-time applications.

While interleaved scanning emerges as a significant proposal towards reduction of 

the search delay in WLAN L2-handoffs, its performance appears to be also hindered by 

practical limitations in terms of switching delays between scanning and communication 

as well as buffer exhaustion on the AP, or attendant packet loss [354].

F .4  O p tim ising  802.11 Scan laten cy

Given that L2-handoff performance must support bounded delay performance in this 

section we devise a simple scan latency optimisation for the L2-handoff sequence of 

802.11. Such optimisation is assisted by the Handoff AR discovery (HARD) function of 

proactive mobility management.

In Section 4.7.1 we specified that a PoA member within the M-neighbourhood is 

identified by means of an MNV-element (Eq. 4.2, defined as:

M N V ek,i — {AP I  Di, Channel APiDii^APiDi-, DomainlDi) (F.l)

For the purposes of an L2-handoff the above contains two vital information compo

nents: (i) A P I D i  which is the identity of the AP and (ii) Channel A P i D i  the operating 

channel of the AP.

We recall from the findings of Section D.6.1, that during an 802.11 L2-handoff, 

the AP discovery phase, produces the largest contribution to the total measure of L2- 

handoff delay. During this phase, the MN scans actively all available channels, with a 

minimum dwell period spend in probing each channel for operating APs. If the dwell 

period can be reduced to the absolute minimum by guiding the active scan process, then 

the dominant delay component of a WLAN L2-handoff could be reduced significantly 

with no impact to the robustness of the scanning process. If such reduction can ensure 

that the total delay incurred by an 802.11 L2-handoff remains well below 1 0 0 ms, then 

the HandoffCast function can address realistically delay seamlessness during MN’s IP 

handoff over WLAN.

To this end, the state established during HAR discovery at MN’s current PoA, aug

ments MN’s proactively established IP Roaming state with both the list of AP identifiers 

and their respective list of operating channels. On receipt, the mobility management 

function of the MN inserts the list for the following pair through a reverse L2-hint back 

to link-layer of the wireless NIC. In this manner, the link layer is informed explicitly
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about which channels to scan.

Looking again at the figures of Table D.2 or Table D.3 of Section D.6.1, we may 

observe that irrespective of the size of Probe Request Interval, any number of APs 

residing onto a single 802.11 ’channel’ produces an average Probe response delay of 3ms 

at 1Mbps and 4.5ms at 1 1 Mbps. This implies that under average MN association load 

any number of APs operating over a single channel would effect their probe responses 

within 4.5ms. If all 13 channels4  are scanned with a maximum dwell time of 5ms, all 

APs neighbours would provide their probe responses within 65ms to the MN.

Together with authentication and association signals this would bring the total 

measure of L2-handoff delay to 107ms for the worse case scenario, where all of 13 

channels need to be scanned5. W ith guide the results of Section D.6 .1 , we can anticipate 

through such cross-layer optimisation a significant reduction in L2-handoff delay. The 

latter clearly emerges as a potentially viable solution in 802.11 networks towards support 

of delay seamlessness through flow forwarding. We evaluate such expectation through 

simulations in combination with HandoffCast efficiency and performance.

F.5 A ssessin g  op tim ised  802.11 L2-handoff perform ance

To assess the performance of the proposed L2-handoff optimisation, we perform a set 

of 802.11 MAC layer simulations through NS-2 . A set of 10,20 and 40 MNs are placed 

randomly within a PoA topology similar to the one of Section 4.9.3. Wireless stations 

transmit a constant bit rate (CBR) flow with a packet payload of 33 bytes. The beacon 

period for all APs is assumed to be the nominal measure of 1 0 0 ms.

Parameter Value
Slot_Time 2 0  usee

SIFS 1 0  usee
DIFS 2 0  usee

CWmin 31
CWmax 1031

MinChannelTime 1.52ms
MaxChannelTime 30ms

Tx Rate 1  Mbps
MPDU Payload 33 bytes
Beacon Interval 1 0 0 ms

Table F.2: Simulation Parameters for 802.11 L2-handoff optimisation

Before engaging into simulating the performance of the proposed optimisation, it

4ETSI allocation of channels in Europe. In North America a total of 11 channels would yield a 
complete scan within 55ms.

5In North America the total L2-handoff delay would reach 97ms
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is important to attain a realistic measure on the bounds of maxChannelTime. This 

is because under loading conditions over a WLAN network, transmission of a probe 

request/response during an active scan is subject to transmission delays as a result of 

increased contention. The 802.11 specification prescribes a maxChannelTime of 30ms; 

however, this period may vary depending on the vendor implementation up to 38ms 

(see Section D.6 .1 ).

From a mobility management perspective, the emerging question is what is the 

minimum measure of maxChannelTime that can accommodate an increased measure 

of contention when (i) the offered load increases (ii) the number of associated MNs 

increases.

To field such question we first look into the collision avoidance mechanism of 802.11, 

since it is this function that balances (frame) transmission delay with medium access 

and transmission robustness.

The collision avoidance mechanism at the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.11 speci

fication [17] prescribes a binary exponential backoff period with a maximum backoff 

contention window of C W m ax  =  1031. Beyond this contention window, the wireless 

station must transm it its frame even at the cost of collision; this is to prevent starving 

the station from transm itting indefinitely due to high communication load.

Based on the contention-based backoff function, the minimum expected dwell time 

over an 802.11 transmission channel for the purposes of a single frame transmission is:

where Tp is the transmission period of the frame, D IF S  is a fixed DCF Inter-frame 

space period, and Slo tT im e  is the unit of the transmission period. The transmission 

period Tp is equal to

where is the transmission time of the data frame. For the size of a probe frame 

of 55 bytes, the Tp is found to be 900 ps. From the above we compute the expected 

measure of maxChannelTime as a function of backoff attempts.

Figure F .l (a) shows the number of estimated backoff attempts before C W m ax  is 

consumed and the MN is forced to transm it its communicated frame.

It may be seen that the MN is effectively allowed 6  backoff attempts (counter resets)

E[ChannelTime] — D IF S  -I- (SlotTim e  * C W m in ) +  Tp (F.2)

T„ = D IF S  +  P H Y  overhead + Td + A C K (F.3)
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t  = _____________________________ 2(1 ~  2V ) ____________________________________________________ fp m
(1 — 2p)(W  4- 1 ) -hpW (l — {2p)m)

where m  is the number of backoff attempts and W  is the backoff window. This 

system has been validated and used in a number of 802.11 MAC throughput studies 

[441, 442, 443, 444],

Combined with eqn.(F.4) the non-linear system, provides the measure of access 

probability for an MN, as a function of the MN population within each AP cell; use 

of this model during simulations, allows to influence statistically the number of backoff 

attempts experienced by an MN, as a result of an increasing number of 802.11 stations.

Computing the probability of a successful transmission after k collisions as a system 

of equations F.4, F.5 and F.6 , provides the maximum number of collision after the expiry 

of C W m ax. Figure F .l(b) shows the incurred number of collisions before transmitting 

successfully a frame over a load-saturated 802.11 link. It may be seen that the number 

of collision does not exceed four, even for an increasing number of MNs, saturating the 

link capacity.

The above medium access probabilities are thus integrated in the devised simulation 

model, to account for the number of backoff attempts and respective number of frame 

collisions as a result of saturated transmission load. To attain a confidence interval 

the simulation scenario received 20 iterations. The MN employed the modified random 

way-point model of Section 4.9.4, moving within the nominal PoA topology of 45 APs. 

The derived measure of probe Request/Response delay is identified as the respective 

maxChannelTime for each channel. All PoAs are assigned randomly a channel number 

between 1 and 13. Measurements are acquired after HARD convergence period, which 

for a density of 45 PoAs was found to be 300sec. Hence, for a total simulation period 

of 1500sec the steady state period during which measurements were recorded, had a 

duration of 1 2 0 0 sec.

F.5.1 S im ulation  R esu lts

Figure F.2 shows the measure of delay incurred by a probe request/response handshake 

during MN movement. It may be seen tha t for an MN population of 20 STAs and an 

average traffic load (50%), a probe response is received within 10ms (8.2ms). Hence, for 

the average load case of 20 STAs a maxChannelTime period of 10ms is sufficient for the 

detection of a channel. For a 70% load the maxChannelTime nearly doubles to 19ms. 

Above that load threshold G > 0.7, the probe response delay increases above 30ms.
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signalling cost (Common,Exclude,Include) neighbours and PoA node-degree, observed 

during HandoffCast forwarding, as function of PoA density.
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PoA density (ND) mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max
# Persistent Handoff Delay (sec)

45 (8 ) 0.079 0.078 0.079 0.009 0.059 0.114
70 (6 ) 0.073 0.073 0.074 0.008 0.049 0.097
140 (2) 0.158 0.169 0.167 0.032 0.036 0.187
200 (3) 0.142 0.148 0.148 0.030 0.036 0 . 2 0 2

L2-handoff De ay Component (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.067 0.063 0.58 0.007 0.040 0.075
70 (6 ) 0.069 0.063 0.061 0.007 0.030 0.087
140 (2) 0.062 0.063 0.062 0.009 0.028 0.095
200 (3) 0.054 0.062 0.063 0 . 0 1 1 0.031 0 . 1 1 2

Forwarding Delay Component (old—mew PoA) (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.008 0 . 0 1 1 0.067
70 (6 ) 0.032 0.032 0.032 0.008 0.009 0.062
140 (2) 0.084 0.090 0.089 0 . 0 2 0 0.009 0.107
200 (3) 0.077 0.082 0.080 0 . 0 2 0 0.009 0.115

Fwd Delay (old Poa—> RP) (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.008 0.007 0.061
70 (6 ) 0.030 0.029 0.029 0.008 0.007 0.060
140 (2) 0.077 0.082 0.081 0.019 0.007 0.099
200 (3) 0.071 0.075 0.074 0.019 0.006 0.114

Fwd Delay (RP—mew Poa) (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.035 0.034 0.035 0.008 0.013 0.060
70 (6 ) 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.007 0.013 0.058
140 (2) 0.078 0.084 0.083 0 . 0 2 0 0.007 0.108
200 (3) 0.068 0.072 0.071 0 . 0 2 0 0.003 0.124

Total one-way e2e delay (CN—>old PoA—>R' u 1 g O >

45 (8 ) 0.098 0.097 0.098 0.018 0.043 0.163
70 (6 ) 0.118 0.116 0.117 0.015 0.086 0.171
140 (2) 0.229 0.245 0.244 0.052 0.032 0.279
200 (3) 0.235 0.250 0.247 0.058 0.032 0.322

Total direct one-way e2e delay (C M—► old/new PoA)
45 (8 ) 0.045 0.044 0.045 0.006 0.031 0.068
70 (6 ) 0.038 0.037 0.037 0.008 0.017 0.069
140 (2) 0.074 0.078 0.077 0.015 0.006 0.093
200 (3) 0.095 0 . 1 0 2 0 . 1 0 0 0.026 0.006 0.144

Late arrival of N'N and de ay accumulation in pkt buffering
45 (8 ) 0.019 0.018 0.019 0.006 0.007 0.036
70 (6 ) 0 . 0 2 2 0.023 0.023 0.005 0.009 0.044
140 (2) 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1

200 (3) 0.006 0.006 0 . 0 0 2 0.003 0.009 0.004
Early MN arrival and delay accumulation in (MN) waiting

45 (8 ) 0.026 0.024 0.025 0.009 0 . 0 1 1 0.055
70 (6 ) 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.007 0 . 0 1 1 0.046
140 (2) 0.105 0.105 0.105 0 . 0 1 1 0.076 0.136
200 (3) 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.015 0.037 0.123

Table F.3: Moments of location (Central tendency) of delay measures observed during 
HandoffCast forwarding, as function of PoA density and RP node-degree
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PoA density (ND) Q2 5 Q 75 Q 90 Q 95 Q 99 Q 99.9

# Persistent Handoff Delay (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.073 0.085 0.092 0.096 0.106 0.114
70 (6 ) 0.069 0.079 0.082 0.085 0.094 0.097
140 (2) 0.159 0.175 0.180 0.182 0.186 0.187
200 (3) 0.135 0.160 0.169 0.176 0.188 0 . 2 0 2

L2-handoff Delay Component (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.055 0.065 0.069 0.071 0.075 0.075
70 (6 ) 0.054 0.063 0.067 0.071 0.075 0.087
140 (2) 0.057 0.068 0.071 0.076 0.088 0.095
200 (3) 0.056 0.071 0.077 0.084 0 . 1 0 1 0 . 1 1 2

Forwarding Delay Component (ole —mew PoA) (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.035 0.045 0.050 0.054 0.062 0.067
70 (6 ) 0.027 0.037 0.043 0.047 0.056 0.062
140 (2) 0.084 0.095 0.098 0 . 1 0 0 0.104 0.107
200 (3) 0.071 0.089 0.095 0 . 1 0 1 0.108 0.115

?wd De ay (old Poa—>RP) (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.032 0.041 0.047 0.051 0.060 0.061
70 (6 ) 0.024 0.035 0.040 0.044 0.053 0.060
140 (2) 0.076 0.087 0.090 0.092 0.095 0.099
200 (3) 0.065 0.083 0.089 0.094 0 . 1 0 2 0.114

Fwd Delay (RP—mew Poa) (sec)
45 (8 ) 0.030 0.040 0.047 0.051 0.057 0.057
70 (6 ) 0.025 0.034 0.039 0.041 0.051 0.055
140 (2) 0.079 0.089 0.092 0.094 0.104 0.106
200 (3) 0.062 0.081 0.088 0.093 0.105 0 . 1 2

Tota one-way e2e delay (CN—>old PoA—>RP—mew PoA)
45 (8 ) 0.085 0.109 0 . 1 2 1 0.126 0.144 0.163
70 (6 ) 0.106 0.127 0.140 0.146 0.160 0.171
140 (2) 0.233 0.256 0.262 0.265 0.272 0.279
200 (3) 0.224 0.270 0.284 0.292 0.305 0.322

Total direct one-way e2e celay (CN—mid/new PoA)
45 (8 ) 0.040 0.049 0.055 0.057 0.063 0.068
70 (6 ) 0.032 0.042 0.048 0.052 0.061 0.069
140 (2) 0.072 0.082 0.086 0.088 0.091 0.093
200 (3) 0.086 0 . 1 1 2 0 . 1 2 1 0.127 0.138 0.144

Late arrival of MN and delay accumu ation in pkt buffering
45 (8 ) 0.015 0 . 0 2 2 0.028 0.033 0.035 0.036
70 (6 ) 0.019 0.026 0.028 0.029 0.039 0.044
140 (2) 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1

200 (3) 0.004 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009
Early MN arrival anc delay accumulation in (MN) waiting

45 (8 ) 0.019 0.032 0.039 0.042 0.051 0.055
70 (6 ) 0 . 0 2 1 0.032 0.037 0.040 0.045 0.046
140 (2) 0.096 0.114 0.119 0.124 0.130 0.136
200 (3) 0.079 0.097 0.109 0.113 0 . 1 2 0 0.123

Table F.4: Percentiles of delay measures observed during HandoffCast forwarding, as 
function of PoA density and RP node-degree
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PoA density mean median trimean Std.Dev Min Max

# No. of Probed Channels/R-neighbourhood
45 4 4 4 0.8721 2 6

70 4 5 4 0.9475 1 8

140 5 5 5 1.1378 1 9
2 0 0 5 5 5 1.4446 1 1 1

Mo. of PoA neighbours/R-neig lbourhood
45 5 6 5 1.1963 1 8

70 6 6 6 1.3796 2 1 0

140 6 6 6 1.6403 2 1 2

2 0 0 7 7 7 2.0256 1 1 2

Common PoA neighbours/R-neighbourhood
45 2 2 2 0.6548 1 4
70 2 2 2 0.6734 1 5
140 2 2 2 0.6737 1 5
2 0 0 2 2 2 0.7193 1 5

Excluc ed (Pruned) PoA neighbours/' T-neighbourhood
45 3 3 3 0.7138 0 5
70 4 4 4 0.8312 2 7
140 4 4 5 1.2967 1 8

2 0 0 5 5 5 1.6875 1 1 0

Included (Grafted) PoA neighbours/' I-neighbourhood
45 3 4 3 0.7614 0 5
70 4 4 4 0.9899 1 9
140 4 4 4 1.2627 1 1 1

2 0 0 5 5 5 1.6669 0 1 1

PoA node degree
45 (8 ) 2 1 2 1.5076 1 8

70 (6 ) 2 1 2 1.5661 1 1 2

140 (2) 2 1 2 1.4523 1 1 0

200 (3) 2 1 2 1.4142 1 9

Table F.5: Moments of central tendency for number of probed channels, R-
neighbourhood size, signalling cost (Common,Exclude,Include) neighbours and PoA 
node-degree, observed during HandoffCast forwarding, as function of PoA density
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PoA density Q 25 Q 75 Q 90 Q 95 Q 99 Q99 .9

# No. of Probed Channels/R-neighbour hood
45 4 5 6 6 6 6

70 4 5 6 6 6 8

140 4 5 6 6 8 9
2 0 0 4 6 7 8 9 1 1

No. of PoA neighbours/R-neighbourhood
45 5 6 7 7 8 8

70 5 7 7 8 1 0 1 0

140 5 7 8 9 1 1 1 2

2 0 0 5 8 9 1 0 1 2 1 2

Common PoA neighbours/R-neighbourhood
45 1 2 3 3 4 4
70 1 2 3 3 4 5
140 1 2 3 3 4 5
2 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 5

Excluded ( 3 runed) PoA neighbours/R-neighbourhood
45 3 4 4 5 5 5
70 3 4 5 5 6 7
140 4 5 6 6 8 8

2 0 0 4 6 7 8 9 1 0

Included (Graftec ) PoA neighbours/R-neighbourhood
45 3 4 4 4 5 5
70 3 4 5 5 7 9
140 4 5 6 6 8 1 1

2 0 0 4 6 7 8 1 0 1 1

PoA node Degree
45 1 2 4 6 8 8

70 1 2 4 5 7 1 2

140 1 3 4 5 8 1 0

2 0 0 1 3 4 5 8 9

Table F.6 : Percentiles of probed channels, R-neighbourhood size, signalling cost (Com
mon,Exclude,Include) neighbours and PoA node-degree, observed during HandoffCast 
forwarding, as function of PoA density

F.T P ersisten t H an doff D elay

This section presents the measure of persistent handoff delay by averaging the individ

ual instantaneous delay figures over the entire set of 2 0  simulation iterations for the 

particular scenario, as shown in Figures F.5 and F.6 .

Furthermore, a regression fit is provided on the observed measure of delay for 

all 4  PoA densities explored. The grey shadow in each of these graphs tracks the 

instantaneous measure of variance from the observed mean.

In all four case the fit is acceptable with a residual norm of 0.112, 0.098, 0.137 and
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For PoA densities of 140 and 200 AR nodes, the average persistent handoff de

lay varies between 158 and 142ms respectively. Around 84 and 77ms are owed to the 

forwarding delay component, while about 62 and 63 ms are attributed to the average 

observed measure of L2-handoff delay. It may be seen that the forwarding delay com

ponent is more than double that of the respective forwarding delay for smaller PoA 

densities, namely 45 and 70 AR nodes.

From these figures it emerges that: (i) despite the increase in PoA density (which 

implies a respective increase in the average R-neighbourhood size) the average measure 

of L2-handoff delay remains approximately constant, (ii) the measure of forwarding 

delay increases.

With respect to the measure of forwarding delay over the HandoffCast forwarding 

path segment, Section 5.6.1 has shown that such increase in forwarding delay is not due 

to the increase on the number of non-leaf ARs withing the topology but as a result of 

the effective node-degree of the RP node placement.

With respect to the measure of L2-handoff delay, Section 5.6.1 has shown that 

despite the effective increase in the size of MN’s new R-neighbourhood, the number of 

channels that should be probed within that neighbourhood remains on average constant 

As a result, by guiding the active AP scanning process over the correct set of channels 

to be probed, the L2-handoff process of 802.11 can achieve a significantly smaller delay 

footprint within the measure of persistent handoff delay.

F .8 H andoffC ast forwarding path  delay com ponents

This section presents the empirical probability density function of one-way delay expe

rienced in the two path segments employs during HandoffCast forwarding.

These are accompanied by the respective measure of forwarding path delay as a 

function of the number of non-leaf AR within the network topology, at a 95% confidence 

interval.

We may observe that PoA topologies where the RP is places at an AR with a high 

node-degree, the observed measure of one-way delay appears to be normally distributed 

around the mean.

This is also attested from Table F.3 where, for PoA=45 and 70 the means is nearly 

identical the median delay value (50% percentile). This implies no skew away from the 

mean value. This is not exactly the case for PoA=140 and 200 which appears to be 

slightly right-skewed.
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then all that is required, is to identify the coordinates of the points defining the 

length of line segment be. This may be found easily by identifying the coordinates of 

points of intersection for each pair of the 3 overlapping circles. For instance, the length 

of be is tracked by the points b and c, each found as the top point of intersection between 

circles C A a and CAc  for point 6 , as well as C A a and C A b for point c. The third point 

a is found as the top point of intersection between disks C A b and CAc-

We note that the points of intersection between two circles with centre A (x \ ,y \ ) 

and B {x 2 , 1/2 ) [447] is given by:

x 2  +  x i  ( x 2  -  x i ) ( r \  -  r l )  , 2 / 2  —  2/1  7 7 7 -------- ;------ 7 7 ----- M \(a2------7---------------- \ 2 \
X i  =  -------2-------  2 d 2    ±  ~ 2 r f 2  v ( ( n  + r 2 ) 2 - d 2 )(d2 -  (r2 - n ) 2)

(G.18)

2 / 2 + 2 / 1  . ( 2 / 2  —  2/ i ) ( r i  — r i )  x 2  — x \ / 7 7 ------- 7 2-----yK7l2--- 7----------\ 2 \
Vi =  — g—  +    ~2d?   T ... 2 d 2 v ((r i +  r2) — d2 )(d2  -  (r2 - n ) 2)

(G.19)

where rq and r 2  is the radii of A and B respectively, while d is the distance be

tween the centres of two overlapping disks, found in similar fashion by applying the 

Pythagorean theorem between intersection points (aq, yi). We can now iterate the above 

calculations to identify the circular segment of C A b defined by chord ca ass well as the 

circular segment of C A c  defined by chord ab. In a similar fashion we may derive ca 

and ab as

ca = a / (xb -  x c ) 2  +  (yb -  yc ) 2  (G.20)

ab = y /(xc -  x a ) 2 +  (yc -  ya ) 2  (G.21)

Thus we can now compute the total area of overlap between three coverage areas 

of different radii as the sum of 3 circular segments and a straight edge triangle, namely:

A(abc) = A d r c S e g A  +  A C ir c S e g B  + A d r c S e g C  + ^ A a & c  (G.22)

The area of the third triangle may be found by employing Heron’s formula, namely:

A(Aabc) = y/s(s — ab)(s — bc)(s — ac) (G.23)
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where s(A) is the semi-perimeter of the triangle defined as half its perimeter, i.e.

s(Aabc) = +  be + ac) (G.24)
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